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THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
'The Taming of
its

acts,

the Shrew," a comic
opera in four

libretto freely

arranged by Joseph Widmann from
Shakespearian comedy of the same name, and with
music by Hermann Goetz, was
produced at Mannheim in

the

1872.

CHARACTERS.
Baptista, a rich gentleman of Padua.

Katherine,
Bianca,

)

his daughters.

}

Hortensio,
J 8uitors to Bianca.
Lucentio,
J
Petruchio, a gentleman of Verona.

Grumio, his servant.

A
A
A
As

tailor.

steward.

housekeeper.

in Shakespeare's play, Baptista has

two daughters,

one of them Katherine, the shrew, and the other the gentle

When

Bianca.

the curtain rises before Baptista's house, the
is discovered, addressing a serenade to

love-sick Lucentio

His dulcet tones are rudely drowned by
the house, caused by the vixenish Katherine.
The servants coming out, thoroughly tired of her berating,

Bianca's window.

a tumult
declare

When

in

that

surely

the

himself

inhabits

the

house.

subsided, Lucentio, coming back to
has a delightful interview with his lady-

the storm has

finish his serenade,

fiend
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is assured that she is not indifferent.
They
are interrupted by the arrival of an ancient beau, Hortensio,
and his hired musicians, who play a serenade of his own
Lttcentio is about actively to oppose the rival
composing.

love in which he

when Baptista comes out of the house, very cross
about having his rest disturbed with continual serenading,
and reminds the suitors that there can be no hope for them
Could any situation be
until Katherine is safely wedded.

concert,

more hopeless?
They depart in dejection and Hortensio meets the
wealthy and gallant Petruchio of Verona, who has recently
The two are old acquaintances and, in
arrived in Padua.
the course of the conversation, Petruchio laments the fact
that he is rich and surrounded by sycophants and expresses
a longing for the piquancy of having his will opposed.

Hortensio

at

is

once

reminded

of

Katherine,

and

recommends her

for the purpose.
Petruchio, drawing upon
his memory, recalls her as a froward little girl he once met,
who angrily escaped his kiss and ran away. His is a soul
which loves to conquer opposition and he vows to wed this
lady.
They are before her window, and
he laughs quietly to himself and bids her,

recalcitrant

young

looking up

at

it,

Sleep soft, for but one short and passing season,
For thee a battle waits.

The second

on the next morning and
Katherine in her own boudoir. Reports
of her shrewishness are found to be entirely correct.
Petruchio secures Baptista's all-too-willing consent and goes
He has
bravely about the formidable business of wooing.
of
work
as
has
Katherine
that
it,
up-hill
especially
very
morning renewed her resolution never by any act to merit
"
"
the weaker vessel
like the rest of her sex.
being called
She fairly rages against his terms of endearment, but he
meets all her scorn with honeyed irony. It finally occurs
to her that, for the first time, she has met a man whose will
is as unbending as her own.
He insists that by Monday
be
wedded
in
will
and
her
they
fury she bethinks herself
introduces to us

act takes place

THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
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him by marrying him and

having him conveniently at hand. Promising to return to
claim his gentle bride, he gaily departs for Venice.
In the third act, the taming process is seen to have
begun even before the wedding. Petruchio makes Katherine submit to the humiliation of having to wait for her
bridegroom. In fact, he is so long delayed that the guests
no one can
depart thinking her a deserted bride and
find
heart
to
him
blame
for
really
having repented his
When
Petruchio
does
comes, it is without
bargain.
tardy

He bustles
the promised finery and gifts for the bride.
of
the
and
the
everybody,
through
despite
pleas
ceremony
the bride not excepted, he will not stay for the weddingaway to the country with him.
and Katherine are seen at
Petruchio
act,
their country home with the taming process being continued.
They attempt to dine but Petruchio snatches away each dish
before his hungry bride can taste it, under the pretext that
tailor
the waiting-people have not well served them.
feast but hurries Katherine

In the fourth

A

comes from Paris with fascinating gowns and bonnets and
Kate for a moment forgets that she is half-famished as she
She buys and
inspects them with true feminine delight.
to
the
effect
Petruchio
but he
waits
try
upon
eagerly
and
bids
her
discard
the
declares her choice ridiculous
a
has
But
happened to
garments at once.
strange thing
Katherine.
She does not want to fight with this Petruchio.
She wants to love him and have him love her and she so
confesses.

The opera ends

as Baptista arrives with Bianca

and Lucentio, who just have been married, to

find

Kate and

Petruchio not scratching each other's eyes out, but making
love in the conventional way.

The opera, which is truly charming, was the only
product of the genius of a composer, whose early death cut
short a career full of promise.
"
Among the numbers are "Lucentio's serenade," Haste
Petruchio's song,
She is a
ye, tones of love and longing
"
wife for such a man created;
Katherine's song in the sec;
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"
act,

I'll

give myself to no

man " and

the quintet which

closes the act.

In the third act are the love-songs of Lucentio and
Hortensio, skilfully mingled with the giving of lessons to
Bianca, and the music greeting the belated arrival of
Petruchio.
In the fourth act occur Katherine's confession
"
Of fighting I am wearying," and the love-duet of Katherine

and Petruchio,

"The

silver

moon

invites."

GIROFLE-GIROFLA
"

"

is an opera bouffe in three acts, its
music by Charles Lecocq and text by Van Loo and Aterrier.
It was first produced at the Theatre des Fantaisies Paris-

Girofle-Girofla

iennes, Brussels,

March

1874.

21,

CHARACTERS.
Don

Bolero D'Alcarazas, a Spanish nobleman, father

of the twin sisters.

son

Marasquin,

of

Marasquin

&

Co.;

betrothed

to

Girofle.

Aurora, wife of
Girofle,

\

Girofla,

)

Don

twm

Bolero.

Slsters

"

Pedro.
Paquita.
Pirate Chief.

The
The
The
The
The
The

Godfather.

Notary.
Uncle.
Page.

Godmother.

Fernand.

Gusman.
A Lawyer.
Servants, pirates, bridesmaids, cousins, Moors.

The scene is laid in Spain in the last century.
story relates the pecuniary difficulties of Don Bolero,

The

who

OPERAS
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is governor of the province and possesses a
variety of titles
but no money.
He is, in fact, badly in debt, owing 4.000,000 francs to Marasquin & Co., with no prospect of being
it.
His available assets consist of two daughand
so remarkably similar in appearance that
ters, twins,
can
be
they
distinguished only by wearing scarfs of different color, one of blue and one of rose.
These young ladies
are of marriageable age and just when the family fortunes

able to pay

are at lowest ebb, their mother, Donna Aurora, who is a
of a match-maker, betroths Girofle to the heir of the
house of Marasquin, and Girofla to Mourzouk, the Moorbit

to

ish chief,

emphasizes

The

whom Don

his

demands

curtain

Marasquin comes

rises
first

also in debt and who
payment with threats of death.
on the wedding-day of the twins.
and is duly married to Girofle, but

before the arrival of the
Girofla

is

carried

off

Bolero

is

for

Moor a

dreadful thing happens.

by pirates and the parents are

in

despair at the thought of trying to appease her bridegroom.
The mother again rises equal to the occasion and dispatches

Admiral Matamoras in pursuit of the pirates. Girofle then
impersonates her sister and is .married again, this time to
the Moor.
As they are waiting for the restoration of the
stolen bride, Matamoras, who has been promised 10,000
piasters for his deed but who is doubtful of the paternal
word in money matters, sends a message saying that he will
proceed with the battle on receipt of cash. The cash is
speedily collected and sent but the incident causes delay and
Girofle has a lively time posing as bride of two husbands

during the interval. The situation is further complicated
by the fact that she becomes intoxicated. The ingenious
inventions of Don Bolero to account for the absence of the
proper

number of

mately,

everything
Girofle's twin sister.

brides
is

are

settled

remarkably amusing. Ultiby the return of

peaceably

This merry opera, with its light and lively melodies of
higher standard than those of the usual opera
bouffe, contains several favorites, among them being Paquita's
a

rather

GIROFLfi-GIROFLA
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"When

the day's finished and evening has come;"
"
"
the
The neatest and completes!
pirates' chorus,
"
"
"
the
The
duet,
Pretty
drinking song,
Glistening Wine;
"
"
Girofla
It is the
and the chorus of wedding-guests,

ballad,

the

;

O

cannon."

DIE FLEDERMAUS
"

"

"

Die Fledermaus
or
The Bat," a comic operetta in
three acts, the book by Haffner and Genee and music by
Johann Strauss, was first performed in Vienna in July,
"
"
1874.
It is founded on
Le Revillon,
by Meilhac and
Halevy.

CHARACTERS.
Von Eisenstein, a Baron.
Alfred, a singing-master.
Frosch, a court-usher.
Frank, a prison director.
Dr. Blind, an attorney.
Dr. Falke, a notary.
Ivan, Prince Chamberlain.
AH Bey, an Egyptian.

Murray, an American.
Cancorney, a Marquis.
Rosalinde, wife of Eisenstein.
Prince Orlofsky.
Adele, Rosalinde's maid.
Lord Middleton.

Dancers and masqueraders.

Happy
Life

he,

is all

who can

see

a comedy.

"
The Bat," and they are
sing the characters consistently in
The scene of this gay little advenfaithful to their creed.
ture

is

laid in

Germany

in the last century.

In Act

I,

we
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grieved to find that Herr von Eisenstein has been
sentenced to eight days' imprisonment for contempt of court.
His friend, Doctor Falke, who has been the victim of one
of Von Eisenstein's practical jokes whereby after a masked
are

ball he has had to walk home through the streets in broad
daylight in the unusual guise of a bat or flittermouse,
decides to settle the score.
Accordingly, he persuades Von

Eisenstein to ignore his sentence and attend with him the
ball given by Prince Orlofsky, an eccentric young Russian
with a penchant for ladies of the ballet.
Falke also invites

and Adele, her
After the departure of Von Eisenstein and Doctor
Falke, Rosalinde receives a visit from a former admirer,
So much does he make himself
Alfred, a music teacher.
at home that when the warden of the jail, which is fairly
yawning for Von Eisenstein, calls for his prisoner, Alfred
is mistaken for the husband.
To put the matter in the best
light possible, Alfred allows himself to be arrested, and is
to the festivity Rosalinde, the Baron's wife

maid.

led off attired in

In Act

II,

Von

Here are

house.

Eisenstein's dressing-gown.
is in progress at Prince Orlofsky's
assembled all the dramatis personae,

the ball

except, for obvious reasons, Alfred.

Rosalinde, who
as others than
flirtation

Von

Eisenstein, Falke,

masked, Adele and Frank, are
Rosalinde has a
themselves.
with her own husband and succeeds

him of

is

The ball
an untimely end when

all

posing

desperate
in

reliev-

a great success but it
comes to
Rosalinde, whose identity
is about to be discovered by her husband, makes the clock
strike six and the revelers run away thinking the dawn has

ing

his watch.

is

In the morning, all the guests go to visit
surprised them.
Frank at the jail and find that instead of being the Chevalier,

as he has represented himself, he

is

a warden.

thinking him an important personage, has come

Adele,
to

beg

his influence in securing her master's forgiveness for having
worn her mistress' dress at the ball. Frank unfortunately
is

still

night

under the influence of the champagne he drank the
and his jailor, Frosch. also is intoxicated.

before,

DIE FLEDERMAUS
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Von

Eisenstein, coming to give himself up as a prisoner,
astonished to find that another, arrested at his residence
as Rosalinde's husband, is serving his term.
Alfred, who
does not recognize him, confides the whole story to him and
is

become greatly complicated. Rosalinde's arrival
further entangles matters until she confronts her husband
with damaging evidence against him in the shape of his
own watch and he is forced to be forgiving and so is
affairs

forgiven.

While the

The Bat " may not be of remarkAs usual, the waltz king
excellent.

libretto of

"

able value, the score is
indulges his love of dance-music

czardas, polkas, romanzas

and charming waltzes,
and drinking songs abound.

DEMONIC

IL
"

Demonio

"

"

The Demon," a lyric play in three
with music by Anton Rubinstein and text by Wiskowatov, after the Russian of Lermantoff, was produced in
II

or

acts,

St. Petersburg, Jan. 25, 1875.

CHARACTERS.
The Demon.
Prince Gudal.

Tamara,

his daughter.
Prince Sinodal, Tamara's fianct

The Angel

of Light.

Servant to Sinodal.
Tamara's Governess.

Good and bad

The

spirits, angels.

in Grusia in the Caucasus.
The
has left the nether world and wanders about on earth
in search of prey, impelled by his hatred of the Creator and
all his works.
When the curtain rises, the Demon is seen
in the flashes of the storm, leaping about in fury.
The evil
wind
taunt
in the
and
of
the
each
other
the
voices
spirits
darkness and a chorus of created things speak in fervent
The demon is complaining of his ennui
praise of Heaven.
and raving of unprecedented deeds of evil, when approached
by the Angel of Light, who in vain begs him to repent and
seek the forgiveness of heaven.

Demon

scene

is

laid

OPERAS
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In vivid contrast is the second tableau, which discloses
Tamara, daughter of Prince Gudal, a maiden of transcendShe is
ent beauty, making merry with her attendants.
observed by the Demon, who, enchanted by her appearance,
resolves to secure her for himself, despite the fact that he
hears her speak of the early return of her adored bridegroom, Prince Sinodal. She feels the baneful influence of
When alone for a
his presence even before she sees him.
moment, she catches a glimpse of him and hears him whisper that she shall be his queen and that all the world shall

bow
she

to
flies

her.

Overwhelmed by astonishment and dismay,

to the castle.

The next scene shows a pass in the mountains of the
The tinkling of bells announces the approaching
Caucasus.
caravan of the Prince Sinodal and his suite, who encamp
The former chafes at the delay, which keeps
for the night.
him from his bride-to-be, and his old servant attempts to
him.

comfort

Nevertheless,

the

usually

courageous

old

weighted down with foreboding, and rebukes the
Sinodal
retainers, who sing and jest around the fires.
the
and
of
Tamara
absent
of
the
joy anticipated for
sings

servant

is

the morrow, and then falls asleep with the rest.
They are
surrounded by a band of marauding Tartars and Sinodal,
though resisting bravely, is wounded and dies in the old
servant's arms, after catching a glimpse of the
had decreed his death.

The second

act

is

Demon, who

played in the castle of Prince Gudal,

where the nuptial preparations are complete. As the household waits in festive garments to receive the bridegroom,
The bitter sorrow
his dead body is brought in upon a bier.
of Tamara cannot be appeased, although the pitying father
While frantic with
bids her seek consolation in Heaven.
of the Demon
voice
seductive
familiar
hears
the
she
grief,

assuring her that Sinodal, as the guest of heaven, has now
The fiend's presence makes her fearful that
forgotten her.
not
be
she will
strong enough to resist him and she begs
Her father reluctantly
enter a convent.
to
to be allowed

IL
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consents and prepares to seek vengeance in war upon the
Tartars, the slayers of the prince and destroyer of his daughter's happiness.

In Act

The

III,

the interior of Tamara's cloister

is

seen.

outside singing a Christian
hymn and the Angel of Light guards the threshold. The
Demon appears seeking Tamara and struggles with the

old servant of Sinodal

sits

At last he gains
Angel, who disputes his right to enter.
entrance and becomes visible to the maiden, whose dreams
have been haunted with glimpses of him. He declares his
overwhelming passion and invokes Tamara's love which
alone can redeem him from his curse, promising to end his
struggle with Heaven and tread in virtue's path forevermore. He argues in a score of ways and paints vividly the
Tamara implores
glories he can offer her as his queen.
aid from on high but finally her strength gives out and she
At
finds herself powerless to resist the Demon's embrace.
this the Angel of Light appears and she seeks refuge in his
arms and sinks to death. There is a mighty clap of thunder
and the nunnery falls in ruins, from the midst of which
Tamara is seen carried by angels to Heaven.
"
In
The Demon," the most successful of Rubinstein's
In the first act
operas, a number of passages are notable.
are the opening chorus of evil spirits and voices of nature;
"
"
the
Demon's
Verfluchte
Welt
Verhasste,
aria,
("Despised, accursed World"); Tamara's aria, "Ach! liebe
Madchen!" ("Ah! lovely maiden ") the Tartar chorus,
;

naher

"

In
softly").
the second act are found the ballet music and the Demon's
"Stille,

Stille,

schleichet

"

("Softly,

"
Susses Kind, du weinst vergebens
(" Dearest
while the third act contains
child, 'tis vain thy weeping ")
the long duet between the Demon and Tamara.

romanza,

;

CAR M
"

EMMA

Carmc ln

E

CALVE,
,

the Title Role of Bizet s

Carmen

Bizet ancL4<
Iat est and by far the
greatest interpreter of
th
the role of Carmen in Bizet's opera, was born in 1866
at Decazeville, France, and made her
operatic debut
at Brussels in 1881, as Marguerite in Faust.
She
.

O

originated the role of Santuzza in Cavalleria Rusticana, but her greatest triumphs followed her first
appearance in Carmen at the Opera Comique, Paris,
in 1894.
CM

bhe

came

to America, in 1893

and has since
grand opera and in recital. She
is of a
philanthropic nature and has built and endowed
an orphanage for girls near her mountain home in
first

made yearly

visits in

France.
Lillas Pastia,

A

r

guide, officers, dra^o

girls,

gypsies,

smuggK

The

scene

it

opera writers.
awaiting the
in the cigar-factory
is

the gay,

with an aca<

of

ind his soldiers are idly
of the girls employed

the public squan

all

favorite spot
urtain rises
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bewitching of them
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CARMEN
"

Carmen," an opera

in

four acts with music by Georges

Bizet and text by Meilhac and Halevy, was first produced
at the Opera Comique, Paris, March 3, 1875.
It follows
the story of Prosper Merimee, bearing the

same

title.

CHARACTERS.
Don

Jose, a brigadier.

Escamillo, a toreador.
II Dancairo,
)
smugglers.
II Remendado,
}
a
Zuniga,
captain.
Morales, a brigadier.
Carmen, a gypsy.

Michaela, a peasant
Frasquita, )

Mercedes,

&yP sles friends of Carmen.

f

Lillas Pastia,

A

girl.

an innkeeper.

guide, officers, dragoons, lads, cigar girls, gypsies,

smugglers.

The

scene

opera writers.

is

The

laid

date

in
is

Seville,

1820.

that

The

favorite spot of
curtain rises upon

the public square, where Don Jose and his soldiers are idly
awaiting the coming, at the noon hour, of the girls employed
in the cigar-factory near by.

The most bewitching

of them

the gay, fickle, handsome, unprincipled Carmen, who
with an acacia flower in her mouth and a bouquet in her
all

is
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by apparently indifferent to her swarm of
Seeing that Don Jose is thinking of another fair
maid
with flowing hair and dress of blue," and is not
mindful of her charms, she throws him a rose, and flits
bodice,

strolls

admirers.
"

away.

The coquetry

is

as

effective

as

she hoped

and

it

appearance of the gentle Michaela, his own
sweetheart, who comes to deliver a message and a kiss from
his mother, to dispel the vision of her haunting eyes.
Just
as he is about to throw away the rose, he and his soldiers
are summoned to the factory, where they find that Carmen,
in a fit of passion, has stabbed one of the girls.
She is
arrested but opens up the battery of her charms again and
Don Jose unties her hands and allows her to escape with
requires

the

the promise of meeting him that evening.
In the second act, she is found at the cabaret of Lillas

Pastia near the ramparts, singing and dancing with gypsy
friends and soldiers about her.
Escamillo, a dashing
toreador, comes in and Carmen at once finds in him a

Don
especially appeals to her.
Jose has been in prison for a month as punishment for
His sentence ends
having let her escape from arrest.
new admirer and one who

tonight, however,

and he comes

direct to her.

He grows

jealous when she tells him of having danced for others but
She
is content when she sings and dances for him alone.
tries to lure him to abandon his soldier life and to become

a smuggler but he will not listen to her. His captain suris
prises him with Carmen, swords are drawn and there
her
and
Carmen
to
for
but
left
to
do
join
Jose
nothing
companions.
The third act opens in the haunt of the gypsies, who
Carmen has wearied of Don Jose, with
are also smugglers.
his high ideas and his tiresome sensibility of conscience.
She therefore welcomes the arrival of Escamillo with undisguised delight. Just as the rival suitors have been prevented
from a duel by the gypsies, the gentle, forgiving Michaela
comes with a message that Don Jose's mother is dying and,
reluctant even then, he leaves the field to Escamillo.
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The

action of the last act takes place on the day of a
bull-fight at Seville of which Escamillo, the toreador, is to
be the hero.
Carmen and all the gypsies have accepted his
invitation to be present.
Don Jose has come and hopes to

make an effort to regain Carmen. In her festal attire she
meets him but his prayers and his anguish do not move her
and, with characteristic bravado, she tells him that it is only
Escamillo
tries

and

who

is

lord

of

her

affections.

Maddened,

he

to seize her, but she escapes, throws his ring at him
rushes to the arena to greet his rival.
Don Jose over-

takes her and just as the people acclaim Escamillo the hero
of the bull-fight he stabs her through the heart.
"
"
Carmen's
predecessors from the hand of Bizet were
"
"
all more or less failures and even with
Carmen
the
composer did not live to taste the satisfaction of success, for
the great favor into which the work came was only gradual

and Bizet died three months after the initial presentation.
Today, however, the opera has but few equals in popularity
throughout the entire music world.
Among the most admired numbers are the overture;
the cigarette girls' chorus; Carmen's Habanera (a genuine
"
L'amour est une oiseau rebelle " ("Love
Spanish tune),
like a wild bird"); the duet of Michaela and Don Jose,
"
Ma mere, je la vois " ("My mother now I see"); the
"

Pres des ramparts" ("Down by the walls"),
sung by Carmen; the stirring toreador song; the famed
"
romanza for Jose, "La fleur que tu m'avais jettee
("The"
"
flower which thou didst give me ") Carmen's
card-scene
aria which she sings, following the fortune-telling duet for
"
Je dis que
Frasquita and Mercedes and Michaela's aria,
seguidilla,

;

rien

"

("I say

that nothing shall deter

me

").

many melodies when this opera is brought
to mind. The overture contains the most characteristic
themes. It opens with a burst of rhythmic fanfare which
we hear again at the bull-fight the motiv of the bully
also hear the theme of passion, which
Escamillo.
is Carmen's motiv.
Throughout the opera the music is

One

recalls

We
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passionate and original, and though the story is very
sombre, the Spanish atmosphere in music and libretto,
as well as the attractive stage settings, draw to its perCarmen is rightly called
formances large audiences.
Bizet's most popular as well as his best operatic work.

THE QUEEN OF SHEBA
"

was
is

The Queen of Sheba," a grand opera in four
Its
presented in Vienna, March 10, 1875.

first

by Mosenthal, and

its

acts,

text

music by Karl Goldmark.

CHARACTERS.
King Solomon.
Baal-Hanan, steward of the palace.
Assad, Solomon's favorite.

High

Priest.

Sulamith, the

The Queen

High

Priest's daughter.

of Sheba.

Astaroth, slave of the Queen of Sheba.
Priests, Levites, singers, harpists, body-guards,
of the harem, dancers, people.

women

The

libretto is founded on the Biblical mention of the
of the Queen of Sheba to Solomon but it must be
added that the Old Testament account has been much
When the opera opens, a
embellished by the librettist.
marriage is about to be splendidly celebrated in Solomon's
It is that of Sulamith, the High
palace in Jerusalem.
visit

Priest's

daughter,

who

is

to be united to Assad,

favorite

courtier of the King.
Assad had been sent to conduct to
the court the Queen of Sheba, who now with her retinue

Assad, however, is much dejected,
be
he
would
faithful, his thoughts constantly
though
recur to a woman of transcendent beauty whom he had seen

waits at the city's gate.
for
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while escorting the Queen.
This woman, who was bathing
in a pool in the forest, was a glorious creature, who discovering his presence, had come out of the water like a nymph,
to wind her snowy arms about his neck.
In his distress,

he seeks the counsel of the King whose wisdom

is

indis-

putable and Solomon bids him marry his affianced one at
once and then to pray to Heaven for peace.

Meantime, the Queen of Sheba appears with her
She enters veiled, and followed by a procession of slaves and lovers, with Astaroth, her chief slave,
next to her. When she frees her face from its covering,
and stands forth in all her beauty, Assad sees again the
goddess of the pool. The Queen makes no sign of his
attendants.

presence but his agitation

is only too apparent.
Solomon,
him
the
is
his
reminds
that
morrow
wedding-day.
noting
The Queen overhears these words and Assad discovers that
it,

her indifference is assumed, for she flashes a look at him
eloquent with passion and yearning.
At night Astaroth summons Assad to the fountain in
the courtyard, where the Queen meets him and completes
his bridal morning
the
In the morning
his captivation.
the
him
to
altar
and
the
come
to
conduct
Queen
priests
follows in dazzling apparel, bringing a golden cup filled
with pearls for a wedding present. Assad, as he stands by
Sulamith's side, while the voice of the

High

Priest

is

lifted

to chant the nuptial ceremony, sees the Queen, and can no
Casting away the marriage ring,
longer restrain himself.

he

falls at

her

feet,

crying aloud that she

is

his divinity.

He

and condemned to death for profaning the temple.
The honor of the Queen's visit is now celebrated with
a ballet and feast. Sulamith has pleaded for Assad's life
and now the Queen tries with all her arts to influence
Solomon to release him but the King is unmoved. In his
wisdom, however, he realizes the Queen's baseness; his heart
is softened to Assad and he lightens his sentence to exile
Thence the Queen follows him, but Assad
in the desert.
is

seized

only repulses her.

Sulamith also seeks him in his desola-
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A

simoom
forgiving and ready to die with him.
in each other's arms,
and
the
desert
over
perish
they
sweeps
while a mirage shows the Queen and her retinue journeying

tion,

homeward.

"The Queen of Sheba," which established Goldmark's
fame throughout the musical world, is particularly notable
for the rich Oriental coloring of both its instrumental and
vocal

scores.

The composer has made use of Hebrew

melodies in the great Temple scenes and in many portions
of the work has had recourse to intervals and progressions
The result is a beauty in color and an
essentially Eastern.

unusualness in

effect,

and place

qualities

which lend the opera

its

creator

among

distinctly original
the notable composers

of the present time.

The chief numbers are the brilliant chorus with
"
which the opera opens Sulamith's bridal aria,
My Assad
"
Assad's recital of his seeing the nymph in the
Returns
forest; the gorgeously colored music which accompanies the
entrance of the Queen and her retinue; the Queen's aria,
"
Let me from the festal splendor," in which she voices her
love for Assad and her jealous hatred of Sulamith; the
remarkable song for Astaroth, one of the most strikingly
Oriental and beautiful numbers in the entire score, with
which she lures Assad to the garden; the duet of Assad and
the Queen; the music accompanying the great scene in the
Temple; the ballet music and the lament of Assad in the
;

;

desert.

THE GOLDEN CROSS
"

The Golden

Cross," an opera in two acts with music
by Ignaz Brull and text by H. S. Mosenthal, after the
"
French comedy
La Croix d'Or," by Brazier and Melville,

was

first

produced in Berlin, Dec. 22, 1875.

CHARACTERS.
Gontran de L'Ancre, a young French nobleman.
Nicholas Pariset, owner of the mill and the inn.
Christina, his sister.

Theresa, his cousin and betrothed.
Bombardon, a sergeant.
Soldiers, peasants, village youths

and maidens.

The story is laid in the little village of Melun, situated
It begins in 1812, at the time when
not far from Paris.
is
Napoleon
preparing to lead his armies into Russia.
Nicholas the innkeeper, or Colas as his friends call him, is
about to be married to his pretty cousin Theresa. All
arrangements have been made; the bride's friends have come
to present the customary bouquets of rosemary and Christina has smothered a natural sisterly jealousy, roused by the
thought of giving her brother to another woman. For,

orphans at an early age, and growing up in each other's
care, they have meant much to each other and Christina has
Even
dismissed all lovers, preferring to stay with Colas.
maidens
that
her
as
other
have
now she swears, quite
done,
left
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heart shall ever be proof against the

and arrows.

When

little

god of the bow

is

everything
looking quite auspicious
for the lovers, Bombardon, the recruiting officer, appears in
the village and announces that a conscription is to be made
among the young men available for military service. Colas'
about-to-be-acquired responsibility as a husband unfortunately does not exempt him and the little circle is in despair.

Soon after Christina has made her ill-advised remarks
about single blessedness, Bombardon and his military friend,
Gontran de L'Ancre, approach the inn, singing of the wine
with which they hope soon to refresh themselves. This leading to the kindred subject, woman, Gontran voices his conviction that any one who puts his trust in them will rue it.
Theresa, left alone
rehearse her future

bardon

at

the

role

as

inn,

finds

landlady.

an opportunity to

The

gallant

Bom-

Warmed

is openly enchanted by her bright eyes.
by the wine she brings them, Gontran tells of his betrayal
by a woman, who had sworn to be faithful to him, thus
His first
explaining his cynical attitude toward the sex.
glimpse of Christina stirs him remarkably but he reminds
himself to be on his guard.
Meantime, Christina is enduring agonies of mind,
induced by visions of her dear brother Colas buried under
She hopes to contrive a way to
the snow and ice of Russia.
save him from danger and the only possible solution seems
to be a substitute, an alternative which money cannot buy.
She remembers many rejected suitors who have given
expression to their unbounded friendship and, meeting a
number upon whom the conscription has not fallen, she
promises to marry whomever will take her brother's place
in the ranks and bring back to her, at the end of his service,
the cross of gold which hangs on a ribbon about her neck.
But the prize is not sufficient to tempt them into real danger
and no one comes forward to claim the pledge. Colas is
about to march away, perforce, when Bombardon announces
that a substitute has offered himself and Christina promises
solemnly to be true to the unknown.
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A
The

period of three years elapses before the second act.
curtain rises again on the mill and inn of Colas.

A

number of things have happened

in this time,

which Christina has been true to her vow.

of
during
Colas, upon a
all

has been forced to go to war. and has
with
his life.
His captain has found him
barely escaped
wounded and has been carrying him off the field, when he
himself is hit by a bullet, Colas being by this time able to
return the compliment by saving him.
This same young
has
been
inn
taken
to
the
nursed
to convalesand
captain
cence by Christina, and, as frequently happens, patient and
nurse have lost their hearts to each other.
Nevertheless,
believing it to be her duty to remain faithful to the possessor of the golden cross, Christina daily watches for his
return.
At last the captain declares his love for her and
assures her that she may have no hesitation in accepting
him, as it was he who was her brother's substitute. He
explains that he has delayed his avowal, hoping to win her
heart as well as her hand.
The delighted Christina asks to
see the pledge, but Gontran tells her that once when he
thought himself fatally wounded he entrusted it to a comrade to bring back to her.
Christina fancies it to be a ruse
Theresa
to make her accept the
Colas
and
instigated by
her
reach
and
within
she
sends the captain away
happiness
hurt by her suspicions.
later conscription,

At

this crisis, there

comes down the

hill by the inn as
has a wooden leg, a person whom
no one recognizes as the one-time fine recruiting officer.
His uniform is worn and ragged, his face is scarred and
weather-beaten, his leg is gone at the knee, but the Cross
of the Legion of Honor gleams brightly upon his breast.
"
Yes, children, thus it is that the Grand Army returns to
France," he says gaily, but nevertheless he wipes a furtive
tear from his eye.
He talks jokingly with Colas and his
wife and asks for Christina. It is he who has the golden
cross and he reminds her of her promise. Her heart sinks but
she resolves to keep her word and places her hand in his.

jauntily as a

man may who
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Then Bombardon

hears Gontran's familiar but discon-

In fact,
fairly falls upon him in his joy.
he is a great deal happier to find an old friend than to win
a bride. The matter is cleared to Christina's satisfaction
and Bombardon gaily takes the couple, one on each arm,
solate voice

and

and followed by the

rest sings joyously:

Rataplan! Tarara!
Now peace reigns in the land.
Capitulate the Grand Armee
In hymen's sacred band.

"

The Golden Cross

"

which is very popular in Geran excellent example of the German comic
opera, or singspiel, has among its most interesting numbers
"
Christina's romanza, "Die Eltern starben f ruhe
("My
parents died long years ago"); a duet for Theresa and
"
Christina, "Man soil's nicht verschworen
("One never
a
duet
for
Bombardon
and
should declare");
Gontran,

many and

is

"Halt, Front, Gewehr bei Fuss" ("Halt! Front! Atten"
"
tion give!"); Gontran's song,
Jugendgluck, Jugendtraum
(" Joy of youth, Dream of Youth ") the delightfully stirring
rataplan song of Bombardon; the duet of Theresa and
"
"
Nicholas
Schau, schau, mein Mannchen
(" See, see, my
;

,

"

hubby"); Gontran's romanza, Nein, nein ich will ihr Herz
"
nicht zwingen
("No, no, not force can make her love

me");

the supper-table quartet; the love
"

duet for Chris-

and Gontran, " Darf ich's glauben
("Dare I think
"
Wie anders war es "
then") and Bombardon's song,
tina

("How

different

then").

FATINITZA
Fatinitza, a comic opera in three acts with music by
Franz von Suppe and text by Zell and Genee, was first
produced in Vienna, Jan. 5, 1876.

CHARACTERS.
Count Timofey Gavrilovitch Kantchukoff, a Russian
general.

Princess Lydia Imanovna, his niece.
Izzet Pasha, Governor of the Turkish fortress at Rustchuk.

Captain Vasil Staravieff.
Lieutenant Osipp Safonoff.
Ivan,

Nikiphar,
Fedor,
Dimitri,
cadets.

Wasili,

Michaloff,

Casimir,

Gregor,
Steipann, a sergeant.

Vladimir Samoiloff, a lieutenant of a Circassian cavalry
regiment.
Julian
"

Hardy, the special war correspondent of the

New York

Herald."
of a squad of Bashi-Bazouks.

Hassan Bey, leader
Besika,

Diona,
Zuleika,

Nursidah,

1"

wlves Of the
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Mustapha, guardian of the harem.
Vuika, a Bulgarian.

Hanna,

A

his wife.

Cossack, a military cook.

The opera opens
Danube.

Vladimir,

in

a

a

Russian camp

Circassian

cavalry

on the lower
lieutenant,

is

wakened from his dream of Lydia, a girl whom he has met
but whose surname he does not know, and is ordered to
He is young, good-looking
act as the officer of the day.
and very popular with the regiment and the men are soon
chaffing him about
that while recently

his

conquests.

masquerading

The
as

story

a

girl

comes out
and calling

himself Fatinitza he has met Count Timofey Kantchukoff,
the Russian general, who has fallen violently in love with

him.

As

the

soldiers

make merry,

there

the camp, as a spy, one Julian Hardy,

is brought into
an American war

correspondent, in whom is combined newspaper enterprise,
much fun and good nature and a gift for extricating his
friends from dilemmas.

The monotony of camp

life

is

beginning to pall upon

the lively fellows and Vladimir's recountal of his success in
feminine attire suggests amateur theatricals, which are
speedily arranged, with the fair Fatinitza as leading lady.
While the company has retired to dress for rehearsal,
General Kantchukoff arrives unexpectedly and the first

object of his displeasure is the journalist, who escapes punishment by means of his passport and his ready tongue.
Other actors stroll in fantastically dressed but the appearance of Fatinitza, the old bachelor's first and only love,
diverts his
her,

who

wrath from them.

the General orders the

In order to be

men

left

alone with

off to drill but Vladimir,

has been drinking allash, is coy about receiving the
kiss of betrothal.
The love-making is interrupted by the
arrival of the General's niece, the Princess Lydia, whose
incipient affair with Vladimir has caused him to be transferred to the outposts by her wary relative.
Vladimir, who
learns his sweetheart's rank for the first time is fearful lest

FATINITZA
the

may

lady

penetrate

his
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disguise

but

the

resourceful

Hardy smooths over the remarkable resemblance by explaining that Fatinitza is the sister of the young man Lydia has
seen and loved.
Lydia naturally is much interested in the
and
when
the
General commends his sweetheart to her,
girl
she offers to share her sleigh with her.
Scarcely has the
to inspect his troops when the camp is sura
band
of Bashi-Bazouks, who capture the Prinprised by
cess, Vladimir and Hardy, the last being left to arrange
a ransom.
The doting General will not allow the troops
to be fired upon lest they hit Fatinitza.
The second act shifts to the harem of Izzet Pasha,
where his four wives are discovered deftly applying cos-

General

left

When the lord and master arrives, they quarrel
"
for his kiss, but he insists that
order must be maintained
even in a harem." His information that he is about to

metics.

increase their number to five, by the addition of a beautiful
Christian maiden captured by Hassan Bey, is received with
As he is cleverly reconciling his boasted
disapproval.

reform

with

sentiments

Vladimir, still in
with
The captives
attire,
brought
Lydia.
soon are cheered by the arrival of Hardy and the Russian

woman's

this

course,

in

is

The Pasha
sergeant Steipann to arrange for their release.
announces himself as ready to give up the lovely Fatinitza,
but is determined to keep Lydia.
Steipann is despatched
to carry the Pasha's terms to the General and is also
intrusted with a secret message from Julian telling him how
he can surprise the Turks with his army. Vladimir reveals
the secret of his true sex to the quartet of wives and they
are happy to aid in his escape and especially in that of
their rival, Lydia.
Meantime, the Pasha and Hardy are
"
"
on
getting
famously and the host provides elaborate
which
includes a Turkish shadow pantomime.
entertainment,
While this is in progress, the Russian army comes successfully to the rescue.

The

third

act

palace at Odessa,

takes

places

in

the

General's

summer

where Lydia and the four wives of her
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former

are

captor

discovered.

Lydia

declares

spiritedly

"
ancient ruin," i. e., a
marry a certain
has
her
uncle
friend
that
old
picked out for her.
crippled
Vladimir
and so adroitly
favored
in
the
Hardy brings
smooths matters over, that the testy old General himself
The old
directs the wedding procession into the church.
is
his
in
of
lost
has
been
ever
who
Fatinitza,
fellow,
quest
at
last
her
but
his
have
found
hear
that
to
agents
overjoyed
his joy is changed to disgust when a veiled negress bearing
that she will not

that

name

is

brought

in.

The

conspirators

terminate his

only love-affair by having conveyed to him a letter which
leads him to believe that the real Fatinitza has died of grief

The General blesses the
over her separation from him.
union of his niece and the brother of his faithful love and
all ends as comfortably as possible.
The principal numbers of this popular light opera are
"At

the Outposts."
They " are
dream that bound me
the
"
note-book
in
With
reporter's descriptive song,
my
my
"
hands
the General's pompous expression as he enters,
"
"
Thousand fifes
and drums and cannon
Lydia's
in

the

first

act,

Vladimir's song,

called

"

Lost

is

the

;

;

!

!

"
chorus of Bashi-Bazouks
Now up,
sleighing-song
"
"
no
sound
In
the
second
or
Kismet
act
away,
betray."
the principal numbers are the primping chorus in the harem;
"
the duet of Vladimir and Lydia,
I fear to think what is
"
her destiny
the Kismet duet, by Pasha and the reporter
"
"
and the effective bell
Hardy's song,
My Native Land
"
"
sextet.
In the last act, called
Chimes of Peace the most
"
"
and the trio
Bell aria
conspicuous numbers are Lydia's
of Vladimir, Lydia and Hardy.
;

;

the

;

LA GIOCONDA
"

La Gioconda

"

is a grand opera in
four acts, the
words by Arrigo Boito and the music by Amilcare Ponchielli.
It is an adaption of Victor Hugo's drama, "Angelo," and
was first presented at La Scala, Milan, April 8, 1876.

CHARACTERS.
La Gioconda,
La Cieca, her

a ballad singer.
blind mother.

Laura, wife of Alvise.
Barnaba, a spy of the Inquisition.
Alvise Badoero, one of the heads of the State Inquisition.

Zuane, a boatman.
Enzo, a Genoese Noble.
Isepo, a public letter-writer.
pilot, monks, senators, sailors,

A

shipwrights, ladies,

gentlemen, populace, masquers.

place in Venice in the Seventeenth
the
When
opera opens there is shown the courtCentury.
yard of the ducal palace, decorated in honor of a regatta

The

and

filled

action

takes

with people in holiday

attire.

Among them

is

a

La Gioconda, who

brings
gay, light-hearted street-singer,
her blind mother. La Cieca, to her accustomed seat near
the church.
She is observed by Barnaba, who makes some

advances and
to

get

the

daughter.

is

repulsed by the

mother

He

tells

girl.

Undaunted, he

plots

power, thereby securing the
Zuane, who has been unsuccessful in

into

his
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the boat-race, that his defeat has been caused by the evil
The report spreads
influence of La Cieca, who is a witch.
and the populace demands her death. Enzo arrives opporThe grateful
tunely to protect her, and to quiet the mob.
is already in love with Enzo, whom she believes
Alvise and Laura now come
mercantile captain.
is freed by the intercession of
and
La
Cieca
scene
the
upon
the latter, who receives the rosary of the blind woman in
token of her gratitude.

daughter
to be a

Laura,

who

still

loves

Enzo, her former lover,

not-

withstanding her recent marriage to Alvise, exchanges many
eloquent glances and at last a word with him, watched by
Barnaba. He manages to whisper to Enzo that Laura will
be on board the ship Hecate at nightfall during her husband's visit to the Council but he is overheard by La
Gioconda. Barnaba then hastens to send a message to
Alvise warning him that his wife is about to elope.
We next meet the characters on Enzo's vessel. The
are

sailors

Isepo,

carousing

the public

Laura joins Enzo

Barnaba

and

fellow

his

spy,

are disguised as fishermen.
on board and they decide to sail during

When Enzo

goes below to complete his prepcreeps upon Laura to slay her but,
the latter holds up the crucifix in appeal, the ballad

the night.
arations,

when

and

letter-writer,

La Gioconda

singer remembers that it was this woman who had aided her
She resolves on giving tangible proof of her

mother.

She gives her masque to Laura and, summoning
a boat, sends her away before the arrival of her husband.
Alvise determines to kill Laura the
following night.
He gives her a vial of poison to drink but during his
momentary absence from the room, La Gioconda, who is
aware of his purpose, rushes in and administers to the wife
a powerful narcotic, emptying the flask of the
poison.
When he returns Laura is unconscious and Alvise believes
gratitude.

that his revenge is complete.
The scene then changes to a
is

among

the revelers.

grand
Barnaba drags

fete,

in

where Alvise

his

victim,

La
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whom he has found in one of the reserved apart"
her who is just dead." The guests
ments, praying for
are horrified but Alvise laughs.
Enzo, who has heard that
Laura has been killed, denounces Alvise and is seized by
Gioconda promises Barnaba to be his if he will
the guard.
Alvise opens the curtains of
save Enzo, and he agrees.
Cieca,

Laura's chamber and shows her stretched upon her bier,
vowing that he has taken her life to avenge his outraged
honor.
In the last act, Laura wakes at last to call Enzo's

She and her freed lover escape in a boat provided
Left alone, La Gioconda remembers
her compact with Barnaba and resolves to fly. As she is
praying to the Virgin for deliverance from her fate, he
overhears her from the half open door. When he confronts hei, she smiles and tells him that she will keep her
word but she must array herself to do him honor; and,
while he waits, delighted, she seizes a dagger and stabs
"
Take me, I
I have sworn to be thine.
herself, saying,
name.

by the street-singer.

am

thine."

"

"

met with success and had in Italy
one of the greatest runs known in Italian opera history.
numbers in the opera are La Cieca's
Among the famous
"
"
di donna o d' angelo
in
first
Voce
the
act,
(" Voice
song
of Woman or of Angel fair ") Enzo's passionate romanza,
"Cielo e mar" ("Heaven and Sea"); the finale to the

La Gioconda

;

"

The
third act, the widely-known ballet,
the fifth act, as Gioconda plans to escape
"
death, her song, "Per te voglio ornare
I'd prepare").'

Hours

"

and, in

from Barnaba by

("For

thee fain

DER RING DES NIBELUNGEN
"Der Ring
"

is

Nibelung

des

the

Nibelungen" or "The Ring of the

vastest

The composition

opera.

achievement
of this

in

the

history

of

mighty work covered a

long period of time, a period which included the years of

Richard Wagner's prime. The subject suggested itself in
"
Tannhiiuser," and, as
1848, just after the completion of
usual, the conflicting claims of history and legend presented
As usual, however, legend won the decision,
themselves.
for the story of Frederick Barbarossa and his deeds, which
long occupied Wagner's thought, was discarded in favor of
that of Siegfried of the Nibelungen myths.
The source
from which the dramas were drawn may be traced back
through devious ways to the old Norse Sagas, principally

known as the Eddas, which took a later
Nibelungen Lied," the national epic of Germany. As in previous works, Wagner seized upon a somewhat chaotic substance and invested it with the form and
to that division

form

life

in the

of his

"

own

genius.

Wagner's original idea was by no means the monu"
"
mental affair which the
Ring of the Nibelung ultimately
proved to be, for the work grew in scope, and changed in
He began with the " Death of
design under his hands.
Siegfried," incidents and material now contained in the

"Dusk

of the

Gods," but soon discovered that to make
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dramatic conditions and events leadhis hero, a single drama would not
ing up to the passing of
He therefore planned the play dealing with the
suffice.
birth and life of the young Siegfried of the trilogy and,

clear

and

effective the

finding that

still

"

further explanatory material was desirable,
"
and, as introduction to the

The Valkyrie

decided upon
whole, fashioned
written

"The

backwards,

different parts

is

Rhinegold."

therefore,

concerned.

so

The

trilogy

was

of

as

its
sequence
In 1853, the great dramatic

far

poem was completed and ten years

later

it

was published

as a literary product.
The work on the score

was interrupted in 1857, for
the composition of "Tristan and Isolde," done both for
connecpecuniary reasons and to preserve the composer's
Between the years of 1861 and 1867,
tion with the stage.
he frequently turned from his main scheme for the com"
The Mastersingers."
position of
Prior to the completion of the trilogy and somewhat
were preagainst Wagner's personal inclinations, there
"
The
Rhinesented in Munich two of its separate parts,
"
"
"
"
in
1870.
The Valkyrie
Siegfried
gold," in 1869 and
"
The Dusk of the Gods," however, were not seen until
and
the performance of the entire work in August, 1876, at the
opening of the Bayreuth Theatre.

The Nibelung
a

prior

evening.
"

trilogy includes plays for three days

The

four

dramas

are

in

order

and
of

The Rhinegold," " The Valkyrie," " Siegfried
"
and
The Dusk of the Gods." Together, they form a
This mighty work illustrates Wagsingle great tragedy.
"

sequence,

and musical theories, his principal dramatic
"
universal and eternal
theory being the delineation of the
"
of human life by means of prototypes, his leading
aspects
musical theory being the employment of the guiding theme,
a system by which each of the principal factors of the opera
is represented by a musical
The leading charequivalent.
ner's dramatic

acters, influences

and

situations each

have their

own accom-
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panying musical phrase, expressing them as vividly

and

appropriately as it is possible for tone to do.
There are over eighty guiding motives of this kind
Each one consists of a short musical phrase
in the Ring.

and

each instance the phrase

in

acteristic

that

it

is

instantly

is

so individual and char-

recognizable.

Belonging as

does to a clearly defined person, emotion or object, the
motive becomes a tonal guide and to hear it is to have that
It is
for which it stands instantly suggested to the mind.
evident that to be familiar with the motives increases many
For instance,
fold the interest and clearness of the opera.
a character may fawn upon a companion and under his
blandishments is lurking a desire for the other's destruction.
The guiding motives allow us to look beneath the
is

hypocrisy and to recognize the evil that is in the heart as
well as the smile that is on the lips.
The motives do not
of the character or
at
introduction
the
necessarily appear
idea but may hint of them long before they enter actively
the

into

them

drama and may reappear whenever thought of

suggested by the situation. Neither do they always
same exact musical form.
The general tonal
and
outline
are
so
that
the motive is
sequence
preserved,
but
a
skilful
recognizable
by
wondrously
handling of the
or
the
the
phrase, by changing
harmony
rhythm, varying
but related conditions and emotions are linked together
musically so that the orchestra's utterance becomes a tonal
retain

is

the

commentary

and

explanation,
the drama.

making

clear

all

that

is

The sword

motive, which
taking place
occurs repeatedly in the trilogy, may be mentioned as an
example of the employment of the guiding phrase to express
The sword does not come materially
merely a thought.
"
into the action until the last scene of the first act of
The
in

Valkyrie,"
the

weapon

when

Sieglinde draws

left in the ash-tree

Siegmund's attention to
by Wotan, yet this motive

or phrase of seven notes is heard in " The Rhinegold,"
when the gods pass in procession to Walhalla and when
Wotan ponders on the strife which the Ring has begotten
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and on the need of defense arising therefrom. Into his
flashes the thought of the sword, by the placing of
which in the hand of some free-willed agent he hopes to
avert the downfall of the gods which Erda has predicted.
Energetically and hopefully there comes ringing
out from the orchestra the motive of the sword and, to

mind

the informed listener, the thought that passes through the
mind of the god is made instantly clear.

DAS RHEINGOLD
The

action

"Das Rheingold

"

or "The RhineRhine, the scene showing the rock caverns of the river and the entire stage
seeming to be filled with water.

gold" begins

of

in the depths of the

CHARACTERS.
"

Wotan,
Donner,
Froh,
Loki,

fgods.

Fafner,
Fasolt,

Alberich, a Nibelung.
Mimi, a Nibelung.
Fricka,
")

Freya,
Erda,

[

goddesses.

j

Wellgunda,
Woglinda,

)

Flosshilda,

j

C

nymphs

of the Rhine.

Nibelungs.

Upon

a peak lifting

its

head from the

river's

the Rhinegold, while about it gracefully swim
the three beautiful Rhine maidens, Wellgunda,

its

bed gleams
guardians,

Woglinda and
of
the
river.
Soon
god

of the
Flosshilda, daughters
there appears an unprepossessing spectator of their joyous
play, Alberich, the Prince of the Nibelungs, a race of
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"

"
who
from the womb of night and death
dwarfs sprung
of
He
feasts
caves
the
earth.
in
the
have their dwelling
with greedy eyes upon the charms of the nymphs and,

growing bold, tries to pursue them through the water.
Thoroughly enjoying the sport, they mock him with smiles
and blandishment but always evade the clasp of their misshapen admirer just as he thinks to catch one of them.
At last, when impotent with rage from his fruitless clambering over the slimy rocks of the river bed, his attention suddenly is diverted by an illumination of the waters
from the glow of the Rhinegold, now lighted by the rays
The maidens hail their golden treasure
of the rising sun.

with rapturous delight, singing as they swim about

it:

Rhinegold;
Glittering joy!

Thou

laughest in radiance rare!

Incautiously, they reveal the magic property of the
gold, which their father has warned them a dwarf such as
this will seek to wrest from their keeping.
They tell
Alberich that whoever shall shape a ring from the Rhine-

gold shall gain the kingdom of the whole world and shall
But to this dazzling informapossess measureless might.
tion they add the condition that he who would gain this
Alberich
puissance must renounce forever the joys of love.
after a moment's consideration of the price, clambers up
the peak, exclaims

Hear me, ye floods!
Love I renounce forever

from the pinnacle of rock, vanwith it and its light to the underworld, while the
Rhine maidens lament their loss in the darkness.

and, wrenching the gold
ishes

The gloom gradually

is dissipated and instead of the
a valley through which the Rhine is
The stream is overlooked by a grassy plateau,
flowing.
whereon lie sleeping Wotan, king of the gods, and his
consort Fricka.
As they awake they turn to gaze at the
walls
of
the
new palace, Walhalla, which rises on
stately

river

bed

is

seen
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a height on the opposite bank and which has been built
by the giants Fafner and Fasolt to insure for Wotan the
Fricka's pride in its splendor
sovereignty of the world.
is soon lost, however, for she remembers the fee the giants
have exacted for their labor, nothing less than the beau-

goddess Freya, keeper of the golden apples, from
which sustenance the gods derive their youth and strength.
Upbraided by his wife for rashly having promised such a
fee, Wotan expresses a hope that with the aid of Loki,
the god of fire, who, like that flickering treacherous element, is a trickster, he may evade a payment which will
As
deprive the world of its beauty, light, and sweetness.
tiful

speak, the terror-stricken Freya rushes in, pursued
the
She implores Wotan to save her and sumby
giants.
mons to her protection her brothers, Donner and Froh,
the gods of thunder and sunshine.
But even their pres-

they

ence does not abash
obtain their reward.

The

the

tense situation

is

who

giants,

are

determined

to

by the arrival of Loki,
having wandered far
search for something suffi-

relieved

whose delay has been caused by
throughout the world in his

his

He has learned
of nothing save the enchanted gold whose theft the Rhine
The giants listen eagerly
daughters have reported to him.
to the tale of Alberich's possession and of the marvelous
ciently alluring to take the place of Freya.

power he

own

is

able to

race but over

exert through it, not only over his
the earth.
They consent to accept

all

gold instead of Freya, if before nightfall Wotan and
it for them.
They depart but carry with
them the shrieking goddess as an hostage.
The absence
of the guardian of the sacred apples makes the gods grow
this

Loki can obtain

old and gray and

Wotan, observing the appalling
about
him, resolves to gain posseseveryone
change
sion of the gold, be the price what it may.
Wotan and Loki start for the underworld. The scene
gradually changes and they soon are discovered descending
into the domain of the Nibelungs, ruled by Alberich.

visibly

in
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Mimi, Alberich's slave-brother, has fashioned for him the
With
ring and it has not disappointed in its endowment.
his
all
heart, he
vestiges of love now banished from
thinks only of oppressing his people and piling up gold
Mimi has been forced also to make from
for himself.
the Rhinegold a Tarnhelm or helmet, which is to give
This
either invisibility or any form desired to the wearer.
too has proven a success and, to thank the forger for
his work, Alberich becomes invisible and lashes him with
The gods find Mimi writhing in agony, and
a whip.
As they
from him the story of the ring.
draw
craftily
speak, the dwarf-ruler appears, driving before him hosts
The
of serfs, who bear loads of gold plate and jewelry.
him
into
the
real
the
of
object
ring
insight
magic
gives
of the visit of Wotan and Loki but he feels so secure in
his new power that he defies even the gods.
Finally, he
is beguiled by Loki
into displaying the qualities of the
Tarnhelm and changes himself first into a huge serpent
and then into a toad.
While under the second transformation, Wotan places his foot upon him, Loki seizes
the helmet and together they convey him, restored to

human

form, to the upper air.
Having dragged their
to
the
mountain
Wotan
commands him to
prisoner
top,
summon his dwarfs and have them fetch the treasure
from Nibelheim. Alberich reluctantly obeys but is furious
to find himself compelled to add the Tarnhelm to the

that his serfs pile up.
He hopes to keep the
however, but even this is demanded and forced to
yield it up, he in his rage hurls with it a dreadful accompanying curse, declaring that destruction ever shall come
to the one who wears it.
treasure

ring,

Alberich
appear,

is

followed

released
closely

and
by

Fricka, Donner and Froh
Fasolt and Fafner and the

The

giants declare that only gold enough
entirely to screen the goddess can buy her back.
When all
the horde is piled about her and even the
helmet

weeping Freya.

magic

has been added they discover

still

a chink through which
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can be caught a glimpse of Freya's golden hair and Wotan
is
This he refuses to do
forced to sacrifice the ring.
until Erda, the earth goddess and the mother of the fates,

from the ground

rises

to

tell

him

that to keep

it

means

ruin.

Three daughters, norns of fate,
Were born to me, ere the world began;
By these was I called to counsel thee;
That direst danger, day of gloom,

Dawns

for all the gods;

Hence

I

warn

thee,

beware the ring!

Freya embraces her kin, who now arc
dowered once more with the rose of youth. The inevitable evil of the ring begins to exert its power, however.
The giants quarrel over the division of the gold and
Fafner slays his brother and departs, carrying the whole
treasure.
As Wotan broods over the baleful curse which
has entered the world, heavy haze and mist settle over
the river and castle.
Thor, the god of thunder, compels
the storm elements to obey him and, when lightning and
thunder-peals have cleared the air, a shimmering rainbow is seen bridging the space between the valley and

The

released

Wotan

giving his hand to Fricka, invites the
follow him to their new home.
As they advance, a celestial procession across the shining
bridge, the lament of the Rhine daughters over the stolen
Wotan quesgold rises to their ears from far below.
Walhalla.

gods and goddesses to

tions

Loki as to what means

commands

that

it

cease.

this

Loki

sound and, on being
mockingly calls to

told,

the

bidding them forget the loss of their
shining gold and sun themselves in the splendor of the
The lament continues as the gods enter Walhalla.
gods.
"
"
The Rhinegold
is the prologue to the
great Nibe-

Rhine

maidens,

lungen trilogy and is the key to all which follows. Many
of the characters which figure in the later action are introIn it, the sin of the king of the gods, i, e., the
duced.
breaking of the contract with the giants and his coveting
and securing by force the ring, which is the symbol of
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The consequences of this
earthly power, is committed.
sin make up the action of the ensuing dramas.
Wotan,
not Siegfried, is the true hero of the trilogy and the real
plot
tion

is

concerned with his efforts

to

escape

the

retribu-

It must
which inevitably must follow wrong-doing.
of
Teutonic
the
that
remembered
be
gods
mythology are
"
Behind
Walhalla
towers
Streatfield
immortal.
not
says,
of
is
eternal.
The
whose
the gigantic figure
Fate,
reign

gods rule for a limited time, subject to

doom

ever-present idea of inexorable
of Wagner's great tragedy.
Against
gods plot and scheme in vain."

its

decrees.

This

the guiding idea
the inevitable the

is

As
ever,

yet no human interest has been engendered, howfor the world to which we are introduced is one of

mystery,

and

dealing

nixies.

with

naught save gods, giants,

dwarfs

DIE

WALKURE

With " Die Walkure

"

interest of the cycle begins.

or

"

The Valkyrie

"

the

human

As

a spectacle, the drama is
music is a wonderful fabric

The
picturesque and splendid.
of guiding themes, so expressive that the auditor familiar
with them could follow the complete development of the
story,

without reference to the

libretto.

CHARACTERS.
Siegmund.
Hunding.

Wotan.
Sieglinde.

Brunnhilde.
Fricka.

The

eight Valkyries.

is
much that happens between the close of
"
and the opening of the trilogy proper
The Rhinegold
"
in
The Valkyrie." Wotan, dwelling in Walhalla, has

There

"

brooded long over Erda's prophecy and his contact with
the curse of the ring which has fallen upon the world
As Fafner
has engendered in him the lust for power.
has secured the gold by just contract, Wotan himself
cannot recover it.
It must be regained by some independent

Wotan descends
agent acting of its own free will.
domain of the earth goddess to consult her whose

into the
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wisdom enables her to know everything and there he
woos her so successfully that she accepts him as her spouse.

To

the union are born nine daughters, the Valkyries, who
him in the work the mother predicts for him.
has waved his spear over the earth and unending war

are to assist

He

It is the mission of the
have been kindled.
each
ride
forth
day upon flying horses and
Valkyries
to choose and carry to Walhalla the bravest of the slain.

and

strife

to

In their celestial dwelling-place, these revived heroes regale
themselves upon boar heads and mead, drunk from the
skulls of their enemies, and keep themselves ready to
defend Walhalla from the Nibelungs should the need arise.
Fafner, meantime, has changed himself into a dragon, the
guard the ring. Wotan resolves to breed a race
of heroes who shall be able to win it from the monster.

better to

To

this

end, he visits the earth in the guise of the

man

Volse and unites himself to a mortal woman, who bears
him the splendid Volsung twins, Siegmund and Sieglinde.
While the children are still young, the savage hunter,
Hunding, discovers their hut, which he burns, killing the
Volse and Siegmother and carrying off the daughter.
this
demolition, swear an oath
mund, returning to find
of

upon
manhood,

vengeance

their

enemy.

When Siegmund

has

his father suddenly disappears, leaving
grown to
behind only a wolf skin, and the youth is forced to fight
While one
alone against the foes which surround him.

day defending a maiden, he

is

overpowered by numbers

and, losing his sword, is forced to take refuge in a hut.
"
The Valkyrie " begins.
It is here that the action of
It is Hunding's hut where Sieglinde dwells, for much
against her will the cruel hunter has forced her to become
She is startled when, while the storm rages
his wife.

without, a disheveled stranger
exhausted before the fire.

two
of

staggers

in

and

falls

Sieglinde brings the intruder food and drink and the
instantly are drawn toward each other by the power

some strange

attraction.

Hunding

enters

and,

from

DIE
Siegmund's

recital

of
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story,
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49
discerns

in

him

his

Restrained by the sacred traditions of hospimortal
informs
he
his guest that he will be safe until
tality,
the morrow, but that at dawn he must be ready to fight
for his life.
Siegmund, left alone, bemoans the loss of
foe.

sword but finally remembers his father's promise that
in the hour of greatest need a weapon would be found.
Soon Sieglinde, who has drugged her husband's night
She points out
draught, comes to urge the guest to fly.
to him the ash-tree which supports the dwelling and shows
him a sword embedded in its trunk.
She relates how.
on the day that made her an unwilling bride, an unbidden
guest strode in and, glancing at her, thrust a sword deep
his

into the trunk of the tree saying that to

draw

it

forth,

it

him who could

guests had come
had tried to loosen the weapon

should belong.

Many

and gone since then, many
and had failed.
Siegmund, feeling his dire necessity for
means of defense on the morrow, seizes the hilt and,
with a mighty tug, draws forth the sword to which he
The brother and
gives the name of Nothung or Needful.

who now

recognize their relationship, fall into each
by a closer and more passionate tie.
The storm has passed and the light of the springtime
moon pours its benediction upon the two, who in rapture
plight their strange troth, Siegmund singing
Bride and sister
sister,

other's arms, knit

Be to thy brother,
Thereby to cherish the Volsung name.

The next

a

wild mountainous pass
discovered conversing with
his favorite Brunnhilde, the leader of the Valkyries.
He
tells her of the conflict which is soon to take
place between
Siegmund and Hunding and bids her, by means of her
act

is

laid

where the armored Wotan

in

is

As Brunnprotection, throw the victory to Siegmund.
hilde departs on her errand, Fricka, the goddess of wedwhose feelings have been outraged by the unnatural
union of the Volsung twins, appears in her chariot drawn

lock,
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There follows a long altercation but finally the
is
compelled by the wifely remonstrances
lordly
to reverse his decree of victory.
Hunding, the wronged
Brunnhilde, whose warlike cry
husband, shall triumph.
has been echoing in the mountains, is recalled and entrusted
with the new orders, which the sorrowing Wotan gives
though knowing that if Siegmund is destroyed he himTo
self never shall be freed from the curse of the ring.
by rams.

Wotan

Brunnhilde he confides his sore distress over having his
scheme to avert destruction thus foiled.
Siegmund and Sieglinde appear fleeing from the wrath

Foreboding has entered into the soul of
overcome
with sorrow and exhaustion, she
Sieglinde and,

of

Hunding.

falls

senseless

into

her brother-husband's arms.

As

Sieg-

mund

attempts to kiss her back to consciousness, the stern
Brunnhilde appears to warn him that his hour is near

and that soon he

shall go to join the heroes in Walhalla.
he
will relinquish that joy rather than
protests
be separated from Sieglinde, at which the Valkyrie inquires
So careless art thou
Of heavenly rapture?
One weak woman

He

that

To
Rather than leave
lifts

his

sword

to

thee

is all.

to

Sieglinde
slay

some unknown

with

her

his

own

fate,

hand,

he

when

relents and tells him that in
command, her shield shall be for
his defense.
Even now Hunding's horn is heard and
The combatants meet
Siegmund rushes to the encounter

Brunnhilde, deeply touched,

defiance of her father's

.

the midst of the din of thunder which announces the
coming of Wotan. Brunnhilde hovers over Siegmund to
ward of? the force of Hunding's blows and, just as the
in

victory is to be the Volsung's, Wotan, who has arrived
in the fury of the storm, thrusts his
spear between the
two warriors. Siegmund's sword is splintered upon it and

Hunding
to

strikes

celebrate

his

him dead.
triumph,

But the hunter has not long
Wotan slays him with an

for

DIE
accusing look.
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Brunnhilde collects the fragments of Sieg-

mund's sword and escapes bearing the fainting Sieglinde
with her upon her horse.
The third act is upon the summit of a rocky hill
Riding through the storm-clouds
upon their winged steeds come, one by one, the eight
Valkyries in full armor, some with dead warriors hangThe sound of their martial shouts
ing from their saddles.
Last of all arrives Brunnhilde, carrying the
fills the air.
wretched Sieglinde. The woman pleads for death but is
capped

with

entreated

fir-trees.

by her protector to

live

for the

sake of

Sieg-

son that she is to bear, who shall be the greatest
hero of the world.
Brunnhilde bestows upon her the fragments of Siegmund's sword and bids her escape to the tangled forest
where Fafner the dragon watches over his Ring and
whither Wotan dares not go.
The voice of the angry
god is heard even now in the midst of the thunder and,
as he rushes in, he commands the trembling Brunnhilde
to stand forth from among her sisters who try to conceal her.
She is to hear the penalty imposed for her
For failing in her duty, she shall be bandisobedience.
ished from the valorous sisterhood, and may never hope
to see Walhalla again.
Nor is this all.
She shall be
changed from her high estate to mere mortality, shall be
mastered by a man and be but a housewife.
To this end
she shall be thrown into a deep sleep and shall lie upon
the mountain top, the prey of the first man who comes
fried, the

waken her. Her tears and passionate entreaties wring
from Wotan only the promise that in order that no one
but a hero may win her she may be encircled while asleep

to

by a wall of magic

Wotan

fire.

presses a tender kiss upon the eyes of his
beloved daughter and, as her godhood slips away and
slumber comes upon her, he places her gently upon the
grassy slope, adjusts her helmet and spear and lays her
shield over her for protection.
Then calling upon Loki,
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As the god disaphe bids him surround her with fire.
about
Brunnhilde
who is to lie
flames
leap up
pears, the
shall
her
hero
come
to
waken her.
here in slumber until
the great
four parts of

Among
of

the

moments
the

in

cycle,

the most popular
the prelude, which

this,

are

depicts the tumult of the thunder-storm; Siegmund's spring
song, one of the loveliest of the Wagnerian melodies,

beginning

No

one went
Yet some one came,
See

how

the spring smiles in the hall,

and Sieglinde's rapturous response,
Thou art the spring,
For

And

The
hilde;

whom

I lay longing
fasting through the winter's frost.

of the Valkyries; Wotan's farewell to Brunnand the concluding magic fire scene are also well

ride

known numbers.

SIEGFRIED
"

"

has been called the scherzo of the great
"
The
Nibelungen symphony. To the tragedy and defeat of
and
with
its
thunder
and
rushing
Valkyrie,"
war-cry
flame, succeed peace and serenity with the young laughter
of the innocent boy and the singing of the forest birds.
It is a veritable paean of youth and love and courage.
Siegfried

CHARACTERS.
Siegfried.

Mimi.

Wotan, The Wanderer.
Alberich.

Fafner.

Erda.
Brunnhilde.

the close of the preceding drama, Sieglinde,
the
escape
heavy hand of Wotan, flees to the forest,
where she wanders until, starving and exhausted, she finds
herself in the cavern of Mimi, the dwarf-brother of Alber-

After

to

Here Siegfried is born and his mother, dying to
him
life, entrusts him to the care of her misshapen
give
Mimi brings him up in ignorance of his real parhost.
entage and plans to use him as the instrument for the
ich.

of the gold.
In the depths of the untrodden
wood, the boy grows to manhood strong as an oak and
The wild beasts are his companions
knowing no fear.

recovery
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and

his diversion

is

to imitate the cries of the birds

which

But
about him and which merrily answer his call.
sometimes into the peace of his heart penetrate half-formed
longings and aspirations which he cannot understand.
circle

When

the curtain rises, there is seen the grimy workof
Mimi, a cave which opens towards the wood. Here
shop
the dwarf is at work before the forge, hammering a sword
"
upon his anvil and voicing his chagrin that the
fiery
stripling," with untutored strength, breaks every weapon
Mimi is growing discouraged, for he
made for him.
has
striven
to weld a blade with which his bold
long

charge might slay the enemy Fafner, who, as a dragon
watches over the ring, the helmet and the hoard.
While he is complaining, Siegfried rushes into the
workshop, leading a huge bear which he has bridled and
which he mischievously urges to the attack of the cringWhen Mimi has been thoroughly frightened,
ing dwarf.
finds
that he has had enough of the sport and,
Siegfried
Bruin
back
to the wood, he runs to the forge and
sending
with one blow shatters upon it the dwarf's latest achievement.
Impatient with such worthless workmanship, he
throws himself down in rage near the fire, while Mimi
tries to regain his favor with offers of food and drink.
These Siegfried thrusts from him in disgust, for he is
heartily
tired of the fawning dwarf and his treatment of him.
In
this mood, he demands some
knowledge of what love means

and of

his

own

parentage. He inquires contemptuously
Where have you, Mimi,

Your minikin consort
That

After
the

facts

many

lies

may call her mother?
and evasions, Mimi reveals to him

I

his

him

his mother's
then brings out
the fragments of
Siegmund's sword, the legacy left at
With troubled mind, the youth rushes
Sieglinde's death.
to the forest to
escape Mimi's hated presence and the
dwarf begins to hammer on the
pieces of the sword

name and

concerning

that his father

birth,

was

telling

slain.

He
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Nothung. While he is thus engaged, Wotan, disguised as
The Wanderer, with his hat drawn low to hide his
missing eye, comes upon Mimi's cave and stops to interWotan proposes a contest of wit and each
view him.
stakes his head upon successfully answering three riddles
Wotan replies correctly to Mimi's questioning but Mimi
fails on his part.
The god refuses to take advantage of
such a puny adversary and leaves the dwarf the gage.
But he tells him that no one can forge Nothung anew,
except he

who knows

not the meaning of fear.
Mimi, realizing his own limitations, does not attempt
to resume the work and is upbraided for idleness when
The dwarf explains the conditions
Siegfried returns.
of the task and as the youth does not know even the

meaning of the word fear, he describes graphically many
kinds and causes of terror even to that produced by sight
"
of the
monstrous worm," Fafner.
But Siegfried cannot
He springs up and seizes the
recognize any of them.
fragments of the sword, blows the darkened coals to a
glow, and fixing the pieces in a vise, files them to a
powder which he puts in a crucible and reduces to molten
metal over the heat.
He then carefully casts the weapon

and hammers the blade to shape,
Nothung!

lustily singing

Nothung!

Notable sword!

The

handle and Siegfried breaks
his
Then to test its
of
work.
praise
it
the
which
smites
with
he
anvil,
splits in twain
power
from top to bottom, falling asunder with a great noise,
while Mimi, in terror, sinks prostrate upon the floor.
The scene now shifts to another part of the forest,
where Mimi's brother Alberich, former master of the
forth

blade

is

finished, is in the

in triumphal

ring, keeps gloomy guard at the entrance to the cave
Dense darkwhere Fafner, the dragon, hugs his gold.
ness reigns.
A sudden gust of wind sweeps by, rustling
all the leaves, and brings The Wanderer, Wotan, to warn
the dwarf of the approach of a fearless one who shall
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The dragon,
Nibelungs.
out that he is fairly starving for
a hero, and then peacefully resumes his slumbers.
When the morning breaks, Siegfried approaches with
Mimi, his guide, and as they wait for the coming forth
wrest

treasure

the

waked by Wotan,

of the foe,

maw,

its

Mimi

lashing

from the

calls

describes again
tail,

its

its

horrors,

noisome venom

its

and

yawning
its

fiery

Siegfried does not quail but chatters gaily of his
method of assault. Nothing disturbs the youth save Mimi's
false protestations of great love which rouse in him such
irritation that he summarily dismisses the dwarf, who
"
Fafner and Siegfried, Siegfried
hobbles off muttering,
"
and Fafner, would each the other might kill
While Siegfried sits alone under the lime-tree, waiting
breath.

!

for the dragon to appear, the forest murmurs sound in
his ears and he falls to musing upon his birth.
He is

resemblance to Mimi and he
wonders whether his mother's eyes were soft and tender.
As he broods sadly upon the fact that he never shall
know, the birds' songs attract his attention and he fashions
a pipe from a reed and tries to imitate them.
But after
forced
to
his
he
repeated trials,
failure,
acknowledge
throws the pipe away and blows a challenging call upon
his hunting-horn.
At this, there is an ominous stir in
the cave and a huge, snarling, lizard-like thing comes
forth from its lair.
Siegfried laughs as he rushes to the
He
eludes
the
fray.
flaming breath and horrid claws and,
when his opportunity conies, thrusts his sword deep into

sure that his sire bore no

the

monster's

.

Before he dies in awful convuldragon warns his slayer of the curse of the
As Siegfried draws the blade from the wound,
Ring.
a drop of fiery blood falls upon his hand and he seeks
to alleviate the burn by touching it with his
To
lips.
sions,

his

breast.

the

amazement, the taste of the blood enables him to
understand the song of the birds.
From one of them he
learns that the Nibelung hoard in the cave is now his
by right of conquest and that while the Tarnhelm can tide
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him through wonderful tasks, the Ring can give him the
ward of the world.
Thanking his feathered friend, he
descends into the cavern, and comes forth with his magic
equipment to meet Mimi and Alberich who, deeply susAs they slink
picious of each other, are hastening in.
aside at sight of him, the bird speaks once more and
warns the hero against the fawning Mimi, who soon
approaches, proffering a poisonous draught.
Siegfried, out
of all patience with his deceit, draws his sword and kills

Mimi with a

single blow, the brother dwarf laughing in
at
the
The hero flings the dead body into
delight
sight.
the cave and again pauses to listen to the bird in the

This time it
slumber
till he
girdled

lime-tree.

awaken and claim

tells

of Brunnhilde, lying in

who knows no

fear shall

her.

fire-

come

starts

to

to
his

Eagerly Siegfried
a strange new feeling has found place in his breast
and, with the bird fluttering ahead to show the path, he
starts joyfully out upon the quest.
feet, for

When
region

is

the

curtain

revealed

dimly

Wotan, The Wanderer stands
lightning.

The

place

is

mountainous
shadows of night.
the midst of thunder and

again, a
through the

rises

the

in

foot

of

wild

Brunnhilde's

rock.

Wotan

conjures his witch-wife, Erda, from her earthly
abyss and, pallid as with hoar-frost, she rises in bluish
vapor from the depths, reluctant to break her long sleep.
He questions her as to the future and whether the doom
of the gods may be averted but she knows nothing more

except that the time of Brunnhilde's awakening has arrived.
As she sinks back into her chill abiding-place, the mellow
light of the moon reveals and illumines the figure of
Siegfried, who comes across the gorse led by the bird.
Wotan attempts to bar the youth's passage, knowing that

who wakes and wins the sleeping Valkyrie shatters the
power of the gods.
Siegfried, brooking no interference,
shivers to pieces Wotan's spear, the emblem of the god's
authority, and, with a song on his lips, passes unfalterThe
ing and untouched toward the wall of magic fire.
he
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scene changes and Brunnhilde is discovered lying at the
foot of the fir-tree just as Wotan left her sleeping there.
Near by lies Grane, her war-horse, waiting till his mistress
wakes.
Siegfried has passed the wall of magic fire and

now

finds the motionless maid.

He

thinks her a warrior

the helmet and her long hair escaping

when he lifts
bondage, ripples about her in a golden flood, he starts
back in surprise at the beauty revealed. She does not stir,
he listens for her breathing, but in vain.
Tenderly he
her
from
cuts the iron corselet and greaves
body, and
a
beautiful
woman
she lies before him, throbbing with life,
his
with
in soft female garb.
Trembling, he sinks down
him
has
head upon Brunnhilde's bosom, for love
taught
the fear which Fafner could not inspire.
Finally, with
an ardent kiss he rouses her who went to sleep a goddess
but
its

and awakes a woman, with a woman's reluctance to surrender to love.
She resists him.
She pleads with him

won by

wooing, although knowing that
capitulation means the downfall of Walhalla, and the doom
of the gods, she throws herself into the arms of the
hero whose coming she herself has foretold.
She deems
all well lost for love and exclaims exultantly
but,

at

last,

his

Far hence, Walhall' lofty and vast,
Let fall thy structure of stately tow'rs;
Farewell, grandeur and pride of gods!

End in rapture, ye JEsir, your reign!
Go rend, ye Nornir,, your rope of runes!
Round us darken, dusk of the gods!
Night of annulment, now on us gain!
streaming Siegfried, my star.
is, for aye
My own, my only and my all.
Love that illumines, laughing at death.

Here

He

is

still is

forever,

GOTTERDAMMERUNG
The awakening of Brunnhilde marks the commence"
"
ment of Gotterdammerung or " The Dusk of the Gods,"
for from that moment the dusk of the gods begins to
All the threads of the great mythical fabric now
are brought together to form a sublime and transcendent
conclusion.
There is no depressing anti-climax, for the
lower.

greatest single act in

all

opera

is

the last of the trilogy.

CHARACTERS.
Siegfried.

Gunther.

Hagen.
Alberich.

Brunnhilde.
Gutrune.
Waltraute.

Woglinde,
Wellgunde,
Flosshilde,

Vassals,

*)

V

Rhine Daughters.

j

women.

action opens on the Valkyrie's rock, made familus in the previous divisions of the music drama.
The black of night, lighted only by the glow from the
magic fire, serves for the setting of a scene weird in the
extreme.
Here about the great fir-tree sit the three

The

iar

to

Norns or goddesses of Fate, weaving the web of

destiny.
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As they weave, they sing of the rape of the Rhinegold,
of Siegfried and his deeds and of the fiery doom which
awaits Walhalla.
Suddenly, the great cord of fate snaps
under their fingers, and they vanish to join their mother
Erda

in her

When

dank subterranean caverns.

day breaks, Siegfried and Brunnhilde
emerge from their cave, the hero clad in shining armor,
and his companion leading Grane, her horse, by the bridle.
They take a loving farewell, exchanging vows of constancy, and Brunnhilde, no longer the stern martial Valthe

Siegfried,
pleads with her hero not to forget her.
She
as a pledge of his faith, gives her the magic ring.
gives him Grane and bravely sends him forth to fulfil
kyrie,

while

his mission in the world,
behind her wall of flame.

waits

she

his

return

When
These two scenes have been but a prologue.
upon the first act, there is seen the hall
of the Gibichungs on the Rhine.
Here sits the mighty
Rhenish chief, Gunther, his beautiful sister, Gutrune, and
the curtain rises

their

half-brother Hagen.

Hagen

the dwarf and therefore his nature

is

is

the son of Alberich
evil.

He

has been

win back the Nibelung gold.
As the three speak, the horn of Siegfried is heard and
charged

by his

father

to

he has crossed the threshold, his ruin has been
He lands from his boat at the door of the
hall, is greeted with fair words of hospitality and Gutrune
advances to offer him the drink of welcome, in which a
As he partakes
potion of forgetfulness has been mixed.
of it, he murmurs
The goblet's quaffed,
With quenchless passion
before

planned.

Brunnhilde,

my

bride, to thee.

But even as the sound of her names dies away, so does
his remembrance of her
and he gazes with swiftly
kindled infatuation at the girl who stands before him
with downcast eyes. Gunther speaks of Brunnhilde, whom
he covets for his wife, and Siegfried offers to pass the
magic barrier to win her for him if, in return, he may

GCTTERDAMMERUNG
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have Gutrune as bride.
two men swear blood-brotherhood.

is
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made and

the

for her
her
sister
Valsought by Waltraute,
restoration
for
the
who
comes to plead eloquently
kyrie,
She has learned
of the ring of the Rhine Daughters.
that by this means the gloom which weighs down Wotan
in Walhalla may be lifted.
Brunnhilde recoils with indignation from the suggestion of surrendering Siegfried's loveIt is to her
token.

Meanwhile,

Brunnhilde,

husband's return,

watching

faithfully

is

More than Walhalla's rapture,
More than the god's renown.
In despair at the futility of her errand, Waltraute mounts
her winged steed and flies away.
When evening has fallen, Brunnhilde listens with
transport to the sound of Siegfried's horn and runs to
It is indeed Siegfried but in Gunther's guise,
meet him.
The flames waver and
for he has donned the Tarnhelm.
He announces
their
barrier.
crosses
as
he
boldly
yield
to the terrified

woman

that she

to be his wife.

is

she

the

With

his

the strength
rough
repulses
ring gives her,
wooing, until in the struggle he snatches the circlet from
Then her power is gone and she is led to
her finger.
her chamber, where Siegfried, true to his oath to Gunther,
lays his sword between himself and his blood-brother's
bride that

In
Rhine,

the

him

is

A

light.

to be.

second act, Hagen, left alone to guard
home of the Gibichungs on the banks of

ancestral

with

is

the

its

the

seen sleeping outside the castle in the mooncreature of sinister aspect crouches before him

hands upon its knees. It
who has come to him

dwarf,
to

the

is

his

in

a

further efforts to regain the ring.

gives the assurance

The

ring

I

will ravish!

Rest thou, nor rue,
My soul swears it!
Cease thou thy sorrow.

father Alberich,
to incite

dream

Hagen

freely
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Alberich

vanishes

before

the

sun,

and

as

its

rays
herald

are

the
Rhine, Siegfried appears
of
his
boast
to
and
Brunnhilde
and
of
Gunther
coming
reminds
own prowess in winning the bride. He joyfully

mirrored

in

Gutrune that she

mons

to

the

Then Hagen sumpledged to wed.
tells them of their lord's approach-

is

the vassals and

This news they welcome with delight and
the
altars for the ceremony.
Soon Gunther
deck
begin to
leads in the pale and dejected Brunnhilde, who raises her
eyes only when she hears Siegfried's name.
Dropping
Gunther's hand, she is about to rush impetuously into
her husband's arms but is repelled by the coldness of his
She
glance, and the fact that Gutrune stands before him.
falters out an inquiry and Siegfried tells her that he is
about to wed Gunther's sister as Gunther is to wed her.
She persistently denies her troth with Gunther and asks
Siegfried pathetically whether he does not know her.
Half fainting, she staggers against him and with a wave
of his hand he gives her over indifferently to Gunther.
Then Brunnhilde notices the flash of the ring, and demands
in indignation how he dares wear a pledge which Gunther
wrested from her hand.
At mention of the ring, Hagen
ing marriage.

on the alert.
Siegfried denies that Gunther gave it
and
declares
that he took it from the dragon
him,
Fafner.
hastens
to get from Brunnhilde the assurHagen
ance that Siegfried could have secured it only by trickery
and deceit and this being precisely the admission that
he wishes, he proposes that the traitor shall straightway
is

to

pay for his

The misunderstanding

deepens, for
their first meeting declares that
Brunnhilde, referring
she has been as a wife to Siegfried, while he,
forgetful of
all save his second love, insists
staunchly that he has dealt
honestly with his blood-brother and has not laid hands
villainy.

to

upon the

bride.
Brunnhilde's words half convince Gunther
of Siegfried's treachery, and he
gives way to indignation

and

distrust.
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Siegfried affectionately draws Gutrune from the circle
the company disperse save Brunnhilde, Gunther and

all

Hagen. Gunther sits apart brooding over his dishonor and
shame and Brunnhilde gives way to a tempest of rage
While in this mood, Hagen approaches her
and grief.
with proposals to slay the man who has betrayed her and
she

agrees,

with

of

the

eagerness
sanction to a

desperation.

Even

crime which will make
Gunther gives
the
and
a
widow
his sister
murder, which is to be explained
for the next day in the forest.
is
set
as a hunting accident,
The next day Siegfried appears on the banks of the
Rhine in merry search of game which has escaped him.
The three Rhine Daughters, whilom guardians of the
magic treasure, appear on the surface of the stream and
his

playfully promise to restore the quarry, if, in reward, the
hunter will give them his ring. To tease them, he at

Quickly
though he values the trinket.
they banish the smiles from their faces and predict that
this very day he will die unless he intrusts it to their
This threat defeats their purpose for Siegfried
keeping.
is not to be moved through fear.
Putting the ring back
on his finger, he declares that now he will keep it. The
water-nymphs swim away with ominous words, while Siegfirst

refuses,

little

fried smilingly philosophizes:
Alike on land and water

Woman's ways now I learn,
And him who their smiles distrusts
They'd frighten with their threats;
And shoxild they both be scorned,

They

bait

him with

bitter words.

His meditations are interrupted by the merry music of
He responds to the call and Gunther,
Hagen and their vassals join him. The drinking-horns
and the mead are brought forth and as the men rest and

hunting-horns.

Siegfried, to entertain the
incidents of his youth.
As he

drink,

company, begins relating

speaking, Hagen slyly
squeezes into his drinking-cup the juice of an herb, which
is
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undoes the work of the magic draught. As he reaches that
of his recountal where Brunnhilde awakens at his
kiss, and is telling joyously of how he made her his
bride, Gunther starts up with a cry of surprise and anger.
part

Two
as

ravens, Wotan's messengers, fly across the scene and
Siegfried turns to see them Hagen smites him in the

The hero falls dying and with his
name of his beloved Brunnhilde.
moodily away and mournfully the vassals

back with his spear.
last

breath

Hagen

murmurs

stalks

the

body on his shield and to strains of funeral
music carry it back to the castle.
Here Gutrune awaits her lord, anxious at his long
absence.
Fearing Brunnhilde, she has listened at her door,
and found the apartment empty, for the unhappy woman
is
Preceded
watching for Siegfried on the river bank.
the
is
the
hall
and
into
Gutrune
by Hagen,
corpse
brought
raise Siegfried's

giving herself up to measureless grief, refuses credence to
the story that her husband was killed by a boar.
Then
boldly acknowledges his dark deed and as Gunther
to take the ring from Siegfried's ringer, Hagen
attacks him and kills him too.
When he in turn snatches

Hagen
moves

man's hand is threateningly raised and
back
in
Hagen
dismay.
Now Brunnhilde advances. She understands at last
that Siegfried would have been true but for the draught
of forgetfulness.
Half pitying, she bids Gutrune remember that none but
she was
lawful
wife.
Siegfried's
filled
with
shame
mourn
that
she
not
over
Gutrune,
may
him who was another's husband, creeps over to the dead
body of her brother and remains weeping there.
After a long contemplation of Siegfried's face, Brunnat the gold the dead
falls

hilde gives command to the people to erect a funeral-pyre
upon the river bank. As they engage in their gloomy task,

she draws the ring from Siegfried's finger and places it
upon her own. The body is borne to the pyre and she
herself flings the brand into the pile, while Wotan's ravens
circle

above.

Then

leaping

upon her

horse,

Grane,

she
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The flames tower high
rides with a bound into the fire.
and threaten the hall but the swelling river rises mightily
to quench them, and on the highest wave are seen the
Rhine Daughters. Hagen plunges into the flood to seize
the gold he covets, but Woglinde and Wellgunde drag him
the water, while Flosshilde, who has recovered
the ring from the ashes of Brunnhilde on the pyre, holds
aloft.
Now a ruddy glow illumines the
it triumphantly

beneath

heavens and Walhalla

is seen burning in the sky, while
and
heroes sit calmly waiting their
gods
annihilation.
It is the passing of the old order and the
coming of the new, for the world has been redeemed front
its curse by self-sacrificing human love.
Some of the noblest of Wagner's music is contained
"
The Dusk of the Gods." " Siegfried's Rhine Journey,"
in
an orchestral interlude between the prologue and Act I
pictures the journey of the hero from the Valkyrie rock to
the hall of the Gibichungs.
The appeal of the Rhine

Wotan and

his

of supreme beauty, as is also the
hero's story of his adventures, in which recur all the motives
"
"
of the
division of the trilogy, i. e., the sword
Siegfried

Daughters to Siegfried

is

melody, the storm, the notes of the wood-bird, Mimi's blandishments, the rustle and snap of flames and the triumph of
Brunnhilde's awakening.
The magnificent funeral march
telling in motives the story of Siegfried's life and forming
the most impressive orchestral lament ever penned and the
superb closing scene of Brunnhilde's immolation are among
the mighty moments in this mightiest of music-drama
creations.

THE BELLS OF CORNEVILLE
"The

Bells

of

Corneville,"

frequently

called

"The

Chimes of Normandy," is a comic opera in three acts, with
text by Clairville and Gabet and music by Robert PlanIt was first produced at the Folies
quette.
Dramatiques,
Paris, April 19, 1877.

CHARACTERS.
Serpolette, the good-for-nothing.

Germaine, the lost Marchioness.
Gertrude,

Jeanne,
Manette,

^
I

villa

maid ens

belles of Corneville.

J
Suzanne,
Henri, the Marquis of Corneville.
Jean Grenicheux, a fisherman.

Gaspard, a miser.

The

bailiff.

Registrar.

Assessor.

Notary.
Villagers and attendants of the Marquis.

The time is the Seventeenth Century and the story
opens in the forest near the Normandy village of Corneville.
tall post by the entrance of the adjacent fair bears
"
the bill
Corneville Market, Grand Hiring of Maid Servants, Coachmen and Domestics," reminiscent of a similar

A
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"

fair is to be notable from
of
Corneville, who, owing to
Marquis
an
exile
since
has
been
the civil war,
childhood, has
home
and
will
be
in attendance.
his
ancestral
to
returned
in
consists
some
of
the
The primary action
opera
very ener-

scene in

Martha."

This especial

the fact that Henri,

Serpolette,
gossiping among the village women.
known as the good-for-nothing, serves as subject for some
of the scandal but arrives in time to turn the tables on the
getic

The young lady who early expresses the suspicion
that she has royal blood in her veins has a lively tongue
before which her detractors may well quail.
others.

"

What do you
"

think of the grand wedding that

is

to

"
Little Gersoon ?
inquires Serpolette airily,
maine, hardly out of her pinafores and that precious booby
of a Baillie, who is as old as Methuselah and looks like a

come

off

scarecrow."

Though not expressed very pleasantly, all this is true.
Gaspard, the miser, wants to marry his niece, Germaine,
This arrangeto the principal magistrate of the district.
ment does not suit either the young lady or a young fisherman named Jean Grenicheux, who claims to have saved her
from drowning, and therefore, according to all precedent,
should have her hand.
Gaspard dismisses his case in a
"
word.
He was fishing. My niece fell off the rocks into
the sea and he could not help catching something."
To escape from the distasteful marriage, Germaine
takes advantage of the privileges of the fair and becomes the
servant of the Marquis, while Serpolette and the sighing
Grenicheux follow her example.
The Marquis immediately begins on the work of
improving the ancestral estate and decides to inaugurate the
work of reconstruction by laying the ghost which haunts
the castle.
He discovers that the supposed supernatural
visitations are due to Gaspard, who has concealed his treasures in the castle and who has undertaken to protect them

from discovery

in this wise.

When

chimes of the castle ringing for the

man hears the
time since the flight

the old

first
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of the old Marquis and knows that the nature of the appearances has been discovered, he becomes crazy and babbles

about the

A

bells.

great

fete

is

given to celebrate the return of the

young Marquis and Serpolette comes as Marchioness, for
she maintains that some papers found in the chateau verify
her claims of noble origin.
Gaspard recovers his reason in
time to show that Germaine instead is the real heiress and a

The opera closes with a
general reconciliation is effected.
love-scene between Henri and Germaine, while the famous
bells this time, in the

words of the chorus,

Ring, ring out! far and wide!
For our lord, and for his bride!

Their message changes in import in the ears of the
repentant old miser,

who

cries gladly,

Ah, the bells ring! I am glad,
They are my friends, nor drive

Admired

me mad!
"

may be
On Billow Rocking "
Grenicheux's barcarole,
"
"
Germaine's solo with chorus,
Legend of the Bells
"
With joy my heart has often
Henri's waltz rondo,
"
"
Cider song," sung by Serpolette and
bounded
the taking
a chorus, and the final number, "Ah, love, the minstrel
"

princess

in the score are Serpolette's song,

I

"

;

;

;

;

thou."

EUGEN ONEGIN
"

Eugen Onegin," a grand opera in three acts, the text
M.
Kashkin, after Pushkin's novel, and the music by
by
Peter Ilyitch Tschaikowsky, was first produced in St. Petersburg in May, 1877.

CHARACTERS.
Larina, owner of a country

Tatjana,

Olga,

estate.

| her dau htersJ

Filipjewna, a nurse.

Eugen Onegin.
Lenski.

Prince Gremin.

Head

servant.

Saretzki.

Triquet, a Frenchman.
Gillot, a waiting-man (silent).
ball guests, landed proprietors, officers.
the second decade of the Nineteenth Century.

County people,

The time

is

The opening

act reveals Larina in the

garden of her

estate, attending to household affairs with the help of the
Within the house Larina's daughold nurse, Filipjewna.

Their songs arouse
Tatjana and Olga, are singing.
memories of her own early romance with a young officer,
a romance ended by the marriage arranged for her by her
ters,
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She has found relief from
parents against her own wishes.
her woe in the routine of her country home.

The peasants flock upon the scene for the harvest dance
One
and are graciously received and feasted by Larina.
feature of the merrymaking is the dancing of the maidens
with a sheaf fantastically dressed as a person. The daughters of the house come out upon the terrace to enjoy the
fun.
Olga is gay and practical; Tatjana is a dreamer, who
Her mother warns her that
revels in books of romance.
heroes
in
real
life.
there are no

Some

excitement

is

aroused in the household by the

arrival of Olga's lover, Lenski,

and

his friend

and neighbor,

Larina welcomes the stranger and introduces her daughters. Tatjana at once falls in love with him
and tells her sister that she has seen him in her dreams.
Larina excuses herself to oversee the servants and Onegin
and Tatjana are left together. Onegin treats the girl with
cool courtliness.
She tells him how she spends her time
reading and dreaming in the garden and he admits that he,
himself, was once like that.

Eugen Onegin.

When

night

falls

the four

young people are

invited in

a waking dream.
The nurse
follows, solicitously, watching her.
The next scene is played in Tatj ana's apartment. The
She complains
girl stands at the mirror in deep thought.
of wakefulness and Filipjewna tries to entertain her with
a story.
After dismissing the nurse, Tatjana remains in
deep meditation for a while and at last resolves to write a
letter to Onegin
declaring her love.
Having written the
letter several times, she seals it and throws back the curtains, letting in the daylight.
The nurse enters to call her,
and Tatjana with much telltale confusion bids her send
her son to Onegin with the letter.
Her agitation so frightens the nurse that she hesitates about
leaving her alone.
In the next scene, another
part of Larina's garden is
shown, where girls are picking berries. Tatjana throws
herself breathless upon a bench, her
agitation arising from
to

supper.

Tatjana

is

in
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the approach of Onegin, whom she receives with drooping
head.
Onegin is cold and quiet. He tells her that he will
be as frank as she was and that he loves her as a brother

He adds that he was not
Hymen would bring them only

would.

born for happiness and

that

sorrow.

The second

shows a brilliantly lighted apartment
where a ball is in progress. Onegin and
The older women comTatjana, Lenski and Olga dance.
ment upon Onegin, calling him uncouth, uneducated, a
gambler and a freemason. He overhears and declares that
to be misjudged serves him right for wasting his time at
a ball. He blames Lenski for bringing him and decides to
act

in Larina's house,

with Olga.
Lenski claims that she has promised a
certain dance to him but Onegin carries her off and Lenski's

flirt

jealousy is aroused. He reproaches Olga and, when Onegin
asks for another dance, she grants it to punish her lover.
The duel
quarrel follows, then an insult and a challenge.

A

fought the next morning, Onegin bringing his servingThe terrified Gillot, from behind
Gillot, as his second.
a tree, sees his master kill Lenski.
The third act discloses a hall in the palace of Prince
Gremin, in St. Petersburg, where a fashionable company is
assembled. The hostess, Princess Gremina, once Tatjana, is
now a brilliant, distinguished woman of the world. Onegin
is there after years of conscience-stricken
wandering. He is
to
who
meets
him
presented
Tatjana,
coldly and excuses
herself on the plea of fatigue.
The second act shows the Princess in rich morningdress in her apartments.
Onegin enters and throws himself
at her feet.
Consumed with love, he beseeches her to give
herself to him.
But, although Tatjana cannot conceal the
fact that she still loves him, she remains true to her husband,
who has made her rich and distinguished and, saying " Fareis

man,

well forever," leaves the scene.

NANON
"

Nanon

"

is a comic opera in three
Richard Genee and the text by F. Zell.
duced in Vienna in 1877.

acts, the
It

was

music by
first

pro-

CHARACTERS.
Nanon

Patin, hostess of the Golden Lamb.
Ninon D'Enclos, the famous beauty.
Madame de Maintenon, mistress of the King.

Countess Houlieres,
) ,
fnends of
de Frontenac, }
Marquis de Marsillac.

Madame

Nmon

-

Hector, his nephew.
Marquis D'Aubigne.
Louis XIV.
La Platre, the Abbe.

The

is laid in Paris at the time of
a number of characters made famous by
the history of that gilded reign make their bow.
The romance recounts how the handsome mistress of
It much
the Inn of the Golden Lamb became a countess.
concerns itself with a song which is sung in the first scene
and which is heard so often thereafter that it comes to bear
the guise of an old friend.
Nanon is so renowned for her beauty and charm, that

scene of the opera

Louis XIV.

visitors

In

it

come from a

distance merely to see her.

Among
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such is the Marquis de Marsillac and his nephew, Hector.
Hither comes also the Marquis D'Aubigne, who is disguised
as the

He makes

drummer Grignan.

love to

Nanon and

sings to her the serenade, "Anna, thy beauty leads
Marsillac overhears it and makes note of
thee."

me

to

for

it

future use.

Ninon D'Enclos claims D'Aubigne as her lover and her
suspicions are aroused that he

She

pretty innkeeper.
to marry a drummer

guests to the
this

is

is

paying his devotions to the

reassured to hear that

named

Grignan.

Nanon

wedding and the bridegroom,

dilemma, causes his

own

Nanon
bids

to escape

is

the

from

arrest for dueling, an offense
in despair, decides to call on

Nanon,
punishable by death.
the influential Ninon for aid.
In the second act, D'Aubigne receives the reproaches
of Ninon for remaining away from her side so long and he
appeases her by singing "Anna, thy beauty leads me to
thee."
Nanon arrives on her mission to Ninon. Hector is

present also and he and D'Aubigne quarrel over the two
women and retire to the garden for a duel. While they
are gone the Marquis announces that he will pay Ninon the

compliment of addressing to her a little song of his own
"
Anna, thy beauty
composition, and the familiar strains of
leads

me

to thee

"

are heard.

garism as a great joke.

The company

Hector, in the

take his pla-

meantime,

is

brought

wounded and limping but D'Aubigne escapes.
The third act is laid in the sanctuary of Madame de
Maintenon, where the pious Abbe sings the serenade to her
in

a hymn.
Hector is released, his friends
with
the
Madame, who is D'Aubigne's aunt.
interceding
To gain her influence, D'Aubigne and Marsillac both wish
to compliment her on her birthday with an original song
and the familiar strains of " Anna, thy beauty leads me to
"
thee
are heard twice.
dispute over the authorship of
in the guise of

A

the song ensues.

Nanon
she has

receives the

pardon of the king for Grignan but

recognized him as the Marquis D'Aubigne and
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He is touched by
presents the pardon to Ninon for him.
this evidence of Nanon's devotion and offers her his hand.
Wishing to terminate the attentions of the king in the direcNanon, which attentions Madame de Maintenon fears
are becoming dangerous, consent to the marriage is granted
and the hostess of the Golden Lamb has become a countess.
Of its tuneful numbers may be mentioned the evertion of

"
What day is this," with the
recurring song of D'Aubigne,
"
"
Pierre's song,
refrain,
Anna, thy beauty leads me to thee
"
"
"
I have been true
See Uncle Matthew
Ninon's couplets,
"
to this idea
the chorus of Nanon's country relations,
;

;

;

Marshaling in troops of dozens
Come your uncles, aunts and cousins.
"
"
Nanon's
I'd e'er by Ninon be ;
Marsillac's song,
"
and Hector's song ," Always Fearing."
Tell me, sir

"

song,

THE SORCERER
'

The

Sorcerer," a comic opera in two acts, by W. S.
and Sir Arthur Sullivan, was produced at the Opera
Comique, London, Nov. 18, 1877.

Gilbert

CHARACTERS.
Marmaduke Pointdextre, an elderly baronet.
Alexis, his son, one of the Grenadier Guards.
Sir

Dr. Daly, Vicar of Ploverleigh.
Notary.

John Wellington Wells,

of J. Wells

and

Co.,

Family

Sorcerers.

Lady Sangazure, a lady of ancient lineage.
Aline, her daughter, betrothed to Alexis.
Mrs. Partlet, a pew-opener.
Constance, her daughter.

Chorus of peasantry.

The opera begins with a gay entertainment

at

which

the villagers assemble to celebrate the betrothal of Alexis,
heir of the great Sir Marmaduke Pointdextre, to Aline,
Mrs. Partlet, the pewdaughter of Lady Sangazure.

opener, arrives with her daughter Constance, who alone of
all the company is out of spirits.
The maiden confesses that
it

is

in

because she

is

so hopelessly in love with the Reverend

That reverend gentleman indulges
Daly,
some reminiscences of the time when he was a fair, pale

Dr.

the

vicar.
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young curate and

feminine portion of the parish
trembled at his slightest indisposition.
Mrs. Partlet hints
that a clergyman's wife would be a great acquisition to the
village

the

and that Constance

age, but he
ideas,

all

and

is getting to be of
marriageable
oblivious
to any relation between the
entirely
announcing that he shall live and die a solitary
is

old bachelor, he leaves the maiden plunged in dark despair.
Alexis appears, and is showered with congratulations.
Sir

Marmaduke and Lady Sangazure, who were

in

love fifty

years before, hold ardent conversation, from which it is evident that the sentiment has withstood the test of time. The

marriage contract is signed and the affianced are
themselves for a while.

left

to

Alexis now refers to his pet theory that men and
should be coupled in matrimony without distinction
his lecture
of rank.
It seems that
delivered
at
the
mechanics' institutes, the workhouses, beershops and lunatic
asylums has been received with enthusiasm, although the

women

He confides to Aline that he
aristocracy still holds aloof.
is about to take a desperate step in support of his principles.
Calling Sir John Wellington Wells, of the firm of J. Wells
and Co., old established Family Sorcerers, from the refreshment tent, he orders a large quantity of his love-at-firstThis magic compound has the effect of
sight philtre.
making any single person who partakes of it fall in love with
the first party upon whom his eyes alight.
Rather against
Aline doctors the teapot, the vicar brews the
and
As the
beverage
everybody troops up for a cup.
charm begins visibly to work, the curtain of the first act
goes down.
her

will,

The second act is played in the village market-place.
All the villagers have paired off and a greater collection of
ill-assorted couples it would be hard to find.
Here an old

man and a young girl gaze languishingly into each other's
eyes; there a sallow youth and an ancient dame stroll by
making violent love. The young affections of Constance
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have lighted upon a very old and very deaf notary

It

appears that
He's dry and snuffy, deaf and slow, ill-tempered, weak and poorly,
He's ugly and absurdly dressed and sixty-seven nearly.
He's everything that she detests, but yet she loves him dearly.

Aline and Alexis stand by and congratulate themselves
on the happy way in which they have helped the whole
to
Their enthusiasm is momentarily
village
pair off.
when
Sir Marmaduke presents Mrs. Partlet as
dampened
his bride-to-be but Alexis, true to his theory, tries to

the best of

make

Only Dr. Daly is thoroughly unhappy, for
he has been a little slow and can find no one to love him,
He is greatly at a
everybody being previously engaged.
it.

account for the epidemic of prospective matrimony
a village hitherto little addicted to the habit. To cap
the climax, Lady Sangazure rushes up to Mr. Wells whose
loss to

in

beginning to cause him much uneasiness and
He warns her that he drops his H's,
"
eats peas with his knife, and is engaged to a
maiden fair
with bright brown hair who waits for him by the sounding
conscience

is

begins to adore him.

At the latter falsehood,
threatening suicide.
Alexis has insisted that to
sea."

Lady Sangazure

make

their

love

departs,

eternal

Aline shall taste the philtre.
She drinks, meets Dr. Daly
and there is the usual result. Alexis is not prepared for

such a
assures

test

him

and

is

very wroth indeed.

that he will be

the country at once and
of a colonial bishopric.

no man's

However, Dr. Daly
rival

but will quit

bury his sorrows in the gloom
Mr. Wells volunteers the information that there is one way in which the spell may be
a victim must be offered to Ahrimanes, and he
removed
As he vanishes into the
to be said victim.
consents
finally
earth amid red fire there is a new and proper pairing off;
Aline with Alexis, Lady Sangazure with Sir Marmaduke,
Dr. Daly with Constance, and Mrs. Partlet with the notary.
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Popular numbers

"

in the first act are

Dr. Daly's ballad,

"
Time was, when love and I were well acquainted
the
"
duet of Sir Marmaduke and Lady Sangazure,
Welcome
"
"
For Love Alone " the amusing
Alexis' ballad,
Joy
"
My name is John Wellington Wells,"
song of the sorcerer,
;

;

;

which Mr. Gilbert is so happy; Mr. Wells'
"
the country
Spirits of Earth and Air
"
are
with
which
the
second
act begins
we,"
dance,
Happy
"
Dear friends, take pity " the duet
the song of Constance,
"
"
of Lady Sangazure and Mr. Wells,
Oh, I have wrought
"
Aline's air, "Alexis, doubt me not
and Dr. Daly's song,
"
Oh my voice is sad and low."
in the strain in

"

incantation,

;

;

;

;

SAMSON AND DELILAH
"

Samson and Delilah," an opera in three acts, with
music by C. Saint-Saens, and text by Ferdinand Lemaire,
was produced at the Court Theatre, Weimar, Dec. 2, 1877.
It is founded on the Biblical narrative.

CHARACTERS.
Samson.
Abimelech, Satrap of Gaza.
High Priest of Dagon.
Delilah, his daughter.

Old Hebrew man.

A

lad.

Messengers.

Chorus of Hebrews and

The
Gaza
Hebrews

in

curtain rises
Palestine.
in grief

Philistines, priestesses.

upon a
Here is

and prayer.

public square in the city of

assembled

a

multitude

Evil days have

of

come upon

them; their enemies, the Philistines, have triumphed over
them, and they fear that the God of Israel has deserted
their cause.
Only Samson, the strong, brave Hebrew
soldier, lifts his voice in expressions of hope and reassurance.
The people, crying that his words are from the Lord
and that he will save the nation, feel new courage inspire
them.

Abimelech,

Satrap

Philistine warriors,

who

of Gaza, enters followed by the
shout defiance at the Hebrews and
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drown their voices with praises of Dagon, the pagan deity.
"
Samson interrupts their foolish taunts to cry,
Israel,
"

Arise and conqueror be
Abimelech
break thy chains
brooks no symptom of independence from the Hebrews and,
sword in hand, he attacks Samson, who turns and slays him.
!

!

The

Philistines,

headed by the High

Priest,

swear to avenge

the death of their prince.
In the morning, Delilah and the Philistine
to

Samson with garlands

in their hands.

women come

Delilah, the high
hails Samson as

She
priest's daughter, is very beautiful.
hero and employs her subtle enticements to win his heart.
Samson feels himself yielding to her spell and struggles
manfully against it, but his soul is possessed by her grace.
The old men see it and warn him.
In the second act, the High Priest tells his daughter
that Samson has led the Hebrews against the Philistines
and has been victorious. He urges her to attempt to ensnare
the hero, promising her if successful, anything she may
desire.
He taunts her with the report that Samson now
boasts that his love for her is dead and that he laughs at a
passion that lasted but a day.

The strong man and

the enchantress meet and Samson
submitted
to
the
test
of Delilah's allurements. He
again
is determined at first,
confessing his love, but telling her
that he believes the Lord has chosen him for greater things
than loving; that his task is to deliver his nation out of the
hand of the oppressor. But she pleads the cause of her
The dramatic effect
great love with magnificent hypocrisy.
of the struggle between the two is intensified by the crashing
of thunder and the play of lightning about them.
At last
is

the chagrined Delilah runs into her house, thinking that she
has failed and casting imprecations behind her. But SamLike a flash,
son, after another inward battle, follows her.
Delilah gains her terrace, and calls upon the waiting Philis-

and Samson is betrayed into their hands.
In the third act, he is seen in the prison of the PhilisBlinded and shorn, he is reduced to grinding at a
tines,
tines,

SAMSON AND DELILAH
mill.

The Hebrew

captives

tell

him of

his

85
people's sub

jugation and cry reproachfully that he sold them for a
woman's charms. To make his humiliation complete, he is
led into the temple of Dagon where the High Priest mockingly bids

and cure

him

call

father's.

The

the

Priest

High

upon

his blindness.

libation

is

Jehovah to restore his strength

his

Delilah, too, adds her voice to her
poured upon the sacred flame, and

commands

the prisoner to kneel and present

offerings to Dagon, telling the child who leads the fallen
"
that
hero to guide his steps to the middle of the temple

beholding may in scorn deride him."
Praying fervently
a restoration of strength, Samson grasps the pillars
between which he stands and the temple falls upon the
all

for

shrieking multitude.
"

Samson and

Delilah

"
is

the

masterpiece

of

Saint-

Saens and has done more perhaps than any of his other
works to bring him to world-wide fame. The first act is
written in the oratorio style and for this reason the opera is
most frequently given in concert form. Although the score

was completed

in 1872, not until two years later was any
of
the
portion
opera accorded performance and then only
in private, when Mme. Viardot-Garcia gave the second act.

The

first act had a hearing at the Colonne concerts in Paris
1875 and, two years later, Edouard Lassen produced the
entire work in opera form in Weimar.
In 1878, it received

in

presentation in Brussels; in 1883, in

Hamburg;

in 1890, in

France at Rouen and, at last, in 1892 it reached the Paris
grand opera and was mounted in magnificent manner. The
first hearing of the work in the United States was made
possible by Walter Damrosch's production in New York,
25, 1892, when it was given in oratorio form.
Notable passages are, in Act I, the chorus sung by the
captive Hebrews and the choruses of the priestesses of
Dagon; the trio in which Delilah begins to exert her spell
over Samson, sung by Samson and Delilah and a remon"
strating old Hebrew man and Delilah's lovely aria
Spring
voices are singing."
In Act II are Delilah's song,

March

"O
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Love! in my weakness give power;" the dramatic duet
between the High Priest and Delilah, in which he urges her
to ensnare the hero; the duet betwen Samson and Delilah
"
My heart at thy dear voice," an
sung in the tempest,
intensely passionate love song and the most widely known
number in the entire work. In Act III are the prayer of
Samson, mourning his lost sight and the ballet music in the
temple of Dagon.

PINAFORE
"Her

"The

Lass that
comic
Loved a Sailor," an entirely original, nautical
opera,"
written by W. S. Gilbert and composed by Sir Arthur
Majesty's Ship, Pinafore," or,
"

was

first presented May 28, 1878, at the Opera
and ran for seven hundred nights with
London,
Comique,
an enthusiasm probably never before equaled.

Sullivan,

CHARACTERS.
The Right Hon.

Sir

Joseph Porter, K.

Lord

C. B., First

of the Admiralty.

Captain Corcoran, commanding H. M.
Dick Deadeye.
Ralph Rackstraw, an able seaman.
Bill Bobstay, a boatswain.
Bob Becket, a carpenter's mate.

Tom
Tom

S.

Pinafore.

Tucker, a midshipmite.
Bowlin.

Josephine, the Captain's daughter.
Little Buttercup (Mrs. Cripps), a

Portsmouth bumboat

woman.
Hebe, Sir Joseph's

first

cousin.

First Lord's sisters, his cousins

and

his aunts, sailors,

etc.

The
which

is

action begins on the quarter-deck of the
lying in the harbor of Portsmouth.

"

Pinafore,"

The

sailors

are busily cleaning brass work, splicing ropes and engaging
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in other like tasks.

The

first

important actor to appear

is

Buttercup, the fat, jolly bumboat woman, who suggests at once, in characteristic fashion, that under a round
Dick
and rosy exterior may be lurking a canker-worm.
Little

comes on board and is followed by the
Ralph Rackstraw, who is sighing over the
fact that he loves a lass above his station, the lass in question
being Josephine, the daughter of Captain Corcoran of the
Deadeye, the

fine

"

young

villain,

sailor,

The Captain has ambitions for his daughter
"
does not tackle
deeply grieved that the young lady
"
to the attentions of Sir Joseph Porter, K. C. B.
kindly
The fair Josephine arrives to confess to her father that she
loves a common sailor but assures him that her pride will
Pinafore."

and

is

Sir Joseph accompanied by
prevent his ever knowing it.
"
"
all his sisters and his cousins and his aunts
comes to
An abundance of satire directed against the
press his suit.
British navy, snobs, the national self-complacency and other
important institutions is wrapped up in the character of Sir
Joseph, who early explains that a British sailor is any

man's equal, excepting

his.
Josephine, declaring that Sir
Joseph's attentions nauseate her, smiles on Ralph until he is
encouraged to make a declaration. She then conceals her

real feelings and haughtily bids him seek some village
maiden for a mate. He draws a pistol and is holding it to

when she prevents his taking off by the timely
confession that he possesses her heart.
They plan to elope
and are overheard by Dick.
In the second act, the Captain is discovered singing to

his head,

the

moon and very much

out of sorts. Little Buttercup,
has remained on board, offers to soothe his aching
heart and becomes alarmingly sentimental.
He tells her
that owing to the difference in their stations, he can be only
a friend and she, at once nettled, warns him that her
gypsy
blood enables her to see that a change is in store for him.
Sir Joseph enters to complain of
Josephine's indifference
and her father hastily suggests that perhaps her modesty
makes her feel unworthy of him. This tickles the suitor's

who
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and when Josephine appears, much worried over her

vanity,

approaching elopement, he bids her
Never mind the why and wherefore,
Love can level ranks, and therefore
exactly the assurance she has been craving for her
She promises to follow his advice and her
hesitating heart.

This

is

parent is delighted that he is to be the father-in-law to a
Cabinet minister. As Josephine and Ralph are leaving the
ship to seek a clergyman, Dick Deadeye discloses their

Ralph is
plan and they are confronted by an angry papa.
in
the
the
midst
of
pretty metaphors expressive
interrupted
of his love and ordered to be loaded with chains and sent to
a dungeon cell. At this, Little Buttercup demands a hearing
"
"
"
and confesses that
many years ago she practised baby"
and that, in her own words,
farming

Two

tender babies

One was of low
The other upper

A

I

nussed

condition,
crust,

regular patrician.

She further explains that they were Captain Corcoran and
Ralph and that she purposely mixed them up. This highly
Sir Joseph
explanation is at once accepted.
declares a union with Josephine impossible under the circumstances; her marriage with Ralph takes on a new
aspect and Corcoran, now a common seaman, gives his hand

probable

;

to Little Buttercup.

"

"

probably the most popular of all the
It
met with enormous success,
It was hummed; it was
not only at home but abroad.
whistled; its catching phrases were heard on the street and
in the home; contemporaneous literature teems with allusion
Its satire is keen but friendly and, in music as in
to it.
Sullivan, who has been called
text, it is gay and amusing.
Pinafore

Gilbert-Sullivan

is

operas.

the English Offenbach was very fortunate in having Gilbert
for a co-worker, for his librettos have distinct literary value.

One

critic

claims that Sullivan has not quite succeeded in
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"

down

"

to the popular taste, for the most of his
too graceful in melody and too refined in harmony
to be appreciated by the absolutely uncultivated," but adds
"
that it is
exactly adapted to the very large class which

writing

music

is

knows a

"

little."

Among
"

the

We

chorus

popular numbers are the recurring
the ocean blue and our saucy ship's a

many

sail

beauty;" the song "I'm called Little Buttercup;" Jose"
"
Sir Joseph's
phine's,
Sorry her lot, who loves too well
"
"
"
I am the monarch of the sea
and When I was a lad I
"
"
A British tar is a soaring soul "
served a term
the trio,
Corcoran's song to the moon; the duet between the Captain
and Little Buttercup, " Things are seldom what they seem "
"
Dick Deadeye's
The merry maiden and the tar " the
;

;

;

;

"

octet,

many

;

Farewell

years ago."

"
my own and

Buttercup's recountal

"A

BOCCACCIO
"

Boccaccio, or the Prince of Palmero," a comic opera

with music by Franz von Suppe and text by
and Genee, was first produced at the Carl Theatre,

in three acts

Zell

Vienna, Feb.

1,

1879.

CHARACTERS.
Boccaccio, a novelist and poet.
Leonetto, his student friend.
Pietro, Prince of Palmero.
Lotteringhi, a cooper.
Lambertuccio, a grocer.
Scalza, a barber.

Fiametta, Lambertuccio's adopted daughter.
Beatrice, Scalza's daughter.
Isabella, Lotteringhi's wife.

Peronella, Lambertuccio's sister.
Checco, a beggar.
Fratelli, a bookseller.

Fresco, the cooper's apprentice.

The unknown.
Florentine students, journeymen,

girls,

beggars, serv-

ants.

Boccaccio, the hero of this tale, is a novelist and poet
virile pen deals with truth not romance, and who
has brought down upon his head the hatred of many of the
Florentines, who are portrayed in his novels with really

whose
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embarrassing

fidelity.

They vow vengeance upon him and

or at least his safety, is in peril.
Boccaccio has
found time in the midst of his literary labors to fall in love
with Fiametta, the adopted daughter of Lambertuccio, the
his

life,

He, as well as Lambertuccio, is unaware of the
grocer.
fact that the girl is the daughter of the Duke of Tuscany,
who for political reasons has had her brought up in this

humble fashion. Her father has destined her for a
marriage and he sends to Florence at this time,

fitting

Pietro,

Prince of Palmero, to claim as his wife, Fiametta, who has
been betrothed to him in infancy. Pietro is acting in
accordance with the wishes of his father and not because he
desires to assume marital ties, for, as he himself confesses,
he is far too fond of wine and flirting to care to take on
himself the role of husband.
Upon his arrival in the city, he joins in several adventures with the students and meets Boccaccio, for whom he
has had, for some time, a profound admiration. He fancies
that by his adventures he may gain such experience that he,
But his literary
too, may write of life as Boccaccio does.
ardor is somewhat cooled when, on account of a resemblance
which he bears to Boccaccio, he is seized by Florentine
"
citizens who have figured unpleasantly in the novels of
the
"
miserable scribbler
and given a sound drubbing.
Boccaccio, who has learned that Fiametta is to marry,
succeeds in stealing interviews with her in the disguises of a
beggar and a simpleton, and finds that his love is returned.

adventures go on merrily.
He is
the
wife
of
the
drunken
Isabella,
cooper,
Lotteringhi, and proceeds to fall in love with her, for the
students represent that she is the cooper's niece.
On one
when
returns
before
he
is
occasion,
Lotteringhi
expected, the
lady hides her princely lover in a barrel and when he is

Meantime

introduced

Pietro's

to

discovered, glibly explains his presence by saying that he
had purchased the barrel and had gone in to examine it.
To be brief, after much flirting and serenading, Pietro
accomplishes the business for which he has set out and meets
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Fiametta whose foster-father is overcome with awe to learn
her true identity.
In the last act, Fiametta is found at the ducal palace
Pietro.
in Palmero, about to be solemnly betrothed to
Boccaccio, for whom the Prince has a profound liking,
comes as a guest to the festivities. He knows well that his
love is reciprocated, and he has Pietro's own admission that
he feels only indifference for Fiametta, so he decides to help
He is asked to arrange a play
fate to a more gallant role.
for the evening and, in the impromptu affair he illustrates
the situation with such fidelity and shows up the follies of
Pietro so vividly, that the young man who looks it over
previous to its performance decides not to have it played
and instead surrenders the hand of Fiametta to the one who
Fiametta is better pleased to wed a protruly loves her.
fessor of the University of Florence, for such Boccaccio is
now made, than to be Princess of Palmero and the happy
Boccaccio promises that it shall be quite the last of his
literary practical jokes.

The opera

is full of genuine comedy which is generfurnished
by the superstitious Lambertuccio, who sees
ously
dreadful signs and portents in every occurrence; by Checco
the beggar and by Peronella, the elderly sister of Lamber-

who

tuccio,

is

engaged

in

hunting a rich husband.

The numbers

"

I
include in Act I, Leonetto's song,
"
"
will follow thee
Boccaccio's song,
There is a jolly
"
"
"
student
Fiametta' s song,
and
Love is a tender flower
the duet of Fiametta and Boccaccio, "A poor, blind beggar."
In Act II are found the song, "Always in twos and in
"
threes
the serenade of Boccaccio, Leonetto, and Pietro
"
"
before Fiametta's window,
I'd be a star
the cooper's
;

;

;

;

song and chorus; the letter trio of Fiametta, Isabella and
Peronella and Boccaccio's simpleton song.
In Act III,
"

"
"I'm the father of a
pleasing his novels ;
"
Princess
the duet of Boccaccio and Fiametta,
The lanof
love"
and
the
"You
blind
and
guage
tho'tless,
septet,

occur

How
"

;

silly

men."

NERO
"

Nero," an opera in four acts with music by Anton
Rubinstein and text by Jules Barbier, was produced in

Hamburg

in 1879.

CHARACTERS.
Nero Claudius, Imperator.
Julius Vindex, Prince of Aquitania.
Tigellinus, Prefect of the Pretorians.
Balbillus, an astrologer.

Saccus, a poet.
Sevirus, High Priest of Evander's temple.

Terpander, Citharist, Agrippina's freedman.
Poppaea Sabina, Otho's wife, Nero's mistress.
Epicharis, a freedwoman.

Chrysa, her daughter.
Agrippina,
of Nero.

widow

of the

Emperor Claudius and mother

Lupus, a Roman gamin.
Calpurnius Piso,
Faenius Rufus,
lotters
h P
Sporus,

'

Valerius Messala, J
Thraseas Psetus, Senator.
Salvius Otho, Governor of Lusitania.
Delia, Poppaea's slave.
aged Christian.

An

The

leader of a band of jugglers.
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A

public crier, a street vender, a centurion.

The Emperor Claudius, Britannicus, Seneca,
Burrus, Lucanus, Petronius, Octavia and others.

Shades:

Senators, patricians, Augustans, priests, lictors, players,
musicians, Christians, Greeks, Gauls, Germans, Ethiopians,

slaves,

vestals,

courtesans,

dancers,

female

slaves.

The

opera, like all other chronicles of this ill-famed
It opens in the house of
in unpleasant deeds.
deals
person,
a
number of prominent
where
a
courtesan,
Epicharis,

Of the company is
are assembled for a feast.
man
a
somewhat
above the
Prince
of
Vindex,
Aquitania,
moral standard of the age. As the hostess leads the way
to the banquet hall, Chrysa, a lovely young girl, rushes in,
falls at the feet of the tarrying Vindex, and, white and
trembling, tells him of pursuit by a band of ruffians who,
Romans

having killed her slave, have cast his body into the river
and are now hard upon her track. She begs piteously for
protection and, as he promises it, shouts are heard and a
party of masked

men

burst into the apartment.
Epicharis
intrusion and, to the
general astonishment, the leader throws off his mask and
reveals the dissipated features of the Emperor.
Saccus, the

indignantly demands the reason of the

poet and sycophant, who by some remark has aroused the
imperial anger, now, to divert him, proposes that the victim
shall be brought forth and a mock marriage celebrated.

Nero welcomes

this prospect of a new entertainment with
the miserable girl is dragged in to play the
bride.
Epicharis and Chrysa utter simultaneous cries of
astonishment, for they are mother and daughter, the latter

delight and

being ignorant of the former's mode of life and living apart
from her. Vindex has been upon the alert to protect the
girl, but now that he discovers her relationship to this
notorious woman, he abandons her cause.
The mocking
maidens deck her with ornaments; place the bridal wreath
upon her brow and admonish her in the duties of wifehood.
Nero chooses Saccus for his groomsman and ceremoniously

NERO
signs the contract.

astrologer

company
nuptials.

The

and a joyous

dice are

97
thrown by Balbillus the

predicted for the two, the
being in convulsions of laughter over the chaste
Just before the ceremony takes place, Chrysa's
life

mother brings her a bowl of wine and commands her to
drain

it

and, as the procession starts, the girl suddenly reels

and falls as if dead. To save her from a horrible fate, the
mother has drugged the wine and Nero is cheated of his
bride.

The second act opens in the Imperial Palace in the
She has just
apartments of Poppaea, the favorite of Nero.
learned of the death of Octavia, the wife of Caesar, and
believes that now her ambition to share the throne is about
to be realized.
Nero's mother, Agrippina, who is in banishment, has heard of her son's last escapade and has captured
Chrysa, whom she plans to present to him as a means of
She has sent Terpander to Rome
effecting a reconciliation.
to pray Nero's pardon and while the Emperor is singing of
"
"
and occasionally
Iphigenia
to death,
victim
doomed
some
glancing contemptuously
who is brought before him, Epicharis enters and pleads
for the return of her daughter, who has disappeared from
her house.
Thus Nero learns for the first time that Chrysa
is not dead.
He rushes forth to find her and in the public
the

loves

and

griefs

of

at

square meets Agrippina, to whom he becomes wholly reconciled when she tells him of the gift she has in her power
to bestow.
In honor of the event, he invites the people to
the Circensian games. In the midst of the revelry, the jealous

Poppaea leads Vindex and Epicharis to Chrysa, who carry
her to temporary safety. Above the tumult is heard the
voice of Nero proclaiming himself not only Emperor but
God.
The third act discovers Chrysa hidden in a secluded
cottage of her mother's and guarded by Vindex, who
declares his honorable love for her.
Nero has released the
in
order
to
follow
her 'as a decoy to
imprisoned Epicharis
and
while
Vindex
to
seek
a refuge for the
Chrysa
goes
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women

He

Nero appears.

outside the city,

offers the girl

a place beside him on the throne but she spurns him and
his softness turns to fury.
Poppsea follows to remind him
that Rome is in flames and with sinister laughter he remembers that it was he who started the conflagration.
With
her
and
mother
in
his
he
Chrysa
dragged
footsteps,
goes
forth gleefully to watch his work.
He stops to sing and
the
wall
and
his
play upon
intersperses
song with imprecations upon the Christians.
At this, Chrysa, who is a convert
to the faith, publicly announces the fact and is struck down
by the people. In a moment the house, upon the steps of

which she lies with her penitent mother bending over her,
falls and buries them in its ruins.
In the fourth act, Nero flying from the infuriated
people, takes refuge in the mausoleum of Augustus, where
the shades of his numerous victims pass before him in
review.
Terror stricken, he rushes out into the storm.
who
has mustered the legions, is close upon his
Vindex,
the
and
heels,
Emperor realizes that the end is near.
"Ah
what an artist here will be lost " he
Exclaiming
!

the

points

!

at

dagger

own

his

breast.

As he

hesitates,

Saccus, who accompanies him, aids him to the accomplishment of the best of his deeds, plunging the weapon into his
is rid of the greatest of its tyrants.
As
there
in
the
heavens
a
dying,
appears
shining cross
to proclaim the triumph of Christianity.

body and the earth
he

falls,

Rubinstein's

vanity

and

uneven

in values,

of

setting

bloodshed

is

this

elaborate

brilliantly

tale

colored

of

and,

lust,

while

some passages of great beauty.
second act has endured and
"
Oh mother, oh mother, why from me wert
Chrysa's song
taken?" is much admired. Other numbers that are attract-

The

ballet

includes

music

in

the

are the chorus of maidens at the mock marriage,
Deck thee with the tunic fair " the intonation of the
bridal song by Vindex, " My song to thee,
guardian of
" "
Crowned my dreams by love," sung by
marriage
ive

"

;

;

Poppaea;

"Oh my

fate,

how

remorseless,"

the

song of

NERO
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"
Father in
Chrysa's prayer,
"
Father
of
of
berceuse
the
Heaven,
Epicharis,
Mercy
"
Oh sleep my child, free from all sorrow " Nero's song
"
while Rome is burning,
Ilion, thou by the
Ilion,
"
and the chorus of Gallic Legions,
gods upreared in pride
"
He sang so much, so much did Caesar."
Iphigenia

sung

by

Nero

;

;

;

O

O

JENNY LIND,

THE

PIH

1820-1887.
"

.ZANCE

In the words of Meyerbeer,
One of the finest
pearls in the world's chaplet of song."
a comic oiShe was born in Stockholm, where her father was

and mt'a lawyer in very moderate circumstances. She made
New Yosn early appearance in opera, in which she was extremely successful, not only
firiifhLondon.
being

in

her native land but

In 1849 she left the stage and thereafter sang in
concerts only. In 1850, toured the United States and
was received so enthusiastically that the crushes at
her concerts were positively dangerous.
1887 universally lamented.

She was notable

her technical

for

She died
control

of

in

a

soprano voice of great compass, power, sweetness and

She possessed a remarkable memory
perfect purity.
being able to sing and play the accompaniments of
entire operas and oratorios. Wherever she appeared,

whether

in

theaters, she

that

tru

was

as

the

smallest

made

the

cities

same

What

Frederic.

the geannounces that he

take

is

and that

in

the

grandest
and she

much beloved because

in honoisauality as because of her

loved

or

effort to please

n

:\g

of her beautiful perwonderful voice^ of their

'v
one of them.
en the youth tearfully
them only owing to a mis-
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to

do

so,

he must leave
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THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE
"

"

The Slave of Duty,"
a comic opera in two acts with text by W. S. Gilbert
and music by Sir Arthur Sullivan, was first produced in
New York Dec. 31, 1879, under the personal direction of
both Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Gilbert, some of the music
The

Pirates of Penzance," or

being finished after their arrival in this country.

CHARACTERS.
Richard, a pirate chief.

Samuel, his lieutenant.
Frederic, a pirate apprentice.
Major-General Stanley of the British

Edward, a sergeant of

Army.

police.

Mabel, General Stanley's youngest daughter.
Kate,
)
C General Stanley's daughters.
Edith,
Isabell,

)

Ruth, a piratical maid-of-all-work.
Pirates, policemen.

discovered soon after the rising of the curtain
in progress in the pirate's camp are
in honor of the termination of the apprenticeship of their
It

that

is

the

loved

What

festivities

Frederic, which makes him really one of them.
the general consternation when the youth tearfully

is

announces that he
take

is

among them

and that now he

is

free

to

only owing to a mis-

do

so,

he must leave
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Thereupon the remorseful Ruth, his one-time nurse,
been allowed to accompany him, confesses that

them.

who
it

has

was

when
pilot,

all

his

her

that

fault,

father

told

she understood

her

him

being a
to

little

apprentice
"

to say

hard of hearing,
charge to a

her

pirate." Frederic declares

that although individually he loves them all with an affection unspeakable, collectively he looks upon them with a

disgust which amounts to absolute detestation and that
so keen is his sense of duty that once out of his indenit
incumbent upon him to exterminate
and
weep
deplore the fact that they can offer
him no temptation to remain owing to the fact that they
can't seem to make piracy pay.
Frederic declares it to

tures,

them.

he shall

feel

All

be owing to faulty business methods, that as they make
it a point never to attack a party weaker than themselves,
naturally when they attack a stronger one they get thrashed,
and that it is also a bad thing that their rule never to
capture an orphan has been noised about, for the last
three ships they tackled have been entirely manned by
orphans.

Ruth urges Frederic

to

take her along with

him

as

the only woman he has seen since
he was eight years old and as she assures him, upon being
questioned that, compared with other women, she is quite
his bride and, as she

is

beautiful, he consents, especially as the pirates generously
refuse to deprive him of his middle-aged darling.
Shortly
afterward, he sees the numerous pretty daughters of Major-

General Stanley, and denouncing her as a deceiver, becomes
deeply involved in a love-affair with Mabel, the youngest
of them.
The rest of the sisters are surprised by the
who
each seize one and propose to conduct them
pirates,
at once to a doctor of divinity located near
by.

The

to

military parent appearing, expresses
but the pirates
pirates as sons-in-law

an objection
return

that,

although they have a similar objection to major-generals
as fathers-in-law, they will waive the point.
Just as the
way seems clear to happiness, the Major-General announces
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is an orphan, and the pirates gnashing their teeth
sound of the fatal word, give up their brides.

The second act discloses the Major-General sitting in
a draughty old ruin he has just purchased, with all the
illustrious ancestors thrown in.
He is a prey to remorse
over his prevarication about being an orphan and confesses as much to Frederic who is marshaling his trembling
march against the pirates. That young gentlesurprised by the vindictive Ruth and the pirate
inform him that they have discovered that he
who
chief,
was born on the 29th of February, which makes him only
a little over five years old.
They remind him that he
was bound to the pirate chief until his twenty-first birthThey do not mean to hold him to anything but
day.
to

police

man

is

Of course, when
sense of duty.
has
to
Frederic
go with them, duty
way,
put
also forcing from him the confession that the father of
his beloved Mabel ignobly escaped on the false plea that
He bids his bride-elect a fond adieu,
he was an orphan.

merely leave
it

to

it

his

that

is

promising to return to her when he is of age, which will
The rest of the story is devoted to the
be in 1940.
between
the scared policemen and the pirates,
struggles
the former conquering because they order their braver
of the queen. When all
General
lost,
Stanley that most of
his band are noblemen gone wrong.
This brings about
He says:
a miraculous change in the general's attitude.

enemy

to give

seems

way

in

the chief

No

the

name

tells

Englishman unmoved that statement hears,

Because with

all

our faults

we

love our

I pray you pardon me, ex-pirate king,
Peers will be peers, and youth will have

House

of Peers.

its fling.

Resume your rank and

And

take

my

legislative duties,
are beauties.
daughters, all of

whom

"
When
numbers are Ruth's recountal,
"
the song of the pirate king,
Frederic was a little lad;
"
Oh better far to live and die " Frederic's
beginning,

The

principal

;
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"
song,
song,

Oh

is

!

there

one maiden breast ?

"Poor wandering one;"
"

General

Stanley,

I

Major-General;"

the

pirate king's song,
"
Oh leave
ballad,
!

"

song,

not

When

am

"

"

Mabel's

amusing number of
pattern of a modern

the

a very
"
Tarantara

of

the

Sergeant;

the

"For some

ridiculous reason;" Mabel's
"
to pine
and the Sergeant's

me not
a fellow's not engaged in his employment."

BILLEE
"

Billee Taylor," or
opera in two acts with

"

TAYLOR

The Reward of Virtue," a comic
text

by Stephens and music by

Edward Solomon, was first presented
CHARACTERS.

in

London

Captain, the Hon. Felix Flapper, R. N. of H.

in

M.

1880.

S.

"Thunderbomb."
Sir Mincing Lane, a knight.
Billee Taylor, a sailor.

Ben Barnacle, a

sailor.

Christopher Crab, a tutor.
Phoebe Fairleigh, a charity girl.
Arabella Lane, an heiress.
Eliza Dabsey, the beloved of Ben Barnacle.
Susan.

Jane Scraggs.
Charity girls.

The

story
Taylor," a well
is

laid

in

is

founded

on the old song of

"

Billee

nautical ditty.
The scene
1805.
The first act opens at

known English

Southampton

in

the Inn of the Royal George which overlooks the harbor.
The villagers are found rejoicing over the holiday which
celebrates the approaching wedding of Billee Taylor and
Phoebe.
Arabella Lane, a lady of greater fortune than
the pretty Phoebe, has done Billee the honor to fall in
love with him and so overcomes her maidenly modesty as
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him so, though only to have the tempting offer of
The kind-hearted old
her hand and fortune refused.
in honor of the weda
feast
Sir Mincing Lane arranges
ding and invites his friend, Captain Flapper, to join in
This impetuous guest falls in love with Phoebe
the fun.
himself.
Still
her
at first sight and vows to marry

to

tell

another swain
topher Crab.

who

A

sighs over Phoebe

is

the tutor, Chris-

disturbed

by heartguest present, also
"
has
sea
all on
trouble, is Ben Barnacle, who
gone to
her
smiles
elsewhere.
account of Eliza," who is bestowing
Ben is ordered by the press-gang, which is in full sway
at this time to abduct Billee Taylor, and before the ceremony can unite the lad to the charming Phoebe, the deed
is

done.

Two

years elapse before the second act, which takes
characteristic scene is
place in Portsmouth harbor.
in
sail
and
shown.
out the harbor, returned
Ships
gently
sailors bask in the smiles of their sweethearts and some

A

of them dance a hornpipe on the quay.
things have happened in the two years.

A

great

many

Phoebe and

all

as boys have followed Billee
gentleman has proved worthy of their
devotion by rising to be a lieutenant.
Arabella still forces
her attentions upon him and he is gradually warming in
the glow of her persistent love-making.
Phoebe learns
of this from Captain Flapper.
Sir Mincing Lane, who

the
to

charity girls
sea and that

disguised

organizing a company of volunteers, tries to get some
of the sailors to join him and Phoebe decides to enlist
but is claimed by Barnacle as a messmate and a quarrel
is
Crab
brought on between the soldiers and sailors.
incites Phoebe to fire at the unfaithful Billee and she
She
yields but the shot goes wild and hits her adviser.
is

sentenced to be shot but declares that she is a woman
and, when her identity is discovered, Billee claims her as
is

his

own.

"Billee Taylor," which has had frequently to face
"
the accusation of being an unmistakable
H. M. S.
copy of
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Pinafore," is by no means devoid of merit of its own
and has enjoyed deservedly no small measure of popular
favor.

Among
opera

are

the

many

Billee's

taking
"

song,

numbers contained

in

this

The Virtuous Gardener "

the

;

which Arabella confesses her love to Billee " The
Two Rivers," sung by Susan and Phoebe; Sir Mincing
Lane's song, "The Self-Made Knight;" Phoebe's song,

duet, in

"

The

;

Guileless

Orphan

"

"

;

"

Barnacle's popular offering,

"

All

on account of Eliza
The Poor Wicked Man," sung
"
"
Crab
Billow
ballad and Captain FlapAngelina's
by
musical
remarks
on
per's
"Love, Love, Love," beginning
Do you know why the rabbits are caught in the snares,
Or the tabby-cats shot on the tiles?
;

;

THE MASCOT
"The Mascot," a comic opera in
Edmund Audran and words by

music by

was

first

produced

in Parjs in

three

acts

with

Chivat and Duru,

1880.

CHARACTERS.
Bettina, the Mascot.
Fiametta, daughter of Lorenzo XVII.

Pippo, a shepherd.
Lorenzo XVI I. Prince of Piombino.
Rocco, a farmer.
Frederic, Prince of Pisa.
,

Parafante, sergeant.

Matheo, innkeeper.
Peasants, lords and ladies of court, soldiers and others.

The

scene

of the

opera is laid in Piombino, Italy,
The curtain rises on a farm,
Century.
where the peasants are celebrating the vintage festival.
Rocco, the farmer, sits morose and aloof and when asked
the reason of his gloom, declares that he is pursued by
ill-luck.
Pippo arrives from Rocco's brother to whom
he has sent for aid, bringing only a basket of eggs and
a letter in which he informs him that he is sending his
turkey-keeper, Bettina, who has the gift of bringing happiin

the Fifteenth

and prosperity to any hearth at which she resides.
But when she appears, a very rosebud of a girl, she

ness
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does not receive an overwarm welcome, for the practical
Rocco would have preferred more tangible benefits to a
mascot.

A

royal hunting party, including Prince Lorenzo and
his daughter, Fiametta, Prince Frederic and the members
Lorenzo also
of the court arrive for rest and refreshment.
fancies himself ill-starred and, learning by accident of the
almost supernatural virtue said to belong to Bettina, he
To make amends
determines to take her to his court.
his
he
for
to Rocco
mascot,
promises to make
appropriating
also
He
creates
Bettina Countess
him Court Chamberlain.
of Panada, while poor Pippo, who has fallen in love with

the girl, is left disconsolate.
In the second act, a fete

is

to be given at the palace

honor of the approaching marriage of Fiametta and
Frederic, the crown prince. Bettina, now a fine lady and
in

supposed to be the king's favorite, is weary of splendor
and wants only her shepherd lover, Pippo.
play given
by a company of strolling actors is one feature of the
entertainment.
leading member of the troupe turns out
to be Pippo in disguise.
He and Bettina plan to fly from
Court but Rocco, recognizing him, causes his arrest. The
bride, meantime, falls in love with handsome Pippo and
discards Frederic and, to make better her chances with the
shepherd, tells him that Bettina is false and is about to
be married to her father. But Pippo and Bettina have an
understanding and escape by leaping from a window over-

A

A

looking the river.

The
Pisa.

third act takes place in
Naturally, the friendship

Frederic

has

come

to

an

end.

an inn in the Duchy of
between Lorenzo and

The

soldiers

are

cele-

brating the victory of Frederic's troops over the army of
his whilom son-in-law that was to be.
Pippo, who is
one of Frederic's captains, and Bettina, who has fought

through the war

in

and

to

decide

the

disguise

of a trooper, are here
While
without delay.

be married
they
preparations are under way for the happy event, Lorenzo,
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Fiametta and Rocco who, owing to military reverses have
been reduced to minstrels, arrive at the inn.
Fiametta
to
back
her
old
and
the two
lover, Frederic,
goes
gladly

Pippo and Bettina in happiness.
Favorite portions of this melodious and merry opera
"
are the peasants' chorus,
Now the vintage time is over "
"
One day, the arch-fiend, drunk with
Pippo's ballad,
Bettina's
"Kiss
pride;"
Song;" the song of superstition
Lorenzo
and
the
chorus; the coaching chorus at
sung by
the end of the first act; the number for Pippo as Sal"
the mutual admiratarelle, "All hail to you, my lords
rival

;

;

Pippo and Bettina; the Rataplan song of
the
Frederic;
Orang-Outang song of Fiametta and the
chorus, beginning
tion

duet

of

The big

ape,

who

at

Piombino

Ruled, and ruined with red tape.

THE QUEEN'S LACE HANDKERCHIEF
"

The Queen's Lace Handkerchief," a comic opera

in

three acts, with text by Genee and Bohrmann-Riegen and
music by Johann Strauss, was first produced in Vienna
Oct. 2, 1880.

CHARACTERS.
The King.
The Queen.
Donna Irene,

the Queen's confidante.
Cervantes, an exiled Spanish poet.
Count Villaboisy Roderiguez, Prime Minister.
Don Sancho de Avellaneda, the tutor to the King.

The Marquis de

la

Mancha

Villareal, Minister of

War.

Dancing Master.
Master of Ceremonies.
Antonio, an innkeeper.
Ministers of various departments,

students,

doctors,

courtiers, toreadors, brigands.

The

Portugal in the Sixteenth Cenare a king and queen of
tury.
Among
the Mother Goose type, one of the prominent characteristics
of the former being his passion for truffles and other
good things to eat. A flavor of verity is secured by the
introduction of the literary man, Cervantes, who has been
banished from Spain and who is now a captain in the
He is in love with Irene, first lady in
Royal Guard.
scene

is

the

laid

in

characters

waiting to the Queen, and the two work together to fur-
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the

ther

interests

of

the

young

rulers.

There

is

for

a

villain, a bad Prime Minister, who is in league with the
King of Spain in trying to keep the power in his own
To this end, he tries to stir up discord between
hands.

King and Queen, who are really too young to be very
for the King has seen but nineteen years and the
Queen but seventeen. The King is encouraged in various
the

wise,

irregularities

who
to

is

and showers attention on the charming Irene,
Queen and her loving Cervantes

too true to the

accept

them.

Cervantes

is

appointed

Queen's

reader

and her neglected heart conceives a sentiment for him
which is chiefly gratitude for his genuine friendship and
As she is an impulsive young woman, she
sympathy.
writes on her lace handkerchief, "A queen loves you," and
placing it in the manuscript of Don Quixote, hands it to
The manuscript is seized and read with avidity.
him.
It is indeed most interesting matter, for two of the characters are drawn from life, Don Quixote being the Portuguese Minister of War, and Sancho Panza the Minister of
Instruction.

Cervantes

King and Irene

is

effect his

arrested
release

for

treason

but

the

by pretending that he

is

insane.

The two young monarchs now ascend
announcing that the regency is at an end.

the

throne,

The Prime

Minister, in fright at the apparent failure of his plans,
He gives the King the Queen's lace
plays his last card.
handkerchief, with the compromising words written upon
it.
Cervantes is arrested again and the Queen is banished

Cervantes escapes from his guards, however,
and joins a party of brigands who capture the Queen.
He disguises himself as the host and the Queen as the
waiting-maid of an inn and, when the King comes that
way hunting, they serve him, and explain everything.
Under the circumstances, they will have to be forgiven
for their ingenious explanation that the words on the
handkerchief were only a message sent by the Queen to
to a convent.

the

King through Cervantes'

friendly hand.
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This romance with its sprightly music is one of the
most popular of the Strauss operas. The numbers include
"
It was a wondrous fair and starry
the Queen's romanza,
"
the
truffle
King's
night
song the duet of the Premier
and the King in praise of the oysters; Cervantes' number,
"
"
the Premier's
Once sat a youth so fair and pensive
;

;

;

"
When great professors " the Queen's
song with chorus,
"
"
Bright as a ray from heavenly heights gleaming
"
Sancho's song, in the third act,
In the night his zither
"
"
the
Seventeen
holding
Queen's
years had just passed
;

;

;

o'er

me," and the

final choruses.

OLIVETTE
"
Olivette,"

by

a comic opera in three acts, with music
libretto by Chivat and Duru with

Edmund Audran and

an

English adaptation by
sented in Paris in 1879.

H.

B.

Farnie,

was

first

pre-

CHARACTERS.
Captain

De Merimac,

Valentine,

an

officer

of the man-o'-war

of

the

Rousillon

"

Cormorant."
Guards,

his

to

the

nephew.

Due

des Ifs,
Countess.

cousin

and

heir

presumtive

Coquelicot, his foster-brother and henchman.
Marvejol, local pluralist, Seneschal to the Countess and

Mayor

of Perpignan.

Olivette, daughter of the Seneschal Marvejol.
Bathielde, Countess of Rousillon, in love with Valentine.

Veloutine, the Seneschal's housekeeper.
Moustique, the captain's boy.
Courtiers and nobles, citizens, wedding guests, sailors

and pages.

The
shore

scene of the story is laid in Perpignan on the
of the Mediterranean in the time of Louis XIII.

All the village is stirred over the approaching marriage of
the Seneschal's daughter, Olivette, to the old sea-capOlivette is just out of the convent,
tain, De Merimac.
where she has met and fallen in love with Valentine,
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The youth haunts the house of
the unprepossessing bridegroom
when
and,
been described to him by her
has
who
girl,

nephew of De Merimac.
his

lady

love

arrives,

the

parent,

as

an

him sharply
will

"

angel

of

to pack his valise,

not take place.

for he thinks he has

in

"

tells

and depart as the marriage

The Captain
it

and obedience

sweetness

his

is

not at

power

to

all

force

dismayed,
her to a

He has secured the eternal gratitude
marriage with him.
of the Countess of Rousillon by rescuing her chimpanzee
from a watery grave and she has promised him anything
he wants. He writes to her asking her to order the
wished-for marriage but at this critical moment he is
The Countess has
sent off on a three months' voyage.
fallen in love with Valentine and has come to Perpignan
to be near him.
She requests the marriage according to
instructions and Valentine, pretending to be the elder
De Merimac,

quietly
act

The second

weds Olivette

himself.

ball,
given by the
opens
Countess in honor of the wedding, and Valentine has a
strenuous time impersonating both his uncle and himself
The uncle arrives in
by frequent changes of costume.
Valis
as
the
and
bridegroom.
person, however,
greeted
old
as
the
this
time
in
man, is
entine, coming
suddenly,
confronted by the original and an explanation is unavoidable.
The Captain declares that the bride taken in his
name belongs to him, while Olivette faces the prospect of
being Valentine's aunt instead of his wife.
Olivette gets rid of her elderly claimant by means of
a little conspiracy but the Countess upsets her calculations
by announcing her intention of marrying the loyal soldier,
As a last
Valentine, who has put down the conspiracy.
he
is
to
the
which
send the
resource,
joins
conspiracy
Countess out of the kingdom.
She is imprisoned on De
Merimac's ship, the Cormorant.
When Olivette and Valas
are
entine, disguised
sailors,
seeking a boat to take

with

a

them away, the husband is seized.
Olivette manages to
set the Countess free and assumes that lady's dress, pass-
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The fickle Duke
ing her own on to her maid Veloutine.
courts the maid, thinking her the mistress and boasts of
his success so loudly that both uncle and nephew disown
is able to prove an alibi.
Finally, things
straighten themselves out, Valentine and Olivette are free
to acknowldge their union, the Countess accepts the Duke
at last and De Merimac is left to console himself

Olivette until she

"

The
Pretty numbers are Olivette's Tyrolienne song,
"
"
The Yacht and
Convent Slept
the marine madrigal,
the Brig," by De Merimac and the quartet; the Countess*
"
"
waltz song,
the Duke's
Heart, Wherefore so light ?
"
"
"
DarBob up serenely
Valentine's serenade,
couplets,
;

O

;

ling,

Good

Night;"

Olivette's

"Sob"

song,

"O My

"
"
What she
Father
Valentine's duet with De Merimac,
" "
"
the Countthe
Romance
of
Rum
your wife ?
Jamaica
"
"
"
Nearest and Dearest
and the The Torpedo and the
ess,
!

;

;

Whale."

LES CONTES D'HOFFMANN
"Les Contes d'Hoffmann,"
mann," a

or

"The

Stories of

Hoff-

and a prologue and
with
text
epilogue,
by Jules Barbier and music by Jacques
Offenbach, was first performed at Offenbach's residence in
Paris, May 18, 1879, and was formally produced Feb. 10,
fantastic opera, in three acts

1881.

CHARACTERS.
Olympia.

Cochenille.

Giulietta.

Pitichinaccio.

Antonia.

Franz.

Nicholas.

Coppelius.

A

voice.

Dapertutto.
Dr. Miracle.
Luther.

Hoffmann.
Spallanzani.
Nathaniel.

Hermann.
SchlemihI.

Crespel.

The prologue
It

burg.
to

is

is played in Luther's tavern in Nurema favorite resort of the students, who enter

While they are remarking the delay of
Hoffmann, that gentleman appears with his
Nicholas, and calls for a place, a glass and a
The students ask for a song and Hoffmann sings

make merry.

their

favorite

friend,
pipe.

"

the ballad of Kleinzach, with its
one mockingly accuses Hoffmann

clic clac

"

of being

chorus.
in

love.

Some

He
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vehement word of

utters a

protest, whereupon they hasten
such
a
condition is nothing to be
him
that
to
ashamed of and refer to sweethearts of various of their
number. Hoffmann disdains them all. They then inquire
if his love is such a jewel that none of theirs may com-

assure

pare with her.
"

My

"

love

Shall I

three.

exclaims

!

tell

"
Yes, yes,
"

we

The name

you

my"

listen

of

my

!

Hoffmann.
adventures?"

"

my

Say rather

shout the students.

first

was Olympia," begins Hoff-

mann.

At

When

Hoffmann's

rises

A

stage.

the stage grows dark and

this

it

luxurious office

first
is

the curtain

love-story

shown.

Dr.

lives

falls.

upon the

Spallanzani

is

"
"
the five hundred
Olympia
plotting to recover through
Hoffmann and
ducats he lost to the bankrupt Jew, Elias.
Nicholas arrive and the physician goes away temporarily.

Hoffmann

parts

the

curtains

of the

adjoining apartment

and

sees Spallanzani's daughter, the lovely Olympia, asleep.
He falls in love with her at sight and gives vent to many
Nicholas advises him to know
extravagant expressions.

her better and he replies that

it

is

easy to understand the

soul one loves.

Coppelius arrives and Spallanzani, who has returned,
"
young fool." For
speaks of marrying Olympia to the
him to get his
of
his
debt
to
he
sends
payment
Coppelius,
from
whom
the
Coppelius does not
Jew, Elias,
money
Coppelius leaves. Now Spallanzani leads
charming daughter and introduces her to the company. Her father declares that she is ever amiable, exempt
from fault and accomplished.
He asks her to sing and
as if to arouse her from her excessive modesty, he touches

know

is

bankrupt.

in his

She consents, and
reassuringly upon the shoulder.
It
he
touches
her
on
the
shoulder
and
she sings.
again

her
is

a

brilliant

Supper
ment.

is

performance with

many

trills

and

flourishes.

served but the lady does not care for refreshto hover over her breathing his

Hoffmann icmains
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devotion.

He

Occasionally,

is
is

it

comes from the

Olympia

is

so

taciturn.

true, she utters a monosyllable. Nicholas
supper-room to tell his friend that the

Coppelius returns furious,
Spallanzani has duped him with a
The
mutters that he will get even.

company are laughing
learned

that

worthless note.

He

having

that

grieved
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at him.

the ball.
They give Olympia to the
plays
She dances
infatuated Hoffmann, placing her hand in his.
of
the proin
swifter
but
swifter
and
spite
divinely,
goes

music

for

of her father.
She shows no exhaustion, but not
so with Hoffmann, who grows dizzy and faint.
Suddenly
there is a sound of snapping springs and Olympia falls,
tests

She is a skilfully made
taking Hoffmann with her.
her up to the breaking
has
wound
automaton.
Coppelius
point and thus gets even with Spallanzani for his failure
to

pay him for making the puppet's

The second

eyes.

or story is placed in Venice at the
Hoffmann
Palace of Giulietta, a lady with many lovers.
and Nicholas are with her.
Schlemihl, a jealous lover,
act

arrives unexpectedly and reproaches Giulietta for amusing
Nicholas tries to get Hoffherself during his absence.

mann away

but

Hoffmann

On

boasts
this

unsusceptible.
hearing
to have Hoffmann victimized,

that

boast,
like

he

is

absolutely

Dapertutto resolves
all

his

predecessors

have been. He induces Giulietta to try her arts upon the
She does and wins, coaxing his likeness from
newcomer.
him as a love-token. Schlemihl discovers them and he
Hoffmann vanquishes his
and Hoffmann fight a duel.
he
comes
claim Giulietta she mocks
but
to
when
opponent
him and runs away laughing with Pitichinaccio. Hoffmann
calls

for revenge but Nicholas persuades him to go away.
scene of the third adventure is laid in Cremona,

The

where Hoffmann,

after long wandering, again finds Antonia,
she of the beautiful voice, whom he loves.
She is weakher
and
that
she
will share
father, fearing
lunged
Crespel,

the fate of her mother,
promise never to sing.

who

He

makes her
with
Hoffmann, for he
angry

died of consumption,
is
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knows

that

reluctant

to

the

youth

see

her

loves

sacrifice

his
it.

daughter's

art

and

is

Hoffmann draws from

promise to marry him secretly on the morrow.
Crespel's enemy, Doctor Miracle, who is also jealous of

her

the

Hoffmann, arrives. Crespel is wild, calling him a gravedigger and accusing him of hoping to murder his child as
Miracle sweetly declares that he will
he did his wife.
cure Antonia, and that she will feel no more pain, offer-

He urges her to
ing the contents of certain mystic flasks.
is
than love
a
career
better
her
that
great
sing, telling
Antonia persistently refuses. Finally,
will not last.
Miracle calls the mother's voice from the grave and it
urges her to sing. Antonia obeys and falls fainting to the
floor.
Crespel comes in to find her dying and, seeing
Hoffmann present, blames him and calls for a knife that
he may bring the color to Antonia's cheeks with Hoff-

which

mann's blood.
In
stories

Hoffmann's
the epilogue the company
praises
and he ends the song of Kleinzach begun in the

prologue.
Personally,

He

expended

more

serious

Offenbach considered this his best opera.

infinite

pains upon
work would crown

it,

his

and hoped that

this

musical achievement.

He

died, however, before the orchestration was completed
at his funeral part of the music was adapted to the
"
"
is
service.
Les Contes d'Hoffmann
the opera which

and

was being performed at the Ring Theatre
it was burned with enormous loss of life.

at

Vienna when

PATIENCE
"

two

W.

Patience," or

"

Bunthorne's Bride," a comic opera in
music by Sir Arthur Sullivan and text by
Gilbert, was produced at the Opera Comique, London,

acts with
S.

Aug. 23, 1881.

CHARACTERS.
Reginald Bunthorne, a fleshy poet.
Archibald Grosvenor, an idyllic poet.
-v
Colonel Calverly,

Major Murgatroy,

C

officers of the

Dr *goon

Lieutenant, The Duke of Dumstable, )
Chorus of Dragoon Guards.
The Lady Angela,
"J
The Lady Saphir,
TL
T
j
T7ii
rapturous maidens.
The Lady Ella,
The Lady Jane,
J
f-

Patience, a milkmaid.
Chorus of maidens.

Like most of its fellows, this Gilbert-Sullivan opera
is a satire, this time directed against the aesthetic school
which flourished at the time of its composition, and which,
Mr. Gilit may be added, declined immediately thereafter.
bert hints not too subtly, in Bunthorne's confession, that the
aesthetic

thought.

culture

may

be a pose rather than a great

new
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Am

I

alone

And unobserved?
Then let me own

I

am!

I'm an aesthetic sham!
It is

an opera with two heroes, the

aesthetic

Bunthorne and

The curtain rises on the twenty
idyllic Grosvenor.
in aesthetic draperies and playing
dressed
maidens
rapturous
on
lutes,
apparently in the last stages of despair
dolefully
for unrequited love. Their concerted affections have alighted
upon Bunthorne. Patience, a buxom unaffected milkmaid,
in whose dairy the loved one recently has been discovered
eating butter with a tablespoon, arrives and is much concerned at the spectacle of their woe, voicing her delight
however that she never has known this disturbing thing,
love.
She hopes 10 cheer them by the announcement that
the Dragoon Guards, for whom a year ago they were sobBut it seems that
bing and sighing, are in the village.
since the etherealization of their tastes they care nothing
When these
for such earthy creatures as Dragoon Guards.
heroes appear on the scene of their former conquests and
find that a melancholy literary man has routed them, they
are deeply indignant.
Utterly ignoring them, the maidens
He
fall on their knees and beg to hear Bunthorne's poem.
bids them cling passionately to one another and think of
faint lilies and taking care to retain the hand of Patience
the

in his, he recites a dreary composition on the general com"
Oh Hollow, Hollow, Holmonplaceness of things, entitled,
"
low
When finally left alone, Bunthorne makes a declaration of love to Patience, and the milkmaid has to confess
that she does not know the meaning of the tender passion,
never having loved anyone save her great-aunt.
She goes
to Lady Angela for enlightenment, and that person gives her
an aesthetic definition of which she can understand little
"
that it is the one unselfish emotion in this whirlexcept
!

pool of grasping greed."
Patience, greatly impressed, vows
that she will not go to bed until she is head over heels in
love with someone, and Grosvenor, the apostle of simplicity,
conveniently enters.
They discover that they have been

PATIENCE
playmates in childhood and

makes

mutually in love, but their

spoiled by the thought of Patience that since
her happy, it must be selfish to love him, so they

brief bliss
it

fall
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is

The scene is enlivened by
decide that they must sunder.
the arrival of Bunthorne, who, crowned with roses and
hung with garlands,

is

followed by a procession of maidens
playing on archaic instruments.

and

dancing classically
He nobly has decided to be

raffled off.
Patience, who perceives that to devote herself to loving Bunthorne would be
very unselfish indeed, brushes the others aside and offers

The poet overjoyed to escape the posherself.
into
the hands of the antique Jane, accepts
of
sibility
falling
The maidens have recourse to the
without hesitation.
to

wed him

Guards, but forsake them again for the more poetic Grosvenor, whom Bunthorne recognizes with jealous discomfiture
may prove a rival.
The ancient Jane is discovered at the rising of the
curtain of the second act sitting in a glade and promising
herself ever to be faithful to Bunthorne, whom the others
"
have deserted because he has
glanced with passing favor
on a puling milkmaid."
little later her hero arrives, but
her devotion does not seem to be superlatively consoling to

A

the jealous aesthetic.

Grosvenor appears in turn, followed by the maidens
he is heartily tired.
Finally, in desperation he
announces that he can never be theirs, and begs a respite in
the following words:
"
Ladies, I am sorry to appear ungallant, but you have
been following me about ever since Monday and this is
I should like the usual half-holiday and if
Saturday.
you
of

whom

will kindly allow me to close early today, I shall take it as
a personal favor."
In the next scene the Dragoons come attired as aesthet"
ics and struggling manfully with their
angular attitudes,"
having reached the decision that it is the only way to
Bunthorne and Grosvenor have
gain favor with the ladies.

an important interview,

in

which the former accuses the
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latter

of monopolizing the feminine attention.
Grosvenor
would be only too glad of any suggestion

declares that he

Bunmight be lessened.
he must cut his hair and become
He cringes under the awfulness
absolutely commonplace.
of this decision but Bunthorne threatens him with his curse
and he yields. When the maidens find that Archibald, the
All Right, has discarded sestheticism, they conclude that it
Patience
proves that aestheticism ought to be discarded.
sees that she could be perfectly unselfish in loving such a
commonplace fellow, and flies to his arms. The maidens
whereby

thorne

his

find lovers

with his

attractiveness

fatal

him

tells

that

among

the

Dragoons and Bunthorne

is

left

alone

for even Jane is wrested from his side by the
chooses her as a recompense for her plainness.

lily,

Duke, who

and melodious numbers are
want
a recipe for that popular
you
mystery;" Bunthorne's "Oh, Hollow! Hollow! Hollow!"
"
"
If you are eager for to shine
and
the duet of Patience
"
"
and Grosvenor,
the Duke's plea,
Prithee, pretty maiden
"
Your maiden hearts, ah, do not steel
the lovely sextet,

Among many

the Colonel's song

sparkling
"
If

;

;

'

"

;

"

hear the soft note of the echoing voice
Jane's song,
"
Silvered is the raven hair
Grosvenor's song of the
magnet and the churn; the ballad of Patience, "Love is a
plaintive song;" and the duet of Bunthorne and Grosvenor,
"
When I go out of door."
I

;

"

;

THE MERRY WAR
text
first

'The Merry War," a comic opera in three acts with
by Zell and Genee and music by Johann Strauss was
produced in Vienna, Nov. 25, 1881.

CHARACTERS.
Countess Violetta.
Colonel Umberto.

The Duke de Limburg.
Balthazar Groot, a Dutch Tulip Dealer.
Elsa, wife of the Former.
Spiuzzi.

Franchetti.
Biffi.

Soldiers, citizens.

The scene

of

the

operetta

is

laid

in

Genoa

in

the

The not too serious hostilities are
Eighteenth Century.
brought about by the fact that a famous danseuse has made
simultaneous contracts with the theatres of two petty states,
Genoa and Massa Carrara. These states go to war over
the matter, each insisting upon the fulfilment of its own
particular contract.

A

mock siege is held, the Genoese storming the fortress
of Massa Carrara and each side throwing a harmless
bombshell at noon every day. The Genoese, however, succeed in making three captures of some importance, the
Marquis Sebastiani, an inveterate gossip; a Dutch tulip
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named Balthazar Groot; and the lovely Countess
The feminine prisoner, makVioletta, who is in disguise.

planter,

ing good use of her beauty, coaxes a pass from Umberto,
commander of the garrison. On subsequently
discovering her rank, he decides to punish her for her

the gallant

her.
The fact that Violetta is
of
Duke
Limburg and that the marriage is
engaged
soon to take place, does not present itself to Umberto as
He arranges
a difficulty worthy of much consideration.

by

deception

marrying

to the

ceremony shall be performed by the field chaplain,
he to appear as the proxy of the Duke. In the ceremony
no mention is made of the Duke and Umberto becomes the
that the

although of this the bride is ignorant.
In the second act, several new characters make their
appearance.
Among them is Elsa, wife of Balthazar Groot.
For the benefit of Violetta, Groot has been compelled to
pass himself off as the Duke of Limburg, and the jealousy
of Elsa is of course aroused.
Violetta finds that she
abominates her pretended spouse, who can only jabber in
Dutch. She also discovers that she is fond of Umberto.
In the third act, complications are nicely untied. Balthazar and Elsa find their conjugal bliss again and Umberto
reveals to the delighted Violetta that she is married to him
real husband,

A

Duke

of Limburg.
dispatch is received
of the war, has
the
cause
dancer,
run away and, as she will not keep her engagement with
either theatre, peace is concluded.
Among the gay and tuneful numbers are the song of
instead of to the
to

the effect that the

the Marchese, "The Easiest
"
There's not a drop
song,

the Best;" Umberto's
"
of blood yet spilled
Bal-

Way's

;

"
thazar Groot's number,
came all the way from Hol"
"
land
the duet of Violetta and Umberto,
Hear me !
" "
"
hear me
Nice
Balthazar
the
Conduct
Very
sung by
"
So near her now and yet so far " Umberto's
romanza,
"
love song,
Now darker falls the night " Artemesia's war
"
Two months
song and the duet of Balthazar and Elsa,

We

;

!

;

;

;

have passed."

HERODIADE
"

Herodiade," an opera in four acts and seven tableaux,
with words by Paul Milliet and Henri Gremont and music

by Jules Massenet, was produced
Monnaie, Brussels, Dec. 19, 1881.

at

the

Theatre

de

la

CHARACTERS.
John.

Herod, King of

Galilee.

Phanuel, a Chaldean.
Vitellius,

The High

A

Roman

proconsul.

Priest.

voice in the temple.

Salome.
Herodias.

A

young Babylonian woman.
Merchants, Hebrew soldiers, Roman soldiers, priests,
Levites, temple servitors, seamen, scribes, Pharisees,
Galileans, Samaritans, Sadducees, Ethiopians, Nubians, Arabs, Romans.

The

action takes place in Jerusalem in the year 30,
court outside the palace of Herod with adjacent
of
cedars
and oleanders is. shown. In the distance,
groves
the Dead Sea lies in the embrace of the Judean hills.

A. D.

A

A

When the
caravan rests in the valley, awaiting dawn.
the
scene
breaks
in
the
sky,
drowsy
changes to one
light
of activity and merchants from many countries, followed
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by slaves carrying heavy burdens, come to the gate. They
are true exponents of an age of discord and come nearly
to blows over the question of the comparative excellence
of their horses.

them for
of

Sage Phanuel, the Chaldean, reproaches
foolish

their

unrest

the

of

quarrel.

the

He

speaks
of the

of the evil
deaf ear it

world,
times,
turns to the immortal voice which tells of love and pardon
and eternal life. He predicts that the supremacy of Rome
is

nearing

its

end.

The

She has long been searching
girl Salome appears.
for her mother.
Phanuel regards her with deep pity, for
he knows what she does not, that she is the daughter of
Herod's wife.
Salome speaks with great feeling of the
Prophet John and, even at her words, his voice is heard in
the distance, hailing Jerusalem.
At the same moment, the
file
out
of
the
Herod appears and
dancing-girls
palace.
eagerly scans their ranks in search of Salome, a glimpse
of whom has infatuated him.
Herodias, his consort, fol-

lows

agitation, to complain that in the morning a
man had risen in her path to curse her and
clad
rudely
call her Jezebel.
It was John, the infamous apostle, who

in

When Herod inquires
preaches baptism and the new faith.
what
she
him
would
have
do, she asks for the
brusquely
to
him
with recollections of
prophet's head, trying
beguile
the past.
Herod refuses on the ground that John is too
popular with the Jews. When John comes upon the scene,
he curses the wicked Herodias anew.
After the court
has retired, Salome runs to fall at his feet and to sob out
her love and adoration. He reminds her that her youth can
have little in common with his dark life and the stony
road he must travel, but he speaks to her of a higher
love.

The second act shows the magnificent chamber of
The King reclines languidly upon his couch, while

Herod.
slaves

perform

raves of Salome.

more

their

A

vividly to call

voluptuous dances before him. He
Babylonian woman gives him a philtre
Phanuel
up the young girl's image.
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reproaches him for occupying his thoughts with a woman,
when misery and unrest are growing in the land and when
The strength of
all about him is revolt and bloodshed.
the kingdom is threatened for many of its allies have lately
gone over to Rome. Herod boasts of his hold upon the
people but the wiser Phanuel reminds him that the people
are inconstant.
Herod refers disdainfully to the new faith

and declares that he

will stifle

it.

The

scene shifts to the public square overlooked by
Here is assemthe temple of Solomon on Mount Moriah.
bled a motley, excited crowd.
They praise Herod because

he has promised to lift the Roman yoke from their necks.
As the King and the people plan heroic deeds, the Roman
fanfare is heard and Herodias appears in a high place to
cry that the oppressor is at the door. Vitellius, the Roman
proconsul, with his escort, enters the gates and as he appeals
to the people offering them liberty and their just desires,

Above
Herod's chagrin, they rally about his enemy.
of
and
the
is
the
voices
Salome
heard
else
everything
to

women of Canaan, welcoming John. They cry " Glory to
"
Herod catches
him who cometh in the name of the Lord
!

sight of Salome and Herodias following his gaze knows
that she has a rival.
The scene of Act III is laid at night, in the dwelling of
Phanuel.
The philosopher, bowed down by his sense of

Hither
peril of the wicked city, consults the stars.
Herodias comes secretly to ask him the course of the star
of the woman who has robbed her of the love of the king.
Reluctantly he tells her that their stars are strangely associated and that hers is covered with blood.
She laughs,
is
blood
of
it
the
that
Phanuel
reveals
saying
revenge.
to her his knowledge that she is a mother and points to
where below them walks her daughter.
With horror
Herodias recognizes that her daughter and her rival arc
one and the same.
The scene changes to the temple, where Salome comes
Hither Herod also repairs.
to pray for the safety of John.
the
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Judea

is

in the

hands of the hated Romans.

He

reasons

he saves John, the grateful Jews will help him to
Then he sees Salome for the first
throw off the yoke.
The terrified girl learns that she has
time face to face.
had the misfortune to secure his favor. He swears that
with his power as King he will possess her and her love.
Defiantly she returns that she already loves one greater than
Herod declares that he will find
Caesar and the heroes.
Now
this man and deliver them both to the executioner.
the priests and the people invade the temple and before
the Holy of Holies with its thousand lights perform the
sacred dances.
John is present and the priests exhort the
people to destroy this man who has proclaimed a false king
Herod is appointed to judge him. To all
of the Jews.
His prophecy is peace
questions the prophet answers well.
and good will, his arms are The Word, his end is Liberty.
Herod whispers to him to serve his projects and he will save
his life, but John answers that he has naught to do with
"
Death to him," shout the priests.
the schemes of kings.
"
"
Let us see
Crucify the false Messiah," cries Herodias.
that

if

if

God

will

deliver him,"

mock

to be allowed to share his fate
identity of her lover.

"And

I

Salome begs
the people.
and now Herod knows the
"

You
to save him," he mutters.
"
He conspires
sagely to the priests.

was going

are right," he says
Holy prophet indeed! He is
against Caesar and Rome.
the lover of Salome, the courtesan."
"Death," cries the rabble and John, unafraid, is led
away by the guards.
The last act shows the vault beneath the temple, where
the prisoners are kept.
John is reconciled to death but he

A

longs for the presence of Salome, until bitterly he questions
is the herald of the true God and the elect
of the apostles or only a man like other men. Salome finds

whether he

her way to him and they delight in their reunion, careless
of death.
They are interrupted by the priests who take
while slaves drag Salome to Herod.
execution
to
John

HERODIADE
The

scene shifts to a banqueting-hall in the palace of

Hither Salome is
death with John, first to Herod,
"
she invokes as a wife.
If only
moans. Herodias shudders at the
the proconsul.

bitterly
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of the

unnatural

She prays for
brought.
then to the Queen whom
you were a mother," she

word, and Salome speaks
mother who abandoned her to

make an infamous marriage.

The executioner appears upon
a terrace with a sword dripping with blood and Salome,
with a terrible cry, precipitates herself upon Herodias crying that she has killed the prophet.
"
"
I
am your mother." At
Pity," begs Herodias,
this frightful

her

announcement Salome thrusts the dagger into

own bosom and

dies.

THE BEGGAR STUDENT
"

The Beggar Student," a comic opera in three acts
with music by Carl Millocker and text by Zell and Genee,
was

first

produced in Vienna

in 1882.

CHARACTERS.
The Countess

Palmatica.

Laura and Bronislava, her daughters.
Symon Symonovicz, the Beggar Student
Janitsky, a Polish Noble.

General Ollendorf, Governor of Cracow.
Lieutenant Poppenberg,

Major Holzhoff,
Lieutenant Walgenheim,
_
,

>

Saxon

officers.

Lieutenant Schwemitz,
Captain Henrici,

Ensign Richtofen,
S1 1
)
cousins of Palmatica.
,
>

Eva, his wife,

j

Burgomaster.
Enterich, a jailor.
Piffke,

I

Puffke

I

t

assistants.

Sitzka, an innkeeper.

Onouphrie, a servant.
Alexis, a prisoner.
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The
a

action of the opera' is laid in the
city of Cracow
in 1704.
The Polish monarch, Stanislaus, has
while before been overcome by Augustus the Strong,

Poland

in

little

whose soldiers have charge of a military prison
with the captured Poles.
General Ollendorf, the
military governor, is in love with Laura, daughter of the
Polish Countess, Palmatica, and has been spurned in his
advances.
He has intercepted a letter written by that
of Saxony,

now

filled

haughty and patriotic lady, in which she declares that only
a Pole and a nobleman can be her son-in-law. The General
devises an appropriate revenge.
He takes from prison

Symon Symonovicz, a Polish vagabond student of fine preswho is serving a term for poaching and tells him that
if he will impersonate a
wealthy nobleman and woo and
marry the Countess Laura, he may have his liberty. To

ence,

this the adventurous youth agrees and a fellow prisoner,
Janitsky, who is held for political reasons is released to be
the new nobleman's private secretary.
The plot is as successful as can be.
The golden bait is eagerly seized by the

ladies

who

far

too

long

for

their

own

satisfaction

have

existed in genteel poverty, and the Prince and

Laura are
Bronislava and

amid general rejoicing.
Sister
Janitsky are also busied meantime in falling in love.
In the second act, which takes place in the grand salon
of the palace of the Countess, the two young people discover

betrothed

that

it

is

a very real sentiment which enthralls them.

The

supplied by the General to keep up the impression of
opulence is exhausted, and Symon resolves to tell Laura at
once of the deception practised upon her. He does not come

money

to this decision without a fierce struggle with temptation, for
is certain that the disclosure will prevent the marriage

he

which was to have taken place that very day. He has not
the courage personally to enlighten her of his perfidy and so
writes a letter instead, which he intrusts to her mother with
instructions that it must be delivered before the ceremony is

The General, who suspects that his plans are
performed.
about to be frustrated, tells the Countess that the letter is of
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a business nature and, in the hurry, it goes unread. When
the ceremony is over, the General in high glee discloses the
real station of the bridegroom in the presence of the assembled
guests and the Beggar Student is driven from the palace.
In the third act, Symon, insulted and degraded, is meditating self-destruction, when his friend Janitsky reveals the
fact that he is a Polish officer and is one of a party of

who

planning to capture the citadel and to
The Governor-General has discovered that Janitsky knows the secret hiding-place of the
Polish grand duke and so bribes him with 200,000 thalers to
betray the duke to the Austrians.
Janitsky asks Symon to
patriots
reinstate

King

are

Stanislaus.

personate the grand duke until the

money

for his capture

can be paid for the surrender of the citadel. The plot succeeds with Symon's help.
In return, he is knighted by King
Stanislaus and accepted by his wife and mother-in-law.
Prominent tuneful numbers in the score are the chorus
"
of sopranos,
Our husbands, alas, they've locked up in jail "
"
Ollendorf 's song, "And they say that toward ladies
the
chorus at the springtide fair at Cracow; Symon's song,
"
"
'Twas thus it came to me; Palmatica's advice, " If joy in
"
"
married life you'd find
the duet of Symon and Laura,
I'll
"
Ollendorf 's humorous pieces,
put the case
;

;

;

;

One day I was perambulating,
Along the Ganges meditating,
"
and his topical song,
There in a chamber Polish " " The
Prince a beggar's said to be," sung by Bronislava; the
"
I'm penniless and outsong of the philosophical Symon,
;

lawed, too," and the happy concluding chorus,,

The

land

is free,

United we.

PARSIFAL
"

Parsifal," a sacred festival drama with words and
music by Richard Wagner, was produced at Bayreuth, July
26, 1882, all but the instrumentation having been completed
three years previously.
It is the last of the great composer's
works and was first witnessed by him only seven months
before his death.
Partly in deference to a promise made to
"
"
Parsifal
took place for
Wagner, the presentation of

twenty-one years only in Bayreuth. It was for America to
have the first complete performance outside of the original
theatre, and Dec. 24, 1903, after many passages-at-arms
between the promoters and the Bayreuth authorities representing Frau Cosima Wagner,

it

was produced

at the

Metro-

politan Opera House, New York, by the company under
the management of Heinrich Conried.
Later Henry W.

"
ParSavage prepared a splendid production and presented
"
in English in forty-seven different cities and towns of
the United States.
sifal

CHARACTERS.
Amfortas.
Titurel.

Gurnemanz.
Parsifal.

Klingsor.

Kundry.

The brotherhood

of the Grail Knights, esquires, youth*

and boys, Klingsor's flower maidens.
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The

Monsalvat (Salvation), which is the
and the dwelling of the knights
Grail
Holy
is placed by Wagner, as by those who have

Castle

temple of the

who guard

it,

of

spoken of it before him, in northern Spain. The Holy
Grail is the chalice from which Christ drank at the last
supper, and in which afterward Joseph of Arimathea, according to one legend, caught the blood which flowed from the

To
Savior's pierced side when He hung upon the cross.
first was entrusted the care of the cup and spear and

Titurel
it

to

was he who
guard

it

built the temple, instructed the knights chosen
the duty of leading blameless lives and

in

impressed upon them the invincibility of the spear as long as
he who wielded it resisted temptation and kept himself pure.
He also taught them to be in readiness to fight for the right

and to rescue the weak and the oppressed. When Titurel
became old, he resigned the sacred captaincy to his son
Amfortas and for many years this trust was faithfully kept.
Far and wide went the holy knights, fighting for the good
and always winning the victory, for the food which renewed
their strength was of sacred origin and they recovered as if
by magic from the wounds received in warfare. Many were
the knights who desired to enter the ranks as keepers of the
Holy Grail and to share in its marvelous benefits and adventures.
Those whose lives could stand the test were admitted
but many were turned away. One of the latter was Klingsor,
a magician, whose life could not bear the scrutiny to which it
was subjected. His repulse filled his sinful soul with
thoughts of revenge and he established himself in the valley
beneath Monsalvat and erected there an enchanted castle. He

changed the surrounding desert to a magic garden, peopled
with sirens of transcendent beauty. Many of the knights of
the Grail were beguiled thither and many fell from their
high estate. Finally, his wicked triumph was crowned with
the fall of the very head of the order itself, for Amfortas,
resolved upon ending his enemy's sway, sallied forth armed
with the sacred spear and all-confident in his own impregBut Klingsor sent Kundry, fairest of all the hosts
nability.
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temptresses, and Amfortas, forgetful, yielded to her
To complete the Knight's dishonor, the spear
seductions.
was snatched from him by Klingsor and with it the magician

of

inflicted a wound which would be eased by no remedy.
After Amfortas had suffered long, the Grail oracle decreed
that help could come only through a guileless fool made wise

through fellow-suffering.
All these things have happened when the curtain

on the

rises

woodland glade near the castle of the Grail. It
is daybreak and Gurnemanz, one of the aged knights, rouses
two young sleeping squires. Across the peaceful fields comes
the fierce, wild Kundry dressed in coarse garb and with
She offers, for the help of Amfortas, a rare
flying hair.
balsam from Arabia. Kundry, when in the heavy sleep
quiet

Klingsor's magic puts upon her, is the beautiful enchantress
of the charmed garden but when free from the spell, she is

a half-savage silent creature, who, seemingly oppressed by a
consciousness of some great sin, seeks to find relief and
redemption through performing menial services for the

She laughs when she fain would weep,
knights of the Grail.
she does evil when she longs to accomplish good, and she
fears to sleep, for then it is that she falls under Klingsor's
baleful influence.

As Amfortas, coming from his bath in the sacred lake,
borne past upon his litter, Gurnemanz and the squires
discuss his sad plight and hope for the coming of the blameTheir conversation is interrupted by a sound and
less fool.
a moment later a wild swan hit by an arrow flies unsteadily
across the lake and falls dead at their feet.
Indignant that a
deed of violence should thus desecrate the peaceful vicinity
of the Grail, some of the younger knights drag forward the
culprit, who is only a forest lad of innocent mien and
wholly unconscious of having done anything wrong. When
it dawns upon him that he has hurt and killed a harmless
creature, he breaks his bow and flings away the arrows.
The knights, softened by this act, question him. He disis
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closes a strange ignorance, which extends even to his origin;
but upon this subject Kundry is able to enlighten both him

and them.
'Twas fatherless that his mother bore him,
For in battle slain was Gamuret;
And from a like untimely death

Her son

to shelter, peacefully,

In a desert, the foolish

A
As

woman

reared him.

fool too!

the youth watches her with wide eyes she concludes thus

As

I

And

rode by I saw her dying
she bade me greet thee.

fool,

In a passion of sorrow and indignant at her laughter, he
at her throat, but is restrained by the knights, and falls
Kundry now is filled with pity, and
fainting on the ground.

flies

him with water from the spring. Then suddenly she
overcome by drowsiness, and, struggling against it, she
staggers toward the thicket and sinks down on a grassy
revives
is

knoll.

In the heart of Gurnemanz has been growing the hope
''
pure fool." Led by this hope,
boy may be the
he conducts him to the temple where the holy rites of the
love-feast are to be performed.
Amfortas, the one sinner in
that pure brotherhood, pleads not to be asked to perform his
that this

duty of uncovering the Holy Grail, which act, since his sin,
entails for him untold agony.
But his father, Titurel, lying
in the tomb between life and death, bids him not shirk, for
only the sight of the Grail can restore the waning strength
of the old monarch. Amfortas then makes passionate inquiry
as to how long this torment must last and is answered by
voices which bid him await the coming of the "blameless
fool, wise through pity."
Parsifal, at one side, watching as
the shrine is uncovered, feels a pang of sorrow at Amfortas'
"
"
he does
wise through pity
suffering, but not being as yet
not understand and the vexed Gurnemanz thrusts him forth
from the temple exclaiming " Thou art then nothing but a
fool!"

PARSIFAL
The second

act

takes

place

in

145
Klingsor's enchanted

The magician, gazing into his magic mirror, perpalace.
ceives that a struggle is at hand, that Parsifal, the pure, is
coming and that Kundry must be the means of his ensnare-

He summons her and she appears in a bluish mist,
When she knows the use
just awakening from sleep.
which is to be made of her, she breaks forth into a tempest

ment.
as

if

of remonstrance and grief but Klingsor forces her to do his
bidding and mocks her for seeking the knights, who reckon
"
her not even
as a dog."
The scene changes to the enchanted garden abloom with
tropical flowers and bathed in a strange light.
Already
Parsifal has gained the ramparts and stands gazing with
astonishment upon the scene below. For his further bewil-

derment there now appear the sirens, who, as flower maidens,
flit about in gauzy garments and dance and
sing before him.
When he draws nearer they surround him, laughing, caressing him and gently reproaching him for his indifference,
which indifference they attempt to dissipate by decking themselves like veritable flowers, and by hovering in fragrant
crowds about him, uttering soft cries of
Come, gentle
Let

me

lover!

be thy flower.

At

first he enjoys the novel sight, looking upon them as
children and offering to be their playmate.
But finally as
him
his
about
for
favor; and becoming
they press
quarreling
freer and bolder with their kisses, he repulses them half

angrily and is about to escape, when a beautiful voice, issuing
from a thicket of flowers, stops him.

tarry!" It is the name his mother once
him and she who knows it shall have his attention.
There comes to his dazzled view, Kundry the enchantress,
beautiful as a dream and lying on a couch of roses.
"
"
Didst thou call me, the nameless ?
he inquires, wonhis
she
wins
interest
deringly.
Subtly
by telling him of his
own life and of his dead mother " Heart's sorrow," who
loved him so clearly.
He is overcome with distress and
"Parsifal,

called
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emotion

at

this

memory and

at

falls

her

feet.

Kundry

She
attempts to exercise her spell in the guise of pity.
gently draws him to her, puts her arm about his neck and
kisses

him.

With a cry he

to

starts

his

feet,

pressed to his side, for in this kiss he feels the

his

wound

hand
that

Amfortas received from the sacred spear when it was yielded
by Klingsor. Within him has been born the wisdom which
shall enable

him

to heal Amfortas.

He

speaks the

name

of

the sufferer with pitying lips, his sympathy springing from
the depths of a marvelous new comprehension.
He is the
fool no longer.
He now is " wise through pity." He
realizes in himself how Amfortas was tempted, he under-

stands the frailty of the human heart; he
with compassion for the whole world of sin.

As

Kundry attempts to
her
pushes
away with loathing
compassion extends even to her
deliverance, if she will show

is

overwhelmed

renew her endearments, he
but a

moment

later the

new

and he promises to give her

him the way to Amfortas.
Klingsor's agent, however, and she cannot but cry
aloud in this crisis for aid. The magician appears on the
She

is

steps of the castle, bearing the sacred lance, which he hurls
at Parsifal but the holy weapon hangs suspended over the

pure youth's head. He seizes it and makes with it the sign
of the cross.
The castle falls as if overthrown by an earththe
quake,
garden withers to a desert and the ground is
scattered with faded flowers, while Kundry lies prostrate

amid the

ruins.

Many years pass before the beginning of the third act
but evil years they have been, for misfortune has fallen upon
the knights of the Holy Grail.
The wound of Amfortas
never has healed.
The light of the Grail has not been
allowed to cast its benignant glow upon the knights, for
its guardian has not had the courage to incur the agony
attendant upon uncovering it.
The sacred food has been
withheld and the aged Titurel, whom the holy light had
kept alive, has perished in despair.
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These years Parsifal has spent wandering through the
world in search of Amfortas.
Many have tried to wrest
from him the sacred lance, but have failed. As the curtain

rises

we

see again the precincts of the

Grail.

It

is

spring and early morning, the morning of Good Friday.
Gurnemanz, grown very old, comes from his hermit's hut.
He hears a noise in the thicket near by and pressing aside
the branches discovers Kundry, lying there in a halfHe arouses her and she, responding to his inquiry
stupor.
"
Serve
as to what she would have, utters but the words
"
Serve
She enters the hut but coming forth again fetches
water from the sacred spring.
Suddenly a stranger is
seen approaching clad in black armor, his visor down and
He plants the spear in the earth,
in his hand a spear.
removes his helmet and kneels in prayer. Both Gurnemanz
"
"
now grown
and Kundry recognize him as the
pure fool
To his marveling auditors Parsifal imparts
to man's estate.
!

!

he has brought back the sacred weapon
man tells him that once again on that
are
the
knights to assemble in the temple as they
day
did of yore and that once more they hope to see the holy
to
perform for the
light, for Amfortas has promised
funeral rite of Titurel the long-neglected office, whatever
may be the cost to himself.
The humble Kundry bathes the feet of Parsifal with
water from the sacred spring and dries 'them with her
hair.
He, knowing her heart, baptizes her, and as she
falls to the ground weeping in gratitude, he kisses her
Habited like the guardians of
gently on the forehead.

the tidings
undefiled.

that

The

old

Grail and bearing the sacred spear in his hand, he
proceeds to the temple, whither is borne Amfortas on his
litter and whither the knights bring in solemn procession
the dead body of Titurel.
When the coffin is opened and

the

knights realize how their aged King longed for the
light and died because it was withheld, they break forth into
lamentations and press upon Amfortas renewing their importhe

tunities

for the revelation of the Grail.

In anguish their
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suffering leader refuses and, tearing open his garment, he
bids them plunge their swords into his bleeding wound and
kill

him,

so

that

they

then

may

unveil

the

Grail

them-

and touching the wound with
"
the sacred spear that made it, bids Amfortas
be whole,
He also bids him to consider his
absolved and atoned."
suffering blessed, for through it divine pity and the might
of knowledge have been given to a fool.
Then Parsifal,
destined henceforth to be the guardian of the Grail, shows
the knights the sacred spear which he brings back to them
and now places on the temple's altar. While he uncovers
the chalice and kneels before it, a white dove descends from
heaven and hovers above his head. Kundry, gazing at the
selves.

But

Parsifal enters

holy sight, sinks lifeless to the ground, her redemption
complete, while the voices of knights and angels mingle in
praise of the Redeemer.
The idea of " Parsifal," called by one writer an

"

inspired

dramatic

Te Deum,"

first

was

suggested

to

epic poem of Wolfram von Eschenbach,
"
Tannhauser." Evidently,
while searching for material for
the theme lay but partly dormant in his mind, for fifteen

Wagner by

the

years later, while at Zurich, he drew up the
of the opera.
But not until another interval

first

years had elapsed, was it finished at Bayreuth.
may be regarded as the result of thirty-five
reflection

ately

Thus
years

and as the embodiment of a mellow and

developed philosophy.

sketch

of twenty
it

of

deliber-

considered by many to
while others go a step farther
It

is

be Wagner's masterpiece,
and call it the most marvelous and impressive achievement
in the history of music.
The basis of the drama is derived

from the cycle of
Holy Grail myths, made familiar by the stories of
King Arthur and his knights, which have come down to

the

us in manifold guises.
These Grail romances were written
the time of the earlier crusades, when the supposed
discovery of the sacred cup and spear still was fresh in the
"
minds of the Christians.
In Tennyson's
Idyls of the
at

PARSIFAL
King," the chalice
of Arimathea, to

is

carried

whom, when

to
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Great Britain by Joseph
into

cast

prison after pre-

paring the body of Christ for burial, Christ appeared,
bringing the sacrament in it.
Wagner has bestowed his own individuality upon the
legend and he has changed the name of the hero to
"
"
fal
indicate this hero's character.
In the Arabian,
signi"

"

"

and
Parsifal," freely transparsi
pure one.
"
blameless fool." Amfortas, in all the legends,
lated, means
is the visible symbol of suffering whose
healing depends

fies

foolish

Gurnemanz is always present
question.
original Parsifal legends.
Klingsor also appears
never
as
but Kundry, with her
so
here,
though
malignant
is
creation
of
the
soul,
many-sided
Wagner and his greatest
upon the asking of a
in

the

contribution to the myth.
"
"
Parsifal
Musically,

complete

exposition

of

all

contains

the

Wagner's

music drama and its construction.
zealous admirers of the work declare

the

fullest

theories

and most
concerning

While the most
it

the

Bayreuth

greatest achievement, more careful students find
"
"
Tristan and
it
The Mastersingers,"
not the equal of
"
"
"
Isolde
or certain portions of
The Ring of the Nibelungs
so far as vitality, power and originality of the thematic

master's

is concerned.
It is a master work but not the
of
reach
Wagner.
highest
Portions of the score which are familiar through more
or less frequent performance in concert, are the prelude
built up upon three motives from the work itself; the
"
Good Friday Spell," which is heard in the scene of
Parsifal's return and the preparation for his progress to
the temple to assume the kingship ot the Grail; the so-called
"
Transformation," which is the music played by the
orchestra during the march of Gurnemanz and Parsifal

material

to the temple, the scenery

and changing the
fields

temple

to

setting

moving slowly from side to side
gradually from the woodland and

rocky recesses and

itself;

and the

finally
finale of the

to the interior of the
music-drama, the tonal
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of Parsifal's unveiling of the chalice and its
from delicate pink to blood-red as the dove
"
"
descends and hovers above him. The
Flower Girl
music
"
"
is of exceptional grace and
The
Lament
of
beauty.
Amfortas and the scene of Kundry's attempted ensnarement
of Parsifal have also been heard in concert performance.
"
"
with the
constitute the
illustration

glowing

They, together

moments

in the truly

foregoing,

remarkable score.

big

WILHELMINA SCHR5DER-DEVRIENT,
1804-1860.

One

of

the great

dramatic singers and operatic

tragediennes, who in dramatic power, feeling and fascination, has never been surpassed and hardly ever

She came of histrionic stock, her mother,
equaled.
Sophia Schroeder being
& a tragedienne, who. was com, T
,.
c
c .,j
lt
to the great
Sarah
Siddons.
Her
father was a
pared
s
in
tw
U r SulKvan, arid
opera
r ltone sin g er
Wilhelmma was born at Hamburg
,

,

,

.

,

.

.

-

bv
and her childhood was passed with her parents, wandering about Germany, playing and singing in the

text
:

various towns.

Her

greatest

fame

and

triumph

followed

her

Fidelio, her conception of which, was
appearance
thoroughly approved of, even by the composer, the
arbitrary Beethoven.
The singer was connected with the Dresden Opera
for twenlv years and she was on good terms with
in

rp

in

P%

TJ

many

of the

whose

^^^

famous composers, among them Wagner,
Tin- Flying Dutchman and Tann-

Rien/.i.

bauser she appeared.
.Although eminently successful in Italian Opera,
the singer's greatest triumphs came to her in Gershe did much to make it popular. She
in earnest in her work and labored
^thoroughly
TheYJftr
Her voice was
f German music.
l
rc
f r tue cause
fairies k^

man opera and

volume
lolanthe* mellow soprano, which united softness with
is
bust
of
her
in
marble
the
fl
d
opera
compass.
sin

A

pur#

commutUouse
penal

at Berlin.

servitude

T husband and
punishment

lolanthe

has
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IOLANTHE
"lolanthe," or

opera in two
text

by

W.

acts,

S.

"The Peer and the Peri," is a comic
with music by Sir Arthur Sullivan and

Gilbert.

It

was produced

at

the

Savoy

Theatre, London, Nov. 25, 1882.

CHARACTERS.
Strephon.
The Earl of Mount Ararat
The Earl of Tolloller.
Private Willis.

The train-bearer.
The Lord Chancellor.
lolanthe.

The Fairy Queen.
Celia.

Leila.
Fleta.

Phyllis.

Chorus of peers.
Chorus of fairies.

The queen of the
first act is played in Arcady.
and her court appear and lament the absence of

The
fairies

lolanthe, who
sin punishable

In fairy-land that is a
married a mortal.
in this case, had
the
but
death
queen,
by
commuted the sentence to desertion of her husband and
This punishment lolanthe has
penal servitude for life.
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chosen to undergo at the bottom of a stream so as to be
near her son Strephon who is twenty-four years of age
and of whom his father knows nothing. The Queen decides
to recall the banished fairy and forgive her.
As lolanthe
is

immortal,

she

looks

still

difficult to believe that

she

is

about

seventeen

and

it

is

the mother of the full-grown

Arcadian shepherd, who appears playing on a flageolet.
It develops that Strephon is fairy to the waist and that
his legs are mortal, a situation fraught with difficulty,
It also appears that he loves Phyllis, a ward in chancery,
and that the match is seriously opposed by the Lord ChanBut the young
cellor, who has a liking for her himself.
people have decided to be married in spite of his opposition.

While they are expressing their approval of each other,
a procession of peers, headed by Lords Ararat and Tolloller
with the Lord Chancellor as an impressive finale, comes in,
each of the Lords proclaiming his own merits.
Phyllis is persuaded to present herself and her case
before the bar of the House.
Lord Tolloller generously

announces that he would be glad to have her even if her
origin is rather lowly, since he has "birth and position
in plenty and grammar and spelling for two." But Phyllis
The Lord
prefers to share a lowly cot with Strephon.
Chancellor declares such a thing can never be, as Strephon
has disobeyed an order of the Court of Chancery. lolanthe
tries

to

that

the

her son's dejection by reminding him
of the fairies has promised him special

dissipate

protection.
Tolloller,

Queen

Her words are partially overheard by Lord
who draws Phyllis' attention to the affectionate

between her lover and a pretty girl.
When
scolds
he
avers
that
it
his
was
him,
mother,
Phyllis
only
which statement gives rise to general mirth.
Strephon
interview

insists

what

that

is

ever since his birth.
tale

and,

may have

in

pique,
her.

more she

is

and has been his mother
such a flimsy
any one of them

Phyllis will not believe
tells

the

Lord

that
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realizes

fairies

that

the

time

for

her assistance has arrived.
To the dismay of the peers,
she announces that Strephon shall discard his crooks and
pipes and go into Parliament, and that,
Every bill and every measure
That may gratify his pleasure,

Though your

fury

Shall be passed

in

it

arouses,

by both your Houses.

Private Willis opens the second act, which is played
He has a musical
palace yard at Westminster.

the

about Parliament and then the fairies trip in
followed by the peers, from whose conversation it may be
gathered that Strephon has entered Parliament and is
"
It also
running amuck of all abuses.'*
creating havoc
to
become
fairies
are
enamored
that
the
appears
beginning
of the peers.
Phyllis has an affecting scene with the two
soliloquy

peers

to

whom

she

is

engaged,

Lord Ararat and Lord

Tolloller.

As

it

is

a tradition in both families always to
which tradition they have sworn on

successful rivals,
davit to respect,

is

matter,

the situation

is

To

delicate.

resigned by them

to

kill
affi-

the

settle

smitten Lord
to take possession
the

Phyllis
Chancellor, who seems in a fair way
of her.
lolanthe, however, who knows that Strephon and
would
like to make up, reveals herself as the Lord
Phyllis

Chancellor's

wife

who

pleads his son's cause, to

The Queen

so

mysteriously

discovers

now

that

and

disappeared

which he cannot refuse to
all

her

listen.

are

ladies

She reminds them of the penalty but
betrothed to peers.
"
"
subtleties of a legal mind
the Lord Chancellor exerts the
and suggests the insertion of a single word which will
change the law to mean that any fairy
doesn't marry a mortal.
This is highly

shall

die

who

satisfactory

to

everybody. The Queen chooses Private Willis and lolanthe
is restored to the Lord Chancellor.
It occurs to somebody
that since the House is to be recruited from persons of
intelligence, there can be no use for the members in ques-
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tion.

their

become fairies, with wings springing from
shoulders, and exchange the House of Peers for the

So

House of

all

Peris.

This harmless and unmalicious burlesque on the dignity
of peers and the British constitution contains the following
"
Good morrow,
Strephon's song,
among its numbers
"
"
the duet of Phyllis and Strephon,
None
good mother
"
shall part us from each other
the Lord Chancellor's
"
When I went to the Bar " Private Willis* song,
song,
"
When all night long a chap remains " the Lord Chan"
cellor's patter song,
When you're lying awake with a
"
dismal headache
and lolanthe's song, " He loves if in
:

;

;

;

;

!

the bygone years."

LAKME
"

Lakme

"

is a romantic
opera in three acts, the music
written by Leo Delibes. The words, by Goudinet and Gille,
are taken from the story " Le
mariage de Loti." It was

first

presented in Paris in 1883.

CHARACTERS.
Lakme, daughter of Nilakantha.
Nilakantha, a Brahmin priest.
Gerald, an English officer, lover of Lakme.
Frederick, a brother officer.
Mallika,
lika,

Hadji,
ji,

^

Lakme,

I slaves of

-

/

Ilen '

\ daughters of the viceroy.
Rose,
j
Mrs. Bentson, a governess.

A fortune-teller.
A Chinese merchant.
A Sepoy.
Hindoos, English officers and ladies,
Chinamen, musicians, Brahmins.

The
acters

is

scene
in

is

itself

laid

in

sailors,

bayaderes,

and the choice of charLakme's father, the Hindoo,

India

promising.
hates with a mighty hatred, all foreigners. Quite naturally,
the damsel falls in love with the first young Englishman

who presents himself. This happens to be Gerald, who,
with a party of English people, comes to the sacred grounds
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from the

Lakme and Gerald encounter
palace.
The girl, who has been raised by a
know naught of the great world outside

viceroy's

each other alone.

jealous father to
the bamboo enclosure, is completely fascinated by the charming stranger, while Gerald, ravished by the beauty of the
girl and by the charm of her retreat with its tropical glory

of lotus and rose, surrenders to what is to him an episode
but to her is everything. They unfortunately are discovered

by Lakme's furious
for the

moment

The Englishman

father.

but ultimately

falls

escapes his rage
a victim to his plotting.

Nilakantha and his daughter disguise themselves as peniand he requires the girl to sing in the market-place.
As he has hoped, the lover at once recognizes the voice
of his dear one and discloses himself. Nilakantha approaches
him stealthily, stabs him in the back and flees, thinking
his enemy dead.
This hope is false, however, and in some
fashion, Lakme and her slave Hadji convey the wounded
man to a luxurious bungalow in a jungle where every
comfort is available. Here they conceal him and patiently
nurse him back to health, the girl meanwhile dreaming fair
tents

dreams and hoping desperately that she
love.

With

she leaves

the

may

retain

his

superstition of her people,
while to seek the sacred water

characteristic

Gerald for a

which can make love

eternal.

While she

is

gone, the music

summons him to duty and the charms
own world, among them a lovely English girl, call
loudly to him. Their voices become irresistible when FredWhen Lakme
erick, who discovers him, adds his entreaties.
of his
of his

regiment

returns

and her beloved one's very evident

mocks her hope of

faithlessness

she poisons herself with
the flowers of the datura and goes to the arms of Brahma.
Delibes was little known save as
a composer of
eternal

love,

exquisite ballet music until the appearance of this graceful
work.
In Lakme, he used much of oriental color and

always with rare good taste and skill.
Especially appropriate is the scene in the jungle, which is filled with dreamy
and sensuous charm. The opera suffers, however, from a
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Despite the beauty of many of its
apt to impress one as somewhat monotonous,
when heard in its entirety. The duet for Lakme and her
"
'Neath yon Dome," is one of the finest pages in
slave,
"
The God of
Gerald's passionate love-song,
the score
Truth," forms an effective incident of the first act; Nila"
kantha's song,
Lakme, thy soft looks," has true pathos in

sameness of coloring.

numbers

it

is

;

"

Bell-song," with its wealth of vocal
ornamentation, is a piece of writing which not only forms
the climax in brilliancy of the opera but has won triumphs
Lakme crooning " 'Neath the
for many a concert singer.
"
Dome is the gem of the third act.
it,

while Lakme's

FALKA
"

Falka," a comic opera in three acts, with score by
Francis Chassaigne and text by Leterrier and Vanloo, was
first
produced, Oct. 29, 1883, at the Comedy Theatre,

London.

CHARACTERS.
Folbach, Military Governor of Montgratz.
Tancred, his nephew, usher in a village school.
Arthur, a student, son of a rich Hungarian farmer.

Lay-Brother Pelican, doorkeeper of the convent.
Konrad, captain of the Governor's pages.
Tekeli, sergeant of the patrol.
Boboky, a Tzigan scout.
Boleslas, chief of the Tzigani.

The

seneschal, Folbach's steward.
Falka, niece of Folbach, at the convent school.
Edwige, sister of Boleslas.

Alexina de Kelkirsch, a young heiress.
Minna, her maid.
Janotha, landlady of the inn.
Military pages, soldiers of the watch, maids of honor,
peasants, Bohemians.

The action passes in Hungary, about the middle of
the Eighteenth Century. Folbach is a military governor and
is promised
by the emperor a patent of nobility on condition that he can show a male heir, direct or collateral, on
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whom the succession may be settled. He is childless but
has a nephew, Tancred, and a niece, Falka, of both of
whom he has disposed, upon the death of his brother, by
sending the boy to be an usher in a village school and
He builds his hope
by putting the girl into a convent.
never
has
whom
he
seen
and whom he has
upon Tancred,
from
his
summoned
humble post.
But while the youth
is on his way through the forest at night he is waylaid
by gypsies and bound to a tree. Edwige, the chief's sister,
offers to release him on condition that he will marry her.
He promises and then ignominiously takes flight. Tancred
is closely pursued by his fiancee and her brother, neither of
whom has seen his face. Their meager clues are limited
to the sound of his voice and to certain pet words in
which he has indulged. Learning that he is a nephew of
the Governor, they decide to lurk about until the meeting
and thus identify him. But of this scheme Tancred learns
and to baffle them he sends word to his uncle that he is ill
and cannot appear.
Meantime, Falka has been making history for herself
and has eloped from her convent with Arthur, the son of a
rich Hungarian farmer.
They come to the inn where the
Governor is waiting for Tancred and are closely followed
Falka
by Brother Pelican, doorkeeper of the convent.
eludes her pursuer by dressing in Arthur's clothes.
Finding
that her brother is expected at the inn, she impersonates
him. Folbach is greatly pleased with his heir. Things are
further complicated when Pelican finds Falka's convent
dress and, suspecting that she is disguised as a boy, arrests
Arthur for Falka.
Edwige and Boleslas, witnessing the
meeting of the Governor and Falka, believe that they have
found the faithless Tancred. As the act ends the cortege
sets out to the castle, where the heir presumptive is to
be betrothed to Alexina de Kelkirsch, the bride assigned
to Tancred by the emperor.
In Act II, Arthur is made to put on convent dress
and is marched away by Pelican leaving Falka, in huzzar
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uniform, to win her uncle's forgiveness, which, on account
of his antipathy to girls, she knows will be difficult. Tancred
comes, in footman's costume, to watch over his own interests and to defeat the schemes of the young impostor not
that

knowing
himself

of

He

his

sister.

the

gypsies

is

it

because

dares

not yet

reveal

he hopes that these
for him, under the impresbut

persons will dispose of his rival
sion that it is he.
Falka is challenged to a duel by Boleslas
and averts it by a private confession to Edwige that she

woman.

Arthur

brought back from the convent
in haste and has to own up to an exchange of clothes
with Falka, and in disgust the Governor orders the pair
is

a

At

out of his presence.

is

consummation, Tancred
words which reveal
joy!
rapture!,"
him to his pursuers.
The Governor's state of mind is
unpleasant when he learns that Tancred is betrothed to a
gypsy and that he possesses such a madcap niece.
cries

"O

this desired

O

In Act

familiar

the

Governor, obliged to carry out the
goes on with the marriage of
Falka is consigned to a tower to
Tancred and Alexina.
await her restoration to the convent.
Edwige and Alexina
have an interview and, as a result, the gypsy presents herself as the bride.
Meantime Falka escapes from her tower
only to be recaptured and led before her uncle.
Admiring
her pluck and spirit in spite of himself, he pardons her
just as a despatch from the emperor arrives, settling the
succession on the female line.
The principal numbers are the patrol chorus, " While
"
"
all the town is sleeping
the air and refrain,
I'm the
"
the rondo duet of Falka and Arthur,
Captain Boleslas
"
"
"
"
For your indulgence we are hoping
the
Tap tap
"
chorus of the maids of honor Falka's song
You must
"
"
live strictly by rule
the pretty Bohemian chorus,
Cradled

emperor's

III,

will,

dispiritedly

1

;

;

;

;

;

upon the heather;" the trio "Oh Joy! Oh Rapture!;" the
"
His aspect's not so overpow'ring " the bridal
quintet,
chorus

"

;

"
Rampart and bastion gray
;

the

Hungarian rondo

162
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and dance, " Catchee, catchee;" the romanza, "At eventide;" the duet, "Slumber, O Sentinel" and the finale,

"And now

a long good-bye."

SIGURD
"

Sigurd," an opera in four acts with music by Ernest
Reyer and text by Du Locle and Blau, was produced at
the Theatre Monnaie, Brussels, Jan. 7, 1884.
Its hero is
the hero of the Nibelungen myths.
Although written pre"
vious to the presentation of Wagner's
Ring," many of the
scenes are similar to scenes in that great cycle.

CHARACTERS.
Sigurd.

Gunther, King of the Burgundians.
Hagen, a warrior, Gunthcr's companion

A
A

in arms.

priest of Odin.
bard.

Envoys from

Attila.

Brunhilde, a Valkyrie, banished by the gods.
Hilda, Gunther's sister.
Uta, Hilda's foster-mother.

Burgundian

warriors

and

people,

Icelandic

people,

priests, servants.

where the
opens in Gunther's palace,
making ready the standards and armor of the
King and his followers, who will, on the morrow, go

The

women

action

are

The pensive Princess
forth to undertake fresh conquests.
Hilda reveals to her foster-mother, Uta, her love for Sigurd,
an heroic warrior, who a short time before aided her
brother against his enemies and rescued her from captivity,
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The
although evincing no further interest in her fate.
woman has divined her secret and has sent to Sigurd
a magic message which will insure his coming.
She also
has prepared a philtre potent to change his indifference into
older

love.

Soon Gunther enters to receive the ambassadors sent
by the King of the Huns to sue for the hand of his sister.
He informs them that because of Hilda's desire not to
She is, nevertheless, presented with
wed, the suit is vain.
a bracelet as a gage of love, which, if sent by her to
Attila,

A

insure his coming to aid or avenge her.
bard sings the legend of Brunhilde banished from

will

heaven for disobedience and condemned to lie sleeping in
a palace in Iceland surrounded by fire and demons until
awakened by a warrior capable of encountering them. Gunther is so fired by the tale that he declares he will start
at morn to rescue her.
Sigurd arrives and Gunther, discovering that his visitor is the warrior who rescued him
offers him the half of his kingdom.
sworn between the two men.
The
love-philtre is administered and Sigurd becomes at once
enchanted with Hilda.
He offers to accompany Gunther
to Iceland on condition that upon their return he be granted
any reward he may ask.
The priests who know the danger which threatens
Sigurd and Gunther, reluctantly present them with the
They
magic horn of Odin as an aid in the enterprise.
warn them that none can gain Brunhilde's fastness save
one who is perfectly pure.
Sigurd knows that he alone is
fitted for the task.
But he promises that should he win

from the Burgundians,
Eternal

friendship

is

he will resign her to Gunther, with
he exchanges helmets.
After a series of contests with valkyries, kobolds and
phantoms he crosses the lake of fire and enters the
enchanted chamber of Brunhilde.
Lowering his visor, he
awakens her. She offers him her love and gratitude and
Her couch becomes a barque and
then falls asleep again.
the

lovely Valkyrie

whom
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with Sigurd's sword between them they are drawn away
by norns who have assumed the form of swans.
The third act opens in Gunther's garden at Worms,
where the two warriors meet and Sigurd renounces his

At

the first gleam of dawn, Brunhilde's sleep
Assured that it was Gunther who set her
she consents to be his bride.
Hilda is full of joy

lovely prize.
slips
free,

from

her.

because she sees in Sigurd's transferral of the Valkyrie to
her brother, an evidence of his love. But Uta foresees disaster.
Sigurd demands, as a reward, to be wedded to
Hilda and Brunhilde is asked to join their hands. As hers
touches Sigurd's a peal of thunder is heard, but blind to
the omen, the double marriage procession goes forth to the
grove of Freya.

In

last act, the people deplore
the continued
of
their
and
in a soliloquy
melancholy
Queen, Brunhilde,
she laments the decree of Odin that she should wed Gunther

the

instead of Sigurd.
Hilda, perceiving her brother's bride
tremble at the name of Sigurd, reveals in a passion of
jealousy that it was Sigurd who set her free, taunting her
with the fact that he gave her up and showing her the
Brunhilde accuses
Valkyrie's belt, given as a love-token.
her of sorcery, ?nd when Gunther comes, she denounces
his baseness and throws her crown at his feet.
He is about
to kill himself when Hagen assures him that Sigurd is the

The two watching, see Brunhilde join
the
influence of the love-charm, and listening,
dispel
hear
them
swear
eternal fidelity.
they
Sigurd is ultimately
slain.
The Valkyrie's spirit follows him, and they are
greater

culprit.

him and

seen soaring through the clouds to the paradise of Odin.
"
Sigurd," although a work of undoubted power, has
borne the ungrateful fate of frequent comparison with the
Wagnerian music clothing the same story.

Prominent passages in the score are the chorus of
women engaged in embroidering the standards, " Brodons
"
des etendards et preparons des armes
(" We 'broider the
"
standards ") Uta's interpretation of Hilda's dream,
Je
;
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sais des secrets merveilleux
ful

the

");

bard's

story

"

of

("I know of

secrets

"

Brunhilde,

hilde, la plus belle" (" 'Twas Brunhilde");
"
his entrance,
Prince de Rhin, au pays

at

wonderBrun-

C'etait

Sigurd's song

de

mon

"

pere

(" Rhineland's King, the country of my sire"); his song
"
"
Les bruits des chants s'eteint dans le foret
Brunhilde's aria of awakening,
(" 'Mid Forests vast ")

in the forest,

;

splendeur de jour" ("Hail, thou glory of the
day ") and the duet after the love-spell is broken, "Avec
ces fleurs que 1'eau traine en courant "
("With every

"Salut,

;

flower").

MANON
"

Manon," an opera in five acts, with music by Jules
Massenet and words by Meilhac and Gille after the novel
of

Abbe

Prevost,

was

first

presented in Paris, Jan. 19, 1884.

CHARACTERS.
The Chevalier des Grieux.
The Count des Grieux, his

father.

Lescaut of the Royal Guard, Manon's cousin.
Guillot Merfontain, minister of finance, a roue.
De Bretigny, a nobleman.

An

Innkeeper.

Attendant of

A
A

St. Sulpice.

sergeant of guards.
soldier.

Rossette,

"\

Poussette,

> actresses.

Javotte,

)

Manon, the adventuress.
Gamblers,
ladies,

croupiers,

guards,

travelers,

townspeople,

gentlemen.

The opera opens

in the courtyard of the inn at

Amiens,

with a somewhat motley crowd, including
Lescaut of the Royal Guard, who, according to the present
opera-book, is Manon's cousin and not her brother, as
in the version of the Puccini opera.
When Manon alights
from the coach, she creates a sensation on account of her
She is on her way to a convent and
remarkable beauty.

which

is

filled
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is

as

it

takes to

for such a life as one could well be, for she
with
unusual abandon to the joy of living-.
responds
The young student, Des Grieux, musing- with happy
anticipation upon the morrow, when he shall be in Paris
It is a case of love
again with his father, sees Manon.
at first sight for both of them.
Manon's motive is largely
a worldly one, for she is of the peasantry and Des
In almost less time than
Grieux's position fires her vanity.
ill-fitted

tell

it,

the two

reckless

children are

on

their

way to Paris in the coach in which the old roue Guillot,
who had been making merry at the inn, had hoped to
carry off the girl.
Before Des Grieux can secure the coveted consent of
his father to their marriage, he and Manon are tracked to
their simple but happy retreat by Lescaut and De Bretigny.
The former has many reproaches and a great deal to
"
"
the honor of his house
but it develops that
say about

he
is

Des Grieux
willing to sell Manon to a higher bidder.
delivered to his father's spies who abduct him.
Manon
is

left to console herself with De Bretigny and the luxury
with which his wealth makes it possible for him to surround

is

her.

Manon is seen in the third act in the midst of the
magnificent evidences of her dishonor and apparently enjoying the flattery of the swarm of admirers about her. From
Des Grieux's own father, she learns that her unhappy lover

now a priest at St. Sulpice. She flies to him at once.
In this scene, remarkable for its dramatic power, Manon
succeeds in prevailing upon Des Grieux, who tries in vain
is

to deceive himself into thinking that all his love is dead,
vows and to return to enjoy the world at her

to break his
side.

In the fourth act, which takes place in a gamblinghouse in Paris, Lescaut, surrbunded as usual by his favorites,
Poussette, Javette and Rossette, is joined by Manon and
Des Grieux who now are destitute.
Manon urges the
Chevalier to the gaming-table

much

against his will, hoping
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mend his fortunes. He does win but
accused of cheating by the jealous Guillot, who causes
In this dilemma, he is saved by his father who
his arrest.
his
debts.
But also through the influence of Guillot,
pays
Manon is sentenced to deportation. This is never accomthat thereby he will

he

is

exhaustion on the
to be made, but
not before she has been clasped in the arms of the faithful Des Grieux who bends over her as her soul takes
plished, for she dies from shame and
road to Havre where the embarkation

is

flight.

"

Manon," which is one of the more important prodmodern French school and is probably the ablest

ucts of the

all of Massenet's operas,
is so closely knit in music
and text that the naming of portions of particular and

of

The system of
especial excellence or interest is difficult.
short phrases (leit-motifs) to characterize and distinguish
the various personages of the drama has been employed by
the composer.

The

orchestra

web throughout

is

intricate

and elaborate yet of great eloquence and beauty. Portions
that will impress the hearer as effective and interesting are
Manon's first song, " Je suis encor tout etourdie " ("I'm
still confused and dazzled quite ")
the duet in the first
"
act for Manon and Des Grieux Des Grieux's
Dream song "
in the second act
Manon's gay admonition " Obeissons
;

;

;

"

lenr voix appelle
("Let us obey when they shall
call ")
the intensely impassioned music of the duet at St.
Sulpice; Manon's exultation when Des Grieux wins at

quand

;

gaming and her lament following

his arrest.

THE TRUMPETER OF SAKKINGEN
'

The Trumpeter of Sakkingen," an opera in three
and a prologue, with music by Victor E. Nessler and
text based on J. Victor von Scheffel's poem, with several
original songs added by the librettist, Rudolf Bunge, was
acts

produced at the Stadt Theatre, Leipzig,

May

4,

1884.

CHARACTERS.
Werner

Kirchoffer, a law student, afterward a trum-

peter.

Conradin, army trumpeter and recruiting
The Baron of Schonau.

officer.

Maria, his daughter.
of Wildenstein.
His divorced wife, the Baron's sister-in-law.
Damian, the Count's son by his second marriage.

The Count

Steward of the Electress' household.

The Rector

of Heidelberg University.
Students, soldiers, citizens, peasants, school children,
knights, members of the May ballet and many others.

The time of
the Thirty Years'

the opera

War

and

is

part of
The
conclusion.

during the

just after

its

latter

played in the courtyard of Heidelberg at night,
prologue
where the soldiers and students are lustily singing one of
is

the

many

town.

panegyrics dedicated

to that

famous

collegiate
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Old Heidelberg victorious
In honors rich and rare,
No other town so glorious
On Rhine, or Neckar fair.
Thou town of jolly fellows,
Of wisdom ripe and wine,
Bright roll thy merry billows,
Blue eyes upon them shine.

Werner, a law student, and chief among the "jolly
"
takes up the strain alone, followed by Conradin,
an old trumpeter and a recruiting officer. A college steward
interrupts the music and expostulates with the noisy students
for disturbing the slumbers of the Electress.
The spirit
of mischief prompts them to direct their tunefulness to the
Werner takes the trumpet from Conlady in a serenade.
radin's hands and the soldiers and students sing in chorus
fellows

So skilfully is the latter done,
with trumpet interludes.
that the recruiting officer, declaring that such good material
should not be wasted on the desert air of a college, tries
to persuade

Werner

caught by a

bit

to enlist but the youth declines to be

of flattery.
steward, who has

made repeated demands for a
of the noise, engages the aid of the Rector
Magnificus, with the result that all the students are expelled.
"
The dashing Werner, not half sorry to be dispossessed of
debts and lawbooks," enlists in the army, with which incident the prelude closes.
In the first act, for which we are taken to Sakkingen,
the peasants are celebrating the fete of Saint Fridolini.
The

cessation

Werner appears just in time to protect the Countess and
her niece from the rudeness of certain mutinous peasants.
Love at first sight ensues between the handsome trumpeter
and the lovely Maria. The Countess, too, is impressed with
the bearing of the young man, but her warmth is cooled
when she learns that he was a foundling brought up by
gypsies and afterwards adopted by a college professor. This
vividly recalls to her the sad fact that her own son, who
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would be about Werner's age, was kidnaped in childhood
by a roving tribe.
While Conradin and Werner escort the ladies to the
church where the fete-day ceremonies are in progress, the
scene changes to the apartment of the Baron of Schonau,
who, owing to a bad attack of gout, is a prisoner at home.
He is diverted by a letter from Count Wildenstein, the
divorced husband of his sister, the Countess, who, his
second wife having recently died, hopes to effect a reconciliation with the first one, from whom he has been sepaHe also suggests a union
rated by unprincipled persons.
between Maria and Damian, a son by the second marriage.

The Baron

is

delighted, for the

match

is

desirable

from the

viewpoint of both family and wealth.
The Countess and Maria return to relate their adventure.

The Baron regrets the death of his faithful old trumpeter,
whose vigilance had afforded such protection to the lonely,
badly guarded
in

the

castle.

distance.

At

The trumpet of Werner
the

enthusiastic

is

heard

recommendation of

Maria he

is sent for and speedily wins the approval of the
Baron, who engages his services.
In the second act, Werner gives Maria a music lesson
under the blossoming chestnut-trees, or rather he forgets his
business and employs the time in making love to his pupil.
The happy pair are discovered by the watchful Countess,
who indignantly tells her brother, whereupon that wrath-

gentleman summarily dismisses Werner from the castle.
Meantime, the Count of Wildenstein arrives with the foolish
Damian and the parents talk of an immediate wedding.
Maria will have nothing to do with her new suitor and
ful

down completely when Werner departs.
The denouement is brought about speedily in the third
act.
The rebellious peasants lay siege to the castle. The
"
"
to be a hero
and to distrembling Damian is sent out

breaks

perse them.

Soon knocking

is heard at the gate and the
admittance.
He whimpers that
implores
herd do not even know the rules of fighting;

Damian

shrieking
the common
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It
they have crushed his helmet and torn his jacket.
remains for Werner and the soldiers to drive the peasants
back.
He is brought in with his arm wounded. While it
is being dressed, there is discovered a mark upon it which
proves that he is the lost son of the Count and Countess
'

The Baron tells Maria that she has won
and that he has no further desire to possess the cowardly
of Wildenstein.

Damian

for a son-in-law.

As

the citizens raise their voices

brave young soldier, we are left to draw
our own conclusions as to whether the restoration of the
true heir of Wildenstein effected a reconciliation between
his father and mother.
From the happy tone of the final
chorus, one is led to conclude that everything turned out
in praise of the

satisfactorily.

In

are heard the student
and soldier
the
"A
them
love
vassal e'er
among
being
song,

the

choruses;

prelude

faithful now lies at your feet." In the first act occur the
peasant dances and choruses celebrating the fete; the fuming
of the Baron at his gout; Maria's song in praise of the
"
His gait is proud and stately." In the second
trumpeter,
"
act are the love duet of Werner and Maria,
Shinest not

warmer?
"

God

score.

sunlight golden;"

Young Werner's

farewell song,
in the

shield thee, love," the most popular number
The third act contains the battle song sung

soldiers before

by the

marching against the peasants and Conradin's
"

Love and merry trumpet-blowing."
song with a chorus
All these charming numbers go to make up a light opera
which placed Nessler among the most admired of the lesser
composers of Germany and secured for the work itself
performance and enduring popularity in every country where
the German language and German sentiment are understood
and appreciated.

THE MIKADO
"The Mikado"

or

"The Town

two acts, with words by W.
opera
Sir Arthur Sullivan, was produced
in

London, March

14,

of Titipu," a comic

and music by
Savoy Theatre,

S. Gilbert

at the

1885.

CHARACTERS.
The Mikado

of Japan.

Nanki-Poo, his son, disguised as a wandering minstrel,
and in love with Yum- Yum.
Ko-Ko, Lord High Executioner of Titipu.

Pooh-Bah, Lord High Everything Else.
Pish-Tush, a Noble Lord.

Yum- Yum,

~)

Pitti-Sing,

> three sisters,

Peep-Bo,

)

wards of Ko-ko.

Katisha, an elderly lady in love with Nanki-Poo.
Chorus of school-girls, nobles, guards and coolies.

delightful opera there is always something
from the instant that the curtain
happening,
delightful
rises upon the courtyards of Ko-Ko's palace in Titipu
disclosing a company of nobles who explain that

In

this

you want to know who we are,
are gentlemen of Japan:
On many a vase and jar,
On many a screen and fan,
If

We
We

figure in lively paint:
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Our

and quaint
you think it ain't,

attitude's queer

You're wrong

if

to the final chorus:

For

he's

gone and married Yum- Yum, Yum- Yum.

Nanki-Poo, son of the Mikado, is pursued by Katisha,
an elderly lady with matrimonial intentions. He flees from
the court, in the guise of a minstrel, to escape punishment
for his reluctance to marry his persistent admirer.
Ko-Ko
is a gentleman who successfully combines the office of Lord
High Executioner with the profession of tailor. True to
the traditions of comic opera, he wants to marry his
ward, Yum- Yum, who, in turn wants to marry someone else.
This someone else is no other than Nanki-Poo, the heirHe comes
apparent, who is badly in love with the maid.
in disguise to Titipu to find Yum- Yum and approaches
Poo-Bah for information. Poo-Bah is a haughty and exclu-

who can

trace his ancestry back to a
atomic
He also retails
protoplasmal, primordial,
globule."
He furnishes Nanki-Poo with
state secrets at a low figure.
the sad news that when Yum- Yum comes home from school,
that very day, her wedding to Ko-Ko is to occur. A damper
is put on the happy plans of Ko-Ko, however, by a messive

"

personage,

sage from the Mikado, informing him that His Majesty is
struck by the fact that no executions have taken place in
Titipu in the past year and that unless somebody is beheaded
within a month, the executioner will be degraded.
NankiPoo appears at this juncture, announcing that he is about to
terminate an existence made unendurable because he can't
marry the girl he adores. He and Ko-Ko then and there
make a bargain that if Nanki-Poo can marry Yum- Yum
and live with her a month, he will, at the end of that time,
be a subject for the execution which will preserve Ko-Ko's
Yum-Yum's philosophical attitude in the matter
dignity.
is somewhat impaired by the news that when a man is
beheaded,
time.

customary to bury his wife alive at the same
"
"
objects on the grounds that it is such a
stuffy

it is

She
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whereupon Nanki-Poo threatens suicide again.
Thereupon Ko-Ko arranges for a false statement of the
The Mikado comes unexpectedly, and when he
execution.
sees the statement, instead of praising Ko-Ko, threatens him
death,

with terrible things because he has killed the heir apparent.
That youth's appearance in the flesh causes Ko-Ko to be
forgiven on condition that he will marry Katisha, whom his
"
friends assure him has a
left elbow that people come
miles to see," even if her face isn't what it should be.
Finally, Nanki-Poo and Yum- Yum are happily married.
"

The Mikado

"

is

in

some

respects the

most universally
These

appreciated of any of the Gilbert-Sullivan operas.

collaborators, who usually enjoy satirizing British institu"
tions have refrained from this tendency in
The Mikado,"
is
in
in
interest.
It
which,
consequence, gains
general

popular with the Germans and its revival in
1907 was greeted with delight. While it has to
do with characters having caricatured Japanese names and
It
stations, it is not too heavily painted with local color.

especially
Berlin in

when the passion for the Japanese was
added to the craze, while at the same
and
height
The text is filled with charming
time benefiting from it.
wit and philosophy, and the music is bright and humorous,
the instrumentation being a model of its kind.
are Ko-Ko's song,
Among the many popular numbers
"
"
'em
be
missed
the
trio
for Yum- Yum,
none
of
They'd
"
maids
and
Three
little
from school
Peep-Bo
Pitti-Sing,
came

at

a time

at

its

;

are

by

we

"

;

Nanki-Poo's

Ko-Ko,

teems

"

;

Pooh-Bah

"A Wandering
and

Yum-Yum's song
"

Pish
"

Minstrel

Tush,

I

"My

The Sun whose

"

;

the trio

Brain

it

rays are

all

"
Brightly dawns our wedding-day
"
Ko-Ko's
the Mikado's song,
My object all sublime
"
"
a
a
On
tree
a
river
little
tomtit
and
the
duet
ballad,
by
"
of Nanki-Poo and Ko-Ko,
The flowers that bloom in the
ablaze

"

;

the quartet,

;

"

;

spring, tra la."

ERMINIE
"

Erminie," a comic opera in two acts with libretto
"
Robert
by Bellamy and Paulton after Charles Selby's
"
and
first
Macaire
music by E. Jakobowski, was
produced
at the

Comedy

Theatre, London, Nov. 9, 1885.

CHARACTERS.
Marquis de Pontvert.

Eugene Marcel, the Marquis'
Vicomte de Brissac.
Delaunay, a young officer.

secretary.

Dufois, landlord of the Lion d'Or.
Chevalier de Brabazon, the Marquis' guest.

Ravennes,
~ .
Cadeaux,

1

r

two

thieves.

)

Cerise Marcel, Erminie's companion.
Javotte, Erminie's maid.

Princess de Gramponeur.
Erminie de Pontvert.
Soldiers, peasantry, guests, waiters.

"

There are two bad men in
Erminie," thieves named
Ravennes and Cadeaux. They are very clever in their
knavery, and account for their deeds in the most plausible
way.

They

say, for instance,

We're

a philanthropic couple, be

it

known,

Light fingered, sticking to whate'er we touch.
In the int'rest of humanity alone,
Of wealth relieving those who have too much.
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The sour

old gent, whose worship vile
hate to see a-wallowing in tin;
It ain't 'cos gain to us to him is loss,
eases him 'cos avarice is sin.

is

dross,

We

We

Erminie, daughter of the Marquis de Pontvert,

is

about

to be betrothed to Ernst, a young nobleman.
He is on his
betrothal
when
he
has
to
the
the
misfortune
ceremony
way

to meet this philanthropic pair, who, after depriving him
of his wardrobe, tie him to a tree.
They go in his stead

Lion d'Or for the betrothal festivities, Ravennes presenting himself as no other than the fiance and introducing
to the

Cadeaux

as his friend of high degree.

They explain their
inappropriate apparel by a fine tale of a holdup and robCadeaux is half
bery at the hands of a highwayman.
and his remarkably bad manners and language
nearly bring them to grief.
However, Ravennes tells
"
that the
Baron " is erratic and original and all susThe betrothal, it must be explained,
picions are allayed.
has not. been anticipated with delight by the parties most
concerned.
Erminie is already in love with her father's
secretary, Eugene, and Ernst is cherishing a secret passion
for Cerise Marcel, the friend of Erminie.
Ernst, in due
season, escapes his bonds and arrives somewhat late and in
disordered attire.
Ravennes throws the guests and the
soldiers, who are in pursuit of two thieves, off the scent
"
Seize the villain," and by claiming
by raising a cry of
that Ernst is the thief who attacked them earlier in the day.
Ravennes convinces Erminie of his entire unselfishness
and nobility of character by pretending sympathy for her in
her love for Eugene and promising her his help in securing
intoxicated

happiness, while she aids him, all unwittingly, in his plan
for a wholesale robbery of the house, which plan just fails
of being successful.

The opera is brought to a satisfactory conclusion with
the robbers in the hands of the law and the happy pairing
off of Eugene and Erminie and Ernst and Cerise.
This tuneful and interesting work has enjoyed great
and enduring popularity

in the

United States.

It

was pro-
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in New York at the Casino, March 10, 1886, with
Francis Wilson as Cadeaux and has been one of the most
frequently performed of the light operas.

duced

The music is unusually tuneful and pleasing throughout.
Numbers that have proven great favorites are "Ah! When
"
"
love is young
the martial song of the Marquis,
Dull is
"
the life of the soldier in peace
Erminie's song, "At mid"
"
The Darkest
night on my pillow lying
Eugene's song,
"
"
Hour
Erminie's widely-sung lullaby,
Dear Mother, in
"
"
"
dreams I see her
the amusing solo for
with a
Caddy
"
;

;

;

;

;

"
and
What the dickey-birds say
whistling chorus,
"
vocal gavotte,
Join in Pleasure, dance a measure."

the

THE BLACK HUSSAR
"

The Black Hussar," a comic opera in three
music by Carl Millocker, was produced at Vienna

acts, the

in

1886.

CHARACTERS.
Friedrich von Helbert, colonel of the Black Hussars,
disguised as an army chaplain.
Hans von Waldmann, adjutant of

the Black Hussars,

disguised as a student.

Theophil Hackenback, Magistrate of Trautenfeld.
Piffkow, his factotum, with numerous offices.
Mefflin, a tragedian of the Meininger Company No.
Francois Thorilliere, a captain of the French army.

14.

Rubke, a captain of the Prussian army.
Wutki, Hetman of the Cossacks.

Shadow,

"

a pedler.
a

scissors-grinder.
a beggar.
a ratcatcher.

a bookseller.
a quack doctor.

Barbara, an orphan, Hackenback's housekeeper.

The

scene

is

on the border of

and near the town of Trautenfeld,
Germany and Russia. The time is 1812.

laid in
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The

piece opens at the Magistrate's house, where a chorus
of citizens are descanting on the disadvantages of living on
the border at this time of Napoleonic activity, for they are

continually involved in turmoil and the French and Cossacks pay them unwelcome attentions.

Hackenback, Magistrate of Trautenfeld, is a pompous
who spends so much time congratulating himself
on his might and wisdom that the weight of his office falls
upon his factotum, Piffkow. The aforementioned consumes
a large part of the first act enumerating his duties, which
fellow,

range from collecting the taxes to airing the poodles.
At this time news has been brought to camp by a
"
"
chaplain with a
Dragoon's bold air
(Colonel von Helbert
of the Black Hussars who is in disguise) that two hundred
Germans, four hundred Frenchmen, and a large number
Helbert
of Cossacks will soon be quartered on the town.
an
insurrection
the
foment
is trying to
against
Napoleonic
oppression and the French are busily hunting for him.
Hackenback is a sad trimmer and his aim in life is to
carry himself diplomatically between the French and the
Russians, so when he takes down the description of the
miscreant, Helbert slyly manages to make it the magistrate's
"
"
vermilown, such complimentary terms as
spindle legs,"
"
"
"
ion red nose,"
and
aggressive mole
crazy old top"
knot being included.
Upon being introduced to the Magistrate's daughters,
Minna and Rosetta, we find that their parent has another

them in the most frightful
not carry them off.
They
"
roam on
are compelled to paint their faces grotesquely,
eccentricity,

fashion,

that of disguising

so that the

men

will

crutches," erect humps on their backs, and wear dresses
"
that are
simply wild and weird." But rebellion is brewing
in the domestic camp, especially since the arrival of the goodlooking chaplain, whom they shrewdly suspect to be no
chaplain at all. As soon as the girls rid themselves of their
atrocities, Helbert falls in love with Minna, which is for-
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Rosetta and his adjutant, Hans von Waldmann, are already very fond of each other.
The second act opens in the market-place with an
amusing gossiping chorus by the village wives. They succeed in arousing the curiosity of the men and then laugh
at them for exhibiting this supposedly feminine trait. Piffkow arrives in the guise of a hero and relates an adventure,
in which it appears that he has broken into a company of
"
actors playing
Julius Caesar," has taken it all seriously,
and has carried off the assassin, Brutus.
Hackenback, embarrassed by the arrival of both French
and Russian troops, is reduced to the necessity of making
"
In spite of his
use of the mongrel cry
Napolexander."
tunate,

since

he is arrested on the evidence of the posted
description and marched away to jail. Matters are simplified
by the arrival of the Black Hussar regiment, which captures
the French troops, just after they have captured the Russians.
So all disguises are cast aside, and the remainder of
the opera is devoted to love-making.
precaution,

OTELLO
"

"

"

Othello," a grand opera in four acts
with text by Arrigo Boito after the drama of Shakespeare,
and with music by Verdi, was first presented at La Scala,
Milan, Feb. 5, 1887.

Otello

or

CHARACTERS.
Othello, a Moorish general.
lago, his ancient.
Cassio, his lieutenant.
Roderigo, a Venetian gentleman.

Lodovico, an ambassador.

Montano, Othello's predecessor as governor of Cyprus.
Desdemona, Othello's wife.
Emilia, wife of lago.

Herald, soldiers, sailors, Cypriots, children.

The

scene

is

laid in

The

Cyprus

follows

at the

end of the Fifteenth
of the Shakes-

that

closely
story
Century.
The curtain rises upon the seafront.
pearian tragedy.
storm is raging and the crowd watches Othello's ship, which

A

is

battling

with

the

waves.

Among

the

spectators

are

The landing is safely accomCassio, lago, and Roderigo.
comes
ashore
to receive an ovation for
and
Othello
plished
his victories in warfare against the Turks.
After the
storm has subsided and the Moor has withdrawn Cassio,
lago and Roderigo make a convivial gathering about the
The villainy of lago, which is seemingly a villainy
table.
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for

villainy's

sake alone, becomes at once apparent.
incites him to a fight with

makes Cassio drunk and
tano, who is wounded.

He
Mon-

Othello, appearing at the moment,
his
Cassio
of
rank.
Othello then returns to the
deprives
side of his wife, the gentle Desdemona.
noble love scene

A

which Othello declares that
Were it to die now, 'twere to be now most happy,

follows, in

-While thine arms surround

me

In tender embraces.

lago

now

begins

to

plot

and the seeds of jealousy

He sends Cassio to Desare sown in Othello's breast.
demona to beg her to intercede with her husband and
then with many insinuations draws Othello's attention to the
incident of the visit. Desdemona, surrounded by the adoring
people, comes to Othello to present the case of the sorry
Cassio but her request for clemency is refused with susHis agitation is so evident that in tender solicipicion.
she
tude,
attempts to tie her handkerchief about his throbEmilia picks
bing forehead. He casts it away petulantly.
it up and has it snatched from her fingers by lago, who
later brings news to Othello that he has seen this bit of
"
"
in Cassio's hands and
lace
spotted with strawberries
whispers that he has heard Cassio murmur Desdemona's
name in his sleep. Both lago and the Moor take a solemn
oath to avenge the latter's honor.
Accordingly, Othello
feigns a headache and asks for the lace handkerchief which
the unsuspecting wife confesses she has lost.
She still
pleads Cassio's cause and is charged in cruel terms with being
unfaithful, the injustice of which she in vain protests.
lago
brings in Cassio and leads the conversation to Bianca, skilfully turning the dialogue to

make

Othello,

whom

he knows

concealed near by, believe they are speaking of Desdemona.
Cassio draws forth the fatal handkerchief which lago has
left at his house and the maddened Othello believes the
evidence to be final.
In his rage and jealousy, he seeks
council of lago, who advises him to punish the erring wife
is

by strangling

her.

Desdemona again

is

repulsed

in

the
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the

of

Desdemona's

apartment.

presence of the Venetian Embassy,
Othello are so overwrought, that he

The
She

is

act

last

takes

place

in

while
falls in

with foreboding but at

filled

last

feelings
convulsions.

falls

asleep, only
told that she

awakened by Othello's kisses, and to be
Deaf to her pathetic assertions of innocence, he
stifles her.
Emilia, hearing the sound of a struggle, comes
in.
She discloses lago's villainy and the remorseful Moor

to be
is

to die.

stabs himself.

"

Otello

"

ranks high

among

Verdi's works and marks

a distinct and notable advance in the composer's style. The
Verdi
influence of Wagner's theories is plainly shown.

did not imitate slavishly any of the achievements of the
Bayreuth master, but rather accepted as correct the principles

governing music drama which

Wagner

laid

down and

then, preserving his own musical individuality and the art
attributes of his own nation, he applied those principles in
"
The orchestra is given a more
Otello."
the creation of

prominent and important role to play than in any of his
previous works, the set aria and the concerted number are
largely done away with, while certain phrases are employed
in the score, somewhat in the manner of the
Wagnerian leading motive. The rich flow of melody and

frequently

the passion which are characteristically Verdian are finely
in evidence, however, throughout the entire work, and there
is no mistaking the individual or the nation that created it.

Verdi was fortunate in having Boito as his

librettist,

for

the Shakesperian text has been adapted with rare intelliAll superfluous detail has been
gence and understanding.
omitted, yet the essential strength and

power of the tragedy
Nothing new has been added save a
"
"
for lago, in which that arch-villain voices his discredo
trust and contempt for all that is good and noble in
humanity and life. This is a forceful bit of writing which
forms the basis for one of the strongest moments in the
have been preserved.

opera.
tains,

In addition to this credo for lagb, the score connotable portions, the music accompanying the

as
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storm in which Othello arrives; the drinking song for lago;
beautiful iove duet between Othello and Desdemona
at the close of the first act; the dramatic duet by lago and
the Moor; a graceful mandolinata, sung by children who
"
Farewell
bring flowers and shells to Desdemona Othello's
"
to war
Desdemona's plea for mercy after Othello's great
outburst in the third act; the sextet which follows; Des"
demona's exquisite
Willow Song " and the " Ave Maria,"
which is equally beautiful and which shows Verdi as past
master in the writing of simple, pure melodies.
the

;

;

LE ROI D'YS
"

Le Roi

d'Ys," or

three acts and five

"

The King of Ys,"

tableaux,

the music by

an opera in
fidouard Lalo

is

poem of fidouard Blau who has made use of an
old Breton legend.
It was first presented in Paris in 1888.
set to the

CHARACTERS.
Mylio.
Prince of Karnac.

The King.
Saint Corentin.

Margared,
Jahel,

Rozenn,

~)

>

daughters of the King.

)

People, soldiers, gentlemen, pontiffs, horsemen, ladies

and followers.

On
duced

the terrace of the palace of the king, we are introwhom the monarch's
to a gay company among

It is
Margared and Rozenn are prominent.
all
eyes are centered, for she
upon the fair Margared that
is soon to be led to the altar by Prince Karnac, to whom her

daughters

has promised her in order to end a bloody war.
pensive and distrait in the midst of the rejoicing.
When she and her sister gain a moment apart, Margared
admits that although she is glad to be of service to the
country, she carries the image of another in her heart.
As Rozenn suspects, it is that of Mylio, who is a captive in
father

She

is
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other lands. It is Mylio whom Rozenn loves, too, although
of this Margared is unaware.
To make the unhappiness
of the Princess all the more poignant, her women remind
her that the bridal hour approaches. The King, addressing
"
"
in whom he has found a son
the Prince as the rival
commends him with stately compliment to the people as
their future sovereign.
Suddenly Mylio appears upon the
scene and the impulsive Margared sacrifices her resolution
to save the kingdom to her own desires rekindled by the
She
sight of the long-absent companion of her childhood.
declares that the marriage shall never come to pass, and
is deaf to the remonstrances of her father and the
people.
The Prince of Karnac, furious at the insult, thrown down

and Mylio accepts it.
In Act II, Margared, from a window of the palace,
watches Prince Karnac lead his soldiers against the city,
and overhears a loving interview between her sister and
Mylio before he goes forth to meet the foe. He encounters
Rozenn's fears with his own confidence of victory which
he believes assured from the fact that while praying before
Saint Corentin he heard a voice from on high promising
As the two are folded in each other's arms,
protection.
Margared overhears Rozenn murmur the words, "my hus"
band and reels against a pillar with the thirst for revenge
born in her heart.
In the combat, the victory goes to Mylio, and the
worsted Prince takes refuge in the chapel of Saint Corentin
his glove

upon all the powers of evil for assistance.
gared comes out from the shadows.
calling

Mar-

"

Hell listens," the woman scorned says quietly.
If
he so desires, yesterday may be made as but a remembrance.
But how can that be with an army already perished? She
suggests that there is an ally more terrible than war, the
ocean.
She will give him the keys to the sluices which
protect her father's city from the sea.

At

this

the sky

is

obscured,

ominous darkness, a strange glow

and
fills

in

contrast

the chapel.

to

the

The
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Saint Corentin rises to hurl reproaches at the
while a voice from the tomb urges repentance.
Gradually the vision is effaced, leaving Margared upon her

of

statue

betrayer,

knees.

marriage of Rozenn and Mylio,
of charm and tenderness. Margared has disappeared from the ken of her relatives, but Karnac seeking her
to fan the possibly ebbing flame of her revengefulness finds
her watching the ceremony from afar. It is as he has feared,

Act

a scene

III opens with the

full

But he taunts her,
the crime appears too hideous now.
of
heart.
Does she not
the
her
weakness
knowing
jealous
see her hero bending to gaze into another woman's eyes?

Does she not hear the sound of the bridal music? The ceremony must be now about at an end. He paints the picture
which Margared's averted eyes shrink from beholding. The
newly wedded pair are issuing from the chapel; their hearts

"
He is
are fluttering with a sweet emotion one is thinking,
fair she is;" he bids her
mine;" the other says,
;

"How

fancy

how

the evening breeze will carry to her the echo of

their kisses.

succeeds.
Margared goes to get for him the
of
the
sluices.
keys
Coming back, she hears her father sorloss
of both his daughters, one by marriage,
over
the
rowing
She hears Rozenn trythe other a fugitive from the palace.
and
learns
that they speak of her
to
his
comfort
sadness,
ing

Karnac

It
tenderly.
the streets.

is

too late for regret.

The

people fly to a

hill,

The water is rising in
the King carrying the

Margared with him. As they watch in temporary
from
the eminence, they see the stately palace devassafety
tated and many victims claimed by the sea. Then Margared,
reluctant

stricken with remorse, acknowledges herself to be the guilty
Saint Corentin acone and throws herself into the flood.
retires.
sea
and
the
the
sacrifice
angry
cepts

Striking passages in the brilliantly modern score are
the opening chorus in which the people rejoice in the con"
"
clusion of the war.
C'est 1'aurore benie
(" 'Tis the dawn
of blessed peace ") in the second act, Margared's reverie, as
;
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she watches at the window; in the third, the wedding chorus
of girls and young men Mylio's bridal song, addressed to the
"
door of Rozenn,
bien-aimee ("Vainly, oh!
Vainement,
;

O

dear beloved ") the scene in which Karnac goads Margared to
persist in her revenge and the prayer of the people that the
"
God of
waves may recede,
O Puissance infinie " ("
;

O

mighty power ").

THE YEOMEN OF THE GUARD
"

"

The Yeomen of the Guard," or The Merryman and
His Maid," a comic opera in two acts with music by Sir
Arthur Sullivan and text by W. S. Gilbert was first produced at the Savoy Theatre, London, October 3, 1888.

CHARACTERS.
Sir Richard Cholmondeley, lieutenant of the

Tower.

Colonel Fairfax, under sentence of death.
Sergeant Meryll, of the Yeomen of the Guard.

Leonard Meryll,

his son.

Jack Point, a strolling
Wilfred Shadbolt, head

jester.

jailor

and assistant tormentor.

The Headsman.
First

Yeoman.

Second Yeoman.
Third Yeoman.
Fourth Yeoman.
First Citizen.

Second

Citizen.

Elsie Maynard, a strolling singer.

Phoebe Meryll, Sergeant Meryll's daughter.
Carruthers, housekeeper of the Tower.
Kate, her niece.

Dame

Yeomen

the machinations of a jealous kinsman, the
Colonel Fairfax has been sentenced to death for

Through
gallant

of the Guard, gentlemen, citizens.
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He has, however, two
sorcery and is pining in the Tower.
stanch friends who do not propose that he shall perish, and
these are his daughter Phoebe and Sergeant Meryll, whose
he has twice saved in battle. The Sergeant's son Leonard
lately has been appointed to the Guard and a plan to substitute Fairfax for Leonard in the ranks occurs to them. Fairfax is brought to the Tower and declares that he is ready to
die but that he cherishes one wish before the event, this being
to contract a marriage so as to frustrate his wicked kinsman's plan to succeed to the estate. An impromptu bride is
sought in all haste and Elsie Maynard, a strolling singer,
who happens along in company with Jack Point, a jester,
consents to go through the ceremony blindfolded, like unto a

life

certain Maritana,

in operatic lore.
to get the yeoman suit to Fairfax in
Phoebe brings into use her love affair with Wilfred
his cell.
She steals the keys, releases Fairfax in his
the head jailor.

known,

The next thing

is

yeoman uniform, and

returns the stolen implements before
Just as the executioners

their absence has been discovered.

are preparing for the

beheading

of

Fairfax, the

first

act

closes.

we

warders submitting to a
Carruthers for allowing Fairfax
desirous of shining as an amateur
to escape.
Wilfred,
comedian, is told by Point that if he will hold a mock execution, i. e., fire off the arquebus and state that it has caused the
taking off of Fairfax, he will possess all the essentials of a
In the second

act,

tongue-lashing from

jester.

find the

Dame
who is

Accordingly the shot

fied that the

prisoner

is

is

fired

and the governor

noti-

dead.

The watchful Dame

Carruthers, meantime, has

made a

She has heard Elsie talking in her sleep and
discovery.
learns from her somnolent remarks that Fairfax is the man
she married, and that the little strolling singer is his widow.
Fairfax makes love to her in the interest of Point, but as
usual in such cases, to his
to her

own

winsomeness himself.

undoing, for he
All

falls

a victim

cleared up by the production of the governor's pardon, which has been held back
is
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by the wicked kinsman. Fairfax and Elsie are entirely willing to have their marriage stand; Phoebe and Wilfred make
one happy pair arid the Sergeant and Dame Carruth'ers
another.
It is interesting to know that of all the charming Gil"
bert-Sullivan family of operas the
Yeomen of the Guard "
was the favorite child of its parents. With the public it has

never reached the height of popularity occupied by either
"
"
The Mikado or " Pinafore."
Among the" most attractive solos "and ensembles are
Phoebe's song,
When a Maiden loves
Dame Carruthers'
;

"

"

When

our gallant Norman foes
the entrance of the crowd
"
"
and players, Here's a man of jollity; the duet of Elsie and
"
"
"
I have a song to sing, O
Phoebe's song,
Were
Point,
I thy bride;" Point's delightfully funny offering, "Oh, a
"
Fairfax's ballad,
private buffoon is a light-headed loon
"
"
"
Free from his fetters grim
the trio,
If he's made the
"
"
best use of his time
the song,
Rapture Rapture when
"
love's votary flushed with capture
and the charming finale.
;

!

;

;

;

!

!

ROBIN HOOD
"

Robin Hood," a comic opera in three acts with score
by Reginald De Koven and text by Harry B. Smith, was
produced in Chicago, June 9, 1890.

CHARACTERS.
Robert of Huntington, afterward Robin Hood.
Sheriff of Nottingham.
Sir

Guy

of Gisbone, his ward.

Little John,

Will Scarlett,

"]
I

Allan-a-Dale,
[
Friar Tuck, J

outl aws.

Lady Marian Fitzwalter,
ward Maid Marian.

a

ward

of the crown, after-

Dame Durden, a widow.
Annabel, her daughter.
Villagers, milkmaids, outlaws, kings, foresters, archers,
pedlers.

The

laid in England at the time of Richard I.
on
May-day at the market-place in Nottingstory opens
ham, where a merrymaking is in progress. The outlaws
come to join in the fun and finally Robin Hood appears,
dashing and handsome, and declares that he is earl and that
the Sheriff shall so proclaim him.
That worthy, however,
has other plans. He swears that Robin Hood has been disinherited by his own father, who, shortly before the youth's

The

scene

is
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birth,

was

secretly

married to a peasant girl who died when
This child whom he has reared, he

her child was born.

It
is Sir Guy and the rightful heir of Huntington.
has been arranged that the fair Maid Marian shall marry
Sir Guy but her eyes are all for Robin Hood.
She hopes
that she may postpone her wedding until King Richard
comes back from the crusades and thus be able to find a way
out of the engagement.
Robin Hood hopes, on the monarch's
Incireturn, to obtain help to prove his right to his own.

asserts

dentally, Robin Hood
of Sir Guy, exchange

and Maid Marian, to the deep disgust
vows of mutual affection. The outlaws are all on Robin Hood's side and invite him to join
their jolly crew, promising that instead of an earl he may
be their king and rule beneath the greenwood tree.
Robin
agrees and they place the Sheriff in stocks from which he
finally is rescued by Sir Guy and his archers.
In the last act a message from the king brought by
Robin Hood saves Maid Marian at the very door of the
church from the marriage which has seemed inevitable, and
there

is

a general rejoicing that
Tho' clouds were dark and drear

The sky
"

Robin Hood

"
is

musical score Reginald

now

is

so blue above.

generally conceded to be the best
De Koven has written, while the

easily the best of the many Harry B. Smith has
given the stage. The work has enjoyed widespread and
enduring popularity. Much admired are the spirited overture; the chorus, "A morris dance must you entrance;" the
auctioneer song of Friar Tuck the milkmaid's song with the
"
"
libretto

is

;

When Chanticleer Crowing
Robin Hood's
chorus,
"
entrance to the chorus,
Come the Bowmen in Lincoln
"
Green
the duet of Robin Hood and Maid Marian,
"
"
the song and
Though it was within this hour we met
"
"
I am the Sheriff of Nottingham
the trio of the
chorus,
"
When a peer makes
Sheriff, Sir Guy and Maid Marian,
"
"
love to a maiden fair
the chorus,
Cheerily soundeth the
;

;

;

;

;
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"
The
hunter's horn," which opens Act II Scarlett's story of
Tailor and the Crow," sung to humming accompaniment;
"
Brown October
the song of Little John and the chorus,
"
"
Ale
Oh See the Lambkins
the tinker's chorus the sextet
;

;

;

Play;" Marian's charming forest song; Robin's serenade,
"A Troubadour sang to his love;" and, in Act III, the
"
"
"
the
Armorer's song,
Let hammer on anvil ring
Legend
of the Chimes," by Allan-a-Dale and chorus; the duet of
"
"
the
There will come a time
Marian and Robin Hood,
"
I
and
made
of
life
seems
When
sing
pains
pangs,
quintet,
"
"
and the country dance,
to my too-ral-loo ral-lay
Happy
;

;

day

!

Happy day

"

!

CAVALLERIA RUSTIGANA
"

"

an
and
opera
by Targioni-Tozzetti
Menasci, after the tale of the Sicilian novelist, Verga, and
with music by Pietro Mascagni. It was performed at the
Teatro Constanzi, in Rome, May 20, 1890, having been
written in competition for the prize offered by a music
Cavalleria
in

one

Rusticana,"

act

with

or

Rustic Chivalry,"

publisher for the best three one-act operas.
"
Rusticana
was awarded the first prize. It

been written

is

words

To
is

"

Cavalleria

said to have

a week, and virtually in a day it
young composer from obscurity to world-wide fame.
in

lifted

its

CHARACTERS.
Santuzza, a village girl, betrayed by Turiddu.
Lola, wife of Alfio and mistress of Turiddu.

Turiddu, a young soldier, returned from the wars.
Alfio, a village carter.
Lucia, mother of Turiddu, keeper of the tavern.

The

scene

is

laid in a Sicilian village, the curtain rising
side of which is occupied by a church

on a public square, one

decked for Easter, the other by Mother Lucia's inn. Turiddu,
her son, has but recently returned from military service.
Before enlisting he was engaged to Lola but he finds her not
"
faithful and true," she having married Alfio, the well-todo carter. Turiddu tries to be philosophic and speedily woos

and wins, but

alas,

not honorably, the pretty peasant

girl,
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who

loves him as ardently as he has loved the
The thought that Turiddu can console himself
so easily and can mend the heart she has fancied fatally
Her jealousy is aroused
shattered, does not please Lola.
and she exerts all her coquetry to regain his attentions. The

Santuzza,

fickle Lola.

task is not difficult, for Turiddu already is beginning to tire
of the too-loving Santuzza.
Before the curtain rises, we hear the song of Turiddu
in praise of Lola, supposedly sung as a morning greeting
before her house.
Santuzza goes to Lucia's door to ask
the whereabouts of Turiddu.
The mother brusquely tells
her she does not know and bids her be off. However, in
reply to Santuzza's tearful pleading she informs her that her

son has gone to the neighboring village, Francoforte, for
wine.
Santuzza is doubtful, for she has had a glimpse of

who begins to feel pity for
but she sobs out that she is an
Now
outcast, having been excommunicated for her sin.
Lola's husband, Alfio, runs gaily upon the scene boasting of
his happiness and good fortune in which Lola is an important
Much to Lucia's astonishment, he too refers to
factor.
seen
Turiddu lingering near his house that morning.
having
The people are celebrating Easter and the music of the mass
issues from the church, its sacred strains being echoed by
When silence comes again, the
the people in the square.
Lucia
her sad story and of Turiddu's
tells
Santuzza
desperate
infatuation for Lola.
Shamed and depressed, Lucia goes
him the night

before.

the girl, asks her to

Lucia,

come

in

into the church to pray.
Just then Turiddu arrives and is
With a supercilious
to
encounter
Santuzza.
greatly annoyed
is not at church on Easter.
Quietly
has
been staying and he lies, saying
she asks him where he
at Francoforte.
She returns that she knows this to be false,
He accuses her of spying upon
that he has been at Lola's.
him, cursing her jealousy and expressing his distaste and
While this is going on, Lola conies
disdain for her.
She mocks Santuzza, asking her whether she
flaunting by.
Santuzza answers that only those who
is going to mass.

air

he inquires

why

she
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are without sin can go there.
Lola does not take this to
herself but virtuously refers to her own freedom to go where
she pleases.
Santuzza by her importunity prevents Turiddu

from going into the church with Lola, which makes him all
more furious. When Santuzza pleads with him to be just
to her, he forgets himself and throws her down in rage.

the

Then he hastens

into the church after the

woman who

has

infatuated him.

"Your Easter shall be bitter; that
Santuzza wildly.

I

swear,"

cries

now returns to attend service and Santuzza in a
of
frenzy
grief, reveals to him the perfidy of his wife and
her lover.
Swearing to obtain vengeance, Alfio rushes
followed
At last the servaway,
by the unhappy girl.
ices are at an end and the crowd issues from -the church.
Alfio

steal a word before they separate at
of
the people flock to the tavern for
Many
wine at Turiddu's invitation. Finally Alfio comes. He
refuses to accept of Ifuriddu's hospitality which means that

Turiddu and Lola
the

doors.

he knows his injury at the other's hands.

At this ominous
and
the
the
two
men, the women
sign
fury displayed by
run away frightened.
Turiddu throws away the wine
Alfio has just refused and asks him what else he has to
Alfio answers grimly that all has been said.
At
say.
this Turiddu bites Alfio's ear, which is the Sicilian form
of challenge. However, before going to meet his adversary
behind the garden, the repentant Turiddu embraces his
mother and commends Santuzza to her care in case he
is
killed, confessing that he should have made her his
wife.
He leaves and Santuzza and Lucia cling to each other
in terrible suspense.
has slain Turiddu.

"

Mascagni,
Cavalleria

who

The women rush
at

Rusticana,"

the

time of

in crying that Alfio

the

composition

of

was only twenty-seven years of
of founding with his work a new

age, had the distinction
"
"
school of opera, the
verissimo

school, with flesh and
blood characters whose deeds follow the logic of passionate
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human

nature.

He

excessive craze for

by the reaction from the
and
his legendary operas, the
Wagner
benefited

The opera
people receiving the new realism with delight.
is extremely brief but it runs the
of
the
gamut
passions, is
sincere and fresh, dramatic and original, while its local col-

Few operas have met with such
true and vivid.
and lavish favor.
Preeminent in popularity among the numbers is the
famous intermezzo for the orchestra which has place between the duet for Alfio and Santuzza and the exit from
the church
service.
Other conspicuous
numbers are
is

oring

instant

Turiddu's song, heard behind the curtain during the pre"
Lola c'hai di latti la cammisa
lude,
(" O Lola, fair
as flow'rs in beauty smiling"); Alfio's whip song with
"
"
II
cavallo scalpita
the Easter chorus in the
chorus,
"
"
church and square
of Heaven"),
Regina Cceli
("Queen
"
"
Santuzza's romanza,
Voi lo sapete
(" Now shall you

"O

;

know
and

")
for

"Viva

;

il

the impassioned duets for Santuzza and Turiddu
Santuzza and Alfio; Turiddu's drinking-song.
vino" ("Hail the ruby wine") and his farewell

to his mother.

LE REVE
"

Le Reve

"

"

The Dream," a lyric drama in four
and eight tableaux, with music by A. Bruneau and
poem by Louis Gallet, after the romance of fimile Zola,
was produced in Paris in 1891.
or

acts

CHARACTERS.
Angelique.
Hubertine.

The

Bishop, Jean d'Autecceur.

Felicien.

Hubert.

An
The

invisible choir.

rises on a simple French interior, an
from
whose windows are seen a blosembroidery shop,
of St. Agnes. Angelique
and
the
Cathedral
soming garden
sits with her needlework abandoned in her lap, absorbed in
In fact, so much has she mused upon
the Golden Legend.
the characters of this loved book, that they have assumed
She numbers among her friends Saint
for her actual being.
who
was
burned; Saint Solange, who was
Marceline,
and
Saint
George, who bravely slew the fearful
scourged

curtain

dragon.

While her foster-parents, Hubert and Hubertine, watch
her revery with loving indulgence, the humble cottage has
He seems interested
the honor of a visit from the Bishop.
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the

delicate,

years before,

adopted her.

deft-fingered

girl.

They

tell

him how,

they found her half-dead in the snow and
As he examines the ecclesiastical embroidery

which she

is making at his order and finds it excellent,
he relates the story of an ancestor who healed the plague"
stricken people with the touch of his lips and the words,
Si
Dieu veut, je veux."
These words have been since that
time the motto of this family.
As Angelique listens she
hears her invisible choir and the Bishop observes her
When he has gone, they speak
ecstasy with amazement.
of
the
reverend
man
and Hubertine tells how once
tenderly
he was married, how his adored young wife died, and
that there is a son who is in disfavor because he will
"
not be a priest.
He is as beautiful as an angel and
as rich as a king," she adds.

Angelique naively relates her own day-dream, which
that she shall marry a king and spend her life in good
deeds.
When the shocked Hubertine bids her silence her
is

pride and remember that kings are not always available,
she declares that she has had a vision of him.
Even

then her face lights up, for through the window she
catches a glimpse of the beautiful youth of her dreams.
In the second scene, we are taken to the field, where

day long the people have been washing linen in the
Angelique who is scattering lavender in the snowy
folds, gaily sends her foster-parents home and remains
behind on pretext of finishing some task, but really in
all

stream.

the hope that, in the lily-scented quiet, the voices may come
to her.
As the rays of the setting sun strike the window
of the chapel, they disclose the figure of a man whom
for a moment she fancies may be Saint George in person.

He

disclaims the distinction, assuring her that his name is
and that he is only a worker in stained glass.

Felicien

She returns the compliment giving the simple facts about
herself.
Her name is Angelique. She is an embroideier;
"
the shop and the garden of her parents are yonder.
But
"
"
It is because
why do you look at me so ? she falters.

LE
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that

is

the whole story of

the courtship.

parents are not inclined to accept him as unquestioningly as Angeliqtie.
They want some explanation of a
workman who wears diamonds and whose hands are so

Her

white.
He has promised that they shall know all on the
morrow, the fete of Corpus Christi. And on the morrow,
when they watch the procession, they see Felicien in the

The resemblance

suite of the Bishop.

"

the story.

tells

"

The

son of Monseigneur
Angelique cries gladly but her fosterparents gaze at her with profound sorrow.
In the next scene, the Bishop is resolved not to give
his consent to his son's marriage, as he hopes to save
him from the human ties in which he himself has found
but sorrow.
The humble, heartfelt pleading of
little
Huber: and Hubertine for their darling do not in the
!

least

move

his

who swoons

No more do

iron will.

Felicien, nor those of
to kiss his hands and

at the

the entreaties of

who comes

poor drooping Angelique
fall

at his

sound of

his

feet in

supplication,

relentless

"

and

never."

seeks Angelique, although he has been told
her love is cured, and finds her asleep in the little
cottage but so white and frail that his heart is torn with
She consents to fly with him but the symcompassion.
invisible
friends detains her, bidding her
of
the
phony
submit to the harshness of fate and to remember that
In the enthusiasm of sacrifice, she
renunc'ation is good.
refuses to listen to her lover.
He goes to his father to
Felicien

that

tell

the

him

that Angelique
broken-hearted girl

dying and to pray him to heal

is

as

his

ancestor

did

the

plague-

But kneeling at his
prie-dieu he hears the heavenly symphony which so often
has sounded in Angelique's ears, and, crying that his dead
wife has spoken, he takes the holy oil and sets forth for
Hubert's cottage.
Angelique's spirit seems almost to have
"
but
departed
murmuring the words of his ancestor
Thy

stricken.

Still

will be done,"

the father

is

he kisses the

obdurate.

girl's

forehead.

As

the chants
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of the priests sound about her, she revives and declares
that she will live to see her dream accomplished.

On

morrow, Angelique and Felicien go to the
be married, but on the theshold the frail
creature faints, almost as if with too much joy and dies
on her lover's breast.
Bruneau has been called the standard-bearer of the
his treatment of Zola's romance
young French School and
"
Le Reve " was sufficiently original to cause
in his opera
a stir, and to bring him prominently before the music
world. He uses representative themes and displays a marked
cathedral

the

to

gift for characterization.

"
Pendant une
Bishop's recountal in the first act,
"
a
most
peste cruelle
("During
plague
cruel"); his mono"
in
the
fourth
tableau
of
Act
II,
logue
Seigneur, J'ai dit

The

:

swore the vow") and Angelique's
Jamais!" ("O
to
the
are
appeal
Bishop
especially noteworthy pages in the
God,

score.

I

L'AMICO FRITZ
"

L'Amico

Fritz

"

or

"

Friend Fritz

"
is

a lyric comedy

music by Pietro Mascagni, the book by P.
Suardon after the novel of Erckmann-Chatrian of the same
name.
It was first presented at the Teatro Constanzi in
in three acts, the

Rome,

Oct. 31, 1891.

CHARACTERS.
Fritz Kobus, a rich bachelor.

Rabbi David.
Federico, a friend of Fritz.
Hanenzo, a friend of Fritz.
Suzel, the head farmer's daughter.
Beppe, a gypsy.

Caterina, a housekeeper.
Chorus behind the scenes.

The most

interesting character in the opera

is

David,

the Rabbi, the consummate match-maker, whose good humor
and knowledge of human nature permeated every situation.
Fritz Kobus is a rich bachelor who has reached the

age of forty without becoming a convert to matrimony. In
fact, he is openly averse to it and declares himself "A friend
The Rabbi knows his excellent
to all, a husband, never."
qualities and believes that marriage would bring
So he sets very cleverly about it to find
ness.

able

wife.

with a
is

Fritz's

feast.

birthday
those

Among

is

celebrated

who come

Suzel, the daughter of one of his

to

him happihim a suit-

by his friends
do him honor

farmers,

who

brings
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him
all

and presents her

violets

father's respects.

his boasted indifference to

simplicity appeal to him and
her father's farm which she

has

requested.

together and the pretty incident
completing the capture of the bachelor.
cherries

them and

is

satisfied

that

In spite of

the girl's beauty and
he speedily makes the visit to

women,

his

They

pick

comes near to
The Rabbi sees

plans are prospering.

To

make sure of the state of the maiden's affection, he bids
her tell him the old love-story of Isaac and Rebecca and
her deep confusion convinces him that she is truly in love
with Fritz.

Believing that a little jealousy is necessary to
bring the wary bachelor to capitulation, he casually informs
him that he has found Suzel a husband. Fritz is very
"
such a
indignant at the thought of trying to marry off
"
He is
and, in rage, vows it shall not be done.
baby
miserable indeed when David tells him later that everything
is arranged.
When Suzel appears, looking sad and pale,
he inquires ironically whether she has come to invite him
to the wedding, whereupon she bursts into tears.
He sus-

pects for the first time that she

is

not indifferent to him

and, in the prettiest and simplest of love-scenes, they are
Fritz's wager of his vineyard, Clairfontaine,
betrothed.
made at the birthday feast apropos of the marriage quesis lost and the delighted winner, Rabbi David, hands
over to Suzel for a dowry.
This opera, which the public awaited with eagerness,
"
did not meet the expectations aroused by
Cavalleria Rusticana."
of
it
has
merits
its own, it is
Although
many
is
that
the
too
generally agreed
subjct
gentle for the
dramatic and sensational style of Mascagni.

tion
it

Among

the

more notable numbers

in

the

score

are

Suzel's presentation of the violets; Beppe's song in the first
act; the charming ''cherry" duet, which is the best number;

Suzel's story of Isaac and Rebecca and the final duet of
"
"
Fritz and Suzel,
lo t'amo, t'amo, o dolce mio tesor
("I
love thee ").

I

PAGLIAGCI

"I Pagliacci" or "The

Players," a tragic opera in
and a prologue, with words and music by Ruggiero
Leoncavallo, was first performed at the Teatro dal Verme,

two

acts

Milan,

May

21, 1892.

Canio

(in the play, Punchinello), master of a troupe of

CHARACTERS.
strolling players.

Nedda
Tonio
Beppe

(in the play,

Columbine), wife of Canio.
Taddeo), the clown.
the play, Harlequin), one of the troupe.

(in the play,
(in

Silvio, a villager.

Villagers.

In the prologue, sung in front of the curtain, a hint
of coming gloom is given and Tonio, who sings, suggests
that back of the motley and tinsel are human hearts beat-

ing with passion.
"
"
is a play within a play.
I Pagliacci
The scene
of the story is laid in Calabria and the plot concerns itself
with the members of a traveling troupe of players.
They

warmly welcomed by the
soon develops that all is not harmony in the little company. The beautiful Nedda is far
too attractive to be really creative of happiness, and not
only does she possess a husband, Canio, whom she does
arrive in the Italian village and are

curious inhabitants.

It
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not love, but two lovers as well.
Tonio is madly in love
with her but she is enamored of Silvio, a villager, and scornfully rejects the somewhat loutish advances of the clown.

She summarily dismisses him, cutting him across the face
with a riding whip when he tries to embrace her and thereby
securing his active enmity.

Shortly thereafter, his opportunity conies. Overhearing
her planning with Silvio to elope, he rushes away to inform
Canio who is drinking at the tavern.
Canio comes posthaste but Silvio escapes over the wall.
The husband has
not been able to recognize him and Nedda cannot be terrified into disclosing his identity.
Canio is about to stab
his unfaithful wife when Beppe, the clown, interferes, warnIn
ing him that it is high time to prepare for the play.

no heart for play-acting, Canio postpones his vengeance
and, lamenting, makes ready to appear as Punchinello.
The second act opens on the same scene. It is evening
and

the

theatre.

audience

rustic

has

assembled

before

Nedda, while collecting the admission

the
fees,

managed a word with Silvio. When the curtain on
rude stage is drawn aside, it soon becomes apparent
the

play

is

little

has
the
that

to be a replica of the state of affairs existing
Nedda, as Columbine, is alone on the stage

in the troupe.

listening to the tender songs of Harlequin, her lover in the
Tonio, as Taddeo, the fool, enters to serve them
play.

with food, and, just as he has done a few hours before
in real life, he now makes love to her and she repulses
him haughtily. To complete the resemblance between the
mimic and the real play, the fool brings back the wronged
husband who finds Columbine and her lover dining merrily

But the anger
together and plotting to poison Punchinello.
which Punchinello shows soon becomes too terrible in quality
to be merely acting and even the audience which is being
well entertained begins to realize this.
When Punchinello
rushes upon Columbine and in maddened tones again demands the name of her lover, they feel that it is a real

tragedy which

is

developing under their eyes.

Nedda

sees

I
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her.

He

leaps

calls upon Silvio
upon the stage but
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in the audience to save
is

too

Canio has

late.

thrust his erring wife through with a dagger and with its
dripping blade he turns and stabs Silvio, too. Then Canio

turns
"

the audience,

to

in

"

whose eyes he

is

vindicated.

the comedy is ended."
Go," he says hoarsely,
This fiery melodrama, distinctly Italian, dramatic and

method is generally compared to "Cavalleria
which it follows closely.
The music is consistent, making an effective, illustrative and enhancing accomThere is
paniment to the exciting incidents of the plot.
much of the modern Italian short-phrased melody in the
forceful

in
"

Rusticana

The

intense nature of the story, together with the
strongly impassioned, unquestionably sincere and, in many
respects, beautiful character of the music lend the work
score.

qualities which
in the public's

promise to secure for it long enduring favor
esteem and to make it one of the best

products thus far received from the young Italian school.
The " prologue " sung by
Especially admirable are
Tonio before the curtain, a number which virtually takes
the place of an overture; the chorus imitative of bells,
"
O, che volo
"Dong, ding, dong;" Nedda's cavatina,
:

"

d'augelli
for Nedda

("Ah,
and

ye

birds
"

Silvio,

E

number"); the duet
"
("Wherefore I
perche

without
allor

thee"); Canio's "Lament" which closes the first
"
("To
go on!
act, "Recitar! mentre preso dal delivio
"
"
between
the
Intermezzo
When my head's whirling ")
the two acts; Harlequin's serenade sung behind the scenes

pray

;

of the mimic theatre,
bine,

play.

"O

your Harlequin ")

"

Columbine, il tenero
("Columand the music accompanying the

FALSTAFF
"

Falstaff," an opera in three acts, with music
by
Giuseppe Verdi and text arranged after Shakespeare by
Arrigo Boito, had its first performance at La Scala, Milan,

March

12, 1893.

CHARACTERS.
Sir John Falstaff.

Master Ford.
Master Fenton.
Dr. Caius.
Bardolph,
j
)

Pistol,

followers of Falstaff

Mrs. Alice Ford.
Mrs. Quickly.
Mrs. Page.
Nannetta, her daughter.

Host of the Garter Tavern.
Robin, page to Falstaff.
Master Ford.

A page to
Town

and country people, Ford's servants.

Scene, Windsor Forest in the reign of

Henry IV.
"
based mainly upon the
Merry Wives
of Windsor," which Shakespeare is said to have written in
compliance with the wish of Queen Elizabeth to see the
"
"
Fat Knight
in love.
Boito's arrangement is supplemented with several passages from " Henry IV."
In the first act, Falstaff and his henchmen, Bardolph
and Pistol, are discovered eating and drinking mightily at

The

libretto

is
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the Garter Tavern.

They exchange compliments with Dr.
them of emptying his purse while he
He and Pistol engage in a verbal battle in which
slept.
"
"
such choice epithets as
and
sprout of the mandragora
Caius,

who

accuses

"

"
are hurled as missiles, while the fat knight
yardstick
looks on with magnificent condescension and occasionally
lets

drop some
Falstaff,

maxim from a very

practical philosophy.
develops, has fallen in love with the Mesand Page, the Merry Wives.
He bids Barit

dames Ford
dolph and Pistol carry to them each a billet-doux.
They
"
"
refuse to meddle in the matter, their
honor
forbidding.
The mention of this superfluous little word gives occasion
"
for the famous monologue from
Henry IV." depicting
the impotency of honor.
In the second scene of Act I,
the joke-loving Merry Wives to

we

are introduced to

whom

a

page

has

"
"
delivered the fat knight's
Under
inflammatory
epistles.
a promise of secrecy, they tell each other of " such an
"
adventure
and find that the poetical effusions with which

they have been favored are alike and from the same gallant.
They plot to take a merry revenge upon their amorous
"
wine-cask."

The treacherous, time-serving Bardolph and Pistol warn
Ford of the designs of the obese Don Juan, virtuously referring to the fact that they have refused to carry his mesWhile the injured husband is preparing a frustration,

sages.

Nannetta (sweet Anne Page) and her adorer, Fenton, make
love delightfully. The curtain falls as the Merry Wives conclude the arrangements for the practical joke and, with
shaking

sides,

quote from their love-letters,
Your lovely eyes shall shine on me,
Like stars from the immensity.

The

curtain of the second act rises to discover Fal-

Thither comes
drinking sack at the Garter Tavern.
Mrs. Quickly to tell him that the ladies are flattered and
would meet him.
"
You bewitch them all," sighs the gossip.
staff
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Tis not witchery," explains the modest Sir John,
but a certain personal fascination."
The jealous Ford visits Falstaff, under the name of
Brook, and by means of a demijohn of Cyprus wine,
"

draws from him a boastful admission of his conquest of Mrs. Alice, even disclosing the hour of the visit

craftily

he

is

about to pay her.

happy moment approaches
and leaves Ford engaged in concealing his wrath.
Mrs.
Quickly precedes him to inform the Merry Wives that he
"
has
fallen into the trap like a stone."
Nannetta alone
Falstaff excuses himself as the

of

all

the

company

is

not in convulsions of laughter, and,
to her mother that the course

upon being questioned, confides

is not running smoothly with her for her father
wants her to marry fussy old Dr. Caius.
She confesses a
for
stoned
alive
and
her
mother
preference
being
promises
to help her out of the dilemma.
When all have concealed themselves around a corner,

of true love

waiting to enjoy the culmination of the joke, Falstaff enters

and proves himself master of the honeyed phraseology of
love. He is interrupted in his puffy protestations by the warn"
hard on his track,
filled
ing that Ford is coming
with tremendous rage and cursing all the daughters of Eve."
The women hastily conceal him in the buck-basket and
Ford, with Barnearly smother him with soiled linen.
and
Pistol
and
all
the
dolph
neighbors, rage about the
house and Nannetta and Fenton take advantage of the
hubbub to continue their love-making behind a screen,
from which suddenly is heard the sound of a rapturous
"
kiss.
All advance cautiously, remembering that
a man of
.

that size cannot be routed with a breath."

upset and Nannetta

Now
the

.

The

.

screen

is

disclosed blushing in Fenton's arms.
orders are given to chuck the family washing into

Thames and

is

in spite of the protests of the contents of

the buck-basket, this is done.
In the third act, Falstaff

is seen at his old haunt, the
Garter Tavern, musing on the rascally world and calling for
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While in this
mulled sack to soothe his ruffled feelings.
is
Mrs.
an elabohe
with
mood,
approached by
Quickly
buck-basket
no fault
that
the
was
rate explanation
episode
of the lovely Alice and that she fain would see him again.
little flattery does the work and Falstaff
agrees to a
midnight meeting at Herne's Oak, he to be in the dis-

A

It is a weird company
guise of the Black Huntsman.
Fenton is
which awaits his arrival in Windsor Forest.
Oberon, Nannetta the queen of the fairies and there are
Falstaff is no lagtroops of hobgoblins, sprites and elves.
gard in love but is on hand at the stroke of midnight
dressed as Herne the Huntsman. The supernatural bevy lies
low while he greets his mistress but, at a signal from
Bardolph, they fall upon him and pinch him, claw him and
roll him about until he cries for mercy.
Finally the breathless old sinner recognizes Bardolph by his red nose and
"
been made an ass of."
begins to suspect that he has

Page thinks to celebrate the fat knight's discomfiture
the
by
marriage of his daughter to Caius who is to be
disguised as a monk; but it is Fenton behind the cowl
and the true lovers are united instead. Page is inclined
and everybody goes off to supper, still shaking

to be forgiving

with laughter over the night's adventure.
"
Falstaff
in every respect a remarkable work.
is
It was composed when Verdi was eighty years of age
On the conbut shows no signs of falling off in power.
it to be his masterpiece,
musical
esteem
authorities
trary,
albeit the general public has been slow in its acceptance of
'

the great work.
It is filled with the spirit of youth and
of joy.
It ripples with laughter and true musical humor
from beginning to end, although not without occasional

moments of exquisite tenderness.
on perfection, one critic declaring

borders

Boito's libretto

"

best
probably
written and planned book ever presented to a composer."
He has translated Shakespeare with love and respect and

has preserved admirably the
"
"

When

Falstaff

was

first

spirit

the

it

and the English

presented at

La

flavor.

Scala Theatre,

FALSTAFF
it

was acclaimed one of

the greatest
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works ever heard within

those famous walls.

As

to notable passages in the opera, which has, by the
overture nor prelude there may be mentioned an
no
way,
effective chattering quartet in E major for the women's
voices, unaccompanied, the reading of Falstaff's love-let"
ters
Honor " soliloquy the ensemble music of the
the
second act, the buck-basket episode; the fat knight's famous
;

;

"

scherzetto,
"

grace

song

;

When

I

was page

to

the

Duke

of Norfolk's

the love duet of Nannetta and Fenton

in the scene of the

Nannetta's
haunted forest and the wonderful

vocal fugue which brings the

work

to a close.

;

MANON LESCAUT
"

Manon

"

is a lyric drama in four acts with
music by Giacomo Puccini, the libretto being the work of
the composer and a committee of friends, with an English
version by Mowbray Marras after the familiar work of the
same name by Abbe Prevost.
It was first presented in
Turin in 1893.

Lescaut

CHARACTERS.
Manon

Lescaut.
Lescaut, her brother, a sergeant of the king's guards.
The Chevalier Des Grieux.

Geronte de Ravoir, Treasurer-General.

Edmondo, a

The

A

student.

Innkeeper.

singer.

The Dancing-Master.

A

lamplighter.

Sergeant of the Royal Archers.

A

captain in the navy.

The Hair-Dresser.
Singers, old beaus and abbes, girls, citizens, villagers,
students, people, courtezans, archers, sailors.

The opera opens

at

Amiens,

in the later

half of the

the square where the post-chaises
Eighteenth Century,
frolic
the gayest of throngs, students
Paris.
Here
for
depart
element.
a
Among the students are
conspicuous
being
in

Edmondo and Des

Grieux, the latter a youth of good family,
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who, when chaffed by his companions, declares gaily that he
knows nothing of the dismal farce called love. While all
the young fellows take time from their
drinking and cardplaying

to

with

flirt

the girls

who

stroll

by

upon

the

avenue, a diligence draws up at the inn from which alights
a young girl, Manon Lescaut, accompanied by her brother

and Geronte, an
!uggage
inn and

is

elderly state official.

being disposed of, the girl

During the time the
sits

down

before the

approached by Des Grieux, who is enchanted
with her grace and beauty. With much simplicity she tells
him her name. She also tells him that on the morrow she
is

is to be consigned forever to a convent.
To her admirer's
expression of horror that one so well fitted for the joyousness of the world should endure such a gloomy fate,

she makes answer that there is no escape from the dictates
of the paternal will. Geronte, too, is fascinated by the lovely
Manon and her brother shows some inclination to dispose of

her to the highest bidder.

While Lescaut, who

is a profesother
gambler
many
unsavory qualities, is engaging the students in disastrous play, Geronte, who
has planned to elope with Manon, gives orders to the landlord to have a carriage waiting for a man and a maiden

sional

who

with, in addition,

will ride to Paris like the wind.

these

directions

infatuation,
resolves to

tells

and having observed

him of the

girl's peril.

Edmondo
his

overhears

friend's

sudden

Des Grieux speedily

When
place in the carriage.
half-hearted
offers
but
a
resistance
to
she
appears,
her abduction at the hands of the charming youth, and in
a trice the two madcaps are on their way to Paris followed
take

Geronte's

Manon

by the maledictions of the

The two young

baffled roue.

lovers pass an idyllic period

together
funds give out, and when Lescaut tracks
them to their abode, Manon with whom the desire for luxury
is a veritable passion, falls a victim to the worldly allurements held out by the rich old libertine Geronte and runs
away with him.
in Paris but their
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the opening of the second act, we find her installed
house.
She sits in a splendid salon, surrounded by servants, hair-dressers, singers and dancingmasters.
Lescaut is much pleased with this arrangement,

At

in

Geronte's

for he

not above accepting the ill-earned bounty of his
He
Just as her coiffure is finished, he comes in.
him
her
and
should
thank
tells
her
that
she
compliments
"
for rescuing her from
the modest little cottage very rich
in kisses but short in money."
But Manon presents many
is

sister.

strangely constrasting phases of character and much as the
luxury delights her, she finds herself unable to forget Des

Grieux and his refined and poetical devotion, which forgives
for her sake his exile from home and the withdrawal of
his allowance.

She

is

not very

much

the minuet and when Des Grieux,

interested in learning
dejected, appears at her

apartment, having long sought trace of her, she throws
her arms about him in rapture and overwhelms him with
Thus they are surprised by Geronte, who
endearments.
angrily reproaches her for her ingratitude and faithlessness.
In reply she laughs at him and bids him look in the mirror

and prove

to himself his inability to inspire love.
Geronte,
roused to fury, causes her arrest and has her sentenced to
"
fille de joie."
be deported as a
Manon accepts her lot with the fortitude which char-

She makes one attempt to escape from the
harbor at Havre but is recaptured. Before this, Des Grieux
The
has visited her to kiss her hands through the bars.
she passes to the ship with the other
roll
is
called,
women of her unhappy class, weeping and cowering under
The agony
the stares and rude comments of the crowd.
of Des Grieux, who is a witness of her humiliation, touches
the captain, who allows him to come on board and, as the
original tale has it, he becomes a cabin-boy in order to be

acterizes her.

near her.

The

last

act finds

wandering on the

They

Manon and

her lover in America,
New Orleans.

plains near the territory of

are lost in a strange country, weary and thirsty, and
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form of Manon is racked with fever. Bravely
she tries to keep on and to lend encouragement to her heavyhearted companion but at last is overcome with exhaustion
the delicate

and falls in a swoon. The distracted young man revives her
and leaves her for a few moments in the hope of finding
some woodland hut which may afford them refuge. At
sunset he returns unsuccessful, to find her delirious.
Finally,
as her weakness increases, the terrible realization that the
chill of death is upon his beloved Manon is forced upon him.

With her

breath

last

depths of her love,

murmuring

Time
But

its

the

Manon

finds

joy in protesting the

at the last,

my

will obliterate
faults
love will never die.

my

The work which captivated Italy and which has made
way successfully into other countries is an example of
new school of realism. Many of its scenes are treated

with great power, notably the embarkation at Havre. There
have been several operatic versions of Abbe Prevost's celebrated but unpleasant romance, among them one by Auber,
one by Massenet and one by Kleenmichel, but this is genIt was Puccini's first success.
erally conceded to be the best.
Notable passages are the song of heart-free Des Grieux,
"
"
Tra voi, belle, brunee bionde
(" With you fair ones,
brunette or blonde ") the chorus which welcomes the arrival
;

"
of the diligence Des Grieux's greeting to Manon,
Oh, come
gravi le vostre parole" ("Ah, how earnest are thy speech
and manner"); the charming duet of Manon and her
"
brother the music of the minuet Manon's song,
L'ora,
"
is
The
hour,
Tersa,
Tirsa, e vaga e bella
fav'ring
("
and fair ") the rapturous duet when the lovers meet in
Geronte's salon; the lovely intermezzo before Act III; the
;

;

;

O

O

;

of the sergeant on the dock at Havre Des Grieux's
commandant to take him on board and Des
"
Non mi rispondi,
Grieux's song to Manon in the wilderness,
roll-call

;

plea to the

amore" ("Wilt thou not answer? beloved").

I

MEDICI

"

I Medici," an historical opera in four acts, with words
and music by Ruggiero Leoncavallo, was produced at La
Scala in Milan, in November, 1893.

CHARACTERS
Lorenzo

de' Medici.

Giuliano de' Medici.
Giambattista da Montesecco, a Papal captain.

Francesco Pazzi.
Bernardo Bandini.
Salviati, the
II

Archbishop.

Poliziano.

Simonetta Cattanei.
Fioretta de' Gori.
of Simonetta.

The Mother

Citizens, populace, public singers, conspirators.

The

action passes at Florence, in the latter part of the
When the curtain of the first act rises,
Fifteenth Century.
a wooded hill near the city is seen, with glimpses of a river
It is noon.
in the background.
Lorenzo de' Medici and his

younger brother Giuliano, enter and Lorenzo admits that he
long has felt that the enmity of the Pope is directed against
His suspicions are not without ground, for
their family.
at that very moment Montesecco and his fellow conspirators
Voices are heard and all disperse,
are plotting near by.
When all are gone Simonetta
some joining the hunt.
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strolls in.

She

is

followed by her friend, Fioretta.

Simon-

oppressed by sadness, although she has no tangible
Fioretta leaves her and she is suddenly conreason for it.
fronted by Montesecco.
Taken with her beauty, he tries

etta

is

to seize her but she evades him, her scorn only increasing
his admiration.
He is distracted by the tumult arising from

the pursuit of a deer by hunters and dogs.
The terrified
its pursuers, much to
Simonetta's delight.

animal eludes

Giuliano returns and

Simonetta

falls

in

love with

him

at

As

they converse Montesecco spies upon them
from the bushes. Giuliano tells the girl only his first name

first

sight.

and makes an appointment with her for the morrow. Fiorcomes unexpectedly to rejoin Simonetta and she, too,

etta

love with the attractive patrician youth.
In the second act, the scene shifts to the Square of
Santa Trinita.
The night is falling. Here are gathered
the Archbishop, Francesco Pazzi, Montesecco and the other
"
There is much talk of the
cause," which is
conspirators.
to assassinate the dangerously ambitious Medici.
They are
the
arrival
of
the
crowd.
in
their
interrupted
plotting by
His
his
musicians.
is
de'
Medici
and
them
Lorenzo
Among
the
are
is
so
excellent
that
delighted, and
people
singing
when his identity becomes known, the cry of the Medici
Simonetta and
is echoed from many approving throats.
her mother appear and against the advice of her parent,
falls in

the girl dances and sings.
unconscious.
Giuliano is

At

last she sinks to the

ground

deep distress, while Fioretta
watches him half jealously.
Simonetta is borne away and
Giuliano, left with Fioretta, asks to be kept informed of
Simonetta's condition.
Giuliano, noticing his companion's
sadness, questions her about it.
Finally she confesses that
she loves

him and,

in

kissing him, hurries away.

Act III reveals through the darkness the interiors of the
adjacent houses of Simonetta and Fioretta, and, in the
foggy distance, Montesecco's house and an old bridge over
Fioretta climbs the stairs leading from Simonthe Arno.
to her own.
house
The memory of Simonetta's kisses
etta's

I
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brings deep compunction to her, for she knows that her
The confriend little guesses her intimacy with Giuliano.
spirators gather and see Giuliano cross the bridge and hurry
to the house of Fioretta.
They spy upon him and find

that he is on business of love.
Giuliano asks anxiously
about Simonetta and Fioretta tells him that the girl speaks
continually of him.
Simonetta, meantime, overhears the plot of the conShe is disspirators to kill the Medici on the morrow.
covered by Montesecco and admits that she knows all. When
asked what she will do, she declares stanchly that she
will warn the victims.
The crafty Montesecco leads her to
Fioretta's window, where she sees her friend in Giuliano's
embrace. Montesecco has miscalculated, however, for instead
of desiring revenge, she rushes in to tell her story.
She has
"
"
falls
dead.
Medici
she
the
when
merely gasped Tomorrow,
The interior of the church of Santa Reparata is seen
in the fourth act.
Mass is being said and the church is
Montesecco and his allies circulate among
filled with people.
them, inciting them against the Medici. Fioretta, upon her
Lorenzo
knees, fervently implores pardon for her sins.
Murenters with II Poliziano, followed by four gentlemen.
murs of disapproval are heard and it is evident that the
Finally Giuliano
conspirators have worked to some avail.
his
the
find
that the time is
brother
and
conspirators
joins
Giuliano
and stab him
for
action.
They creep upon
ripe
There
but Lorenzo and his followers defend themselves.
"
"
is general confusion and cries of
Death to the tyrants
are heard.
Lorenzo, gaining a point of vantage, tries to
show the people that they are wrong. He finally succeeds
in getting their attention, and they begin to distrust the
Fioretta leans over the wounded Giuliano,
conspirators.
his last breath, he confesses to his brother
With
weeping.
should
have
been his wife and consigns her to his
that she
Now the people cry that Giuliano's death shall be
care.
avenged and the church resounds with the Medici cry,
"Palle! Palle!"

HANSEL AND GRETEL
"

"

Hansel and Gretel
is a fairy opera in three acts,
the music being by Engelbert Humperdinck and the libretto
by his sister, Frau Adelheid Wette. It is the nursery legend
"
of
The Babes in the Wood," told in German fashion. The

work was

first

produced

in

Munich, Dec. 30, 1893.

CHARACTERS.
Peter, a broom-maker.

Gertrude, his wife.
Hansel,
>

their children.

Gretel,

The Witch, who

eats children.

Sandman, the sleep

fairy.

Dewman, the dawn fairy.
The enchanted children.
The fourteen angels.

There are three

scenes, the first of

which

is

laid in the

He and
wretched
cottage of Peter, the broom-maker.
to
town
to
sell
their
wares
have
his wife, Gertrude,
gone
his
in
sister
Gretel
and
Hansel
and have left
possession of
little

For a while they are very good children, the
boy working at a broom and the girl knitting stockings.
But soon they realize that they are hungry. Except for the
the house.

jug of milk with which the mother is to make a porridge
she comes home, the house is in the sad condition of
Mother Hubbard's cupboard. They do not quite dare to

when
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drink the milk and they do not care to work, so they begin
to dance.
This is such great fun that they keep it up
until they grow dizzy and fall laughing upon the floor.
But
the mother comes in just then and, angry at finding them
idle, boxes the boy's ears and accidentally knocks over the
milk, not only spilling it but breaking the pitcher as well.
This is such a catastrophe that the poor woman bursts into
tears and curtly tells the children to
berries in the wood and not to come

go and hunt straw-

home

until the basket

while when the
father comes back and it is apparent at once that he has
had fine luck, for he is singing a song and the basket on
his arm is full of good things to eat.
He has indeed sold
all his brooms
and there will be something beside dry
bread for a while. When his wife tells him that the children
have been sent away to the forest of Ilsenstein, he is horriis

full.

fied,

They have been gone but a

for he

knows

on
Hansel and

that they live
find

that

it

is

children.

little

there that the witches ride and
In terror, they both rush out to

Gretel.

In the second

act,

we

find the

two children

in the forest.

The boy
brimful of fruit.
crowns his sister with a rose-wreath, while she gives him a
strawberry as a reward. It tastes good and he eats another.
Then she tries one, and behold in a few moments the basket
is empty.
They would even brave the wrath at home but it
is dark and they cannot find the way and the forest is full of
It

is

sunset and the basket

is

!

sounds and peering faces.
Thoroughly frightlie down in each other's arms, trying to say their
evening prayers. They find comfort in the familiar words,
When at night I go to sleep

terrifying

ened, they

Fourteen angels watch do keep:

Two my head protecting,
Two my feet directing,
Two upon my left in sight,
Two there are who warmly cover,
Two above me always hover,
Two to whom the word is given,
To guide my steps to heaven.

HANSEL AND GRETEL
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Sandman comes in a mist, sprinkling sand in
and they sink to sleep. The mist becomes a stairand the angels descend and stand guard about the
the

their eyes,
case,
children.

In the third act, they are awakened by the little Dewman, and, wandering into the woods, they find the Witch's
house with its fence of gingerbread figures about it. They
are hungry, so invited by a gentle voice within, they nibble
at the cakes that are on the house and, of course, the Witch

comes out and seizes them. She puts Hansel in a cage to
fatten on almonds and raisins and is about to thrust the

when the clever brother, who
enchantment wand and slipthe
has freed himself, picks up
the
Witch, pushes her head first into the
ping up behind
plump Gretel

into the oven,

oven.

A

The
great many fine things happen in the finale.
to
the
turned
oven cracks open, revealing
Witch,
gingerbread
The gingerbread children become flesh and blood again
simply by the touching of the fingers of Hansel and Gretel
and Peter and Gertrude find their children safe and sound.
This charming setting of a simple nursery tale was
originally intended to be only an unpretentious work for
home presentation. The composer's sister wished a little
singspiel for the use of her children and thus began the
Humperdinck was asked to supply the
writing of the text.

He

composed the work, using as his thematic
material a number of the well-known German folk-songs.
As he worked, his enthusiasm and interest grew and soon
the determination was reached to make the work an opera.
The influence of Wagner was strong on the composer and,

music.

while the musical setting he has supplied is perhaps disproportionately elaborate and complex for so simple a story as
is this nursery tale, the beauty of the music itself and the
irresistible appeal of the book have made the opera a recognized masterpiece throughout the world.
Among the numbers which linger in one's
the orchestral number,

"The

memory

are

Witch's Ride;" the beautiful
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prayer of the children in the forest scene; the Sandman's
lullaby; the music accompanying the appearance of the
angels; the waltz of Hansel and Gretel before the house of
the Witch and the final "Hymn of Thanksgiving,"

When

past hearing is our
God, the Lord, will send

grief,
relief.

LA NAVARRAISE
"

"
a lyric
Navarraise," termed by its composer
episode in one act," with text by Jules Claretie and H. Cain,
and music by Jules fimile Frederic Massenet, was produced
in London in 1894.

La

CHARACTERS.
Garrido, a general of the Royalist troops.
Remigio, a farmer.
Araquil, his son, sergeant in the Biscayan
Ramon, a lieutenant in the same regiment.

regiment.

Bustamente, a sergeant in the same regiment.
Anita, a girl of Navarre, betrothed to Araquil.
Officers,
soldiers,
military
villagers,
chaplain

and

surgeon.

The opera opens

a public square in a village near
in springtime, soldiers begrimed
with powder straggle past and a group of women pray in
The booming of cannon and the
silence before a Madonna.
Bilboa.

It

is

in

an evening

the air and bring the terrified women
that Garrido, general of the
Royalist troops, has tried vainly to retake a Basque village
from the Carlist leader, Zuccaraga.
One of his officers,

rattle of

to

their

Ramon,

who

musketry
feet.

is

It

fill

develops

timidly approached by Anita, a girl of Navarre,
breathlessly for news of her soldier sweet-

inquires

But he can tell her nothing.
As she is
Araquil.
of
medallion
the
leaden
which
the
to
Virgin,
hangs
praying
heart,
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about her neck a battalion appears and Anita scans the
ranks eagerly. It passes and Araquil is not of it. Finally
he comes, having been delayed by military duty, and Anita
casts herself into his arms and covers his face with kisses.
Oblivious to everything but each other they are interrupted
in their endearments by the approach of Remigio, Araquil's
father, who is delighted at the safe return of his son of
whom he is very proud. But he has no gentle words for this
girl of Navarre, for he is ambitious for his son and looks
Whoever weds Araquil must
higher for a wife for him.
have a dowry equal to his own property. Anita loves too
well to be angry, she only asks how much that dowry must
"
be and is hopeless when he answers carelessly,
Two thousand douros." He might as well ask her to bring him the
moon. Araquil entreats his father to be lenient but to no
avail.

Garrido comes to raise Araquil to a lieutenancy and his
prouder of him than ever, hurries him away from

father,

Night comes on and the

Anita.

Araquil's father

girl still

was

lingers

She

in

the

is

only
a stranger, an outcast, a beggar. What is there left for her
but to go on alone and broken-hearted? Finally she overhears Garrido talking with Ramon.
Zuccaraga has been
square, dejected.

right.

all the general's friends have fallen
would give a fortune to any one who would
take Zuccaraga.
A fortune! Pale and with staring eyes,
she goes to Garrido and tells him that she will do the deed.

having fresh
before him.

victories,

He

away

is

name but she answers

that she has
and runs
a
from
Navarre,
only
girl
"

Astonished, he aske her

no name, that she

into the darkness.

Mere empty

threatening," mut-

ters the officer.

Yes, the
Araquil comes back, seeking his sweetheart.
have seen her.
She was bound for Zuccaraga's
camp.
They are full of insinuations. The Carlist leader
soldiers

women, it seems. Araquil is wild and, as the
he
rushes away to find out for himself.
Shots
breaks,
day
are heard, for the Carlists have risen. Anita comes back
loves pretty

LA NAVARRAISE
the

to

Royalists,

deathly

Garrido that she has

tells

and demands the money.

pale,

her

fufilled
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arm wounded.

She

her part of the bargain

Remorsefully he pays

it,

binding

her to secrecy.

While Anita is gloating over the gold which will bring
her such joy, Araquil, who has traced her to the Carlist
camp and who believes in her guilt, is brought, wounded.

He
is

accuses her of unfaithfulness but she cares only that he
When he sees the gold, he tells her that she has

hurt.

Just then the bells ring out for Zuccaraga's
people say that he was killed last night by

sold herself.

The

death.

The eyes of Araquil are fixed upon Anita's
an assassin.
hands and she fancies that he can see the blood upon them
and hides them in terror. Then he understands and, point"
The price of
ing to the money, cries in an awful tone,
blood," and falls back dead. Remigio drives her away from
his son's body and she is about to curse the Madonna, who

when she hears the bells in the distance
her wedding-day.
Then she kisses the
leaden medallion and laughs joyfully, for La Navar-

has forsaken her,

and fancies
little

raise

is

it

is

mad.

the histrionic ability of the one cast in the role
of Anita depends chiefly the success of this warlike drama,
with its persistent din of battle, for it is more of an acting
than a singing part.

Upon

Among the important passages in its vivid score may
be mentioned the duet of Anita and Araquil upon their
"
Ton souvenir m'a protege " ("I thought of thee,
meeting,

my

darling only") and Araquil's song,

to look for Anita in the square,

aimee?"
the

"

Que

when he comes back
deviens-tu done

mon

comest thou not?").
Also effective are
beautiful nocturne which accompanies the

("Why

strangely

sleep of the soldiers who are stretched upon their blankets
in the road; Anita's song over the gold and her raving

when

she goes mad, and the song sung by the soldiers and
Sergeant Bustamente to the music of his guitar, when just
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'

they gather around the soup-pot.
of
this sinister piece is effective:
translation
English
I've
three houses in Madrid!
Bustamente.

before

lights out,

Chorus.

Oh, you poor old soldier!
gaol, and the place where the dead are hid!

Bust.

The

Chorus.

And

Bust.

But

Chorus.

He

the hospital, too, for the soldier!

my sweetheart Isabelle!
has his sweetheart, you can tell!
I've

So, as for sorrow

Sing away, boys,
Bust.

The

let it fly!
let

the dead

men

lie!

soldier's love is but a flower,

Chorus.

Oh, yon poor old soldier!

Bust.

Chorus.

The bugle sounds
"
"
Good bye says

Bust.

But

Chorus.

The

the parting hour,
the poor old soldier.

I've another sweetheart yet!
has another, don't forget!
So as for sorrow, let it fly!
Sing away, boys, let the dead men

He

lie!

v..

V B<

MADAME MARCELLA SEMBRICH,
As Mimi,
Famous
Puccfr859

and

Feb. pianist

in

La Boheme.

prima donna, who was born in
who was an accomplished violinist and
Polish

before

her

voice

developed.

Was

sent

to

hen Leipsic Conservatory to study under Wilhelm Stengel,
and later became his wife. Made her debut in 1877
as a singer in 1 Puritani. Visited the United States

Her greatest successes have been made
Mozart's operas, and she has sung with great success in Barber of Seville, Martha, La Traviata and La

first in 1883.
ii:

Mimi in La Boheme and the leading
The Daughter of the Regiment, are two of her

Sonnambula.
role in

greatest roles.

She

is

now and

ber of the

given

and
the

t

ri

many

has been for several years a

Metropolitan
recitals

mem-

Opera Company, and has

throughout the country.
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LA BOHEME
"

La Boheme

"

"

Bohemia," an opera in four acts
Illica and music by Giacomo
Puccini, was first presented at the Teatro Reggio, Turin,
Feb. 1, 1896.
The plot is based on Murger's novel, Bohemian Life.
or

with book by Giacosa and

CHARACTERS.
Rudolph, a poet.
Marcel, a painter.
Colline, a philosopher.
Schaunard, a musician.
Benoit, an importunate landlord.
Alcindoro, a state councilor and follower of Musetta.

Parpignol.
Musetta, a grisette.
Mimi, a maker of embroidery.
streetcitizens,
shopkeepers,
work-girls,
vendors, soldiers, restaurant waiters, boys, girls, etc.
Time, about 1830.

Students,

The action begins in an attic-studio in the Latin
Quarter in Paris, where are discovered Rudolph and Marcel, the latter painting on what he announces is to be his

"
The Passage of the Red Sea." It is cold
masterpiece,
and there is no fuel and Marcel is about to sacrifice one of

when Rudolph
drama manuscript.

the rickety chairs,
his

insists

upon using instead
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As a

cheerful

blaze

is

Colline joins them,

kindled,

grumbling because he has been unable to pawn his books.
Their joy is great when Schaunard comes, bringing a supply of food and fuel, and a feast is soon in progress.
Benoit, the landlord,

interrupts

it

with demands for rent

money but they give him wine and

lead

him

to

confess

a sad old rogue, until under the pretense of fearing contamination, they forcibly eject him.
Finally they
all leave with the exception of Rudolph who begins to
write, but stops at the knock of Mimi, a girl of beautiful
but delicate appearance, who comes to his door to ask
for a light.
She faints at the threshold but is restored
with wine. As she is leaving, she loses her key, and both
candles are accidentally extinguished.
While groping about
for the key, their hands meet in the dark, and they acknowledge their sudden and mutual love. They go out
that he

is

together,
girl,

who

the

enamored

lives

Rudolph

and

the

frail

poetical

alone in an attic and by her embroidery

earns a meager living.
The second act takes place near the Cafe Momus, where
the lights are gay and the picturesque and motley crowd of
the Latin Quarter flit about; where the air is full of the
cheerful cries of the street-vendors, acclaiming their wares,
hot coffee, chestnuts and sweetmeats; while above all is
"
heard the strident inquiry,
Who'll buy some pretty toys
"
from Parpignol ?
This spot is regularly frequented by the
"
four inseparable companions, who are nicknamed
The Four

Musketeers." Rudolph buys Mimi a bonnet and introduces
her to his comrades, whom he finds at supper. At this
"
surname is
instant, Musetta, a famous grisette, whose
a
and
Temptation,"
being petulant
unprincipled but fasciwith
a
foolish
old state councilor,
Alcindoro,
nating, appears
who is dancing attendance upon her. Marcel has formerly
been her gallant, but has been discarded. He struggles to

appear indifferent, but his agitation is plainly evident.
Musetta boldly tries to draw his attention and finally pretending that her shoe pinches, orders old Alcindoro off to
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buy her a new

In his absence a most ardent reconfind they have not the
wherewithal for the meal and Musetta saves the situation

pair.
ciliation is effected.

The comrades

their bill to hers and leaving them both for
Alcindoro, after which subtle strategy Marcel and Colline
carry her off shoeless through the crowd.
Rudolph and Mimi have been living together for

by adding

months when Act

several

for

the

very

intensity

III begins; but, alas, not happily,
their love brings them pain.

of

continually jealous and for purely fanciful
lovers realize the advisability of saying farewell forever.
Mimi has come to the tavern where Musetta

Rudolph

is

reasons.

The

and Marcel are staying and have been joined by Rudolph,
with this purpose in mind. It is February and snow covers

Over the tavern hangs, as its sign-board,
the ground.
"
Marcel's familiar canvas,
The Passage of the Red Sea."
Marcel finds the girl gazing wistfully into the gaily lighted
is in the clutches of consumption and coughher
words. The sympathetic Marcel upholds
ing interrupts
her in her intention and when Rudolph appears they say a

hostelry.

She

pathetic farewell

and go

their separate ways.

The fourth act occurs in the attic-studio of the first
act.
Here Rudolph and Marcel, again separated from
Musetta, pretend to work but are really absorbed in thoughts
of the past.
Colline and Schaunard enter with four rolls
and a herring and they try to make merry over this poor
fare.
While thus engaged, Musetta rushes in to tell them
that Mimi is on the stairs below, too weak to ascend.
They

bring her in and, while they get her in bed, Musetta relates
how she found Mimi dying and begging to be taken to

Rudolph.

whose

Mimi

commends to Marcel Musetta,
him she has fathomed and feigns sleepi-

revives,

real love for

They embrace

ness in order to be left alone with her lover.

affectionately, she assures him of her unaltering love and he
brings out for her to try on the Ifttle rose-covered bonnet

he had bought for her when first they fell
they are laughing over the memory, Mimi

in love.
is

While

seized with a
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spasm of suffocation and falls back dead, and the curtain
slowly falls on the sorrow of the stricken Rudolph and his
friends.

Among

the striking numbers in the score are,

in

the

the duet of Rudolph and Marcel, expressive of their
trials and the duet of Mimi and Rudolph; in the second

first act,

act,

Musetta's waltz song and in Act IV,

scene with the dying Mimi.

Marcel's final

SHAMUS O'BRIEN
"

Shamus O'Brien," a romantic comic opera in two acts
with music by Dr. Charles Villiers Stanford and text by
George H. Jessop, founded on the poem by Jos. Sheridan
Le Fanu, was

first

produced in London

in 1896.

CHARACTERS.
Shamus O'Brien, "on

his keeping," outlawed.

Father O'Flynn, the parish priest of Ballyhamis.
Captain Trevor, of the British army.
Mike Murphy, a peasant farmer.
Sergeant Cox, of Captain Trevor's company.

Nora O'Brien, wife

of

Shamus.

Kitty O'Toole, sister to Nora.
Little Paudeen, the heir of the O'Briens.
Soldiers, peasants, villagers, etc.

The
the

scene

rebellion

is

of

laid

1798.

in

Ireland,

after the suppression of
Irish

Shamus O'Brien, a young

chafing against the heavy hand of England, has
committed some act of insubordination and Captain Trevor
and his men are on his track. It soon becomes apparent
that Shamus is a hero worth having, for even before he
patriot,

appears, the various characters celebrate the merits of their
"
darlint," and we learn that

Romulus and Ramus
lived along o' Shamus
They'd be like two puppy jackals wid a

If

Had

lion.
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Such a conquering hero has succeeded, of course, in
winning the girl of his choice and some time before the
story begins, Shamus has married the charming Nora
O'Toole, much to the distaste of the farmer, Mike Murphy,
who has wanted her for himself. Murphy has vowed
vengeance on his more fortunate rival and he is not the one
to pass by such an opportunity to secure it as that of betray-

The prospect
ing Shamus into the hands of his pursuers.
of receiving the blood-money and of recourting the widow
Nora does away with any scruples he might have possessed.
While on military duty, Captain Trevor

falls in love with
Nora's pretty sister Kitty. The courting of rustic swains
has left this lass unmoved, although she plaintively assures
us that she has a heart "if they could only get to it."
She
is still coy but there is some indication that the captain is on
the road at any rate which leads to Kitty's heart.
Shamus comes and there is a scene in which he, the
It
warm-hearted Father O'Flynn, Nora and Kitty figure.
Irish
is
full
of stanch Irish patriotism and traditional

hopefulness and

we

see

for ourselves

that his associates think him.

to quote his
I've

own

He

is

that

Shamus

is

all

ready for any fate and,

words,

sharpened the sword for the sake Ould Erin,

I've carried a pike when she called on her sons;
I ran the risk then, and I will not be fearin'

The enemy's gallows no more than

his guns.

followed by a crowd of
in upon them, making
villagers.
for
the
who
inquiries
keenly appreciating the joke,
fugitive,
as
in
the search through the bogs
offers
to
act
gaily
guide
and succeeds in completely blinding his pursuers. Poor
Nora cannot share in the care-freeness which her husband

Shamus, as

is

usually the case,

is

Captain Trevor comes

and Father O'Flynn questions her as to her downShe admits that for two nights she has heard
the Banshee cry and that she fears the third cry, which will
mean death for her Shamus. The gloom which her

exhibits

cast looks.

recountal has occasioned

is

banished by the arrival of the

SHAMUS O'BRIEN
old Piper ready for a dance.
that he has

Looked upon sorrow
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Father O'Flynn

the

crowd

troops

them

of several types,

But seldom seen one wouldn't yield to the

and

tells

away

to

profit

by

pipes.

the

reverend

counsel.

When

night

is

falling,

the traitorous

Mike

leads

the

Captain to the cottage of O'Brien and Shamus is seized. As
he is led away, the Irishmen shout defiance to the oppressors.
Act II finds Captain Trevor lamenting the fact that,
forced to obey the imperial decree in respect to Shamus
O'Brien, he will lose the love of the latter's pretty sister-inWhile plunged in gloomy meditation, he is
law, Kitty.
approached by Mike who finding Glengall too warm for

him, wants his blood-money in order that he may depart.
Mike finds that the Captain has no gratitude to bestow upon
him for making his duty all too plain.

Nora comes
the people,

clemency

is

to plead for Shamus and is supported by
that the rebellion is over and that

who argue
in order.

But with

real regret,

reads the court's decision that at
hanged near Ballyhamis.

we

Captain Trevor
shall be

dawn Shamus

our characters waiting to take
Shamus, who, like a true Irishman, tries
Father O'Flynn
to be debonair even at the hour of death.
and
there is a note
he
furnish
what
comfort
is there to
may
In the third

act,

find

their last look at

of cowed desperation evident in the words of the people,
who have learned the bitter lesson that struggling against
Free now to speak the truth
the stronger power is futile.

with no fear of the consequences, Shamus makes his

last

oration to the British soldiers:
call me a rebel, and still I defy you!
You're slaves and you're cowards, again and again.
If yourselves had a foe in your own land to try you,
Perhaps the experience might make of you men.

You

Then Nora bravely lifts up the baby Paudeen
kiss and Shamus O'Brien goes to his death.

for

him

to
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"

"
Shamus O'Brien is Dr. Stanford's most convincing
work. He has drawn upon the native music of his own

country for his inspiration and the opera exhibits a

downtrodden

The

warm

happy with
and
the
has the
of
delectable
music
brogue
seasoning
"
matchless Irish swing which makes
The Wearin' o' the
"
and kindred melodies so fetching. Among the spirgreen
"
Where is the Man that
ited numbers are Kitty's query,
Nora's song of the Banshee;
is coming to marry me?"
"
Mike's number,
When I used to be young " and Captain
"
"
"
Trevor's songs,
My Heart is Thrall," I love old Ireland
"

sympathy

for

its

and

Glengall."

Ireland.

text

is

MADAME

LILLIAN NORDICA,

As Bnmhilde

in Wagner's Valkyrie.
American prima donna who was born at Farming
ton, Me., in 1859, and who has become the greatest
Brunhilde of the day and famous in all the great
Wagnerian music-dramas such as Lohengrin, The
Valkyrie and Tristan and Isolde. After a course of
study in Boston and a season as vocalist with Gilrnore's band, she made her operatic debut at Brescia
in

1879

in

La

Traviata.

Studied the role of Elsa

under Mme. Cosima Wagner, creating the part at the
Bayreuth festival.
Mme. Nordica has a repertoire of forty operas.
She recently announced that she would establish on
the banks of the Hudson an institution modeled after
Bayreuth, where American music students could receive the best training without journeying to

Ger-

many.
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FEDORA
"

Fedora," a lyric drama in three acts with text by V.
Sardou, and music by Umberto Giordano, was first produced in Milan in 1898.

CHARACTERS.
Princess Fedora Romazov.
Countess Olga Sukarev.
Count Loris Ipanov.

De

Siriex,

a diplomat.

Dimitri, a groom.
Desire, an attendant.

Baron Rouvel.
Cyrill,

a cook.

Borov, a doctor.
Grech, a police officer.
Lorek, a surgeon.
Boleslav Lazinski.
Dr. Muller.
Marka, a waiter.
Basil, a domestic.
Ivan, a detective.

The

action of the beginning of the opera takes place

Count Vladimir Andrejemaking merry
well aware of their master's

in St. Petersburg at the house of
vich, captain of the guard.
in the parlors.
They are

The

servants are

and do not look for his return before the
dawn, especially as this is his last night of freedom, his

dissolute habits

wedding to the handsome young widow, the Princess Fedora
Romazov, being set for the morrow. The retainers laugh as
they suggest the ease with which he will dissipate her millions and enumerate his extravagant and questionable tastes.
They are surprised by a call from the Princess herself,
who comes to seek her fiance on some important matter.
Dimitri, the groom, departs hurriedly in the hope of finding
the count at his club, and Fedora, meantime, fondly examines the apartment

and delights

tion with her lover.

of

his

dissolute

life.

It is

in

it

because of

its

associa-

knows nothing
photograph from a

apparent that she

She

seizes

his

bracket and kisses

it, eulogizing the nobility of the original
and voicing her belief that a new life will begin for her on
the morrow.

But as she waits absorbed in happy dreams, the count
brought in mortally wounded. The house speedily fills
with officers, doctors and priests. Vladimir dies and Fedora
is
wild with grief.
Suspicion fastens on Count Loris
is
at once begun for him.
Fedora swears
Ipanov and search
is

solemnly by the cross to avenge his death.
The scene of the second act is laid in Paris. The
Princess Fedora is holding a brilliant reception. Among the
gentlemen who surround her is Loris, whom she has tracked
to the city and infatuated.
She feels that she has him at
her mercy but, to her chagrin, finds that she does not hate
him as she should. She begins to hope that her suspicions
are wrong and that he is innocent.
In his presence, Fedora
announces that she returns to Russia on the next day. The
prospect of losing her drives him to an impassioned declaration of love.
He admits that he cannot bring her honor
for he is proscribed for implication in the murder of
Vladimir.
It is a terrible moment for Fedora.
Her vow of
revenge bids her pursue her advantage and draw from him
a confession; her heart fears to know the truth. He asks
her if she loves him, and when she gives a breathless
"
affirmative, he says
Yes, I killed him."
Promising on the
next day to bring proof that he was justified, he leaves.
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A

Before his return the net has been spread for him.
has gone to the Russian Government guards stationed

letter

;

in the

garden are to whistle when all is ready and Fedora
him and send him down; the Russian ship on

shall dismiss

the Seine will be his prison.

He

comes.

He

tells

her that Vladimir, his professed

had seduced his wife who afterwards died. He
shows her letters which not only prove the truth of this, but
Vladimir's utter perfidy to Fedora on the very eve of their
wedding. The guards whistle below. Fedora gasps at the
sound of the signal. It is late. Loris says he must go.
She urges him to stay. He reminds her of the world and
its bitter tongue.
She says she does not care and turns the
friend,

key

in the door.

In the third act, Loris and Fedora are enjoying the
Their happiness
delights of her villa in the Bernese Alps.
almost childlike in its simplicity. They swing, they
is
Loris leaves Fedora a moment to go for
gather flowers.
his mail.
While he is gone she learns that her incriminating
letter has resulted in the arrest and execution of his brother,
and the death of his mother, whose heart has broken under
of tragedy.
When Loris comes back he
a
opens
despatch announcing his pardon. The thought of
return to mother, brother, friends and country, and the
realization that now it is in his power to honor Fedora, fills
the cumulation

Then he opens the letter which preceded the
joy.
and
learns
of the irreparable loss that has been his,
despatch
and that it has been brought about by an unknown woman
in Paris.
He begs Fedora to help him bring to justice the

him with

fiend

who

of this

has betrayed him.

Faltering she pleads the cause
loved Vladimir.

erring woman, who might have
she is the woman
he sees it all

He flings her
about to kill her but even in her despair she
thinks to save him.
She has, foreseeing some denouement
the
like this, poured
poison from a cross she wears into a
cup of tea. She drains it at a gulp and receives before she
Finally

:

down and

dies the

!

is

pardon of the broken-hearted Loris.

VERONIQUE
"Veronique, the Flower Girl," a comic opera in three
with music by Andre Messager and book by Van Loo
and Duval, was first produced in Paris in 1898.
acts,

CHARACTERS.
Florestan de Valiancourt.
Monsieur Loustot, a bailiff.
Seraphin, a groom.
Octave,
) _
Florestan
Felicien, }

s friends.

Monsieur Coquenard.
Er me ranee, Countess de Champ Azur.
Agatha,

Madame

Coquenard.

Aunt Benoit.
Denise, her niece.

Helene de Solanges.

An

orderly of the national reserve, waiters,

florists,

and others.
action of the opera takes place in 1840 in Paris,
merry pleasure-loving Paris of the reign of Louis

The
the

The

from one picturesque spot to
another; Coquenard's flower-shop being shown, the woods
in the park at Romainville and the reception-room in the
Monsieur Coquenard is a whimsical old flowerTuileries.
shop proprietor, who, in spite of his eminently peaceful purHis flirtations with the
suit, greatly covets military honor.
ambition and the
girls in the shop, the aforesaid military
Philippe.

scene shifts
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difficulty

he has with his sword,

when he

finally possesses one,

form the principal comedy elements.

The story chiefly concerns itself with the prank of
Helene de Solanges, a maid of honor at the Bourbon Court.
She is to be a party to a manage de convenance and much
dislikes the idea of a union without love.
The affianced, by
the way, have never met.
Helene and her aunt visit the
florist and from a gallery the girl beholds Florestan, her

He is flirting desperately with
betrothed, for the first time.
the handsome Madame Coquenard and the whole shopful of
fascinating

flower

girls.

He

is

sufficiently

pleasing

to

Helene to rouse her jealousy and later her deep resentment,
when he describes the dismay with which he awaits his
approaching marriage.
The sly Helene herself assumes the guise of a flower girl
and as the bewitching Veronique, wins the exclusive attention

Madame Coquenard,
also
shows
husband
susceptible
symptoms of undue
interest in his charming employee.
Florestan bewails more
bitterly than ever his approaching martyrdom, Helene now
of the fickle Florestan to the chagrin of

whose

enjoying these expressions to the utmost.
They meet again at a rustic wedding, where Coquenard
engages in a lively affair with Helene's aunt, who is also
in disguise, while Florestan makes an impassioned declaration to the humble flower girl who has so spoiled his peace
of mind. As the hour is approaching for her formal
reception of her fiance, she hastily escapes from Florestan's

A

little later,
attention by donning the veil of the bride.
when in great state she meets the sad young nobleman in

the reception-room of the Tuileries and he discovers that
the charming Veronique and Helene are one and the same,
his delight and embarrassment may easily be imagined.
The success which awaited this opera shows that the

world finds

who wants
"

itself just as much in sympathy with the maiden
to be loved for herself as it did in the days of

Rose of Castile." A more graceful, refined and
"
"
could not be
wholly amusing creation than
Veronique

the

VERONIQUE
desired.
is

dainty

The

repartee

and

tuneful.

253

delightfully witty and the music
"
captivating
Swing Song,"
Florestan in the second act usually

is

The

sung by Veronique and
soon appears on the pianos of those who have heard it; the
"
"
The bloom of an apple tree
the quartet
song and chorus,
"Between us all is over;" and Coquenard's humorous song
;

"Ask me not

"

also are deservedly popular.

DER BARENHAUTER
"

Der Barenhauter," or " The Bearskin Weaver," an

opera in three
ner,

acts,

was produced

with text and music by Siegfried WagHof Theatre in Munich, Jan. 22,

at the

1899.

CHARACTERS.
Hans

Kraft, a

young

soldier.

Melchior Frolich, the burgomaster.
Lena,
~)
Gunda, V his daughters.
Louise, 3

Parson Wippenbeck.
Nicholas Spitz, the innkeeper.

Anna, a waitress.
Carl Muffel,

) ,

ixr-u
Kasper Wilde, a sergeant,

r
j

T,-

The
The

from Plassenburg, the

fortress.

Stranger.
Devil.

Peasants, soldiers of Muffel's company.
Nymphs, children, a troop of little devils.

action takes place at the close of the Thirty Years'
and the scene is laid in the country about Bayreuth.

The

War

A

summer landscape near a

village

is first

A

shown.

crowd of peasants are hurrying to town
soldiers returning from the war.
They
received and welcomed by their friends.

to
all

joyous

welcome the
are

warmly

Finally,

Kraft comes, looking anxiously for his mother.

After

Hans
many
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vain inquiries, an old peasant informs him that his mother
died about three years before, that little property had been
left

and that the old home

Hans endeavors
but

is

now

to obtain lodging

in the hands of strangers.
from some of the peasants

refused in no very kindly manner.
As all run merrily
feast at the inn, Hans sinks to the ground and gives
to grief over the death of his mother and to indigna-

is

on to

way

tion over his treatment by the villagers.
Just then there appears, laughing heartily over Hans'
discomfiture, a person whom the young soldier easily recognizes as the Devil.
His Satanic Majesty reminds Hans that

the

war

is

over and that he has no money and offers him
if he will serve for a year in Hell.
His duties

rich treasure
will be to

keep the kettle boiling in which souls are tor-

tured for punishment for their sins and to see that no one
Hans, not caring much what happens, accepts the
escapes.
offer, and,

having shut his eyes for a moment, reopens them

in Hell.

The Devil, reminding the newcomer of his duties,
him alone after ordering him to get to work. First,
Hans wafts a message to his mother, assuring her that his
Voices now are heard from
stay in Hell is only temporary.
the kettle and among them Hans recognizes his colonel's
leaves

When he climbs up a ladder at the side of
scolding tones.
looks
the kettle and
in, the colonel flatters him, hoping that
him
Hans reminds him that he ill-treated
he will let
out.
him on earth and, climbing down,

gleefully builds

up the

A stranger, who is no other than Saint Peter,
approaches to plead for the souls but Hans will not listen.
Saint Peter proposes a game with dice, he staking gold and
fire.

Hans the souls in the kettle. Hans loses and the Saint
announces to the souls that they are free, at which a chorus
"
above sings
Hallelujah."
Fearful wind and thunder are heard and the Devil
rushes in.
He stamps and howls and curses Hans and,
a
up
troop of lesser devils, commands them to cover
calling
In time
the miscreant with soot and dirt from the oven.

DER BARENHAUTER
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and beard will grow long and he will look like the
Devil himself.
Satan gives him a sack which always will
contain gold for his needs, throws a bearskin over his
his nails

shoulders, which he

is

to

wear without washing for three
him that he shall

years, and, opening the kettle, reminds
suffer in it if he does not find a wife

Whereupon Hans

within that time.

put to sleep.
II opens at night in the tavern.

Act

is

The

parson, the

burgomaster and many peasants are there, playing cards
and drinking. Hans knocks at the door but when Anna,
the waitress, opens it, she at once slams it shut crying that
the Devil is outside.
After some delay the window is

shoved up and Hans is told to show his feet, and when it
is found they are those of a man, he is admitted.
The
landlord and the burgomaster quarrel about an unpaid bill

and Hans gives the burgomaster sixty

florins.
The burgoabout his three daughters. Hans
immediately asks for one and is promised that he may see

master

tells

Hans

them on the morrow and take
Filled

with hope,

his choice.

Hans goes

sack lying on the table.

When

all

to
is

forgetting the
quiet, the landlord

bed,

in his nightcap steals in and plunges his hand into the sack.
With
finds there not gold but a strange, sticky mass.
withdraws
his
when
bats, scorpions,
hand,
great difficulty he

He

and the like come forth from the sack. Hans, roused by
the man's shrieks, runs in and taking the sack, which the
landlord admits he was trying to steal, goes to bed again.

morning when the next scene is shown. People
are going past to church, and among them are the burgomaster and his three daughters. To Lena is given the first
She calls Gunda and they ridicule
opportunity to see Hans.
him, pointing at his black face, long nails and dirty ears
and calling him a devil. Soon Louise arrives, and seeing
a tear on Hans' face, she is moved to pity and is very
He shows her the half ring the Devil
gentle with him.
gave him and tells her that if she will wear it for three
is upon
years and if the gold does not fade, the curse which
It

is
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him

She places it upon a ribbon she wears
will depart.
about her neck and hides it beneath her bodice.
Loud voices are heard and the landlord and the peasants rush in.
The landlord has told them about the bag
and they accuse Hans of being

in league with the Devil.
asks about the sixty florins and the landlord declares
that he gave them back because they were the Devil's gold.

Hans

At

Hans

this,

He

throws

him and takes the gold from his pocket.
upon the ground and where it falls a hell

seizes

it

shoots up.
The peasants attack Hans but Louise
remonstrates, declaring that he is a good man.
The third act shows first a wild pine forest where,

flame

a pool of water, the Devil sits with an
The three years are at an end
hour-glass
and Hans has won. Hans is sleeping on a grassy knoll and
the little devils are busy about him.
They cut his hair

upon a stone

in

his hand.

in

and beard, trim

his nails,

and wash the soot and

dirt

from

When

he wakes up, Hans reminds the Devil of
Hans'
the three wishes which, as loser, he must grant.
first wish is to be what he was
the second, to have the bag
free from gold and ghosts; the third, that the Devil will
leave him alone in the future.
All these are granted and
he bids the Devil farewell, going to his bride. As he is
hastening along he is accosted by the stranger, who urges
his face.

;

him
is

to

warn

the sleeping fortress that Wallenstein's

about to attack

The

scene

shifts

looks out on the

army

it.

to

garden, which
Excited peasants cry that

the burgomaster's

Plassenburg.

storm the fort and that all the soldiers
of it is that no one dares to go to
In the midst of their trepidation, the sergeant
rushes in and tells them that the danger has been averted by
Hans Kraft, whom they formerly knew as a soldier. The
colonel details soldiers to bring Hans to the glory which

an army

is

coming

are sleeping.
waken them.

to

The worst

While Louise, left alone,
whose ring she wears and longing for
enters, slightly wounded, and she binds
awaits him.

is

thinking of him

his return,

a soldier

his wrist.

He

asks
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for a drink of water and drops his part of the ring into the
glass.

To be brief, everything ends happily; the people learnthat
their idol, Hans, is no other than the black man
ing
who wore the bearskin and that through the love of Louise
the curse has been removed.
The music of " The Bearskin

"

is naturally
Weaver
after the style of Richard Wagner and many of the
orchestral effects as well as the motifs themselves are more
than merely reminiscent. The opera has known but a short
life in Germany and has not made its way into other lands,
facts which tend to prove that the interest it aroused when
it first appeared was due more to curiosity concerning the
abilities of Siegfried Wagner, the son of Richard Wagner,
than to any enduring values in the work itself.

FLORODORA
Florodora

a musical comedy in two acts, with music
Stuart, dialogue by Owen Hall and lyrics by
by
Ernest Boyd Jones and Paul Reubens.
is

Leslie

It

was

first

Cyrus

W.

presented in

London

in 1899.

CHARACTERS.
Gilfain, holder of the Island of Florodora.

Capt. Arthur Donegal,

Frank Abercoed, Mr.

Lady Holyrood's
Gilfain's

brother.

manager.

Leandro, the overseer.
Anthony Tweedlepunch, a detective,

disguised

as

a

phrenologist.
Dolores, the rightful heir to the island.

Valleda, Lady Holyrood's maid.
Estelle Lamont, a stenographer.

Angela, the daughter of Gilfain.
Lady Holyrood.
Farmers, flower-girls and others.

The

scene
"

is

laid partly

on the semi-tropical
"

island of

Florodora
set in the Eastern sea
and partly in Wales.
The time is the present. As usual with musical comedies,
there is a small plot which does not interfere seriously with
There is a species of villain, Cyrus Gilfain, who
the music.
has stolen the island of Florodora from its rightful owner.
Gilfain is the manufacturer of a perfume, which he has
named after the island, and Dolores, the daughter of the
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real owner, works in the factory.
To make his claim to
his possession indisputable, Gilfain determines to marry his
charming employee but her affections have been previously

Gilfain has a
engaged by the chief clerk, Abercoed.
and
she
and
daughter Angela
Captain Donegal are in love
with each other. After one of Gilfain's visits to England,
he returns with an addition to his party in the person

of Lady Holyrood, a London society woman, who has
matrimonial designs upon him. Another addition to the
population of Florodora is Tweedlepunch, a detective, disguised as a palmist and phrenologist, whose mission is to
find the daughter of the real owner.
He gives much valuable advice as to the choosing of

phrenological specifications.
that his chief clerk is really

life

Gilfain,

partners according to
who has discovered

Lord Abercoed, bribes Tweedlepunch
young peer and Angela must wed
and that he and Dolores are fitting mates. Lady Holyrood
offers him more money and the phrenologist changes his
mind and announces that she and Gilfain are destined for
to decide that the

Abercoed gets out of the distasteful affair
back
to England, promising, however, to return
by going
each

other.

for Dolores.

The second

act

is

laid in

Wales.

The prosperous

Gil-

fain has acquired the Abercoed Castle and refuses to admit
the son of the former owner, who has been so unpleasant

about falling in with his matrimonial plans. Abercoed gets
in, however, in company with Dolores and Tweedlepunch
and with the aid of a story of a castle ghost forces from
Gilfain the confession of his dishonest dealing.
So everyends
Dolores
comes
into
her
own, Aberthing
beautifully.
coed gets back the ancestral castle and marries her; Angela
and her captain are married and Lady Holyrood falls to the
lot of Gilfain.
Seldom have songs persisted in being sung and
whistled and parodied so long and so vigorously as have
"
those of
Florodora." The vogue enjoyed by the tuneful
production was greater than that of any similar work in
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True, when the musical comedy was brought
from London to New York, the humor with which it was
invested was found to be so essentially English that it fell
flat on American ears.
But this was patched up and a
more sprightly dialogue resulted. It is safe to say, how"
Tell me,
ever, that with the elimination of one number,
of
the
double
sextet
Maiden,"
Pretty
English
sung by
girls and clerks, its popularity would have been many times
diminished.
With the charm of its words and rhythm
recent years.

increased by very clever stage business, this number proved
so taking that audiences insisted upon hearing it over and
over again. The double sextet is not, however, the only

popular number.
"

In the long

list

of them there are the

" "

When I leave town,"
The credit due to me
"
In the shade of the
Abercoed's
sung by Lady Holyrood
"
"
"
Tact
Lady Holyrood's topical "song,
sheltering palm
"
"
I
The fellow who might
Donegal's
Angela's number,
chorus,

;

;

;

;

;

want to be a Military
"
Leandro and Valleda,

Man

We

"

and the song and dance by
get up at 8 a. m."

LATOSCA
"

La Tosca," an opera

Giacomo

in

and text by
Sardou's drama, was produced
Rome, in January, 1900.
Puccini

with score by
Giacosa after
at the Constanzi Theatre,
three acts,

and

Illica

CHARACTERS.
Floria Tosca, a celebrated songstress.
Mario Cavaradossi, a painter.

Baron Scarpia,

chief of the police.

Cesare Angelotti.

A

sacristan.

Spoletta, a police agent.

Sciarrone, a gendarme.

A
A

jailor.

shepherd-boy.
Executive, scribe,

judge,

cardinal,

officer,

sergeant,

soldiers, police-agents, ladies, nobles, citizens, artisans.
Scene, Rome, June, 1800.

Cesare Angelotti, a political prisoner, escapes in the
garb of incarceration and takes refuge in the chapel of the
church of Sant* Andrea alia Valle, where his sister has concealed for him woman's apparel in which he may disguise
himself.

The

artist,

Mario Cavaradossi,

is

at

work

in the

church and the refugee, recognizing him as an old friend,
makes himself known, delighted at the thought of finding
While they are conferring, Floria Tosca, the
succor.
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mistress, calls from without and Angelotti is
concealed
but not before Mario has managed to get
hastily
into the hands of the famished man his luncheon basket,
painter's

with food and wine.

filled

Floria proves to be what her lover has called her, the
most jealous of women. Her ears have caught the sound

Her fancy has supplied the
of a whisper in the church.
swish of skirts. When she tells Mario that she will meet
him

at the stage

door that night after her song and paints

in anticipation the beauty of the moonlit Italian night, he
responds to her rhapsodies absently, for his thoughts are

with his friend in his peril.
She is hurt and petulant when
he dismisses her on the pretext that he must be at his

work, and when, as she

magdalen on the

easel

is

is leaving, she perceives that the
in reality a portrait of a beautiful,

blue-eyed woman (Angelotti's sister, who comes frequently
to the chapel to pray), she is consumed with unhappiness,
until Mario succeeds in convincing her that her own dark
eyes are the most lustrous in the world.
As soon as she has gone, Mario lets Angelotti out of
the chapel and the condemned man is about to venture
forth

when

the cannon of the fortress

is

heard, the signal

Mario nobly resolves to go
and fight for him if need be. As the doors
of the church close behind them, a crowd of people arrive,
that his escape
with his friend
rejoicing that

and

is

discovered.

reverses

have overtaken Napoleon. Scarpia
where they

his policemen trace Angelotti to the church,
find evidence of his recent presence.
As they

search

for

Floria conies back with a message for Mario, and
Scarpia, who wants her for himself, seizes the opportunity
to rouse her jealousy, pointing out a fan dropped by the
clews,

and insinuating that Mario has been inspired
by more than a glimpse of a stranger's face to paint the
His poison works well. Floria leaves
picture on the easel.
prisoner's sister

weeping, followed by Scarpia's spies.
In the second act, Scarpia is seen at supper in his
apartments in the Farnese Palace. He learns from Spoletta
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both Floria and Mario have been followed to their
but no trace of Angelotti can be found.
Floria is
singing at an entertainment given by Queen Caroline in the
palace below but Mario has been seized by Scarpia's agents
and brought to the house, from thence being conducted to
that

villa

Chamber of Inquisition. Though subjected to frightful
torture, the painter steadfastly refuses to disclose his friend's
whereabouts.
Floria comes but she is just as steadfast
the

under Scarpia's pleas and threats, until she realizes what
is undergoing and is promised that her
confession will release him from it.
Then she informs
Scarpia that Angelotti is hidden in a well in the garden.
Mario is at once brought in unconscious and Floria tries to
He rouses
soothe his bruised head with tears and kisses.
to hear Scarpia's orders to search the well, and, knowing
News
that Tosca has betrayed his friend, he curses her.
comes that Napoleon has just conquered the Royalists, and

agony her lover

Mario, fearlessly rejoicing in the event, is carried away to
be shot.
Floria would follow, but Scarpia restrains her, telling
She spurns
her that he holds Mario's life in pawn for her.
him, but he shows her the scaffold where her lover shall die
in an hour, and she agrees to yield to his lustful desires.
He writes the passport which the next day shall enable her

and Mario to leave the city, and he promises her that Mario
When he comes
shall now have only a mock execution.
toward her to claim his reward, she seizes a knife and stabs
"
It is thus that Tosca kisses."
him to the heart, crying
After this tumult and tragedy, the curtain of the third

upon a quiet scene.
where Mario is held prisoner.
act rises

It is the Castello St.

The Vatican and

are visible in the background, the clear sky

is

St.

Angelo,
Peter's

thickly studded

with stars, church bells sound from afar, a shepherd sings
a love song in the distance. While Mario, who has forgiven Floria, is lamenting that he must leave a world which
holds this matchless woman, she appears with the safeShe tells
conduct she has taken from Scarpia's dead hands.
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him everything, that she has killed Scarpia, of his insults
and of the execution which is to be a farce. Gaily she
coaches him to simulate death for a moment, he answering,
"
Do not fear love I shall fall at the right moment and
quite naturally," and caresses the gentle hands which Fate
;

has driven to such bitter deeds.

him

The jailor leads
"
instructions.
You

out, Floria giving

him many

last

must not laugh," she whispers. The
sergeant offers to bandage his eyes but smiling he declines.
When the soldiers fire, Floria stops her ears and nods as a
How cleverly he acts! As soon
signal that he must fall.
as she dares, she runs to tell him to get up but staggers
back shrieking. He is dead. Spoletta and his men rush
"
It was
in to find her talking to her murdered lover.
"
Tosca who killed Scarpia," they cry,
she shall pay with
her life."
She thrusts them aside, springs to the parapet of
the terrace and, calling upon Mario to meet her in heaven,
throws herself into the depths below.
"
La Tosca," like all Puccini's operas, is written in the
modern style, without clearly defined aria or ensemble.
the most nearly individualized passages in the score
Mario's aria, comparing the blue-eyed beauty of the
"
"
Recondita armonia
portrait and Floria's dusky charm,
"
Non la
("Strange harmony of contrast"); Tosca's song,
"
thou
not
la
nostra
casetta
("Dost
long"); Scarsospiri
"
"
nel
tuo
cuor
Tosca!
malicious
Va,
("Go,
pia's
soliloquy,
Tosca! There is place in your heart"); Tosca's touching
"
Vissi d'arte
appeal to heaven when in the grasp of Scarpia,

Among
are

e d'amor

"

(" Love and Music, these have I lived for ")
"
E
Mario's recollection of Floria,
song
;

the shepherd's

lucevan

le

ing ") and

"

deed,

O

;

stelle

"

("When

their duet

dolci

when

the

were brightly shin-

stars

Floria

mani mansuete e pure

tells

"

("

him of her bloody

O

gentle hands ").

LOUISE
"

Louise," an opera or, as its composer terms it a
musical romance, in four acts and five tableaux, was first
produced in Paris in 1900. Both music and text are from
the pen of Gustav Charpentier.

CHARACTERS.
Julien, an artist.

The

Father.

Louise.

The Mother.

MEN:
The
The

A

night-walker.
old Bohemian.

song

writer.

Philosophers, a painter, a sculptor, a ballad writer, a
young poet, a student, a ragpicker, a jack of all
trades, policemen, an apprentice, a street urchin,
guardians of the peace, an old Bohemian, vendors of
potatoes, chickweed, green peas, brooms, barrels, old
clothes.

WOMEN:
Irma,
Marguerite,
Camille,

Blanche,
Gertrude,
Suzanne,
Elise,

Madelaine,

sewing-girls.
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Dressmakers, apprentices and forewomen.
ragpicker, a street-sweeper, a milkwoman, various

A

street vendors.

The

heroine, Louise,

is

the daughter of a workingman
in the shop of a dressmaker.

and spends her daylight hours

Her parents are simple folk with strict ideas of honor.
They keep her as a recluse and refuse her hand to Julien, a
artist of alleged bad character, whom she
the opera opens there is disclosed a room
in a tenement where the little family resides.
The girl is

penniless
adores.

young

When

window talking to Julien, who stands outside. They
of
their love and recall incidents of their forcedly
speak

at the

surreptitious courtship and Julien urges Louise to elope with
since they cannot get her parents' consent to the mar-

him

The mother, overhearing them,

riage.

the interview, mockingly repeats

some of

bluntly

terminates

their tender words,

and overwhelms Louise with reproaches.
After a little while, the father comes home. While
Louise sets the table, he reads a letter from Julien asking
him for her again. He feels her suspense and when he
has finished, he holds out his arms to her. The little family
sit

to supper.
The father talks of the day's toil. He
for he is no longer young and the days are long.
"And to think that there are some who pass their

down

is tired,

lives

making merry," says the mother,
"

Julien.

I

bitterly,

thinking of
con-

believe that all the world should work,"

cludes this maternal socialist.

"

Equality is a fine word but it is impossible," returns
"
the father,
and if one has the right to choose, let him
choose the least arduous labor."

"Ah

quite true," says the mother, ironically,
world wants to be an artist."
!

"

all

the

But the father has a more cheerful philosophy. Each
has his lot in the beautiful life and possession of wealth is
not happiness.
Happiness is the fireside where one finds a
place and, near to those one loves, forgets the evil turns of
life.
Have they not love and health? He kisses the daugh-
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ter

and seizing the protesting mother, waltzes heavily about

the

room with

When
come up
Louise.

her.

subject of the letter and Julien's request
the father tenderly tries to reason with
reminds her that she has had no experience;

the

again,

He

is
blind.
At her age everything is rosy and
and one chooses a husband as one chooses a doll.
He tries to tell her that she soon will get over the pain.
It is their love for her that makes them so hard.
He asks

that

love

beautiful

her to read the newspaper aloud to him, hoping thus to
down, her voice choked
with sobs.

divert her thoughts but she breaks

The scene of the second act is laid on the hill of
Montmartre. It is five o'clock of an April morning and
All the sounds
the workers are beginning their day's toil.
of waking Paris are heard.
"At this very moment, if you
can believe it there are women sleeping in silk," sighs a

wretched

woman whose

A

trade is ragpicking.
debonair
words
accosts
some
with
and,
flattering
night-walker
girls
He
as
his
off
cloak, appears garbed
Spring.
throwing
jauntily explains that he represents the pleasures of Paris.
As he runs off, he knocks over an old ragpicker, who tells

with weeping

how

same night-walker.

his

daughter was tempted away by this

An

old street-sweeper stops to paint
the glories of other days which, through the grayness of
the present, look like Paradise.
At last Julien enters with his gay Bohemian friends

and speaks of carrying off Louise. He ponders half fearfully on the step he is about to take and wonders what

The manifold street cries
persuasion he can use with her.
the
of Paris are heard;
girls pass chattering on their way
At
to work with occasional glances at the handsome artist.
waits
her
mother.
last Louise comes guarded by
Julien
and flies to the girl's side to entreat
her to go with him. She refuses half-heartedly, painting
her parents' misery, and leaves him plunged in deep depresuntil the latter leaves

sion.
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The second scene of the act shows the interior of the
dressmaker's shop, with Louise among the sewing-girls.
Because she sits pensive and distrait, her associates allude
it, and someone says that her parents are very hard with
her
that her mother strikes her, that her father treats her
as a child; another accuses her of being in love and the rest
take the cue and tease her.
The sound of someone singing
to the guitar is heard and the girls flock to the window.
It
is Julien and his voice is fraught with emotion.
After a
while Louise rises to leave, saying that she is ill.
The
girls watch from the window and a moment later see her
go away with Julien.

to

The lovers go to live in a little house on Montmartre
and there the third act finds them. Louise is very happy,
although the thought of the sorrow she has left behind her
disturbs a little her content.
She cannot help remembering
that her mother sometimes struck her and that her father
treated her like a child.
Julien laughs and calls them
Mother Routine and Father Prejudice. When she doubts
the righteousness of her course, he tells her that everyone
has the right to freedom and to love. When the lights

begin to twinkle in the city which is spread like a panorama
before them, the two burst into jubilant song celebrating
their liberty and affection.
While they are singing, a
crowd of Bohemian friends arrive and crown Louise as the
Muse of Montmartre. In the midst of the gaiety the
mother appears to tell her that her father is ill and humbly
asks her to return for a little while, in order that his grief
may not kill him. The thought of the old man whose
affection for her she knows so well moves her deeply.
The
old ragpicker passes by babbling of his lost daughter and
Louise, promising her lover that she will return, goes away.
The fourth act is played in the little home in Paris.
The parents hope desperately that Louise will be willing to
forsake what they consider her dishonor and take up the
old

life.

Her

father,

still

to her the parents' side

feeble

from

of the case.

illness, tries to

He

present

shows her how
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their love has followed her all the

way, from the baby just
guiding the young steps, greeting the first smile.
Fatigue and hardship have been nothing when they have
been for her. The child grows; she becomes a
pretty girl;
She is charming. The old parents
gallants flock about her.
born,

are proud of their daughter for she is a model of honor
and goodness. A stranger passes one day. He lures her
away from them and drives the past from her heart. As
the father speaks his indignation grows and he curses the

Love, who has estranged their daughter. The
Louise to the kitchen on the pretense of needing
her aid and pleads with her to take pity on her father, who
listens eagerly from the other room.
It is evident that
Louise cannot promise and the mother mocks bitterly at this
robber,

mother

calls

free love and, seeing the discussion is fruitless, tells Louise
it is bedtime and bids her
say good-night to her father.

that

When
arms,

she goes up to him he seizes her violently in his
her face with kisses.
Louise disengages

covering

herself coldly,

and when he speaks her name turns away

her eyes.

But is she not his child, he pleads. Did he not once
rock her in his arms?
Although she struggles gently to
get away, he takes her upon his lap and croons to her 'as to
a baby and begs her to remember the happy bygone days.
"
Such a good little baby," he says, and she forces a smile.

He

speaks of happiness but she reminds him that she must
own life and that happiness cannot come in the
Would they have her
prison they would make for her.
lead her

abandon

her hopes and break her vows?
the window steals the gay invitation of Paris
"
The dear music of the great town,"
play.

all

Through
going

to

She runs to the window and
whispers Louise in delight.
watches the lights bloom out. It brings with added force
to her the rapture of returning to Julien, her Prince CharmShe will be no longer the little daughter with the
ing.
timid, fearful heart but the wife with the heart of flame.
She runs to the door but her father bars her passage.
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But when she speaks again of her lover, his anguish displays
itself in a paroxysm of anger.
He throws open the door
and in a terrible voice bids her go. She passes out into the
He looks after her, and his anger fades. " Louise "
night.
he calls madly, but she has gone too far to hear. Her
mother gazes sadly from the window into the darkness.
Then the father stumbles again to the door and shakes his
fist at the Paris which has stolen his child.
"
"
Louise
made the sensation of the year in which it
was produced. It received extended criticism, and much was
found in it besides the surface indication. Charpentier was
fortunate in producing it just at the right time, for a few
It is
years previously it would not have been understood.
it
full of human interest.
own
words
sum
up.
Charpentier's
"

The essential point of the drama is the coming together,
the clashing in the heart of Louise, of two sentiments, love
which binds her to her father, the fear of leaving suffering
behind her, and on the other hand, the

irresistible

longing

liberty, pleasure, and happiness, love, the cry of her
being which demands to live the life she wishes."
The opera is an odd mixture of realism and idealism
and possesses decided revolutionary tendencies. Into the

for

orchestration

all

the

street

noises

of

Paris

are

cleverly

Besides the leading characters, all the every-day
worked.
people of Paris, clad in the garb of the present, walk through
the story.
Some one has said that the opera has to do with

But
Louise, Julien, and the City.
father and mother are also drawn with consummate

only three characters,
the
skill.

ZAZA
"

Zaza," a lyric comedy in four acts, founded on a play
by Pierre Berton with words and music by Ruggiero Leoncavallo, was produced in Milan in 1900.

CHARACTERS.
Zaza.

Anaide, her mother.
Floriana, a concert singer.
Natalie, Zaza's maid.
Signora Dufresne.
Milio Dufresne.
Cascart, a concert singer.
Bussy, a journalist.
Malardot, the proprietor of the concert

cafe".

Lartigon, a monologue artist.
Duclou, the stage manager.
Michelin, a journalist.
Marco, the valet of Signer Dufresne.
Courtois.

Toto, Signor Dufresne's little daughter.
Singers, dancers, supernumeraries, clowns,

firemen,

property-men, machinists, scene-shifter and others.

When

part of a
dressing-room of Zaza,
the singer, and at the other a section of a stage setting,
before which may be discerned some of the audience
the curtain

concert cafe.

At one

seated at round

tables

rises

side

is

there

is

disclosed

the

upon which are glasses and

trays.
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all

Nearly

of the

introduced

are

characters

in

this

act.

Zaza's rival, Floriana, sings a gay aria and is applauded;
two clowns do an act; Malardot, the proprietor, bargains
with Lartigon, the monologist, for something lively and
scolds

so

a

the waiters

that
singer,

visits

for not leaving the

foam on the

beer,

glasses might pass muster for five; Cascart,
who looks upon Zaza as his special property,

four

her

in

her

dressing-room

to

tell

her

of

his

new

and to propose taking her along.
engagement
Zaza's drunken mother, Anaide, who always is begging
for money to indulge her weakness, comes in on the usual
Zaza also has a chat with
errand and accomplishes it.
at Marseilles

Bussy, the journalist, her
Milio Dufresne, his friend,

"

discoverer."

and

it

They speak of

plain that Zaza i&
declares that she will
is

Taunted by Bussy, she
Dufresne at her feet.
Bussy tells her she flatters
herself too much.
Floriana and Zaza, of whom all the
women are jealous, have a lively tilt, Dufresne looking
on from the background.
Afterwards Zaza lures Dufresne to her dressing-room
and exerts all her well-tried charms. At first he is cold
and very much on his guard but finally she conquers and
he abandons himself to the affair.
The second act is played in the reception-room of
Zaza's house.
Here, as usual, is Dufresne. This time he
tells her that he must leave her to go to America for
some months. She abandons herself to childish grief over
the matter, displaying the force of her warm and heedless love.
She pleads so piteously that he finally consents
to postpone his journey.
He tells her, however, that he must
at once go to Paris on business.
He departs and Zaza
watches his retreating form from the window, wafting
kisses to him and fairly weeping for joy when he turns
around for a last smile.
Her mother comes but Zaza is in no mood for
When she comes back all laughter
gossip and runs away.
interested.

have

and happiness

in the

thought of Dufresne, Cascart

is

there.

ZAZA
He
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speaks of the Marseilles engagement but Zaza is indifThen he tries to reason with her about her pres-

ferent.

love-affair, warning her that no happiness can come
from the attachment.
He refers to their own past love
and she gently tells him that Dufresne's love is finer than
that of the rest of them.
But he suggests that possibly
Dufresne has other ties and tells of seeing him with a
woman in Paris. All the jealousy of which a nature like
Zaza's is capable is aroused.
Her mother joins Cascart in
his advice to give him up.
Zaza, however, announces her

ent

intention to follow him.

Act
Paris

III

house.

shows

He

an elegant apartment in Dufresne's
arranges the papers on his desk and
Zaza enters with
Signora Dufresne.

goes away with
her maid.
Dufresne's

who

has been enjoying his
a caller who has been
and
retires.
The
expected
succeeding events dispel Zaza's
been wrong.
that
have
She finds a
Cascart might
hope
letter addressed to Signora Dufresne on the desk.
child
enters in search of a piece of music and being cajoled by
Zaza prattles of her father and mother.
Then the wife
herself arrives and gazes astonished at the intruder.
Zaza,
merely saying that she has made a mistake in the door, goes
valet,

master's best cigars, fancies she

is

A

away.

The

scene of the fourth act

is again at Zaza's house.
her
about
the
Malardot chides
uncertainty she has lately
in
her engagements and with the
displayed
fulfilling
indifference of despair she promises to sing.
The loyal

who

has learned the story of the Paris visit,
She laughs
again pleads with Zaza to give up her lover.
at the suggestion and Cascart reminds her sternly that
it is now a question of duty.
He leaves and Dufresne is
announced.
He greets Zaza in the old affectionate way.
Then she allows him to understand that she knows he is
Cascart,

married but freely expresses her forgiveness for his deception and talks touchingly of her love and her belief that
He responds very
they were destined for each other.
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warmly but some casual expression arouses her suspicion
that he is by no means indifferent to his wife.
Thereupon
she declares that she has told Signora Dufresne everything.
In a rage, he throws her to the floor and reviles her for

making him forget a pure woman's love for her own
unworthy self. Zaza, crying that he has cured her, sends
him away, having first, however, assured him that Signora
Dufresne knows nothing.
When he has gone, she runs
to the window and tries to call him back but he does not
turn and she falls by the window, weeping bitterly.

MANRU
"Manru," an opera in three acts with music by
Ignace Jan Paderewski and text by Alfred Nossig, after
the Polish novel by Kraszewski, was first produced at
the Royal Opera House in Dresden, May 29, 1901, and
was heard for the first time in New York, Feb. 14, 1902.

CHARACTERS.
Manru, a gypsy.
Ulana, a Galician

girl.

Hedwig, her mother.
Asa, the belle of the gypsies.
Urok, a dwarf.
Oros, the chief of the gypsy band.
Jagu, a gypsy fiddler.

Manru

is

a Hungarian

gypsy

in

whose breast

lie

dormant all the longings of his race. He encounters Ulana,
a charming peasant girl, falls in love with her and sucWith
ceeds in conquering the domestic, home-loving heart.
in
the
are
the peasant folk, however,
ill-repute and
gypsies

by her mother, Hedwig, and by her
of her unconventional marriage.
because
former associates
wood the gypsy husband takes
in
the
hut
a
To
lonely
isolation until the yearnin
their
are
her and they
happy
the girl

ing

He

for

is

cast off

the

old,

carefree,

struggles hard against

wandering
it,

life

seizes

for the sense of duty

Manru.
is

not

from his character, but the wild hunger for the
freedom of the mountains is but little softened by the
human love dying in his heart. Urok, a dwarfed, unprepossessing fellow, who is in love with Ulana, is their only
absent

To him she confesses her fear that the
has seized her husband.
She realizes dully
that if she could shake off her love of home and go
wandering with him, she might hope to retain his love.
At this juncture, her mother offers to take her back again
if she will renounce Manru.
This she refuses to do but
she begs Urok, who knows all the herbs of field and forest, to brew her a potion which shall revive her husband's
love.
Urok consents but hints that the effects of the
draught may not be permanent.
In the second act, Manru is seen at work at his
little forge, while within the cabin Ulana sings a lullaby
over the cradle of her baby. Urok, who sees that the
domesticity of the scene is maddening to Manru, taunts
both of them. The regret for the old life, for the
old gay companionship almost overwhelms Manru when
he hears the sound of gypsy music echoing in the hills
and when his former fellow, Jagu, the fiddler, arrives.
He urges Manru to return to his people, tempting him
with the chieftainship of the band and the love of Asa,
his former sweetheart, whose charms he recalls to him.
His arguments nearly prevail and he is about to follow
Jagu to the hills when Ulana's voice restrains him and
he goes back to the anvil.
Now Urok appears with the
promised love-potion which Ulana gives to her husband.
In a few moments he is transformed into an ardent lover.
The rapturous duet ensuing is one of the gems of the
companion.
Wanderlust

opera.

As Urok

has suggested, the potion

but temporary
in the grasp
of a mad desire for freedom. His inner unrest is reflected
It is a wild rocky
in the scene.
ravine near a lake;
flying clouds ride across the moon and the wind wails
in its effect.

The

third act finds

is

Manru again

MANRU
in the hills.
falls

soul,

Manru,

at

his
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undone by the

last

battle

in

his

face to the earth.

After a while
familiar music falls upon his ears, the weird measures of a
Romany march which announces the coming of his people.
They descend from the hills and Asa, the seductive, is
with them.
She recognizes Manru and welcomes him,
prostrate,

entreating him to return and promising her own love in
reward, while Oros, leader of the band, watches them
with ill-concealed jealousy.
It is Jagu, the fiddler, who
He plays a wild strain
gives success to Asa's enticements.

on

gypsy strings which sets Manru on fire and he conIn a rage, Oros throws down his staff of office and

his

sents.

Manru

the gypsies acclaim

When

have

all

their leader in his place.

poor

gone,

Urok, comes seeking Manru.

Ulana

In despair,

accompanied
for

she

by

knows

that she has been deserted, she finally throws herself into
It is the dwarf who acts as the retributive force.

the lake.

When Manru

appears with his arm around Asa, Urok
behind
the unfaithful husband and pushes him
up

steals

over the

cliff.

Paderewski has levied inspirational tribute upon the
folk-songs and the dances of his own people as well as
upon the strange music of the nomadic tribes of Hungary
where the scene of the story is laid, and has made effective artistic use of this virile material.
He has chosen
a story well suited for musical expression.
The music is
essentially

modern

inner

of

the

in

that

it

is

continually

painting

the

the
Especially powerful
in
Pasof
the
conflict
that
Manru's
soul.
portrayal
rages
sages which show unusual power are the peasant ballet
in

life

the

Moon

first

act

characters.

with

the recurring

is

"

phrase,

When

the

Gypsy runs wild;" Ulana's tender lullaby
in
the second act and the impassioned love
child
over her
duet which concludes it; the elaborate orchestral prelude
is

full

the

the third act; Manru's dream;
music and Asa's song of temptation.
to

the

strange

Romany
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"Manru" was performed in Cracow, Semberg, Zurich
and Cologne after its original production in Dresden.
Alexander von Bandrowski sang the principal role many
times and was engaged to sing at the Metropolitan Opera
House, New York, in 1902. The remainder of the cast
included

Mme.

Sembrich,

Mme. Homer,

Fritzi

Scheff,

Muhlmann, Blass and Bispham.
introduction, "Manru" seems to
have had its day. Its stanchest admirers acknowledge
that the story is rather badly told.
Many of the criticisms arise from the fact that the public does not seem to
understand that it is a story of an emotional, passionate
people, whose very mode of life is conducive to lawlessNational airs and warlike music
ness and inconstancy.
have been known to inspire patriots and to lead them forth
to face dangers even when their cause has not been just

In spite of

its brilliant

we marvel

that the wild free music
Gipsy fiddler, recalling all the joy and freedom
of Manru's old life, should prove too strong for a nature

then

why

should

of the

like his?

More

portent than the words is the music, which tells
between Christian and Pagan, between law
and lawlessness. It depicts a soul struggle, and in the
prelude to the last act the orchestra delineates this warring of passions by a seeming discussion between Polish
and Gipsy voices, and as the curtain rises we find this war

of the conflict

in the panorama of sky, where clouds and
are struggling for mastery.
Mr. Krehbiel, in his "Chapters of Opera," says:
"More than the story, more than the picturesque costumes
and stage furniture, there is a fascination about the music
which grew with each hearing. 'Manru' is an opera not

symbolized

moon

to be disposed of with a hurried ultimatum on either book
or music. From several points of view it not only invites,
it clamors for discussion.
The book is awkwardly con-

and its language is at times amazingly silly; yet
the fundamental idea is kept before the mind persistently
and alluringly by devices of the composer."
structed,

PELLEAS ET MELISANDE
"Pelleas and Melisande," a lyric drama in

five

acts

with music by Claude Debussy and text after the
play of

Maurice Maeterlinck, was

first

presented in Paris.

CHARACTERS.
Arkel, king of Germany.
Genevieve, mother of Pelleas and of Golaud.
Pelleas )
S^ndchildren of Arkel.

Golaud' [
Melisande.

Little Yniold, a son of

A

Golaud by a former marriage.

physician.

Servants, poor people.

In a forest, Golaud, recovering from wounds received

while

hunting, finds the young girl Melisande, sobbing
She repulses him when
by the edge of a shadowy pool.
he approaches her and evades his questions.
When, how-

he asks her what is gleaming in the depths of the
water she tells him it is a crown which has fallen from
He offers to restore it to her but she insists
her head.
that in that case she will take its place.
Golaud has no
more idea of his whereabouts than Melisande has of hers,
but after much difficulty he convinces her of the danger
of remaining in the forest unprotected and the two lost
ones depart together, as the curtain of the first scene falls.
ever,
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Six months are supposed to have elapsed before the
second scene. The action passes in a room in the castle.
Genevieve reads to the king a letter from Golaud to his
brother Pelleas, containing the information that he has
married the unknown girl, Melisande. He urges his
brother to intercede for him with his grandfather, who
had hoped to marry him to the Princess Ursula to terminate a feud. In case a welcome is forthcoming, Pelleas
Arkel
is to place a lamp in the tower overlooking the sea.
is

inclined to be lenient to the formerly exemplary Golaud,
since the death of his first wife, has lived only for

who

his little son Yniold.

the

Genevieve comes to greet Melisande, who exclaims at
gloom of the garden. Pelleas joins them, too. He

of the tempest which is brewing over the sea.
Melisande sees a light gleaming through the mists. It is
the beacon of Arkel.
They talk dreamily of the spectral

speaks

Pelleas offers his hand
She laughs, for hers are full
He steadies her arm. " Perhaps I shall go
"
O, why are you
away tomorrow," he says as if to himself.
going away," says Melisande regretfully, as the curtain of
the first act goes down.
ships, of the falling of the night.

to help her
of flowers.

down

the rocks.

In the second

act, Pelleas leads

Melisande to a fountain

the park, a fountain deep as the sea, a once miracuMelilous fountain whose waters could cure the blind.
in

sande leans over

it,

her wonderful, long hair trailing upon

surface and plays with the wedding-ring which Golaud
has given her. Just as the clock strikes noon it slips from
its

her fingers into the depths. In the next scene we find
that at that instant Golaud's horse has taken unaccountable
the forest and has thrown him violently to the
Melisande attends him, and her tears bring him
to inquire their cause.
She confesses that she is wretchedly
unhappy and he takes her hand to comfort her, the little
hand he could crush like flowers. " Hold where is the
ring?" he exclaims.
fright

in

ground.

!
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He
have
her

her

questions

in

and

Pelleas

call

agitation.

owned than

everything he

lost

she

He
the
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would

ring.

forth

rather

He
to

bids

search

goes
sobbing
with him in the inky grotto, where they find three whitehaired

old

The search
sleeping side by side.
and they promise themselves to resume it

beggars,

futile

proves
another day.

The

third act finds Melisande standing at her window
tower singing and combing her unbound hair. Pelleas comes by.
He tells her of the beauty of the night.
The stars are innumerable. He never has seen so many.
"
Do not stay hidden in the shadow, Melisande," he pleads.
He begs her to lean out that he may see the glory of
her hair.
Will she not put her little hand upon his lips
in farewell?
Tomorrow he goes away. She will not give
her hand to him unless he promises not to go.
Ah, then he will wait. She leans out and her loosened
hair falls about him in a shower.
He grasps the silken
strands in his hands and twines them about his arms and
his throat, threatening to hold her thus a prisoner all night
She urges him to run away for some one will come.
long.
Some one does come. It is Golaud. " What children you
"
Melisande, do not lean out
are," he laughs, nervously.
in the

of the
in

The

that

in

half

father,

uncle

he

window

You

fashion.

are going to

fall."

That Golaud's jealousy has been growing is proved
a dramatic scene between him and the little Yniold.
and

not ?

father

is

"

windows

"

stepmother.
"
Yes," the

not there.

apartment.

questions the child as to his
Pelleas is always with her, is
child answers, always when his

ashamed,

Golaud
his

own

The lamps
lifts

eyes

the

are lighted in Melisande's
to peer through the

child

cannot

reach.

The

child

into tears at the unconscious cruelty of his grasp.
mind, he shall have presents on the morrow.

Ah!

his uncle Pelleas

is

there with his mother.

do not speak; they do not move;
He must get down or he will cry.

bursts

Never

They

their eyes frighten him.
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In the

fourth act,

the

wan

Pelleas

is

ordered away

on a voyage. Golaud comes in with blood upon his forehead and, when Melisande attempts to wipe it off, he
He demands his sword and, turning fiercely
repulses her.
upon his grandfather, bids him say what he finds in Melisande's

"

eyes.

patriarch.

fury and,
knees.

At

Only a great innocence," responds the
Golaud turns in a passion of ironic

this,

seizing his wife by the hair,

drags her to her

Melisande who has made a hazardous flight from her
meets Pelleas in the forest.
In the midst of their
hear
sound
of
castle gates closing
the
the
rapture they
for the night.
Golaud tracks them and strikes with his
sword the defenseless Pelleas, who falls over the edge of
the fountain, while Melisande flees through the darkness.
In Act IV Melisande is dying in the castle.
Golaud,
still mad with jealousy, implores her to tell him whether
"
"
her love for Pelleas was guiltless. She answers
and
yes
he raves that he would have further assurance.
They bring in her baby, but she is too weak to lift her
arms to take her. As her spirit takes its flight, the servants
fall on their knees, the sobs of Golaud break the silence, and
Arkel, wise and calm, bids them leave the little dead mother
with her child.
The Debussy setting is in the most modern musicdrama manner, with nothing of set solos or ensembles which
can be singled out as special features of the musical score.
The French composer is a master in the handling of
orchestral color and he has made his music merely a tonal
commentary and illustration of the Maeterlinck drama.
lord,

THE SULTAN OF SULU
"

The Sultan of Sulu," a musical

satire

with lyrics

and dialogue by George Ade and music by Alfred G.
Wathall was produced at the Studebaker Theatre, Chicago,

March

11,

1902.

CHARACTERS.
Ki-Ram, the Sultan of

Sulu.

Col. Jefferson Budd, of the Volunteers.
Lieut. William Hardy, of the Regulars.

Hadji Tantong, the Sultan's private secretary.
Datto Mandi, of Parang.
Wakeful M. Jones, agent and salesman.
Dingbat, captain of the guards.
Rastos,

I

Didymos,

}

Nubian slaves

'

Henrietta Budd, the Colonel's daughter.
Miss Pamela Frances Jackson, judge advocate.
Chiquita, wife number one.
Galula, the faithful one.

Ki-Ram's other wives.
The four Boston schoolma'ams.
United States soldiers, marines, imperial guards, American girls, slaves, natives and attendants.

in
is

Sulu, or Jolo, is the largest of the southerly islands
The Sultan, whose real name
the Philippine group.
Hadji Mohammed Jamulul Ki-Ram, has hitherto found

his rule undisputed save

by certain

chiefs

with

whom

he
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has kept up a running warfare, one feature of which has
been the abduction of women. The natives of Sulu are

Mohammedans,

and slaveholders.

polygamists

In

1899,

after the Spanish-American war, the American troops land
in Sulu and after some parleying, come to a peaceable agree-

ment with the Malay ruler, who retains his title of Sultan
"
The Sultan of
and becomes governor at a fixed salary.
"
Sulu
shows what might have happened.

When

the curtain rises the natives are celebrating in

song the majesty of the Sultan and his brother, the Sun,
with the Sultan somewhat in the lead.
Six of Ki-Ram's
wives appear for the morning round-up and Hadji, the
He also informs them that
private secretary, calls the roll.
their uncle, the Datto Mandi of Parang, is encamped near

come for the purpose of recapturing them.
They express their entire willingness to be recaptured and
remind him that it was only because they were offered
their choice between an ignominious death and Ki-Ram
that they hesitated and chose Ki-Ram.
The next important event is the arrival of Lieut.
William Hardy of the United States Regulars, with a
company of soldiers. He announces their mission, which
the city, having

is

as follows:

We

want to

assimilate,

Our brother who

We

is

if

we can

brown;

love our dusky fellow man
hate to hunt him down.

And we
So,

We
We
If

when we

he but understood.

While the Sultan
out

word

perforate his frame,

want him to be good,
shoot at him to make him tame,

he

is

closeted

in

his

palace,

sending

he

before

surrenders, there
arrives Colonel Budd, a military hero, his eye fixed on Congress,

with

that

his

will

daughter

die

Henrietta

Jones, Pamela Frances Jackson and

Learning that the Sultan

is

Budd,

Wakeful

M.

the four schoolma'ams.

within making his

will,

Mr.
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Jones unheeding Chiquita's warning that death is the punishment for entering the majestic presence unheralded,
rushes into the palace to talk
"

life insurance.
"
Don't
sighs Chiquita.
returns Hardy, reassuringly.

Poor man,"

Mr. Jones,"

worry about
He's from

"

Chicago."

Ki-Ram comes

out in funereal black, the picture of
expects to die and enumerates the reasons of regret
for leaving the smiling isle of Sulu.
Budd interrupts his

woe.

He

farewell speech to tell him that they have only come to
take possession of the island and to teach the benighted
"
hold that
people the advantage of free government.

We

all

government derives

the governed,"

its

just

he continues.

power from the consent of
"
Now, the question is, do

"
you consent to this benevolent plan ?
"
"
Are all the guns loaded ?
inquires Ki-Ram, looking

around.
"
They are."
"

carefully

I consent," says

His

Ki-Ram.

being called to the luscious quartet
schoolma'ams, he is visibly impressed with the new
scheme of education. The next step is to change him from
a sultan to a governor, that noblest work of the campaign
committee.
While Ki-Ram and Budd are left together
talking politics, the former feels a draught and looking
around finds his worst suspicions confirmed.
Galula, the
charter member of the bevy of wives, is fanning him.
Reminded by him that absence makes the heart grow
Ki-Ram, under the influence of
fonder, she sadly departs.
several cocktails (Colonel Budd has given him the glad
attention

of

information that the cocktail, as well as the constitution,
follows the flag) suppresses his jubilant desire to climb a
tree and instead proposes to Miss Pamela Frances Jackson,
is merely wanted to comin her capacity as judge
threatens
a
set
of
wives,
plete
He consoles
advocate to make him give up all of them.
himself with the idea that he will thus get rid of Galula,

who, when she learns that she
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while the wives are delighted with the prospect of
being
grass-widows, as they are getting on famously with the
soldiers.

Ki-Ram

his

proposal of marriage
by
preparations for the
One
of
the
is
the presentation of a
inaugural.
preliminaries
silk hat as the insignia of office.
All the characters previously introduced enter, the Sultan assumes the hat and
"
the band plays
The Star Spangled Banner."
the

to

four

is

in

interrupted

schoolma'ams

the

Act

II opens on the hanging gardens of the palace.
natives are singing a lullaby to Ki-Ram, who is overWhile they are
sleeping himself in the apartment below.

The

Ki-Ram

singing,

appears

in

his

His head is
pajamas.
one hand a water-

wrapped in a large towel. He carries in
pitcher, and in the other his silk hat.
his

face

is

The expression on

He

one of extreme misery.

dips the

towel

and holds it against his throbbing brow.
numerous
Discovering
specimens of the insect family disthemselves
about
him, he does battle with them and
porting
then breaks forth into a doleful song whose burden is
"
R-E-M-O-R-S-E." It appears that Ki-Ram has communed with the cocktail on the preceding night and has
absorbed twenty-three of these concoctions.
His dejection
in

the

ice-water

is not lessened by
Judge Jackson's information that seven
of his wives have been granted divorces and that he may

He is trying to decide which one to keep
keep only one.
when Henrietta Budd appears in a stunning outfit, with
her arms full of roses, and he resolves not to keep any
of them.
When he makes violent love to her, she warns
him as a titled foreigner, that although she is an American
"
girl she is not an heiress.
Henrietta," returns Ki-Ram,
"
you wrong me. I am Sulu, not English."
Pamela pursues Ki-Ram like Nemesis and informs him
that he must keep one wife and that one must be the first
one,

who

is

Galula.

news that according
wife

He

is

further

to the law

alimony equivalent

to

he

overwhelmed by the
have to pay each

will

one-half

his

income.

Hadji
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out of this financial difficulty that Datto

recapture the wives.

Overjoyed at the suggestion,
the
appoints
unwilling Hadji bearer of
the message to Mandi that, while the Imperial Guards are
over at the north wall repulsing an imaginary attack,

Ki-Ram immediately

he can come

by the south gate and get

in

Soon

his nieces.

and he is
Hadji's departure
"
in
between
two
marines
mussed
brought
badly
up," the
traitorous message having been found upon his person.
after

rifle-shots

Ki-Ram
legal

pleads ignorance as to

mind has

its

suspicions.

are

who

sent

Budd and

it

but Pamela's

Reminding him that he
she has him handcuffed
The two, having oppor-

hasn't paid his alimony on time,
to Hadji and put under guard.
tunity to cogitate, hatch up a scheme

wives.

heard

fall

to

marry

into

the

off

net

the

and

easily
Chiquita
gradually the rest of the harem pair off with members of
the Imperial Guard.
They are looking for someone to
the
perform
ceremony when the unpleasant Pamela again
spoils things by the decision that a divorcee cannot remarry
within the year.
Meantime, a fierce and bearded warrior,
none other than the Datto Mandi of Parang, approaches
stealthily and is about to despatch Ki-Ram with his long
sword, when that worthy is saved by Jones, who has just

insured his

life

for 50,000 pesos.

a sound of brass band music and the Sulu
and Republican marching clubs arrive with
their candidates, the dusky waiters Didymos and Rastos.
The disgusted Ki-Ram is about to go voluntarily to jail
for the rest of his natural life, when a despatch-boat arrives
with orders announcing among other things the Supreme

There
Democratic

is

Court's decision that the constitution follows the flag only
in which case Ki-

on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
Ram is no longer convict number 47.
and his first act of regained authority

He
is

to

the Sultan
send Pamela

is

Frances Jackson back to Boston.
"
"
derives its importance not so
The Sultan of Sulu
the fact that in subject-matter
as
from
music
its
from
much
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probably the most national of all the comic operas
National
weaknesses and
by an American.
with
the
drawn
are
peculiar
dry humor best
idiosyncrasies
understood and enjoyed by a citizen of the republic.
it

is

written

"

songs in the opera are
Among the most successful
"
"
"
Hike
Since I First Met You,"
R-e-m-o-r-s-e,"
(sol-

diers'

What

song), "Rosabella
a Bump."

Clancey,"

"Delia"

and

"Oh!

LE JONGLEUR DE NOTRE-DAME
"

Le Jongleur de Notre-Dame," or

"

The Juggler of

Notre-Dame," an opera in three acts with score by Jules
Massenet and as text the poem of Maurice Lena, was
first produced in 1902 at the theatre of Monte Carlo.

CHARACTERS.
Jean, the juggler.
Boniface, the cook of the abbey.

The

A
A
A
A

priest.

poet monk.
painter monk.

musician monk.
sculptor monk.

Two

angels.

The

Virgin, an apparition.
Monks, voices of invisible angels, cavaliers, villagers,
peasants, merchants, clerks, a crier monk, a comical
fellow, a drunkard.

On a May-day in the Fourteenth Century, the people
are frolicking in the square overlooked by the abbey, above
whose door is placed a statue of the Virgin. With their
songs

mingle

of the merchants extolling such
cries
cream cheeses, and white cabbages. Soon

the

articles as leeks,

tumult steal the notes of a hurdy-gurdy.
The peasants, glad of a new diversion, give attention, and
Jean arrives, grinding out a tune and bowing right and
into the general
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"

left.

Give place

He

quite grandly.
titters

for
is

are heard from

the

king of jugglers

very thin and
"
the crowd.

splendid, truly a king of pitiful mien,"

"
!

he

His

comments one.

Majesty, King Famine," announces another and the

become

says,

wan and shabby and
The king is not very
"
titters

roars.

Jean begins a grand harangue about the wonders of
performance but the crowd interrupts him to dance
about the pathetic figure. As soon as he can evade them,
he passes the wooden bowl.
Only one piece of money
rattles into it.
A look of radiant gratitude comes into
his face but a second glance drives it away, for the coin
his

is

bad.

"

I can draw
hopeful, he begins his performance.
"
That old trick," sniffs
eggs from a hat," he suggests.
"
I know the hoop dance,"
the contemptuous audience.
"
Such lightsome grace,"
and he makes a few heavy turns.
"
Shall
they remark, ironically, and dance about him again.
Still

I sing then ?

"

some way to
love song ?

"A

battle

name.

"

he pleads, hoping against hope to light upon
"
Will the gentlemen have a
please them.
The cries of the vendors drown his voice.

song?"

"No! no!"

He

mentions several by

All are old stories and they will have none of them.

He

At last in his
timidly enumerates all his repertory.
desperation and against the inclinations of his truly pious
soul, he proposes a sacrilegious drinking song and, behold!
it
is what they want.
First he turns to the Virgin to
her
implore
pardon, explaining his hunger and necessity,
and then playing a prelude on the hurdy-gurdy, he regretfully begins
the chorus.

his song,

the

people

joining

boisterously

in

Suddenly the abbey doors open and the priest appears
upon the steps to hurl reproaches and maledictions at the
irreverent crowd.
All run away but Jean, who falls upon
his knees and begs piteously to be forgiven.
The priest has
no leniency. Only hell is for such as he. Jean, crushed,
falls on his face and finally drags himself before the Virgin

LE JONGLEUR DE NOTRE-DAME
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The holy man, softened at last by his
admits that there is one way to secure forhis transgression and that is to become a

to plead with her.

agony of

soul,

for

giveness

monk.
All his

life Jean has had but one mistress,
Liberty.
hard to give her up but the priest argues unanswerably, and to crown it all, Friar Boniface, the cook, comes
in carrying paniers full of flowers and food and bottles.
Savory odors issue from the refectory and he hears the
"
"
chanted grace.
to
the
Come," invites the priest,

It is

table."

"

To

the table

and with a humble

"

repeats

!

hungry Jean

genuflection, he goes

juggler's box.
In the second act,
contrite and regretful.

in,

in

ecstasy,

carrying his

we find Jean a monk but humble,
What homage can he do the Vir-

He

cannot even sing, or pray to her in Latin. Feeling keenly his unworthiness, he remains silent and apart
and the others chide him, all save Boniface, the cook.
Humbly he acknowledges his fault. Well he knows that
not one day since gentle Mary led him to this shelter has he
earned his bread.
Stupid, ignorant, he does nothing but

gin?

eat

and

drink.

"A juggler, what
Jean may be his pupil.

a trade

There

"
!

is

mocks the sculptor monk,
nothing so great as sculp"

You forget the
cries the poet
art."
the
No,"
great
Painting
"
honor
of
the
monk, coming up,
goes to poetry,"
place
"
But music ascends straight to heaven," insists a fourth
The discussion is heated
It is the musician monk.
voice.
ture.

brush.

"Ah,"

says

the

painter monk,

"

is

indeed when the priest arrives to still the troubled waters
with Latin admonitions.
"
Only I offer
Jean sits with his head in his hands.
But
he
to
comforting
sighs pathetically.
Mary,"
nothing
"
Do not envy them, Jean," he counsels.
Boniface is near.
"
They are proud and Paradise is not for such as they.
When I prepare a good repast, do I not do a work as
meritorious ? I am a sculptor of nougats a painter in the
;
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color of my creams; a capon cooked to perfection is worth
a thousand poems; a ravishing symphony is a table where
order reigns.
But, you see, to please the Virgin I remain
quite modest, quite simple." "But, alas,
She loves Latin and I know it not." "

I

am

too simple.

But she

listens to

French too," says the reassuring Boniface.
He reminds
that
with
the
same
smile
the
Jean
Jesus greeted
magi with
their gold and myrrh and frankincense and the poor shepherd who had nothing to bring but an air played upon
a reed pipe.

The
shepherd

The

last

his

shepherd,

words linger
reed pipe."
the juggler

in

Jean's

ears

"
:

The poor

What
are

light illumines his soul!
worth as much to Mary

as the king!
In the last act

is seen the painter monk's new repreThe monks
sentation of the Virgin placed over the altar.
enter the chapel.
Jean is before them, though he does

not see them,

lie

is

on

his knees in

humble prayer.

His
"

He
hurdy-gurdy and his juggler's wallet are beside him.
"
let us warn the
is mad," whisper the monks watching,
"
Give place,"
priest." They see Jean salute the Virgin.
"
It is Jean, king of
he cries in the accustomed words,
the jugglers!
You prefer, perhaps, a love romance?" he
He begins on several, but his memory
inquires naively.
"
fails him.
And now do you wish some juggling, some
He stops
Shall devils and griffins be evoked?"
sorcery?
"
ashamed.
It is force of habit.
Between us, I do exag"
the harangue is never absolutely true,
gerate," he falters,
He juggles, he dances. The priest comes
you know."
and would fall upon him but Boniface restrains him. At
last, dizzy and exhausted, Jean falls prostrate in profound
The indignant monks are about to precipitate
themselves upon him when Boniface points to the Virgin.
divine smile touches her
light glows in her eyes.
From the canvas her hands extend over him in a
lips.
maternal gesture. About them sound the voices of invisible
adoration.

A

angels.

A

LE JONGLEUR DE NOTRE-DAME
"A

am

miracle

!

A

miracle

"
!

I," cries Jean, rapturously,

arms of the

priest.

And

mingle as his soul takes

its

cry the brotherhood.

and he

voices of
flight.

falls
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"

Here

dying into the

monks and of angels

FEUERSNOT
"Feuersnot" or "The Fire Famine," a song poem
one act with text by Ernest von Wolzogen, suggested by
a tale in " The Collected Legends of the Netherlands," and
with music by Richard Strauss, was produced in Weimar
in

Oct. 28, 1902.

CHARACTERS.
Schwieker von Gundelfingen, custodian of the
Ortoff Sentlinger, the burgomaster.
Dicmut, his daughter.
Elsbeth,

castle.

)
C

her companions.
Margret, J
Kunrad der Ebner.

Wigelis,

Jorg Poschel, the innkeeper.
Hamerlein.
Kofel, the smith.

Kunz Gilgenstock, a baker and brewer.
Ortlieb Tulbeck, a cooper.
Ursula, his wife.
Ruger Aspeck, a potter.

Walpurga,
Citizens,

Until

his wife.

women,

recently,

children, servants of the duke.

there

existed

an

Audenarde, upon whose gable was

ancient
inscribed

house
the

in

legend
of the extinguished fires and the depiction of its last scene.
The old witch story is the basis of the text of the opera.
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The
in

curtain rises to disclose a quaint spot in Munich
To the right is the house of
Century.

the Twelfth

the Burgomaster and midway in the pretentious structure
is a basket on pulleys, fastened to the top of the gable.
There are numerous other houses, among them an inn.

Two

side streets lead off

little

in different directions.

It

sundown, at the time of the winter solstice.
busy scene is shown; young couples pass by arm in arm
and older citizens stand in the doors or look but of the
windows. All are dressed in queer medieval costumes.
Down one of the side streets comes a procession of
children and of pipers and drummers, pushing hand-carts on
which are sticks of fire-wood that they have gathered for
the big bonfire to be built outside the town in celebration
of the day when the sun turns in the heavens.
They
"
Give us
stop before the Burgomaster's house and cry,
wood for the solstice fires." As a final argument they
suggest that the Burgomaster's daughter will not get a
husband unless her father gives generously. Soon the big
basket comes down filled with wood, which the children
snatch eagerly.
The stately Burgomaster himself appears
and makes a speech and his handsome daughter, Diemut,
comes out with three companions, all carrying pitchers of
wine and baskets filled with sweetmeats. A feminine voice
declares that Diemut looks like an angel and predicts that
she will be a bride within the year. Then the children go on
to the corner house near the inn and Jorg Poschel, the
for
innkeeper, tells of a strange guest who comes there
is

A

just before

who

holds himself aloof in the
Old Ortlieb tells
like an owl in a dark nest."
old house
of the former inhabitants of this house. They were descendmeals, a quiet fellow

his

"

of a Moorish giant, whom Duke Henry
brought with him when years before he entered
God gave the giant a certain time in which to
Christian.
Nobody knows how he died but, at
ants

were wicked sorcerers, the
were driven from the town many years ago.
all

his descendants

last

Lion

the

the town.

become a
any
of

rate,

whom

'

in

i-d

bean;

them wood

them
tear

take the

to

<

everything

MADAME

takc

FRITZ

I

SCHEFF.

one of the most papular light opera singers
She
now before the public, is a Viennese by birth, the
daughter of Mine. Hortense Scheff Yager, prima
is

donna

)pera House, Vienna, and of
Dr. Yager, a prominent Vienna physician. From her
mother she received her early musical training. Made
at the Imperial

her debut
cities

of

in

(

Frankfort

Europe

as

Juliet.

in

Sang

all

the

grand opera and came to the
1900, appearing in Fidelio, La Boin

United States in
heme, and I Pagliacci.thfsCJtfqpfrifaire life the wife of
Baron von Bardeleben, an officer in the German Hussars.
She was nicknamed by Paderewski, " the little
deviling of grand opera."
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FEUERSNOT
the

giant's

descendants

the

Kofel,
that they

were

smith,

declares

are

that

only

old
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what is told about
women's tales and

good men. This leads to a heated
upon the doors of the former house of the sorcerer and Kunrad, disturbed at the
He is young and handsome and disnoise, comes out.
He asks them what they want and
tinguished in bearing.
they explain, adding that if he is a bachelor and does not
He tells
give them wood no woman will look at him.
them to take the wooden shutters off the windows, and
tear everything from the house that is combustible and
discussion.

The

really

children batter

away. He even throws in his old scripts, for he
he has been losing all the tangible joys of life
through poring over them.
While this has been going on, Kunrad has had eyes
only for Diemut and the maiden has not failed to return
his glances.
Then, growing emboldened, he kisses her,
much to the entertainment of the crowd. The Burgomaster
chides him, and Diemut is indignant to the point of tears.
She runs into the house, promising that he shall be sorry.
Some one in the crowd says that tears mean love.
The children and the older folk go to make the bonfire outside the town.
Only Kunrad lingers. Diemut comes
to the window to comb her hair and Kunrad inquires what
he has done to deserve such treatment. She relents, apparand invites him to come up in the basket. Overtake

it

fears

ently,

has her revenge, for she
joyed, he gets in and Diemut now
draws it only half way up and leaves him hanging there.
Then she mocks him and suggests his jumping out or

She calls her companions and
all the town is there to
they summon the others, and soon
Then Kunrad invokes his master,
hoot and jeer at him.
fires
the sorcerer, and asks for aid; and all the lights and
old
The
people and
upon the hearths are extinguished.
so much
not
do
the children are disconsolate but the lovers
climbing up on her hair.

dislike the situation.
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The

castle custodian threatens to

imprison Kunrad in

the tower as soon as he can get him.
Even severer threats
are made.
Kunrad reminds them that they brought it upon
themselves and that it is for them to find the solution.

Then he manages to climb upon the roof from which he
them an oration. He chides them for their narrow prejudices.
The man whom they had driven away

delivers

had not been evil but they could not see it.
He had
wished only to bring fame and blessing to the town. He
had tried to introduce wagons with four wheels, instead
of carts, and many other like improvements but they
would have none of his doctrine of progressiveness. People
who wished to advance with the world moved away. As
for himself, he had come to finish his master's work.
They
distrusted him, and the woman he loved spurned him.
But a woman's heart is the source of all warmth and
light, he declares, and only through Diemut and her yielding herself to him can they regain their fires.
The people cry to Diemut in her house that it is her

Suddenly Kunrad
duty to get back the fires for them.
a
her
into
room.
Soon
disappears
light shines from the
windows and many others in the town answer it. Then
Kunrad and Diemut, in each other's arms, look out from
the casement and the opera ends with a paean of joy and
love.

In his operas Richard Strauss has reduced the vocal
part to even greater subserviency to the dramatic action
His works are written with the
itself than did Wagner.
voice of the singer going a way seemingly wholly indeTalking
pendent of anything in the instrumental score.
is approached as nearly as is possible, and of formal melowhile set numbers are wholly wanting.
"
"
Feuersnot
The orchestra has the important part and
could be given satisfactorily and with virtually as great
effectiveness with the dialogue spoken as it can with it sung.
Interesting moments in the score are the opening chorus for

dies there

is little,

the children, in which they beg for

wood

for the solstice

FEUERSNOT
fire;

the

the music for Diemut, when
children; the legend sung by
"

first

303
she appears

Tulbeck,

among

"Als

Herzog
(" When great Duke Henry

Heinrich mit dem Lowen kam
with the lions came ") the declamatory scene for Kunrad,
in which he responds to the children's demands for wood
"
for the solstice illumination his lengthy song-speech,
Dass
"
ich den Zauber lerne
(" That I should magic learn ")
the Burgomaster's solo; Kunrad's "Fuersnot!
Minnegobot!" ("Need of fire! Need of love!"); Diemut's song,
;

;

;

"

Mitsommernacht

!

Wonnige

Wacht!"

("Midsummer

Night! Time of Delight!") which is one of the most
"
melodious numbers in the score
Kunrad's
Hilf mir,
Meister!" ("Help me, Master!") and the long descriptive
scene which follows, which is musically directed at Munich
and its treatment of both Wagner and Strauss himself. In
;

appear motifs from the works of Wagner and from
own opera " Guntram " which are heard in both
voice and orchestra when Kunrad speaks of the spirits that
once dwelt in the house but which were driven forth through
Another striking number is the elablack of appreciation.
it

Strauss'

orate symphonic orchestral poem, which pictures the yielding of Diemut to Kunrad and the return of light to the
town, a number which has found its way into the concert

repertory and has been generally admired.

ADRIENNE LECOUVREUR
"Adrienne Lecouvreur," an
opera in four acts with
music by Francois Cilea and text
by A. Colautti after the
work of Scribe and Legouve was produced in Milan in 1903.

CHARACTERS.
Maurice, Comte de Saxe.
The Prince de Bouillon.
The Abbe de Chazeuil.

Michonnet, prompter of the Comedie Francaise.
Quinault,

*\

Poisson,

.

societaires.

Majordomo, J
Adrienne Lecouvreur, of the Comedie Francaise.

The Princesse de

Bouillon.

Mile. Jouvenot,
Mile. Dangeville,

}

)

***+*>

The Duchesse d'Aumont.
The Marquise.
The Baroness.

A

maid.

Ladies, gentlemen, valets, lackeys.
Ballet consisting of Paris, Mercury,

Juno,

Pallas,

Venus, Amazons, and Cupids.

In the greenroom of the Comedie Francaise, MichonMile. Jouvenot
net, the prompter, is having a sad time of it.
wants her powder; Poisson is mad for rouge; Mile. Dange-
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ville is dying for her fan; Quinault has instant need of his
coat; a peremptory voice demands a handkerchief; another
calls for a sword.

Michonnet

he sometimes pays a good price
an actual societaire or a member of
the Comedie Francaise, and for his desire to be ever near
While he is thus reflecting, the Prince de
Adrienne.
Bouillon, accompanied by his sycophant, the Abbe de Chareflects that

for his ambition to be

to pay their compliments to Adrienne, who soon
as Roxana, she is studying her role.
Dressed
A
appears.
to
her
the
magnificent necklace, presented
by
Queen, hangs
about her neck. She rehearses a passage and the little
zeuil,

come

audience breaks into applause.
It is easy to see why Adrienne's great gifts are making
her the idol of Paris. With an impulse of gratitude, she

goes over to Michonnet and declares that whatever success
she may have had she owes to him, her faithful and disPleased and happy, he is
interested friend and teacher.
encouraged to endeavor to tell her, a little later when they
are alone, what for years he has been trying to say, that
His uncle, the pharmacist, has just left
he worships her.
him 10,000 pounds and he is at a loss what to do with it.
"
Sometimes he has a mad idea of marrying."
"
Fine," exclaims Adrienne.
Sometimes, she confesses,
She loves?
shyly, the same idea has occurred to her.
"
Yes." Why not tell this true friend, the state of whose
The object of her
feelings, alas, she does not guess.
affection is merely a young officer in the service of the
Comte de Saxe, son of the King of Poland and heir to the
He is fighting to regain his own and
estates of Courland.
once saved her from insult at the risk of his own life. Only
today he has returned from war, and will be at the theatre.
And Michonnet goes away, his love too true to turn to
resentment when it finds itself not reciprocated.
The lovers steal an interview before the play. Adrienne
Has he
is full of questions as to Maurice's advancement.

won

the favor of the

Count?

The Count

is

very

difficult

ADRIENNE LECOUVREUR
to please.

cede!

Then how she would

But the Count

like to

307

meet him and

inter-

a dangerous man, warns Maurice.
Yes, admits Adrienne, all women love him.
Maurice pretends to be jealous, and then to be consoled
by her promise
is

meet him after the play.
Meantime, the Prince, who is trying to break off an
entanglement with Duclos, the actress, intercepts a letter,
which he believes she has written and which bids Maurice
to

come

that night to the villa the Prince built for her.
The
Prince plans to surprise them and by playing the role of a
He therefore
betrayed lover, to terminate the affair.
invites the entire company of the Comedie to supper there.
Adrienne has played as never before but her triumph is

robbed of

its

sweetness by a message from Maurice, canShe has little heart for the Prince's
but consents to go upon learning that the

celing their engagement.

supper-party

Comte de Saxe

is

to be present.

not Duclos, but the Princesse de Bouillon, whose
agent she is, who has made the rendezvous at the villa.
Maurice, it may be explained, is the Comte de Saxe himself.
It is

is completely in love with him and to complicate matters,
she holds the success of his political enterprises in her hands.
He is delighted to learn that through her intercession the

She

Cardinal has consented to his raising an army. From some
half tangible change in his manner, she ventures, scarcely
and sees
believing it herself, that he loves another woman,
in his

She haughtily
face that her suspicions are correct.
rival and he refuses to disclose it.

demands the name of her

orders the
Just then the supper guests arrive, and the Prince
at the sound of her
The
closed.
to
be
Princess,
aghast
trap
husband's voice, hides in an adjacent apartment. Maurice
is presented to the astonished Adrienne in his true person.
to her that he is true, and asks her
to
He
to

whisper
manages
guard the apartment

containing

the

other

woman.

Adrienne yields to an impulse of generosity and offers to
On the way the jealous
unlock the garden gate for her.
Princess discovers that this is the woman to whom she has
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lost

her lover.

They

but the darkness

is

strive

to learn each

other's

identity

too dense.

In Act III, the Princess, with no clue but the memory
of Adrienne's wonderful voice, enlists the aid of the Abbe
and goes upon her hunt. She gives a reception. Adrienne
is among the guests and when she
speaks, the Princess knows
that her quest is ended.
Adrienne from the incident of a
lost bracelet also learns that she confronts her rival.

The women exchange pleasantries, referring to the
Adrienne is asked to recite and
night of the rendezvous.
she addresses to the Princess a passage from " Phedre "
which

fits

her

all

too well.

The

fourth act passes at the house of Adrienne, whose
doubts of Maurice have made her ill.
The faithful Michonnet comes to comfort her.
He presents to her, as a birth-

day present, the necklace the Queen had bestowed upon her
and which Adrienne had sold to pay the debts of Maurice.
Michonnet has redeemed it with his little fortune.
Adrienne's fellow actors flock in to pay their compliments.
belated parcel is brought to her.
It appears to be from
Maurice and contains a faded bouquet of hers. Its strange
perfume makes her faint; its insult tears her heart. But

A

Maurice follows soon after to offer
throne,

if

fortune restores

it

his hand, as well as his
She tries to realize

to him.

her joy but is strangely dazed.
It is her happiness?
No!
It is his flowers?
He sent no flowers!
She reels and falls, gradually losing consciousness of
her surroundings.
The room is full of phantasms. Just
before she dies she has a moment of transcendent joy in
which she realizes that Maurice loves her. But the Princess
has worsted her rival. The bouquet had been poisoned.

HELENE
"

"

"

Helena
or
Helen of Troy," a lyric poem in one
act with words and music by Camille Saint-Saens, was first
produced in Monte Carlo in 1904.

CHARACTERS.
Helen.
Venus.
Pallas.

Paris.

nymphs and cupids, Trojans.
The work is founded on the immortal story of Helen
of Troy. The incidents subsequent upon her abduction by
Spartans,

Paris are set forth in a series of seven scenes.

The

first

which

scene,

exterior of the palace of
fete.

of

From

within

is

is remarkably brief, shows the
King Menelaus, illuminated for a

heard the chorus chanting the praises

King Menelaus and of Queen Helen.

In Scene II, Helen is seen exhausted and distrait,
It is daybreak.
standing at the top of a cliff by the sea.
The Queen is trying to escape from the net which Paris has
She finds her greatest difficulty in the
spread about her.

him and does not wish to be free. At
she declares she will be worthy of her race and true
to her ties and is about to cast herself into the sea when
Venus appears above the waves and prevents her selffact that she loves

last,
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It is to the Goddess' purpose that her victorious rival in the affection of Paris shall live, sin, and bear
the consequences.
In desperation Helen denies her love for
"
but
Venus
reads
her heart and says,
The story of
Paris,
your loves shall the Muse of History engrave on some

destruction.

undying monument." Warning Helen that she will soon
lead the son of Priam to her retreat, she disappears with
her nymphs.
Paris comes as Venus has said, and pays eloquent and
impassioned suit, assuring Helen that stern Sparta is no

home
its

for such as she but that the land of the Trojans, with
hills and valleys is a fitter
for her
setting

radiant

transcendent loveliness.
She protests that it is only Menelaus that she loves, but gradually is brought to confess that
she, the daughter of Zeus, has lied, and that her heart

belongs to him.
Having thus yielded, she calls upon the
gods to save her from herself. Pallas comes in thunderbolts and shows her what the consequences of her surrender
The Goddess places in the sky a vision
to Paris will be.
and bids the lovers look upon Troy in flames and Priam done

The amorous Paris swears that even should the
sun burst its bonds and burn up the universe he still would
be true to his love. Helen casts aside her last scruple,
gladly relinquishing home, husband, and children for a
"
love that is stronger than death or the gods."
They
embark in a ship sailing for Troy and are borne away.
to death.

SALOME
Salome, a grand opera in one act, its text by Oscar
Wilde, its music by Richard Strauss, received its premier
It
production at the Royal Opera, Dresden, Dec. 9, 1905.

was prohibited

in

characters

introduced.

are

England owing
In

to the fact that Biblical

America,

it

was

first

pro-

duced Jan. 17, 1907, at the Metropolitan Opera House in
New York, where its further presentation was immediately
forbidden, only one performance being given.

CHARACTERS.
Salome, the daughter of Herod's wife.
Narraboth, a Syrian, captain of the guard.
lokanaan, John the Baptist, a prophet of the Lord.
Herod Antipas, Tetrarch of Judea.
Tigellinus, a young Roman.
Naaman, the executioner, a huge negro.

The Cappadocian.
Herodias, Herod's wife.
of Herodias.

Page

Pages, Jews, Nazarenes, slaves of Salome.

suggested by the Biblical account of the
John the Baptist at the caprice of the
of
Herodias.
daughter
The curtain rises on a terrace of the palace of Herod,
Here are Narraboth, the Syrian, and a
tetrarch of Judea.
number of soldiers and pages; in the background is seen a

The

story
decapitation of

is
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surrounded by a wall in which lokanaan, or John

cistern

the Baptist, is held prisoner.
The moon, which proves the
of
an
multitude
of amazing similes, gleams
subject
ensuing
in the sapphire of the Oriental sky.
Narraboth is speaking

of the beauty of Salome with whom he is in love. Just
then Salome herself comes in from the feast, rejoicing to be
free from the caresses of her licentious stepfather, Herod.
As she reflects upon the glory of the night, the voice of
lokanaan issues forth solemnly, uttering the words " The
Lord hath come the Son of Man is at hand " Salome
:

starts,

listens

!

and demands

who has spoken be
Waving aside the slave of

that

he

brought forth for her to see.
Herod, who bids her return to the royal company, she uses
her arts upon the doting Narraboth so effectually that he
disobeys Herod's orders and brings the prophet from the
cistern.
No sooner does she see him, splendid in manly
beauty and stately in bearing, than her barbaric nature
yields to his attraction, and she bursts forth in a passionate

He repulses her, speakexpression of her longing for him.
ing the name of the Lord, calling her daughter of Babylon
and of Sodom and telling her that she is no better than her
But unabashed, she renews her ravings over
physical beauty, and begs for a touch of his mouth.
Again he repulses her and again and again she repeats,

sinful mother.
his

"

me

to kiss thy mouth, lokanaan."
Mourning over the degeneracy of the time, he returns
to his cistern but not before the unhappy Narraboth, who

Suffer

has witnessed the scene, slays himself,
It is he whose father was a king,
them.

from

his

and

falls

kingdom; whose mother was a queen,

Herodias made her

between
drove

whom Herod

whom

slave.

Herod, the Queen and their retinue come in from the
banquet-hall.
They speak of lokanaan and his prophecies
and of the Nazarene who changed water into wine at a
marriage in Galilee and who healed two lepers before the
Herod's
gate of Capernaum simply by touching them.
that he
for
He
her
to
dance
are
Salome.
only
begs
eyes
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better observe her charms.
She refuses; he implores;
he offers her anything that she may ask " even unto the half
of his kingdom." Then she dances the dance of the seven
veils and the king asks what she will have in reward.
Even
the degenerate Herod is shocked when she asks for the
head of John the Baptist on a silver platter. He urges her
to suggest something else, anything else; untold wealth,
emeralds, pearls, turquoises and amber, white peacocks with
gilded beaks; at last even the veil of the sanctuary, but she
is
obdurate.
Finally he yields to her terrible will and
orders the executioner to the cistern, while Salome, shaking
with emotion, leans over listening for the death-struggle.

may

Finally when the huge arm appears, she takes the bleeding
head from the shield, and madly kisses its lips. Even the
stars flee from the sky and the face of the moon is hidden
behind clouds. As Herod, in fright and horror, hastens to
"
I have
depart, he hears the voice of Salome chanting
kissed thy mouth, lokanaan."
"
Kill that woman," cries Herod and the soldiers crush

beneath their shields Salome, daughter of Herodias, Princess
of Judea.
Salome had been widely heralded as unclean and revoIt has proved the greatest operatic sensation
lutionary.
The story is laid in the days of the decadent
since Wagner.

Roman Empire, which gives an opportunity and, perhaps,
presents a necessity for a flagrant display of sensualism and
It was received with greater suspicion because
earthiness.
the text came from the pen of Oscar Wilde, a text replete
with the most unique and glowing poetical figures. Strauss
in his score has caught the spirit of the text with the hand
In orchestration, he is a veritable revolutionist,
of genius.
putting

aside

previously made rules, and introducing
which no one before him has been daring

all

startling effects

enough, or possibly creatively big enough to employ. The
work is overpowering in the vividness of its musical description.
Every sound has been pinioned in the score from the
screaming of white peacocks to the dripping of blood. The
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whole work

dramatic to a degree and it would be difficult
moment in opera of tenser suspense than
that in which Salome waits at the cistern for the head of
is

to find another

John.

The

diversity of opinion as expressed in the countless

magazine and newspaper discussions of the opera
amazing and amusing.

is

both

MADAM BUTTERFLY
"Madam Butterfly," a Japanese lyric tragedy, is
founded on the book of John Luther Long, and the drama
by David Belasco with Italian libretto by L. Illica and G.
Giacosa.
Its music is by Giacomo Puccini.
It was first
at
the
Scala
Theatre
in
in
Milan
and
received
1904
produced
an adverse verdict. The following year it was revived in
Its first
slightly changed form and with changed fortunes.
American presentation occurred

in October,

1906, in

Wash-

ington, D. C.

CHARACTERS.
Madam

Butterfly,

Cho-Cho-San.

Suzuki, Cho-Cho-San's servant.
Kate Pinkerton.
Lieut. B. E. Pinkerton, of the United States Navy.
Sharpless, United States Consul at Nagasaki.

Goro, a marriage broker.
Prince Yamadori.
The Bonze, Cho-Cho-San's uncle.
Trouble, Cho-Cho-San's child.

Lieutenant Pinkerton of the United States Navy, who
temporarily stationed at Nagasaki, is about to contract a
Japanese marriage, assisted by Goro, a marriage broker,
with Cho-Cho-San, known as the Butterfly. He has leased
is

a cottage on the hills above Nagasaki and overlooking the
The opera opens as he and Goro are inspecting
harbor.
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the dwelling and its surroundings.
United States Consul at Nagasaki,

His friend, Sharpless,
comes upon the scene
and to him Pinkerton explains his plans. Sharpless makes
an earnest effort to dissuade the Lieutenant from his rash
idea, arguing that while a Japanese marriage might be only
a joke to him, it could prove all too serious to the little
bride.
Butterfly, appearing with her mother and relatives,
charms Sharpless by her attractive manner and evidently
lovable nature.
He learns from his conversation with her
as
he
that,
feared, she looks upon the marriage quite seriIn
order
to prepare herself for it, she even has
ously.
renounced
her faith, thus severing all ties with the
secretly

past.

Despite the good counsel of Sharpless, Pinkerton persists
in signing the contract in the presence of the relatives and
friends of Butterfly.
While the drinking and rejoicing that
follow this event are in progress, Bonze, the Buddhist priest,
the uncle of Cho-Cho-San appears, cursing and denounc-

Pinkerton ends
ing her for having given up her religion.
it by ordering everyone off the premises.
There follows
an exquisite love-scene in which Pinkerton succeeds in winning Butterfly back to smiles and happiness.
Three years elapse. Pinkerton long ago has been called

away from Nagasaki, and Suzuki,

Butterfly's

faithful serv-

announces to her mistress that the money left for their
maintenance is almost gone, and voices her fears that the
ant,

Lieutenant will never come back.

For

this lack of faith she

Sharpless appears with a letter in
his hands which Butterfly at once surmises to be from
Pinkerton speaking of his return. In this surmise she is
is

severely reprimanded.

correct but Sharpless has not the courage to

while

Pinkerton

tell her that
is
he
returning,
returning with an
The marriage broker again has been active,
is

American wife.
and has urged upon

Madam

Butterfly the

advisability

of

marriage with Prince Yamadori, a wealthy nobleman. In
this effort he is seconded by Sharpless, both of them explaining that under the Japanese law, Pinkerton's continued

MADAM BUTTERFLY
absence

is

refusal,

Madam

returns

Then Madam
Consul

bearing

leaves

without

having

across the harbor floats the
the window,

Pinkerton's

fair-haired

child.

Butterfly turning to Sharpless says unanswercan such as this well be forgotten?" The

"Look,

ably,

grounds for divorce. After persistent
Butterfly sends Suzuki from the room, and

sufficient

maid

the
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Madam

delivered

boom

his

of the gun.

Butterfly sees that

it

is

Now

news.

Rushing to
the salute of

American man-of-war. She and Suzuki deck the cottage with flowers and seat themselves at the windows with
the child, to await Pinkerton's coming.
The maid and
the

child

fall

asleep,

leaving Butterfly watching alone for her

lover.

The
Butterfly

third act opens to find the new day dawning,
still at her post.
The light awakens Suzuki

and
and
While

she persuades Butterfly to take the child and rest.
she is gone Pinkerton comes with his American wife but
he hastens away, unable to face the situation. When Butterfly comes again fluttering with happiness, the presence of
It is
the other woman seems to bring the truth to her.
then that the little Nipponese heart breaks. Quite simply
and without resentment, she tells the American wife that if
her husband will return in half an hour he may have the
When they have gone,
child, and that "All will be well."

Madam Butterfly drives Suzuki from the room, and binding
the eyes of Trouble, the child, with a scarf, she places in
hands a doll and an American flag. Taking her father's
sword she goes behind the screen in the rear of the room.
There is a short pause, the sword clatters on the floor, she
totters out and falls dead at the baby's side.

his

It is

his

said

best work.

that

In

Puccini considers
fact,

he admitted

"

Madam

this

"

Butterfly

when watching

from the wings its first American performance in the
"
"
"
said he,
I confess
guage of the original libretto.
I

am

very

appealed to

fond of

me from

my Madam
the

first.

Butterfly.

It gives fuller

The

lan-

that

subject

expression to
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temperament and to my sentiment, than any other of my
works, not even excepting La Boheme.'
In this idea he is supported by the critics, a thing
which does not always follow. It is generally conceded to

my

'

'

be the greatest of his works.
It
of Italian operatic renaissance,

is

a convincing exponent

and

justifies

Puccini's

admirers in their asseveration that the mantle of Verdi has
fallen on his shoulders.
The score is in the essentially
modern manner with no distinct arias, solos or ensembles.
The orchestra plays the prominent role in illustrating and

describing

the

dramatic

situations

by the various persons on the
"

and the emotions

stage.

Much

felt

of the vocal

"

style of recitative
but there are certain important scenes which are of great
melodic beauty. Of such are the impassioned love duet for
Pinkerton and Butterfly, with which the first act closes;
Butterfly's description to Suzuki of how some day Pinkerton
will return; her declaration to Sharpless that she will care

part

is

written in the

conversational

for little Trouble and the admirable orchestral interlude
which portrays musically Butterfly's long watch throughout
the night before Pinkerton comes to her.

ARIANA ET BARBE-BLEUE
"Ariana et
Beard," an opera

Barbe-Bleue

"

or

"Ariana

and

Blue

arranged by Maurice
Maeterlinck with music by Paul Dukas was produced in
Paris at the Opera Comique in March, 1907.
in three acts, the text

CHARACTERS.
Ariana.

The

nurse.

Selysette,

Melisande,
Ygraine,
Bellangere,
Alladine (pantomime role),
Blue Beard.
An old peasant.

the fire wives.

Second peasant.
Third peasant.
The crowd.

shows how Ariana, the sixth wife, opened
A sumptuous apartment in Blue Beard's
At
It is in the form of a semicircle.
castle is disclosed.
the rear there is a great door and on each side of this are
three smaller doors of ebony with locks and ornamentations

The

first

act

the forbidden door.

of

silver.

Above

the six smaller doors are six tall winIt is evening and the chandeliers

dows, which are open.
are lighted.

Through

the

windows come the

cries

of an
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excited and indignant crowd below.
From their disjointed
utterances, it may be gathered that a beautiful, smiling

young woman has just been conveyed in a coach to Blue
Beard's castle.
They say that she should be warned before
the fatal doors close upon her forever.
There have been
five before her.
That is too many! Some say that she
knows all and that she is coming into the trap with her
But she is too lovely to die, so lovely that
eyes open.
twenty lovers have followed her from her city and are
weeping

As

in the streets.

crowd discourses, the windows close quite of
themselves and Ariana, the sixth wife, and her nurse enter
the apartment.
The nurse is full of fears about this new
husband of whom such terrible things are rumored. Ariana
assures her that she does not believe the wives are dead.
the

At any

rate she is going to know the secret.
Her husband
has given her the keys which open the bridal treasure. The
six silver keys are to use, the golden key is forbidden.
But
that is the only one which counts with Ariana and she
throws the others disdainfully upon the marble floor. The
nurse hastily gathers them up and with the permission of
her mistress unlocks one of the doors.
It swings upon
its hinges and a perfect shower of amethyst jewelry rains
upon her. There are collars, aigrettes, bracelets, rings,
buckles,

diadems. Distracted,
girdles,
into the purple treasure and

arms deep

overflowing.
"

They

are

beautiful,"

agrees

she
fills

Ariana.

plunges her
her mantle to
"

Open

the

second door."
Breathless the nurse turns the key; the doors

swing

apart; and a dazzling eruption of sapphires falls about them.
The third door is opened to release a milky rivulet of pearls
the fourth to emit a deluge of emeralds; from the fifth
;

a bloody warning;
marvelous, bewildering
cataract of diamonds.
Only for a moment does the young
Now for the seventh forbidden
wife gaze at the splendor.

comes a tragic cascade of rubies,
from the opened sixth flows a

like
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door with the hinges and locks of
gold! Disregarding the
protests of the nurse she turns the
key and throws open the
door.
Nothing but a dark opening is seen but from it
issues, weirdly, the song of the five
daughters of Orlamonde
who have wandered through three hundred halls
searching
for the light.
They see the great ocean through the window
and fear to die; they knock upon the closed door but do
not dare to open it.
Blue Beard comes quietly into the room and
regards
Ariana.
'You, too," he observes, dryly.
"I especially,"
"How long have they been there?" she
says Ariana.
asks.

"

Some many

days, some many months, the last a
was
a
year.
very little thing that I asked."
You asked more than you gave," returns Ariana.
"
But you lose the happiness I wished for you," says
Blue Beard looking sadly at his wife. " Only give up knowing and I shall yet pardon you."
But Ariana has no such idea. Blue Beard seizes her
by the arm and involuntarily she utters a cry. The listening crowd below hear it; a stone crashes through the window. In a moment, the angry people rush into the house
It

*

but Ariana advances calmly toward them.
"
What would you ? " she inquires. "

no

ill."

And

they go

He

has done

me

away shamefaced.

In Act II we see Ariana and her nurse descending the
steps of a subterranean stairway and plunging into
almost complete obscurity. Five forms are crouched in a
At the
grotto, so motionless that she fears them dead.
sound of her voice, they tremble. She runs to them to
cover their faces with kisses, to caress them and to utter
little cries of joy that their lips are fresh and their arms
last

warm and

She fancies they still are beautiful, but
living.
nurse brings the light they appear a desolate
group, pale and emaciated, their hair disheveled, their
She hovers about them then with tender
clothing in rags.

when

the
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expressions of pity.
They gaze at her beauty and inquire
whether
she
too
has disobeyed.
sadly
"
1 have obeyed, but other laws than his," returns

Ariana sententiously.
She asks them more of the experiences of their entombment.

They

tell

her

of

their

occupations,

v/hich

are

to

Then Ariana
pray, to sing, to weep and always to watch.
scolds them gently for their passivity.
Do they not know
that outside is the springtide, the sunlight, the dew on the
leaves, the smiling sea?

As she speaks, a jet of water falling from the roof of
the vault extinguishes the lamp.
Only for a moment is
she disconcerted.
Then she sees a faint light at the end of
the vault and promises to lead them to it.
she climbs the high rocks which interpose.

With

their aid,

Groping along
the wall she comes to a section bolted and barred.
She
would try her strength upon it but the others cry out in
warning.
"

"
reproaches Ariana.
Why do "you
wish me to deliver you if you so adore your darkness ?
At last her struggles are successful and the prison is
opened to the dazzling light of noon. Blinded, the five

My

poor

sisters,"

wives hide their unaccustomed eyes. When they can bear
it,
they look out and exclaim in delight at the trees, the
Breathless they watch
green country, the distant village.
the figure of a peasant and count the strokes of the clock.
Ariana tells them not to gaze at the light until they grow
apprehensive but to profit by their temporary frenzy to get
out of their tomb.
"
"
I do not know
Here is a stairway," she calls.
where it leads, but it is light. Come everybody." Half
reluctantly they lift themselves up by the rocks and then
disappear outside, dancing and singing in the light.
In Act III, we are taken again to Blue Beard's
enchanted castle, where before the mirrors the five wives
are

decking themselves with jewels

and

flowers.

Ariana
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runs from one to the other to assist in
making them fine.
questions about Blue Beard.
'
You are going to be free and you must be beautiShe counsels each to make the most
ful," remarks Ariana.
of her special gift.
She unbinds Melisande's lovely hair;
she loops back Ygraine's sleeves to show her
charming arms.

They whisper

They have made nothing of themselves. It is not strange
he did not love them for he had only their shadows.
The nurse rushes into the room, haggard and frightened, with the news that Blue Beard is coming under guard
and that all the villagers have assembled to capture him.
The wives hastily mount the stairway and gaze from the

windows. With hungry eyes they watch the ogre
from his coach. They nearly faint with terror when
the peasants attack him and rout him and the guards.
When he falls wounded and the peasants bind him they
high

issue

The mob invades the
cry out entreaties not to kill him.
castle, and lays at the feet of the stately Ariana the bound
and

helpless

Blue Beard.

"
Here he is, madam," they say, proudly.
He shall
do you no more harm." They proffer further aid but
Ariana tells them it is not needed, and so they disperse. On
"

their knees, the five wives gaze at their fallen lord.

Ariana

gently examines Blue Beard's wounds and the wives rise
and vie with each other to do him service. Alladine, the
wife who cannot speak their language, furtively kisses him.

When he has been cared for, Ariana cuts the cords
Blue Beard feeling
which bind him and prepares to go.
himself free, raises himself and looks attentively at each of
the five wives.
Then, perceiving Ariana, he turns toward
her.
She gives him her hand in farewell and he tries to
retain it but she releases herself gently and goes toward the
door with her nurse. She asks them all in turn to go with
The moon and the stars shine all along the road; the
her.
sea and the forest call the dawn peers over the azure vault
and shows the world inundated with hope. Are they com;

ing?
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But even Alladine, who sobs for a moment in her arms,
cannot say yes.
"Adieu; be happy," says pitying Ariana through her
The women look intently at Blue
tears, as she goes away.
his
head
as the curtain goes down.
Beard, who raises
Herein we see the invasion of the opera by the problem.
Woman's craving for emancipation and her reluctance to
accept it when it conies to her are impressively set forth in
this Maeterlinck fable.
The music by Dukas, one of the
younger of the French composers, is in the most advanced
modern manner and has attracted to its author widespread
attention, and won for him both enthusiastic approval and
The radicals hail him as a genius; the
unqualified censure.
conservatives regard him as an extremist of almost dangerous type.
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